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PREFACE.

Despite the extreme antiquity of the art of which the

Author has here treated, it was not till the commencement

of the present century that the first known attempt to treat

of Boot and Shoemaking from a practical standpoint was

made by Mr. Bees. This treatise was followed by the

works of O'Sullivan and Devlin, that of the latter forming

a portion of the series of practical works issued under

the superintendence of the late Mr. Charles Knight.

The art of Boot and Shoemaking may be said to have

undergone a complete revolution during the past fifty

years, and it is consequently impossible that works written

so long since as those mentioned could satisfy the require-

ments of the present day.

The introduction and successful application of machinery,

the increased division of labour, the improved methods

and instruments adopted and employed by modern crafts-

men, and the use of new materials, are sufficient, besides

other considerations, to justify and necessitate the produc-

tion of a modern treatise on the subject.

Notwithstanding the acknowledged success that has
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Vlll PREFACE.

attended the employment of machinery, hand-making

still retains a leading position in the Boot and Shoe-

making industry ; and although the number of men now

employed is not equal to those formerly engaged in hand-

work, the status of those remaining has in no sense

declined. The best class of Boots and Shoes are those

made by hand for our leading " bespoke " masters ; and

it is, moreover, from the ranks of this department of the

trade that the most competent machine workers are con-

tinuously recruited ; therefore it is that, in the present

work, the author has devoted so large a portion of the

space at his command to hand-production, in which it

may safely be said that the true art of the Shoemaker

lies.

The author will not conclude these prefatory remarks

without tendering his sincere thanks to Mr. Tyrrell for

his valuable assistance.
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BOOT AND SHOEMAKING.

CHAPTER I.

HISTORICAL.

A succinct History of Boots and Shoes.—The Difficulty of tracing the
Origin of Foot-gear.—The Materials used by the Egyptians in the
Manufacture of Sandals, &c.—Baudoin'sTreatise "DeSoleaVeterum."
—Tychius, of Boeotia, declared by Pliny to have been the first Shoe-
wearer.—Plautus and Seneca on Shoes of Gold.—The Streets of Old
Home crowded with Shoemakers' Stalls, and an Edict issued for their

Removal.—Foot-gear used by the Greeks and Romans to distinguish
Rank and Position.—Evelyn's Visit to Venice.—Ghoppines.—Boots

" and Shoes as Instruments of Torture.—Saints Crispin and Crispinian.

—Our Frontispiece.—The Kit of the Ancients.—Foot-gear of the
Ancient Britons.—The Irish, Scotch, and Hebridian Brogues.

—

Fashion controlled by Deformity.—Sumptuary Laws applied to Boots
and Shoes.—Saxon Foot-gear.—Did Cardinal Wolsey wear Shoes of

Gold?—Curled Toes.—Shoes and Prayer.—Shoemakers in Religious
Houses.—The Shoes of Chaucer's Absolon.—The Cordwainers*
Company of the City.—Pisnettes and Pantoffles.—The Choppine in
England.—Slouched Boots.—Boots of the Cavaliers and Puritans.

—

Buckles and Brilliants.—Heels and Toes.—Clogs.

It would be almost as difficult to decide the period when
foot-clothing was first worn by man as to fix the date of

his existence. All that we know in regard to the former
is that in some of the most ancient records we possess

allusions to foot-coverings occur. These tell us that

sandals, shoes, &c, were made, and worn by the Egyptians
and the inhabitants of other eastern countries, from the

leaves of the papyrus, and raw hides, over three thousand
years ago ; but whether foot-clothing was first made from
vegetable or animal substances must ever remain a
matter of conjecture. The earliest efforts of foot-clothiers

were, in all probability, confined to protecting the soles of
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2 BOOT AND SHOEMAKING.

the wearers of their productions, and consisted of sole-

guards and their fastening appliances. For these, linen,

rushes, broom, flax, wood, bark of trees, hides of animals,

and even metals were employed. Many references to foot-

gear will be found in the Old Testament.

Baudoin, a shoemaker, has written a learned treatise,

" De Solea Veterum," in which the origin, material, and
form of the earliest foot-gear are inquired into ; and as an
argument in favour of the custom of protecting the feet,

he declares that if God had intended man to go bare-

footed, he would not have given him the skins of animals

!

Pliny makes the extraordinary assertion that Tychius, of

Boeotia, first wore shoes; but he has not only failed to

supply us with the grounds upon which he based his

conclusion, but the date of the so-called first wearer's

existence. From the Greek and Roman classics we learn

that boot, shoe, and sandal-making was practised as an
art at a very early period, and, moreover, that differently

fashioned foot-gear was prescribed by legal enactments to

be worn for the easy distinguishment of both rank and
profession. Plautus, in his " Bacchides," introduces us
to a rich man who wore shoes with soles of gold; and
Seneca records that Julius Caesar wore shoes formed of

the same precious metal. In Domitian's reign, we read,

the streets of Rome were so crowded with shoemakers
and their stalls as to necessitate the passing of an edict

for their removal. In Rome, the shoes worn by the
patrician order were made to reach higher up the leg

than those worn by the plebeians ; while the boots of the

common people were fashioned of wood, and slaves are

known to have gone barefooted. It is impossible, with
the space at our command, to even name the immense
variety of boots, shoes, and sandals worn by the different

classes of Greeks and Romans; not only were classes

distinguished by their foot-gear, but even the divisions of

classes. Every grade of military and civil life was known
by the mode in which the foot was clothed, and the sock

and buskin, which still mark two distinct classes of actors,

are a bequeathment from this singular and ancient custom.
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HISTORICAL. 3

"Writing of Ascension Week in Yenice, Evelyn tells us
how at its great fair lie saw noblemen stalking with their

ladies on choppines. "'Tis ridiculous," he writes, "to
see how these ladies crawle in and out of their gondolas by
reason of their choppines, and what dwarfs they appear
when they are taken down from their wooden scaffolds."

On a strange gentleman being asked how he liked the

ladies of Venice, he replied that they were " mezzo carno,

mezzo ligno (half flesh, half wood), and he would have
none of them." It is possible that the Romans first set

the example of using boots and shoes as instruments of

torture and degradation. The Romans used a shoe of

iron, as the early Christians knew to their cost. The
instrument known as "the boot" is described as being
made of a slip of parchment. This was placed on the leg

wet, and by its steady yet violent contraction caused

intolerable pain to its wearer. A boot into which wedges
were driven is known to have been employed for a like end.

The brothers Crispin and Crispinian, two shoemakers

of Rome, on adopting the Christian faith were ex-

pelled the city. History informs us they wandered into

France, preaching and working by turns in the several

towns through which they passed till they arrived at

Soissons, where they suffered martyrdom on October 25,

308. These brothers, in accordance with an old-world

Catholic custom, became the patron saints of shoemakers,

and on each succeeding anniversary of their martyrdom
it is still a practice in many countries for shoemakers to

pay tribute to their memories. With regard to the mode
in which this was done in England, an old rhymster wrote

—

" On the 26th October
Seldom a Bouter's sober."

By way of frontispiece, with the view of showing the

earliest mode in which men plied the trade of sandal-

making, we present our readers with copies of two
paintings traced by Rosselini. These are supposed to

date from the time of Pharaoh, or about fifteen hundred
years before the time of Christ. The low stool upon
which one of the workers is seated bears a remarkable
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4 BOOT AND SHOEMAKING.

resemblance to those we have seen shoemakers use. Only
a few of the tools pictured bear the slightest resemblance *

to those composing the kit of a modern craftsman.

In the succeeding pages we will confine ourselves, there-

fore, to the productions of our own shores. It may be
remarked that the more striking features of English boots

have been at different dates common to nearly all western
nations, and that shoe-wearers have been more indebted

to the French than to any other people for the diversity

of patterns and forms of boots and shoes we are about to

describe.

However rude and uncivilised the earliest inhabitants

of Great Britain and Ireland may have been, it is almost

impossible to conceive a time when at least a portion of

them were unimpressed with the necessity of clothing

their feet. The ever-recurring injuries from contact

with the earth's varying surface could not have failed to

have impressed upon them the necessity of some primitive

form of foot-armour. " The shoes worn by the Belgic
Britons," says Meyrick, "were made of raw cowhide."
Such shoes are known to have been worn by the Irish

down to the time of Edward III., and by the Scotch, with
certain variations, to a much later date. " The brogue,"
writes Mrs. S. C. Hall, in her " Ireland," " was made of

untanned hide ; but for the last century at least it has
been made of tanned leather. The leather of the upper
is much stronger than that used in the strongest shoes,

being made of cowhide dressed for the purpose, and it

never has an inside lining like the ordinary shoe ; the

sole leather is generally of an inferior description. The
process of making the brogue is different from that of

shoemaking, and the tools used in the work bear little

analogy. . . . The regular brogue was of two sorts, the single

and the double pump, the former consisting of the sole

and upper only ; the latter had a welt sewed between the

sole and upper leather. In the process of making the

regular brogue there was neither hemp, wax, nor bristles

used by the workman, the sewing all being performed by
a thong made of horsehide prepared for the purpose. . . .
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HISTORICAL. 5

The brogue is worn larger than the foot, the space being
filled in with a sap of hay. The Irish brogue-makers
pride themselves on the antiquity of their trade, and boast

over shoemakers, whom they consider a spurious graft on
their noble art." Still more interesting is the account
given by Hugh Miller of the shoes even yet worn at

Eigg, one of the Hebridian Islands. He describes them
as being of a deep madder colour, soles, welts, and uppers,

and resembling in form the yawl of The Betsy, He
tells us they were sewn by thongs, and altogether the

production of Eigg, from the skin out of which they were
cut, the lime that had prepared it for the tan and root

by which the tanning had been accomplished, down to

the last on which they had been moulded. He moreover
describes how one of the islanders made him a pair of

these shoes, the way in which the roots for the liquor

(Tormentilla -erecta) were collected, and the homely tan-

ning of the skin. It may be mentioned that shoes have
been dug up in England that do not materially differ

from the above. These are formed from a single piece of

untanned leather, slit in several places to allow of a thong
being passed through, that, when drawn tight, fastened

the shoe to the foot like a purse. The discovery of these

early formed shoes proves that it is a mistake to credit

Mr. Nicholson, who lived in the early portion of the

present century, with the introduction of " rights and lefts."

It would be wearisome to attempt to describe the many
forms that boots and shoes have been made to assume since

the displacement of the brogue. One thing may be noted,

however, with regard to subsequent productions, namely,
that the comfort of the wearer has not always been the

chief thing cared for. There has been a constant skipping

from one extremity of form to another, regardless of the

fact that no great change was ever known to take place in

the feet the shoes were intended to protect and comfort.

Charles VII. of France wore coats with long tails to hide

his legs, that were the reverse of shapely. Henry Plan-

tagenet, Duke of Anjou, to hide a large and unsightly

excrescence on one of his feet, wore shoes with excessively
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6 BOOT AND SHOEMAKING.

long points. Henry YIII. is said, though there is

pretty good proof that extremely broad boots were worn
before his time, to have occasioned the introduction of

shoes of disproportionate breadth in order to obtain ease

and comfort for feet that were misshapen. In all the
instances quoted, the unsightly and ridiculous forms became
fashionable, so fashionable and so outrageous that sumptu-
ary laws had to be passed to restrict their use, or rather

proportions. Fines and other punishments were imposed
for wearing boots- with toes over two inches in length, and
at another period for wearing shoes with toes above six

inches in breadth. It would appear that our Saxon fore-

runners, partially at least, adopted the Greek and Roman
custom of wearing boots and shoes to distinguish their

rank or station : and from a similar custom that prevailed

in France we are told is derived the proverb, " Etre sur
grand pied dans le monde." The chief characteristic of

Saxon foot-gear is a long, pointed toe, and the slashing of

the upper. The shoes worn in the eleventh, twelfth, and
thirteenth centuries, and, indeed, both before and after,

were cut from leather, silk, velvet, satin, and every de-

scription of then-existing woven fabric, and ornamenta-
tion and extravagance were at different periods carried to

absurd lengths. The great Cardinal Wolsey is said to,

have worn shoes of gold. We know that he was guilty

of many extravagances, but we can scarcely credit this,

although we admit there is a possibility of his having done
so. The probability is that gold embroidery or leather

stamped in gold is- what the author intended to convey.
It is related that a courtier named Robert, in the third

Edward's time, wore the toes of his boots so long that he
had to stuff them with tow and curl them up like a ram's
horn, from which they obtained the name of cornadu.

We are again, however, reminded of the old and well-

worn proverb, " There is nothing new under the sun," by
a quotation that tells us that the same thing was prac-
tised as early as the time of Rufus, and that they were,
previous to Edward's time, worn in Cracow. Hume, in
his History of England, keenly remarks in his notice of
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the declamations of the clergy against this absurd fashion,
" The ecclesiastics took exception to this ornament, which
they said was an attempt to belie the Scriptures. . . . But
such are the strange contradictions of human nature,

though the clergy of that time could overthrow thrones,

and had the authority to send above a million of men
on their errand, they could not prevail against those long-

pointed toes." The legal enactments referred to put them
down for a time, but they sprang into existence once more,
and in allusion thereto a writer of the period observes,
" A fashion we have lately taken up is to wear our forked
shoes almost as long again as our feet, not a little to the

hindrance of the action of the foot, and not only so, but
they prove an impediment to reverential devotion, for our
boots and shoes are so mounted that we can hardly kneel
in God's house."

Shoemaking was practised in monastic institutions,

excepting those belonging to monks denominated " bare-

footed," from a very early date, and the existence of the

practice appears to have given offence to Richard, the first

Abbot of St. Alban's Abbey, who complained of the
monks and canons associating with shoemakers and
tanners. In the description of Absolon, the parish clerk,

Chaucer tells us "the upper leathers of his shoes were
carved to resemble the windows of St. Paul's Cathedral,"

which goes a long way to prove they were of monkish origin.

Trade organisations are known to have existed among
shoemakers from a very early period. The Cordwainers'

Company of the City of London was first incorporated by
letters patent granted by Henry IV., its title being at

that time "The Cordwainers' and Cobblers' Company."
The incorporation of this body was again recognised in

the fifteenth century by Act of Parliament, the provisions

of which gave its members power to restrain the making
of boots and shoes "after a preposterous fashion," under
a penalty of twenty shillings, and to put a stop to Sunday
and holy day trading by similar mulcts and fines, or in

lieu thereof, imprisonment.

In Edward VL's reign, and long after, courtiers
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wore high boots with very long tops that could be pulled

over the knee and half up the thigh when wanted. These
boots fitted the leg like a stocking, and closely resembled
the buskin. The chivalrous Earl of Surrey is pictured by
Holbein as wearing boots of this order. They are slashed

across, as was the fashion with the Anglo-Saxons. These
slashings are said to have been employed at the time of

their revival to " advertise " the rich silk stocking then
coming into fashion. Shoes with two straps and latchets,

cut similar to those worn some fifty years back, came into

vogue at the time of Elizabeth, as did pumps ; and a writer

of the period possibly alludes to the latter under the name
of "pisnettes." "Men," says the same writer (Stubbs) "have
corked shoes, pisnettes, and fine pantoffles, whichbare them

'

up two inches or more from the ground." Some of these,

he tells us, were made of white leather, some of black, and
some of red ; some of black velvet, some of white, and
some of green. They are, moreover, said to have been
carved, cut, and stitched all over with silk, and laid on
with gold and silver. From attacks on the ladies at this

period we learn that they indulged in similar extrava-

gances. The choppine was introduced into this country
in the sixteenth century, but it never reached the absurd

proportions that it did in Venice and Rome. Shakspeare,

in a salutation to a lady, writes, " What, my young mistress,

by'r lady, your ladyship is nearer heaven than when I saw
you last by the altitude of a choppine." Many of the
shoes of this period closely resemble the shoes now worn,
and the modern fashion of ornamenting shoes with bows,
&c, over the instep is evidently a copy of the fashion then
in vogue. There is this difference to be noted : such
ornaments are now confined to the foot-gear of ladies,

whereas at the period referred to they were common to

both ladies' and gentlemen's shoes.

Shoes of buff leather, with slashes in their uppers, were
very much worn in the reign of the first James, when high
boots again came into fashion. These were clumsily formed,
and were allowed to slouch down over the calves and
ankles of their wearers, like untied stockings. It was
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probably from these boots that wrinkled legs took their

rise. About this time a lady is said to have admired " the

good wrinkles of a gallant's boots." These high slouching

boots were worn by pedestrians as well as by riders.

Apart from the gold-lace and silver-thread with which
" shoe-ties " were edged at this period, the shoes worn did

not entail a great expense to the wearers. Dramatists of

the same reign and of that of Charles I. make frequent

mention of corked shoes. In a play called Willy

Beguiled, a girl has to say, " I came trip, trip, trip, over

the Market Hill, holding up my petticoats to the calves of

my legs, to show my fine coloured stockings, and how
trimly I could foot it in a new pair of corked shoes I had
bought." The boots of the Cromwellian era were mostly
made of buff Spanish leather. They were plain to ugliness

and were armed with a square piece of leather in front to

keep the pressure of the stirrup from the instep. During
the existence of the Commonwealth, and for some time after,

the tops of the boots were of enormous width. The shoes of

the reign of Charles II. and James II. were distinguished by
high heels and longish toes, tapering towards their points,

but cut square at the ends, the uppers of which not only

covered the instepsbut extended some distance overthe shins

of their wearers. Shoes of Spanish leather, laced with gold,

were also commonly worn. Those of the men of fashion

had squarer or less pointed toes, with huge flaps ornamented
with diminutive buckles, the heels being somewhat higher
and covered with coloured leather. We are told that

buckles were first used in the reign of William III. ; but,

if so, how comes it that the brass of Robert Attelath, at

Lymm, who died in 1376, is pictured with shoes with
buckles ? It is only fair to state that some incline to the

belief that the buckles worn prior to William III. were
only used as ornaments. The costliness of many of

the buckles so worn is placed beyond doubt from the fact

that they were often fashioned of the most precious metals,

and studded with brilliants. William himself wore high
jack-boots, scarcely differing in form from, and having
the same belongings by way of instep-guards, as those of
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his predecessor. They were cut as ugly as can possibly be
imagined.

Ladies' shoes had high heels. It was quite common
to bridge the arch with a leathern clog. The high-cut

quarter shoe continued to be worn by men during the

reigns of George I. and II. Red was the fashionable

colour for their heels, and they were adorned with buckles

of large dimensions. The shoes worn by ladies were much
handsomer than those worn by their immediate predecessors,

the ugly square toes having given way to toes less broad

and more sightly. The clog worn was also an improvement,
the heel of it being sunk to receive the heel of the shoe.

The uppers, cut from silks and satins, were richly em-
broidered. The heels of these shoes were of wood covered

with silk, satin, and fancy leather. As time advanced shoe

quarters were cut lower, and the heel brought more forward.

In 1790 the shoes worn by ladies were cut exceedingly

short in the vamp and of necessity low in the quarters. As
for heel, they had scarcely any. Buckled shoes lasted down
to the commencement of the present century, or rather

they were revived at that period. They were speedily

succeeded by shoes fastened with strings. The buckle-

makers, who were almost ruined by the change, petitioned

the then Prince of "Wales to leave off wearing shoe strings

in favour of buckles, but his readiness to oblige the

petitioners did not materially serve them. In the reign

of George III. close-fitting top boots, the legs of which
were cut from grained leather, were very commonly worn.
The upper portion was cut more to resemble the form of

the leg, and it was furnished with a turn-over, or a top as

it was afterwards called. High boots so cut were found
to be difficult to get on and off, and in the process of time
the height of leg was lowered. In many of these lowered
boots, the turn-over reached down to the ankle. It was
during this reign that the Hessian came into fashion,

perhaps the handsomest boot ever worn. This boot was
a German importation ; but boots similarly cut are known
to have been worn in Bohemia as early as 1700. This was
followed by the Wellington.
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In the reign of George IV. ladies wore boots laced up
the front. Side lacing revived in that of the succeeding

monarch, and the " Adelaide " boot took its name from
William's consort. Sandalled slippers were also concur-

rently worn, and remained in fashion till the early portion

of the reign of Victoria. Ribbon for shoe strings was
commonly employed at this period. The cut of the

quarters of shoes has since undergone many changes, and
military-heeled boots have become quite common for

ladies' wear. There was an interval when the high heel

was superseded by the low, but recently, as our readers know
full well, the hign heel has once more asserted itself. The
Blucher, which came into fashion in the early portion of the

present century, continued in great favour down to a very

recent date, and even yet is not entirely displaced. The
introduction of elastic within the memory of readers of

moderate age didmuch to discountenance the Blucher boot

and indeed many others. Boots with springs in them are

known to have their disadvantages ; but from the fact

that they are self-fastening, they are certain to remain
popular.

With regard to more modern boots and shoes, we prefer

to leave them to those who may succeed us. We are,

moreover, justified in making this omission from the fact

that there is little if any necessity to cumber our pages

with matters with which even the least observant cannot

fail to be acquainted.
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CHAPTER II.

TEE ANATOMY OF THE FOOT.

The Value of a Knowledge of Anatomy to Shoemakers.—Sir Charles Bell

on the Structure of the Human Foot.—Its Bones and Muscles.—How
its Actions are controlled.—Its chief Characteristics.—Its Economy.
—The Task of the Shoemaker.—The Pioneering Big Toe and Mode
of Protecting it from Injury.—Overlying Toes.—Faults of Construc-
tion and their evil Influences.

Shoemakers as a rule, it must be confessed, know little

of the foot's anatomy. At a time like the present, when
the value of technical education is so generally recognised,

it is singular that no satisfactory effort is being made to

relieve them of this disadvantage. Naturally it may be
thought that this would have been the first thing taught

in the art and mystery of boot and shoemaking, for how
is it possible that a maker of these necessary articles, void

of such knowledge, can properly furnish the foot? To
design a house the architect must be able to realise the

habits and wants of those it is intended to shelter ; it is

equally necessary that those whose duty it is to afford

shelter and protection to the human foot should com-
prehend its mechanism and the composition of its various

parts. This very necessary information is not difficult of

attainment, that is, so much of it as is necessary for the
guidance of the shoemaker.

In speaking of the human foot, Sir Charles Bell says,
" There is nothing more beautiful than its structure, nor,

perhaps, any demonstration which would lead a well-

educated person to desire to know more of anatomy. It

has in its structure all the fine appliances you see in a
building. In the first place, there is an arch in which-
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ever way you regard the foot ; looking down upon it we
perceive several bones coming round the astragalus, and
forming an entire circle of surfaces in the contact. If

we look at the profile of the foot an arch is still manifest,

of which the posterior part is formed by the heel, and the

anterior by the ball of the great toe, and in the front we
find in that direction a transverse arch ; so that instead of

standing, as might be imagined, on a solid bone, we stand

upon an arch composed of a series of bones, which are

united by the most curious provision for the elasticity of

the foot ; hence, if we jump from a height direct upon the

heel, a severe shock is felt ; not so if we alight upon the

ball of the great toe, for there an elasticity is found in the

whole foot, and the weight of the body is thrown upon
this arch, and the shock is avoided." Thus, it will be
perceived, this arch is not solid like that of a bridge, and
that had it been so it would have been unworthy of the

praise that has been so generally bestowed upon it.

It is evident that whether standing or walking the more
evenly the pressure on these parts is distributed, the less

the strain on the foot or any part thereof will be. To this

evenness of pressure it is the shoemaker's duty to contri-

bute. Whatever tendency there may be in the foot to

wander into or retain a false position, it is his duty to correct.

The first thing that strikes a person on attempting a
critical examination of the human foot is its large propor-

tion of bone. On pressing its top surface and that of its

inner side, the amount of flesh will be found to be very
email indeed; the same may be said of the inner and
outer ankle, and at the extreme back part this scarcity of

flesh-covering is still more remarkable. The most fleshy-

portions of the foot are its outer side, the base of the heel,

and the ball of the big toe. The reason for this generous

disposition of flesh in these parts is easily comprehended.
The underneath portions cover those parts of the foot that

would otherwise have to meet the ground, and, acting as

pads, lessen the concussion. The distribution of so much
flesh proportionately on the outer side of the foot shows that

it is intended as a shield against danger.
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The foot reaches to the two leg bones to which it is

articulated by the astragalus. The joint is of the tenon
and mortise order, and by it four movements are provided

for: flexion, extension, inward and outward rotation.

By the first the toes are raised, by the second they are

pointed, by the third the movement for turning the sole

so that its outer side is brought in contact with the earth

is effected, and by the. fourth the reverse movement that

brings the inside of the sole to a like position is accom-
plished. Of these movements it may be said that the

first two are free, and the last restricted. Speaking of

the movements of the foot generally it is known that but
few, very few, are effected by means of a single muscle.

The muscles of the foot act in nearly all cases in combi-
nation, and so complex are their actions, that our greatest

surgeons do not profess themselves able to describe the

whole satisfactorily.

Shoemakers would do well to observe how wisely

Nature has positioned the burthen of* the body on the arch

of the foot, on the structure of which Sir Charles Bell has
spoken in such raptures, and to note the reasons that may
be said to have dictated the selection of that position.

The solid hinder flank over which the burthen rests

possesses the required stability, and, moreover, so posi-

tioned, the weight, with scarce an effort, can be readily

thrown on the foremost part of the arch.

The principal agent for the flexibility and security of the

foot in front is the medio-tarsal joint, which runs across

the breadth of the foot immediately before that part

which carries the burthen, and lies between the astragalus

and the os calcis at the back, and the scaphoid and cuboid

before. It is by means of the action of this joint that,

when the ground is uneven, the uprightness of the body
is maintained, and it is chiefly by it that the toes are

turned to meet the sole of the foot. The outside of the

foot possesses two joints, between the calcis and cuboid,

and the cuboid and metatarsus, and the inside four,

namely, between the calcis astragalus, scaphoid, internal

cuneiform, and metatarsus.
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The inner portion of the medio-tarsal joint is of the

ball-and-socket order, and the other more of the mortise

character. These bones are kept in their places by liga-

ments, muscles, and tendons, one or more muscles being

attached to each of the bones of the foot, the astragalus

excepted, while tendons of great strength pass through

appointed grooves in the bones and cross each oth§r on
the sole of the foot. . The foot depends for its efficiency

on muscular force and the equitable balance of power
among the muscles themselves. It is worthy of mention

that every tendon, with the exception of the tendon

Achilles, passing from the leg to the foot, is inserted in

Fig. 1.

—

Skeleton op the Foot, been prom the Outer Side.

a, Os calcis ; b, astragalus ; ** The medio-tarsal joint, running right
across the foot, and separating into an anterior and posterior portion;
c, the cuboid ; d, the scaphoid, or navicular ; e, outer cuneiform

; /, middle
cuneiform ; g, a small bit of the inner cuneiform ; hh, metatarsal bones

;

kk
9
first phalanges ; I, second phalanges ; m, unequal phalanges.

front of the medio-tarsal joint, and all muscular contrac-

tion, saving that appertaining to the raising of the heel

and the extension of the ankle, primarily acts on the

anterior portion and medio-tarsal articulation, and
secondarily on the back part and ankle joint.

It will be seen from the foregoing account of the

anatomical structure of the foot that it is divided into

three parts, the toes, the waist and instep, and the heel
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and ankle. The bones of the foot proper (exclusive of

those belonging to the toes) are twelve in number, that

is the number contained from the joining. In their

natural position fluid and gristle keep the majority, if

not the whole, slightly asunder, forming a kind of buffer

between every interstice. The bones are denominated
the passive organs of locomo-
tion, and the muscles that move
them are termed active. The
muscles are planned mechanic-
ally to act upon the bones and
to pull them, at the will of their

owner, into any direction that

he may desire. These move-
ments can be thus effected as

readily as a seaman can operate

upon the spars, &c, of the ves-

sel that he is engaged to navi-

gate.

The diagram (Fig. 1), with
the separate names of the bones
attached, is fully sufficient ex-

planation of the Latin names
used. By reference thereto, the

different parts alluded to will

be easily distinguished.

It is not necessary, for the

purposes for which this work
is intended, to enter into a de-

scription of the entirety of the

pig. 2. muscles and tendons of the foot,

nor to endeavour to portray the

whole of their various actions. By means of the engrav-

ing (Fig. 2) the disposition of the various muscles, &c,
will be better understood, far better than by any verbal

puzzle that might be presented.

The careful reader will have learnt what are the chief

characteristics of the foot—its spring and elasticity ; and
that these result from its wondrous mechanism and mar-
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vellous fitness of the arrangement of its tendons, muscles,

and integuments. It is the shoemaker's duty to provide for
each and all fair play, free action. It is true that the
economy of the foot is so perfect that it possesses wonder-
ful powers of resistance and adaptability ; but it is not
meant that these should be unnecessarily trespassed upon
or unduly strained, and despite the wonderful efforts of

Nature to guard the foot from evil consequences it is the

shoemaker's duty to afford it additional security.

Of all portions of the foot the pioneering big toe is the
most liable to be struck and the most susceptible of injury.

The tendency of the foot in walking is to travel towards
the toe of the boot, in a word to creep or press into, rather

than shun danger. This tendency, it is almost unnecessary
to say, must be either counteracted or provided for. The
first can be partially accomplished by attention to the
spring of the waist, the fit of the upper and the prepara-

tion of the sole, and the second by allowing an efficient

length of sole beyond the termination of the toe when not
in action. Not too much, but enough ; so that in the

event of the toe of the boot or shoe striking forcibly

against any hard substance the most prominent toe of the

foot, and of necessity the remainder, will remain untouched.

Had these matters been always attended to, enlargements
of big toe joints would have been less common, and it may
be added, of rare occurrence.

A mere glance at the two illustrations provided will

suffice to show that pointed toe boots are an abomination,

false in theory, false practically, and destructive, not only
of the ease and comfort of those that wear them, but,

sooner or later, of their walking powers.

In the natural foot when off duty, its toes touch each
other gently ; when called on to assist locomotion or bear

their share of the superincumbent weight, they spread out

though not to any great extent, it is true. This being
their natural action, no sensible maker of boots and shoes

would attempt to restrain it, or allow it to be restrained.

Still, from a want of knowledge of the foot's anatomical

structure, the stupid mandates of all-powerful fashion, the

c
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folly of maker and wearer, or from one cause or many, it

has been restrained, and as a necessary consequence, few
feet widen to the extent that is required. What chance
is there of the toes of a vast number of feet spreading

when instead of remaining side by side as Nature intended

they should lie, they have been so crushed and crowded
together that they literally overlie each other ? Again, it

may be said that the grand lesson taught by Anatomy is

the danger of allowing undue pressure to interfere with
the foot's action, or rather multiplicity of actions. It gives

us a favourable impression of providing boots and shoes

with box orpuff toes which allow the toes their free action

and indicates with emphasis, that to join the vamp to the

upper immediately over the big toe joint is an act of

stupidity and danger. As already stated, it warns us
against narrow-toed boots, and more forcibly still, against

absurdly high heels, that cannot do otherwise than disturb

the nicely adjusted balance that Nature intended for the

easy and graceful carriage of the body and its accompany-
ing members.

It is, moreover, a fault to construct a boot with too

thick a waist. If this lesson in anatomy teaches anything
more forcibly than another, it is that shank-pieces should

be sparingly employed, in order that the play of the arch

of the foot should in no way be restricted. The awkward
gait of the agricultural labourer is clearly traceable to

stiff-waisted boots.

The cause of a sole twisting before being worn will be
found, it is believed, in an imperfect settling of the leather

by the rolling machine or hammering during the process,

or in the boot or shoe being taken off the last before suffi-

ciently dry.
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CHAPTER III.

THE FOOT:—ITS AILMENTS, AND THEIR
REMEDIES.

The Shoemaker and Fashion.—Corns.—The Hard Corn.—The Soft Corn.
—The Black Corn.—The Blood Corn.—The Bunion.—Callosities.—
Sweating Feet.

The Shoemaker and Fashion.—It would be a tough
matter to decide whether the bootmaker or the boot-

wearer is responsible for the large amount of foot

torture that has had to be borne. As in most instances

where the blame is pretty evenly dividable each party
asserts himself innocent. The wearer is forgetful of

the determination of his youthful days to have his boots

made small, too small, and in strict conformity to the

ruling fashion ; and the shoemaker stubbornly denies

that he was ever instrumental in injuring the foot of

a customer. It would be a sheer waste of space to

pursue this matter much farther, inasmuch as it is impos-
sible to apportion the blame fairly. In our introductory

remarks we have shown that it is not always a shoemaker
who introduces a fashion. Had the master craftsman who
served the eighth Harry refused to conform to the desires

of his royal master, he would undoubtedly have lost

the court patronage, and possibly his head. It may be
safely said with regard to the introduction and continu-

ance of a fashion, the deciding power rests with the

wearer, or rather the bulk of wearers, and it would be
as reasonable to blame a printer for the production of

a work conceived and written in bad taste, as a shoe-

maker for conforming to an absurd and injurious demand
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upon the part of the general public. Customers seldom
seek advice from shoemakers until their feet are ruined,

and in the majority of instances that we have known
where it has been tendered without being asked for, it has
met with anything but a kindly reception. Still, as
hinted, the shoemaker has been far from blameless. Even
with regard to fashion, he has always held a power to

modify its evil influences, a power which he has not
always chosen to exercise. For the proper disposition of

seams, the selection of material, accuracy of fit, the shoe-

maker must be held mainly, if not solely, responsible,

despite of all that has been or may be said in his behalf.

In this chapter it is purposed to touch briefly on corns,

bunions, and other callosities, known to result from the

unequally disposed pressure of ill-fitting boots and shoes,

and other removable evils-

Corns.—It is frequently asserted that there are

such things as hereditary corns. This is in all proba-

bility a mistake, arising from the members of families

having transmitted to them skins more liable to corns

than those of others. M. Le Forest, a royal chiropodist

of France, declared corns to be the result of a thick and
viscid humour in the pores of the skin, which on being

unduly pressed upon assumes the form of a callous sub-

stance. Plateus, another eminent authority, asserts that

corns are produced by the lymph or alimentary fluid,

designed for the use of the skin, being detained in the

pores and rendered hard by constant pressure. Lavaugion
says tht>y arise from the laceration of the nervous filaments

of the mucous net or plexus of the skin, letting the lymph
escape, when, resting under the epidermis, it coagulates,

and through its inspissation, forms the substance of corns.

All who have given attention to the subject declare that

corns are mainly due to pressure and friction.

The Hard Corn is formed by friction rather than by
pressure. The process has been thus described :

" The
hard corn is produced by the constant collision of a tight

or small shoe against the projecting point of some promi-

nent bony surface, as on the last joints of third, fourth.
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and little toe. The action is kept up, a sense of pain is

experienced, which produces inflammation ; rest decreases

this inflammation, leaving an induration behind it.

Renewed action, from the preceding causes, reproduces
the same effects, inflammation again ensues, which in its

turn is equally decreased either by rest or a temporary
removal of the cause, leaving behind a second or accumu-
lated degree of induration. This continued action and
reaction bring on a callosity rising above the surface of

the skin, which increases from its basis in proportion to

the excess or diminution of the exciting cause. Once
formed pressure alone will suffice to sustain it." An
ordinary hard corn of recent formation may be removed
by scraping up the callous skin around its border and
prying out carefully with a knife, taking care that the
under skin is not cut through. A hard corn of long
standing will succumb to the continued application of an
ointment formed of marsh mallows. Occasional bathing
in warm water and scraping with a blunt knife will

materially assist the remedy prescribed. In the event of

the above failing, try the following: Bathe the foot in

warm water, shave the corn somewhat close, and then
touch it with nitric or nitro-muriatic acid. When the

corn is fully ripe, a membrane separates it from the true

skin, so that it can be taken off without injuring its

surface.

The Soft Corn is chiefly the result of pressure. If

those troubled with them are of sedentary habits, a con-

siderable time will be found to elapse before their surfaces

become callous. "These corns," writes an excellent

author, " are soft and spongy elevations on the parts acted

upon (subjected to pressure), and the surface of the skin

by no means loses its sensibility, as is the case with hard
corns." They are also produced by " lazy toes," that is,

toes that have been thrust out of their natural position,

and override each other. Soft corns are mostly found on
the inner side of the smaller toes. Those so located are

called concealed corns. Soft corns on the surface of joints

will by mechanical action become hard. Concealed corns
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are remarkably painful and sensitive, even when free from
pressure or friction. It is doubtful if any treatment save

burning will suffice to cure a soft corn, though bathing
and the application of marsh mallow ointment may be
tried. Only a small quantity of acid should be employed,
and as soon as the under skin becomes influenced, the

desired effect is accomplished, for when it heals, the corn
is gone. Something soft should be put between the toes

to separate them, and prevent unnecessary irritation during
the process.

The Black Corn owes the appearance from which its

separate distinction and name are derived to a clot of

coagulated blood settled at its root. This is possibly the

result of the rupture of a small blood vessel. Either of

the hard-corn remedies will assist a cure.

The Blood Corn is known to be excessively painful. It

is said to result from an ordinary corn forcibly displacing

the blood vessels surrounding it, and causing them to rest

upon its surface. Its treatment and cure are exceedingly

difficult, and in the event of bathing and relief from
friction and pressure not sufficing to efEect a cure, appli-

cation had better be made to a properly certificated

surgeon.

The Bunion will, as a rule, be found situated on the

big toe joint. The chief cause of its formation is known
to be the wearing of boots or shoes of insufficient length.

The foot meeting with resistance in front and behind, is

robbed of its natural action, the result being that the big
toe joint is forced upwards, and subjected to continuous

and unnatural friction and pressure. The wearing of

narrow-toed boots that prevent the outward expansion of

the toes may be safely taken as a secondary cause. A
bunion is rather an inflammatory swelling than a corn.

The treatment to be most commended is warm footbaths

and poultices, when the part is tender and irritable, and
frequent cold baths at other times. . Caustic should only
be applied when the bunion is surmounted with a corn-

like substance. In instances where appearances go to

prove that the bunion has been caused from the toe
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being pressed inwards, a wadding of wool placed between
the big and adjoining toe will prove advantageous.

Callosities on the heel and instep are not as a rule

particularly troublesonie, and are easily cured by being
relieved from pressure and friction.

The use of punctured plasters and cushions is advis-

able, where relief is not to be otherwise obtained.

Toe-nails, if not properly attended to, are a continuous

source of trouble and pain. A good authority on nails and
their treatment says: "On learning that a nail has a

tendency to pierce the quick, efforts should at once be
made to counteract it. This can best be done by bathing

the foot in warm water, and gradually raising up that

part of the nail, and introducing a piece of lint under it,

which will cause the nail to extend itself in a different

direction. Before inserting the lint it will be found
advisable to scrape the nail longitudinally nearly down
to the quick." The nail of the big toe is more liable to

grow into the quick than those of the smaller ones. This

arises from the pressure it is often called upon to sustain.

The thin membrane called by anatomists " the semi-lunar

fold," from its resemblance to a half-moon, acts as a

regulator to the nail's growth. This fold should be care-

fully guarded, inasmuch as its slightest injury has a fatal

influence on the nail's perfect growth. Kails should

always be cut square and never shorter than the toes.

To cut them out at the corners is a mistake. When the

nails are pared, their regulators should be first detached

from the nails with a blunt pointed instrument.

Sweating Feet.—The following cure for abnormal

sweating of the feet is highly recommended

:

Pulverised tannin sprinkled inside the boots or shoes,

will in three days prevent tender feet from perspiring or

blistering. Tannin thus applied rapidly strengthens and
hardens the skin, softened by the simultaneous action of

moisture and heat ;
perspiration being thus reduced to the

proper degree, without its healthy action being in the

slightest way interfered with, the exhalations as a

matter of course cease to be offensive. The cessation of
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disagreeable odours is explained by the fact that the

products of the ammoniacal decomposition of the skin are

immediately combined with the tannin so carried off.

Boot uppers should always possess sufficient porosity to

allow the perspiration an easy escapement. In case of

waterproof boots and others known to be defective in the

above respect, being worn, it is as well on their removal
to bathe the feet. With many, this is a necessity. An
occasional washing out of the boots themselves may also

be advisable. To prevent perspiration entirely is dan-

gerous, inasmuch as skin diseases will often follow
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CHAPTER IV.

MEASUREMENT.

Variation in Form and Character of Feet.—The Necessity of Careful
Measurement.—What a Measurer Requires.—The Elongation of the
Foot under Pressure.—Points of Measurement.—How to Measure for

Short and Long Work.—Directions for taking the Heel Measure.

—

Ankle Measure and where to take it.—Leg Measure.—Allowances.

—

Fitting.—An American writer's notion of Measurement.—Description
of Size Stick.

lord Toppington—Harb thee, Shoemaker ! these shoes ain't ugly, hut they don't
fit me.
Shoemaker—'My Lord, methinks they fit yon very weU.

; Lord Toppingtonr—They hurt me just below the instep.
Shoemaker—(feeling his foot). My Lord, they don't hurt you there.
Lord Toppington—I tell thee, they pinch me execrably.
Shoemaker—t&y Lord, if they pinoh you, I'll be bound to be hanged, that's all.

Lord Toppingtotir-Why, wilt thou undertake to persuade me I cannot feel T

S?u>emaJcer—Yowr Lordship may please to feel when you think fit. I think I under-
stand my trade.
Lord Toppington—"Now by all that's great and powerful, thou art an incomprehen-

sible coxcomb, but thou makest good shoes, and so I'll bear with thee.

Shoemaker—My Lord, I have worked for half the people of quality in town these
twenty years, and 'twere very hard I should not know when a shoe hurts, and when it

don't.—From Vanburgh't comedy of "Tmc Relapss."
i

Variation in Form and Character of Feet.—Despite

of all that has been said and written regarding measure-

ment, little if any improvement has been made on the

old method. That misfits are frequent, is undeniable,

but in the majority of instances these do not reflect upon
the principle of measurement. A want of proper care

upon the part of the measurer, or a proper understanding

between measurer, last-fitter, and maker, is more often

than not the cause of misfits. There is nothing in the

shoemaking business that requires a fuller mastery of the

entire trade than measurement, and yet it is by no means
uncommon to see mere novices set to perform this neces-

sarily difficult operation. Were all feet formed alike,
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measurement and fit would be comparatively easy, and
persons with little knowledge of bootmaking could easily

be taught to convey to the last-fitter and maker all the

particulars requisite for securing a perfect fit and ease and
comfort to the boot-wearer. ' It is, however, as difficult to

find two pairs of feet alike as two faces. Feet differ not

only in size and proportion, but in their powers to resist

and conform themselves to pressure.

The Necessity of Careful Measurement.—When the

measurer, the last-fitter, and the maker, are separate and dis-

tinct persons, the foremost should be able to give not only the

separate measurements, but to instruct the two latter in all

that is requisite to be known of the feet measured. These
three persons must be trained to thoroughly understand each

other. For instance, it is not sufficient for the measurer
to say the measure was taken across this or that joint, as

feet that compare in length do not compare with regard

to the location of their joints ; and in case they did com-
pare, the difficulty would not be destroyed, inasmuch as

the joints of the last may be differently positioned.

Again, with regard to insteps, their prominences are

not always in the same positions, nor do lasts conform in

these particulars.

What a Measurer Requires.—No person in a position

to be called upon to take a foot's measurements should be
unprovided with a note-book. That many men possess

powerful and well-trained memories is indisputable, but

we hold, despite the wonderfully retentive powers they

possess, that the single safe mode is to pencil down the

various measurements taken, if only in order to refer to

in case of doubt. This book should be used for recording

measurements, and for noting peculiarities which claim

attention. Here is a sample of such entries as we would
advise.

Date
" T. Smith, Brownlow Villas, Kew. Pair of oil-grained,

leg-laced shooting boots, stout calf goloshes and toe-cap,

bellows tongues and hooks, wide welts, two rows of nails

in soles. Length of foot 6's, joints 8|, first instep 9,
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second ditto 9|, heel 12£, ankle 8|. The feet very
hollow in the waist, the insteps prominent. Wanted by
Date ."

The above is sufficient for an example, the particular

items of which it consists can be multiplied at the pleasure

of the measurer, or person taking the order.

By aid of the accompanying diagram (Fig. 3) the fol-

lowing instructions will present few difficulties.

The measurer must provide himself also with a size-stick,

several slips of cartridge paper of about £ of an inch in
breadth, a sheet of foolscap, and a full-length broad mark-
ing pencil. Then the length of the foot from a to a is

taken by means of the stick while the customer is seated.

This done, let the foot be placed on the sheet of foolscap

paper, so as to cause it to bear its fair share of the weight
of its owner. Then draw with the pencil a line round the
foot, the pencil being kept perfectly upright.
The Elongation of the Foot under Pressure.—The

increased length of the foot when thus subjected to pres-

sure must be carefully noted, as this knowledge is needed
to determine the amount of allowance. The giving of the
arch when the foot is pressed upon elongates the foot a
full size.
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Points of Measurement.—The points of measurement
that follow should be marked precisely on the paper on
which the outline has been drawn. It is also advisable to

accompany the outline with any remarks that are likely to

prove of value to the fitter up or maker.
How to Measure for Short and Long Work.—By

means of a strip of cartridge paper first take the

JTap.Walking

Jfap. Biding

BeguXa4uwuBootz^^^;

fop Boot/

Fig. 4.

measurement over the root of toes, b b ; then over joints

c c ; then past joints d d ; then at instep e e ; then at heel

f f ; and finally at ankle g g, marking the measure with a
slight yet perceptible tear for each separate measurement.

These measurements will be ample for a boot that is
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intended to reach no higher than the ankle. It may be
stated that the measurement over root of toes is generally-

dispensed with, inasmuch as all that is required is supplied

by the rude outline referred to above. It is worthy of

remark that the ankle measure as usually understood is

not the true ankle measure. In some shops it is customary
to take the true ankle measure in addition. In measuring
for full Polish the measurement must be taken as shown,
and for Wellingtons it is necessary to take the calf

measure. For top boots a measurement above the calf.

For regulation and Napoleons measure in addition as in
Fig. 4. The length of leg and top required must be
accurately noted.

Directions for taking the Keel Measure.—The heel

measure is taken round the extreme point of the back
and bottom of the foot, the measure slip being brought
round the front on the top of instep at the point marked f.

In measuring the heel, be careful not to bring the measure
upon the leg.

Ankle Measure and where to take it.—The slovenly

way in which the ankle measure is often taken has a
great tendency to produce misfits. The ankle measure
should be taken just above the bones in the smallest part

of the leg.

The Leg Measure.—The leg measure must be taken at

the precise height of leg ordered, as a change will seriously

affect the circumference measurement. It is usual to take

the several measurements moderately tight, and instruct

the last-fitter to allow a quarter of an inch under in joint

and instep and full up at heel. A roughly sketched side

view of foot will serve the last-fitter materially. It need
not do more than indicate the foot's peculiarities. The
measurer should not be in too great.a hurry to complete
his task. Customers are favourably impressed with those

who appear to take great pains to obtain a perfect

measurement.
Allowances.—For a patent leather boot, which is not

elastic, the measure of the last should be smaller than for

a calf boot, which is more yielding, and can therefore be
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lasted tighter to the last with the pincers ; the calf boot

also retains more contracting reserve than does patent

leather, the fact being that the pincers take more stretch

out of upper leather than the foot does. The more elastic

the leather, the more liable the pincers to encroach on
the holding capacity of the boot and comfort of the

foot.

Fitting.—One of the results of the factory system is that

average well-proportioned feet can be fitted in almost every
shop, and for them the dealer is seldom called on to take

the measure, as he is generally provided with ready-made
shoes, leaving only the disproportioned feet to require

measuring. From the fact that a few measures are taken
in the ordinary retail shoe shops, experts are generally not
employed, and the measures, when required, have to be
taken by the clerks, who have, in too many instances, little

special qualification.

An American writer's notion of Measurement.—
An American writing upon Measurement and Last-fitting

says :

—

" To be well acquainted with the art of fitting human
foot-coverings, a thorough knowledge of the natural laws

that govern the human foot in its average formation,

growth, and motion, is needed, and then an application of

a rule that shall give exact results in at least the average

of cases, with strict rules for following those cases that

depart one way or another from the average. To illustrate

—we want the measure of a certain foot. It is not needed
that every toe and portion of the foot shall be measured,
although scarce any two points of measurement are alike ;

so we usually take measurements across the toes, the ball,

the waist (which is between ball and instep), the instep,

heel, ankle and leg. The measure taken at the toe is a
certain distance from some other point ; say to either toe

or heel ; so of instep measure ; so, too, in taking measure
of the leg, its measure varies according to the variation of

point of measurement, and, to be correct, we must indicate

how far up the measure is taken to have any exact value

in the measurement, the truest rule being to take all
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measures at certain fixed distances from
the heel, these distances being regulated

by the length of the foot.

" These or similar formulae being com-
pleted, we are sure of having the exact

measure at corresponding points, but cor-

rect measures do not insure an exact fit.

" The form must also coincide with that

of the foot and leg, as it will be in its

natural position when standing erect with
the boot or shoe on ; but just here it must
be borne in mind that the height of the

heel determines what angle the leg sustains

to the foot. Starting on the theory that

in a boot without any heel on, the leg is

on right angle with the foot, the leg of

the pattern must be so cut for such a

boot, and must be thrown back from this

line according to the height of the heel, hj

inch for inch, or fraction for fraction in <5"

proportion; this will give the general ?*

direction of the pattern above the last.

Of course the upper has to be to its form,

and that of the leg is in some measure
guided by the measurement, but not fully.

,,

Description ofSise Stick.—The follow-

ing explanation of the size-stick (Fig. 5)

will be found useful to those who have
not perfectly mastered it. The first part

of the size-stick is quite plain, because

the smallest size of bcfcts or shoes made is

five inches long, and to get this length,

the sliding upright has to be pushed for-

ward to the first line of the size-stick.

This is called the first size ; but babies'

shoes mostly run from 2 to 5 sizes. It

must be understood (see lines) that every

third part of an inch is one size, and
the sixth part of an inch is half a size

;
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the next set of sizes are termed sixes to nines, and the
next tens to thirteens ; these are called children's. After
the thirteenth size, the next third part of an inch is

marked No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, and so on again. The first

four sizes are termed ones to fours, and form the set of

sizes to which youths' or misses' boots or shoes are cut.

The first seven sizes, in this second numbering of the size-

stick, are termed women's sizes, and, from the fifth size to

the fourteenth are called men's sizes ; so that babies' shoes

run fromfiveinches to six inches, and-twoeighths ; children's

six to nines, from six inches five-eighths, to seven inches

five-eighths
;

girls' tens to thirteens, from eight inches to

nine inches
;
youths' ones to fours, from nine inches and

three-eighths, to ten inches two-eighths and a half ; women's
ones to sevens, fromnine inches and three-eighths, to eleven

inches and two-eighths, and men's fives to fourteens run
from ten inches and five-eighths, to thirteen inches and six-

eighths. These six different sets of sizes are known in the
trade by figures, as follows : 2 to 5, 6 to 9, 10 to 13, 1 to 4>

1 to 7, 5 to 12.
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LASTS.

The Antiquity of Lasts.—The Objects for which Lasts are employed.—
Last-making as a Distinct Trade.—The Inyention of Broken Lasts.

—

Misfits often the Result of Lasts improperly formed.—The Necessity
of leaving them sufficiently Full at the Joints.—Good and Indifferent
Last-makers.—The Purchase of Cheap Lasts an Act ofFoUy.—Crippled
Feet and Lasts made to fit them.—Thin and Thick Stockings and
their Influence on Fit.—Bight and Left Foot Variations.—Joints,
Corns, Bunions, and Tender Insteps.—The Tyranny Fashion exercises

on Bootmakers and Boot-wearers.

The Antiquity of Lasts—The last is a piece of wood
or iron shaped to resemble the foot, and is used as a
model in the formation of the boot or shoe. Its use has
been traced back to a very early period. Those who made
sandals did not require a last, as this form of foot-clothing

did not envelop the foot.

The Objects for which Lasts are employed.—When,
however, boots and shoes were formed to cover the toes, the

last became a necessity, it being found that if the boot or

shoe materially differed in its form to that of the foot, it

was extremely liable to be trodden out of all shape and
iorm, or to escape from the foot of the wearer. Moreover,
to secure the proper arching and rounding of the sole, the

moulding of the quarter and vamp to the shape of the foot,

and the bringing together of every part of the upper in

relation to the sole, the employment of an imitation of the

form of the foot, or a last, was imperative.

Last-making as a distinot Trade.—In ancient times

the foot-clothier was a tanner, currier, boot and shoemaker,

pattern-cutter, designer and last-maker. It may be here

mentioned that the models thus made were inevitably

D
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characterized by the crudest workmanship, and that it was
not till last-making became a distinct and separate branch
of industry that any great improvement was initiated in
their mode of manufacture. Still, as we have remarked
elsewhere, there are disadvantages as well as advantages
arising from the sundering of the last-maker from the last-

user.

The Invention of Broken Lasts.—Messrs. Leclair and
Sakouski, of Paris, are credited with having made several

great improvements in the shape of lasts, and the latter

with inventing what are known in the trade as broken
lasts.

Misfits often the Result of Lasts improperly formed.

—Despite of what has been said regarding the improved
form lasts have been made to assume since their manu-
facture became a separate industry, many of the lasts

supplied to boot and shoemakers are totally unfit for use,

and the time spent in fitting them renders them dear at

any price. A man may cut and plan to perfection, but in

the event of the last being unfitted to its purpose, there is

always a chance of a misfit. There is no recognised

standard among last-makers, and they differ to such an
. extent that it is practically impossible that all can be
correct.

The Necessity of leaving them sufficiently Pull at the
Joints.—Some lasts are overloaded with stuff where
it is not wanted, others are deficient of timber where its

presence is essential, and there are yet more so ill-shaped

and radically wrong in form, that the maker might as well

attempt to fit up a bundle of firesticks. It may be safely

said that, as a rule, lasts are not left sufficiently full at the
joints and insteps.

Good and indifferent Last-makers.—Here and there a
last-maker may be found who thoroughly knows his

business ; but the majority have fixed and stupid notions

regarding the form lasts should bear, from which there is

no stirring them.
The Purchase ofCheap Lasts an Act of Folly.—A good

last-maker is worth his weight in gold ; to quote an old
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proverb, because, like gold, lie is difficult to discover. Shoe-
makers are largely to blame in this matter. In too many in-

stances they have been led away by cheapness and give their

custom to incompetent last-makers, and moreover they have
failed to decide among themselves their best form and
character. Shoemakers would do well to ponder over the
remarks we have ventured upon, and insist that the faults

hinted at shall be corrected. Few masters are blind to the
defects of the lasts usually supplied, and there is little if

any excuse for their want of determination to insist upon
a change.

Crippled Feet and Lasts made to fit them.—The best

advice that can be given to a boot or shoe-wearer who
has peculiarly or ill-formed feet, is that he should not
trust to the fitting up of the ordinary lasts supplied to

the maker; but go to the trifling expense of having
a pair modelled to his feet. Let him take back these

lasts into his own possession after each using, in order

that they may be in no sense tampered with by the maker
who may be induced to make them do double or treble

duty. Thus provided, he will be able to point out to the

maker the slight changes that may from time to time be
necessary through any alteration thatmay take place in the

form or character of his feet. Of course this in no wise

does away with the necessity of the shoemaker's remeasure-

ment. The fittings made from time to time to fit

these changes he (the wearer) should insist on being
left on the last, and the shoemaker should take great

care that they do not get displaced or lost. In the event

of the wearer having any peculiar notions of his own
regarding the fitting of his boots, this plan will insure

them being abided by.

Thin and Thick Stockings and their Influence on Fit.

—It should be needless to point out to the wearer that a

change in the thickness of the hose worn is often fatal to

the proper fitting of a boot or shoe. .

Bight and Left Foot Variations.—It is seldom that two
feet belonging to the same person are precisely alike ; on
the other hand, lasts ordinarily supplied by the last-maker
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are made to resemble or conform to each other as nearly as

possible. This alone should be sufficient to satisfy wearers
of the genuineness of the advice given above.

Joints, Corns, Bunions, and Tender Insteps can only
be satisfactorily and with certainty provided for in the way
recommended.
The Tyranny Fashion exercises on Bootmakers and

Boot-wearers.—It must be admitted that there is always
a tendency upon the part of most bootmakers to conform
to existing fashions, which may or may not be commend-
able. A wearer who possesses his own lasts, is preserved

from the injuries that may follow this inclination of the

maker ; an inclination that is after all only natural on his

part, inasmuch as nothing will so soon rob a master boot-

maker of his custom as a confirmed belief upon the part

of the great body of the public that the cut of his boots

is old-fashioned.
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FITTING UP THE LAST.

The Importance of Fitting the Last properly.—The Last a Model of the
Foot.—The Measured and Unmeasured Portions of the Foot.—Points

to he considered in the Selection of Lasts.—Diagrams of Feet.

—

Allowances for Giving and Non-giving Uppers.—Treading Over and
how Prevented.—Last Diagram and Positions of Measurement.

—

How to increase the Height of Insteps.—Alien's Last Fitting

Measures.

The Importance of Fitting the Last properly.—It

follows as a necessary consequence that however correctly

the measure of a foot may have been taken, failure is sure

to result if the fitting up of the last is improperly per-

formed.
The Last a Model of the Foot A perfectly fitted up

last should be a fair rude counterpart of the foot of which
it is supposed to be a model, and for the clothing of

which it is intended to act as a guide.

The Measured and Unmeasured Portions of the Foot.

—The measured portions must when fitted be exact (saving

allowances that will be alluded to elsewhere) and the

unmeasured portions so near that they will not affect the

general result. To this end, with the view of saving as

much time and labour as possible, lasts that approximate

as closely as possible to the measurements should in all

instances be selected.

Points to be considered in the Selection of Lasts.—
In the selection particular attention should be paid to the

arch of the waist. Be cautious not to choose a last with a

higher arch than the foot, as, in case of this precaution being

neglected, the shoe that is modelled from it, despite of every
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effort to last it properly, is bound to set loose in the

quarters. In the selection and fitting up of the last, the

type or character of the foot must be carefully considered.

Diagrams of Feet.—Feet, hands, and every part and
member of the human form differ, but these differences,

however, admit of classification. For instance, in the feet

there are those that are quite flat under the instep and also

under the toes, while there are others that are hollow at these

parts. A flat bottom last should be selected for the former
and a last with a full amount of spring in it for the latter.

The pattern at the toes must be pitched to meet either of
these differences. With regard to the two feet pictured,
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the first (Fig. 6) is intended to represent as nearly as pos-

sible the naturally formed foot, and the second (Fig. 7) a

foot the shape of which has been changed by the wearing

of ill-fitting boots. The second diagrams in line are

intended to exhibit the shape of lasts that should be chosen

to fit these two types of feet, and the third in line com-
bine views of the feet and their coverings.

The vertical lines in the feet and last diagrams are

intended to show the longitudinal bearing. The boot

diagrams show, moreover, the proper mode of providing

for the natural spread of the toes when the foot is under
pressure ; although the terminal points of the toes of the

boots are made to assume totally different forms. The
over-length of the last as compared with the foot must
not be alike in all instances. That divergence is to be
judged by the form and nature of the foot measured, and
the material and kind of boot to be made.
Allowances for Givingand Non-giving Uppers.—When

a close fit is ordered, and the upper is cut from thick and
unyielding leather, or a button piece is intended, the last

must be full up to measure, but from one-eighth to a

quarter of an inch may be allowed if the upper is lighter

and no button piece is intended. Two sizes is the mini-

mum allowance, and that is usually given for long-quar-

tered shoes and slippers ; were a greater allowance made
for foot-gear of this class, the hold upon the foot would
be so slight that the shoe would be bound to slip at the

heel before it had been worn any length of time. Three
sizes should be allowed over for ankle boots, inasmuch as

in all such boots the foot has a tendency to press forward.

The thinner and straighter the foot the greater its

liability to press forward, especially if the instep be low.

Persons with feet of this type should be recommended to

wear boots or shoes with low heels, which should be made
to fit tight round the instep. High heels facilitate the

forward* movement of the foot, which tightness at the

instep measure will prevent. A high instep materially

lessens the chance of the foot forcing itself forward, and
the allowance in length need not be so great in boots for
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feet possessing this advantage. A foot conforming to the

shape of that represented in the second diagram is, to a
given extent, prevented by its departures from the
straight lines at the inside and outside joints from mov-
ing forward, and does not require so great an allowance

over its actual length as others. The proper allowance

for women's may be safely put down at three sizes over
the foot's measurement, though it would be wrong to

make this a hard and fast line. Less allowance is re-

quired for a flat foot than for one that is well arched.

The point of the heel of the last indicated by a star, if

worn by hammering, is bound to put the measurement out

if not seen to and provided for. e g will remain the

Fig. 8.

same, but the last will be perceptibly shorter. Beware
of leaving too much on at the heel of the last, for nothing
is more conducive to the discomfort of the wearer. Fig. 8
gives the points at which the last measurements are taken,

which must conform in position to those taken from the
foot, or a misfit will be sure to follow.

Treading Over and how Prevented.—A boot that is

constantly worn keeps its form more or less perfectly

in proportion to the perfection of its fit, or according

to the correctness of the shape of the last on which it

was made. The last may give such a shape to the boot

as almost to compel the foot to tread over at one side.

If full upon its inner side, with a general inclination that

way, the boot will be so formed as to give that inclination
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to the foot. But if thin and hollowed out on that side,

while straight and full on the other, the tendency of the

boot is all the other way. A foot which treads over of

itself, is properly to be corrected by a last adapted to it

on this principle, as well as by other means as may be
practicable; but to attempt to force it into treading

squarely by a stiff sole is to take a method which is

radically wrong.
Last Diagram and Positions of Measurement.—

The length is measured from a to a, the toes from
BtoB, the joints over c and c, the instep over d and d,

and the heel over e on instep, and e at the bottom of

heel, as shown in Fig. 8. The last when done with should
be numbered and entered before being stored away, due
care being observed with regard to its having its joints,

instep, and other fittings firmly fixed, in order that neither

may be lost.

How to increase the Height of instep.—"When a man's
last is not high enough on the instep, lift the block as

Fig. 9.

in Fig. 9, and insert beneath the wedge-shaped piece as

pictured.

The woman's last differs, as will be seen in Fig. 10, and
the height of the instep is raised by means of an instep

leather. Leather insteps of all sizes and heights are sold

at most leather cutters' shops. The following diagrams

show the form of a Woman's last and instep leather. The
modern woman's last is provided with a block, as those

used for men's. This does away with the necessity of

using instep leathers. Still, as instep leathers are not

entirely dispensed with, we have thought fit to describe

the old method of raising the instep. If the heel
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of the last is found too small for the measure, peg one or
more strips of leather round it equal to the difference.
If too small at the joint peg leather on top of the last

equal to difference. This leather, whether consisting of

Fig. 10.

one or more pieces, should be skived away at the edges.
To increase the length of last, peg a piece of leather at
the toe, or round its heel.

In a boot that is to have a military heel the distance
between e and f must be slightly longer than in a boot
with a lower heel, the seat shorter, waist longer, and,
regulated by the height of heel, the spring from a to g
increased. For an ordinary walking boot of an 8 size
the spring from a to g should measure 1 inch, and the
back part e to f be regulated to height of heel. A man's
foot at c will usually be found to be flatter than a woman's,
which does away with the necessity of increasing the dis-
tance from e to f. The flatter foot does not change the
position of the upper, like that which ranges higher at this
point. Swellings, whether caused by bunions or otherwise,
must, of course, be properly provided for. This is effected
by fixing similar protuberances on the last. When the
joints are discovered to be wider than the instep, insert
{rieces of leather previous to lasting. These must be left
oose, unpegged, in order that they may be easily with-
drawn, as if fixed it would be difficult if not impossible
to remove the last. The bed for the protruding under
part of the big toe is formed by leather fashioned for the
purpose and pegged on to the bottom of last,

Alden's Last Pitting Measures—Alden's Last Fitting
Measures are well spoken of by those who employ them,
and are said to override many of the difficulties that occur
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in this branch of the trade. From a letter written by the

inventor, we give the following extract :

—

" The size-stick appears very simple, as no matter the

width or girth of a last, the length is the same, and a
size-stick will measure any kind of last for the length,

but for a perfect scale for width and girth, it is a separate

measure for each fitting. As a different proportion in

dividing from one size to another is necessary, a size-

stick does not state in inches or parts of an inch of each

size, it is simply marked, and the accompanying figures

signify the length and size of that mark. My measures
are made on the same principle ; for instance, take any
fitting measure (they are all arranged by one rule) say

men's 2 fitting, the men's 8 is marked at 9J instep, 8f
i'oints, 3J tread, 2 17-32 heel ; this is generally acknow-
edged to be correct for an 8 ; then to make a child's, boy's

6 correspond, it must be 5| instep, 5 7-16 joints, 2 inch

tread, If heel ; the two-length last (almost the two extremes

of the measure) is equally divided for all the other sizes,

that is, from child's 6 to man's 8 they must certainly all

be correct, each and every size the division to go up to

12. The women's measures are arranged by the same
rule ; the woman's 5 and child's 4 are accurately marked
and divided for other sizes.

" If a boot manufacturer requires to send to a last-maker

for a set of lasts, sajr 2 fitting or 3 fitting, or in other

instances 3 fitting girth and 5 fitting width of sole, by
having recourse to this newly invented system the last-

fitter would know exactly what to send, and so graded
down in sizes as to suit the most correctly graduated
patterns."
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CHAPTER VII. .

CHOICE AND PURCHASE OF MATERIALS.

Sole Leather.— Upper Leather. — Patent.— Cordovan. — Morocco.—
Linen.—Elastics.—Machine Shoe Threads.

To dwell upon the advantages of knowing how to choose

and buy, would be an unnecessary waste of both time and
space. To be able to select and purchase advantageously
the various materials of which boots 'and shoes are formed,
necessitates on the part of the buyer the possession of a
complete knowledge of his present and immediate future

wants, and a deep insight into the nature and character of

the things purchased. He who goes to market with his

mind half made up, that is, undecided with regard to what
he is going for, is sure to be led astray. Salesmen are

selected for their capacity to force sales, that is, the power
to induce or compel customers to buy not only what they
do, but what they do not want, and their easiest-captured

victims are those who venture to go to market without
having first resolved what they are going for.

Sole Leather.—The first thing is to be able to distinguish

its various kinds and qualities, and the second to know
whether the prices asked are high, fair, or low. The rule

for the former will be given elsewhere, the knowledge
required can only be perfected by experience, while, inas-

much as the prices of leather are subject to gtfeat and con-

tinuous changes, the latter can only come from a careful

study of the markets. The knowledge thus obtained will,

however, availlittle, if the powerto gaugequality is wanting.

It has been said that nothing varies in quality more than
sole leather, that no two piles of it are alike, that each
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separate tannage differs from others in plumpness, grain,

fleshing and general get up. The true principle is to buy
only leather that is merchantly dry. The cheapest leather

that is bought is that which will cut most economically
for the work for which it is intended. In all weights of

two piles, differing in price, the highest may cut much the
cheaper. Look out for damages, whether resulting from
branding, cuts, neglect while in a green state, sun burn on
the flesh side, water, over-sweating in piles, holds of vessels

or cellars ; and if, despite these disadvantages, you decide to

deal in such leather, be prepared to estimate the reduction
that should attend your purchase.

Select hides that have an agreeable smell, a healthy hue,
and are moderately clean. Avoid those that are coarse on
the offal, and remember that unusually heavy necks are a
pretty sure index to poor loins. Firmness in the flank,

lightness in the neck, levelness in the shoulder, and
substance in the butt are the characteristics of a good hide.

In selecting shoulders for welting, see that they are neither

too open nor too horny, inasmuch as it is difficult to get a
firm edge from the former, and the latter is liable to break
in sewing. In choosing insole or bellies, see that they are

of sufficient width to provide for a man or woman's insole

being cut crosswise. Careless of repetition, bear in mind
that the three chief points for a purchaser to remember
are, adequate rounding, judged by firmness of the edge,

thinness of shoulder and good tannage. There is only one
method of judging tannage that we know of, and that is

by cutting through the prime of the butt. If when cut it

is found to be even in colour throughout, the tannage may
be safely taken to be good ; but if the cut edge is found to

possess a dark or green shade in its centre it may be safely

assumed that the leather has not been properly tanned, and
will discredit its user.

Upper Leather.— Calf skins are usually purchased in

bundles, consisting of a dozen skins, or singly. The skins

forming these bundles are as nigh uniformity in weight as

possible, and in selecting a bundle for a special class of

work, it is customary to take one as an indicator of the
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whole. We do not advise this, it is better that the pur-

chaser should run them over and satisfy himself by in-

spection. Waxed calf if good will be found to feel mellow,

supple, and plump, and when slightly pulled by the hand,

it will be firm, giving slightlywhen greater force is applied.

It should have a good grain, and the flesh side be firm and
flexible, soft and silky, and although there be plenty of

dubbin in it, it should admit of handling without trans-

mitting it. If folded and creased, little of crease or fold

mark should be visible. The skins selected should be well

rounded and flayed, and these important facts should be
kept in view that a beast in feeding always commences to

lay on fat at the rump and flank, and that it may safely be
taken, as a rule of guidance, if a skin is plump at the rump
and along the back the same quality will pervade the

whole, and that the reverse holds good in all skins of in-

ferior quality.

Calf skins should be very closely and critically examined.
Every user is desirous that the skins he selects shall be
well finished ; but a high finish is oftentimes the result

of an excessive employment of vitriol in the earlier stages

of manufacture, which is known to render the leather

exceedingly liable to crack or break with a limited amount
of wear, while the gum and blacking are known to be
at least occasionally employed to smother up defects. It

needs a lynx eye to see, through the dressing, the defects

in a skin.

Patent.—In selecting patent leather see that it is close

in the grain, pliable though firm, has no stretch in it, and
that the patent bends with the grain, in other words, is not
brittle.

Cordovan.—Choose that which has a fine clear surface,

close grain, handles firm, but is not too rigid ; the small

close wrinkled ridges on the black sides when the hand is

passed over should feel smooth and silky. It should be
equal in colour, when folded exhibit no ridges, and be free

from veins and flaws.

Morocco.—In the stipper trade morocco leather is

largely employed. The name arose from its being pre-
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pared primarily by the Arabs in Morocco. The best

moroccos are now manufactured in Paris. They are pre-
pared in a vast variety of colours. Some of those, obtained
by the employment of blue vitriol arid other injurious

chemicals, should be avoided. Blue moroccos should only
be selected when specially ordered.
Xonen.—In selecting linen and other woven fabrics for

linings, care should be taken to avoid those that have
been what is technically called " loaded." The practice

of sizing was originally introduced with the view of giving
a face or taking appearance to the material, but, as time
advanced, it was discovered that it might be advantageously
employed to increase the substance and profit derived
from the sale of the material. As explained elsewhere,

the dressing has a tendency to diminish rather than
increase the strength of the fabric. Whether the dressing

be composed of mineral or vegetable matter, it is certain,

sooner or later, under climatic influence and damp, to lose

its consistency. Whenever this occurs, its damaging
influence may be easily detected. The character of the
texture must also be taken as a test. Avoid purchasing
that which is loose and open.

Elastics.—Stocking-net and honey-comb elastics are

dearer than Terry, and are usually reserved for the better

class of boots and shoes. Of the three named the last is

the strongest, but it has the disadvantage of taking up and
retaining dust, fluff, &c, and is not to be compared with
stocking-net and honeycomb in appearance. Stocking-

net should possess a soft silky look and brilliancy of colour.

Before purchasing, its elasticity should be tested. If on
being stretched arid let free, it should be found to move
sluggishly back into its normal condition, it should without
hesitation be rejected. In selecting Terry see that it is

closely woven, of a perfectly jet colour, and has a full

amount of elasticity or spring in it. Great care should be
exercised to keep all kinds of elastic free from air and damp,
as both are known to exercise an injurious influence over

their colour and elastic properties. Examine the india-

rubber threads, and remember that the durability of the
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web is proportioned to their stoutness. If at all in doubt
about the condition of the elastic offered, stretch it to its

utmost tension, and by smelling you will be able to

satisfy yourself whether decomposition has or has not
affected it. Heavily dyed webs should in all instances be
thrown aside. The object of dyeing webs so heavily is to

increase their weight. Inasmuch as the dye does not add
to the strength of the web, a superfluity is bound to be in-

jurious. To tell the truth, the excessive use of dye on
elastics, like that of size on calicoes, is employed for no
other purpose than to cheat its purchasers. While direct-

ing the attention of readers to elastics, we avail ourselves

of the opportunity of impressing upon them the necessity

of keeping all articles containing rubber away from olea-

ginous matters. India rubber is sure to go bad if it is

touched with oil or grease. It is partly for this reason

that in properly conducted establishments such great care

is taken in the storage of elastics.

Machine Shoe Threads.—In the test to which machine
threads are subjected in the testing machines, the record

gives only the pulling or sustaining capacity. In the use

of thread other considerations come into notice, the measure
of strength und durability. To illustrate

:

Thread is rated by the testing machine as follows :

—

4-cord 3 wiU lift 37 pounds.

5 3 45 „

6 3 55 „

7 3 65 „

5 10 70 „

This is the highest test known to the trade. The above
figures would seem to indicate that 5-cord 10 had a decided

advantage over 7-cord 3 ; but as the 7-cord 3 can be run
with a smaller needle than 5-cord 10, more stitches to an
inch can be taken, and in working we find that a needle

sufficiently large to run 7-cord 3 will consume in 9 stitches

as much thread as the larger needle required for

5-cord 10 does in 8 stitches. ^Barbour's hand thread is

spun through a patent evener, thus saving time and needles,
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a most important consideration to the operator and also to

the manufacturer.

In waxing 7-cord 3 has a more decided gain, in this,

that in the circumference of the thread there are 7 open-
ings for wax, against 5 in the 5-cord 10, which enables a
more complete interior waxing, adds to the strength of

the thread, and also makes it more adhesive to the leather,

as the nearer the thread comes to filling the hole the better

the work.
The chief points to be sought after are smoothness,

evenness, and freedom from knots, even though these may
be under the surface.
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CHAPTER VIII.

CUTTING OUT

Economical Adjustment of Patterns.—Lining Cutting, &c.—Trimming
Cutting, &c—Clicking, &c.—Allowances.—Cutting and Fitting up
of Bottom Stuff, &c.

Economical Adjustment of Patterns.—All that we
can hope to do with the space at our command is to

give our readers a broad theoretical view of the art of

cutting out. As many pages as this volume contains,

and one hundred diagrams to boot, would not suffice for

a full and detailed explanation of the cutter's art. Still

it is hoped, by careful condensation and a judicious

selection of pregnant examples, to enable the reader to

grasp its leading canons, or, in other words, to place in

his possession the key to the art of cutting. By the aid

of a few well-devised diagrams, we are in the hopes of

being able to dispense with long and wordy explana-

tions. These diagrams, while failing to portray the
endless varieties of facings, &c, will fully illustrate the
method or methods adopted to insure economy by prevent-
ing waste. Take, for instance, that in which the mode of
cutting side springs is shown, or that of cutting vamps,
and the entire principle that governs the art, so far as
economy is concerned, has been revealed. No matter the
shape or the nature or purpose of the part required, the
principle of economical adjustment or placing does not
materially vary—it consists in covering or using up as
much of the material as possible, with strict regaixL to
fitness or adaptability. In bespoke cutting, where big
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prices are asked for and obtained, economic cutting becomes
a matter of secondary importance. In th&t department of
the trade, fitness and excellence are the chief things to be
considered. Taking a skin, the bespoke clicker critically

scans it, not to resolve how he is to make the most out of
it, but to learn whether it is of sufficient excellence for

his purposes, and if so, he proceeds to cut his parts after a
fashion that the manufacturer would stand aghast at.

The foregoing remark is intended to refer to the best

bespoke work only.

Lining Cutting, &c.—In the bespoke trade the linings

for a pair of boots are cut at a single operation, the mate-
rial being laid four thick on the board. In factories eight

folds or two pairs are usually cut at a single operation. If

the material is alike on both sides, it matters not how it is

laid on the board; but otherwise, it must be folded so that

the linings when cut and placed will have the best side to

the feet of the wearer. Zinc patterns are undoubtedly the

best ; but they have the disadvantage of being costly com-
pared with those cut from cardboard and paper. No mat-
ter of what they are fashioned, they should be carefully

examined by the cutter before he attempts to use them.

In some shops, the parts left for turning in are left on the

patterns, with holes at proper distances from the edges for

pricking the turn in ; in other establishments the pattern is

cut exact to the fitting, and the cutter has to prick close to

the edge. Experience has decided that there is only one
way of cutting linings economically, and that is to work to

a uniform system, or to range them in as direct a line as

possible. To do away with the necessity of repetition, it

is as well to inform readers that the same rule holds good
with reference to the cutting of almost every part of a

boot or shoe, and that even in leather, when flaws and
other damages occur continually, it has been proved to be
more economical to proceed as though they had no exis-

tence rather than to get out of range, in order to avoid

them. The stuff used for linings being uniform through-

out, there is not the shadow of an excuse for making any
such departure. See that the material is laid perfectly
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smooth on the board, to which it must be made firm by

using a weight or otherwise. The most economical prin-

ciple is shown in the

accompanying diagram
(Fig. 11).

The dotted lines show
the turning in. The
allowance made is equal

y n to a size. Cut and prick
,g

* * true to the pattern, as

nothing produces more discomfort than a ruffled lining,

which is almost sure to follow a want of accuracy in this

respect. Remember that the strength of the material is

in its length, and cut so that this will come across the

foot. Linings are chiefly adopted to strengthen the

uppers ; hence it is not customary to employ them in

men's work, if the leather is known to be sound and good.

When linings are used for men's work, they are usually

cut from a thicker and coarser material. Linings in large

Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

and well-furnished establishments are now cut by machinery
by the aid of steel knives fashioned to the patterns. In
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some of the large establishments they are occasionally cut

by a band saw.

Economical modes of placing patterns for vamp linings

are shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

Fig. 14 represents a counter lining for a Kip Lace,

Hobnail, or Shooting-Boot. The attachment of the back-

strap, as shown, causes the pattern to cut extravagantly

;

and, for economy's sake, it is usual to cut the strap

separately and join it to the top of the counter. When
cut short and joined at the side of the heel, a cheaper

material may be employed for side lining. This method
will also insure the lining to lie flat across the side seam.

As the closer, if this advice be followed, will not lay the

side lining over the counter, the seam will, of a necessity,

be a substance thinner at that point, and not so liable to

discomfort the foot of the wearer. The diagrams that

Fig. 14.

we have given and intend to give will be found sufficient

to suggest the principle of interlocking employed to

prevent waste of material.

Fig. 15 illustrates how the strffeners and side linings

are placed.

Trimming Cutting, &c, including springs, bindings,

headings, button-pieces, facings, indeed all the small

pieces necessary for their completion. For particulars

regarding webbing, refer to " Choice and Purchase of

Materials." Springs may be cut without waste by placing

the patterns as shown in Fig. 16. Select your webbing of

the required width. If both sides are alike, it matters not
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how you place it on the board; if it has one side more
finished or in better order

than the other, it must be so

placed and cut as to show the

best side outwards when the

springs are positioned in the

boots or shoes. For bespoke

work it is usual to cut a

pair at a time ; when cut for

wholesale work the folds are

increased. The patterns for

the springs of large size boots should have a good, quarter

of an inch left on at sides and bottom. Springs are cut

to various shapes ; but except

when chosen for ornamental

purposes, over and above their

practical uses, the patterns

given afford an excellent idea

of the economic value of the

methods generally employed.

Be careful to fix the elastic

to the board before proceeding

to place your pattern and to

cut, and see that the cutting

tool used is well sharpened

and straight. In cutting bind-

ings and straight-edged pieces

a gauge, an instrument speci-

ally sold for the purpose, or
straight-edge should be em-
ployed. The leather used for

binding should be of a light

substance, and not liable to
stretch. Men's facings are
cut from calf or kip offal.

Coloured leathers and patent
are also occasionally employed,
men's, leathers of very lightFor women's and

substance are used.

light

These so often change, and moreover,
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present such an endless variety of shapes, that to attempt
to give instructions for placing the patterns would be a
mere waste of time. The chief thing to be aimed at in

cutting the smaller parts should be to use up pieces that

are valueless for larger sections. The leather for button-

pieces should be carefully chosen, of good colour and
without flaw or blemish. Fold the leather and cut a pair

at a time. If cut singly, the pattern must be reversed.

The outside quarter and inside and outside button-pieces

must not when placed together be too thick, or a great

difficulty in buttoning will result. To insure the proper
substance, have one or, if necessary, both button-pieces

light. The strength of the button-piece should be in its

width, as it is on the width, not the length, that the strain

falls. It is almost unnecessary to say that the best side of

the leather of both inside and outside button-pieces must
show outwards, that is, away from the quarter. When cut

from leather, the inner edge should have from one-eighth

to a quarter left on for seams, and the same allowance
must be made at the bottom to permit of its .extending

under the vamp or toe-cap, or for turning in at seam when
vamp and quarter have an inside seam. When both
button-pieces are cut from leather, no allowance at the

edges is required, inasmuch as they are machined and cut

level afterwards. The button-piece should not extend over
more than a third of the quarter at the top, and it may
be finally noticed that the appearance of the boot is

dependent upon the button-piece being neither too large

nor too small when in position. When the button-piece is

scolloped, a gouge is used by the cutter. Bellows tongues
are exceptional, and we h#ve transferred all that need be
said of them under the heading " Special Operations,"

which see. Seat pieces for common work may be cut

from almost any scraps of leather ; these should be nicked

at the curves in order that they shall bed in properly.

Tongues, inside and outside back straps, counters, side

linings, and stifFeners, need no special instruction. We
may mention, however, that it is usual to skive inside

and outside back straps at the side and also at the top on
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the rough side ; that inside counters varying in shape,

are cut thick or thin for each separate pair's requirement,
and skived at top and aides on the
rough side, the bottom being left

stout.

The following (Fig. 17) shows
how back straps are cut with little

waste. Outside counters (Fig. 18)
are cut from the same leather as

the upper and skived at sides and
tops. When the back part reaches
the bottom of the heel and has
outside counters, inside counters are

dispensed with. For economy sake, the stiffeners of

inferior goods are cut from stout paper. In the chapter

devoted to closing enough will be found said respecting

Fig. 17.

Fig. 18.

leather linings, placings, skivings, &c. These linings are

generally cut from the roundings or offal parts of skins or

from skins of little worth, and, like those cut from woven
materials, must have sufficient left on for turning in.

Clicking, &c.—Cutting out in bespoke shops is usually

performed by one person, the clicker, while in large fac-

tories the kind of work referred to under the separate

headings of Lining Cutting, Trimming Cutting, &c, is

entrusted to distinct workmen. The clicker in large

factories has to deal with the outside parts of boots and
shoes. Inasmuch as in this department it is far easier to

instruct by diagrams than words, we have marked up
the following skins, which, with the smaller diagrams,

will, we trust, prove ample to effect the object in view.

These skins are marked up as though they were entirely
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Fig. 19.
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free from flaws. It must be admitted that such skins are

few and far between ; but, as it is seldom that the flaws

and damages in skins are found located alike, the advisa-

bility of the course pursued will, we trust, be admitted.

As may readily be imagined, exception is sure to be
taken to one or more of the examples here shown. But
to use an old proverb, who is to decide when experts

disagree P We admit the existence of other systems, and
moreover that much may be said in their favour; but give

what we conceive to be the best. Some will declare that,

had the plates been less crowded they would have been
more readily understood; but this course would have
necessitated increasing their number. Fig. 19 is devoted
to exhibiting the mode adopted for clicking bespoke
work. As will be seen, not a single part of importance, if

indeed any, is cut across the centre or pithy part that

covered the vertebrae of the animal ; the pairing parts are

obtained from corresponding positions ; the stretch of all

the chief parts are identical, and their positioning is

regulated by the diversified qualities of the leather of

which the skin is composed.
The numbers and names of the separate parts that follow

have reference to the whole of the plates. For instance,

an Oxford Shoe Quarter is numbered 1 whether it appears
in one or more diagrams, and the same with the remaining
numbers and parts.

1. Oxford Shoe Quarter.

2. Golosh Pieced Vamp.
3. Toe-cap.
4. Golosh Quarter.
6. Whole Golosh.
6. Oxford Shoe Vamp.
7. Half Bellows Tongue.
8. Side Lining.

9. Single Tongue.
10. Inside Facing.
11. Lace or Button Leg.
12. Button Fly.
13. Elastic Side, Back.
14. Elastic Side, Front.
15. Ladies' Vamp.
16. Ladies' Polish Leg.
17. Ladies' Elastic Side, Back-quarter
18. Ladies' Elastic Side Front.
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Fig. 20 is marked up for men's. In this the backbone
has been slightly run over ; but, as will be observed, the

pithy part where cut into is made to fall in spots that will

work no material injury. The patterns fall the long way
of the skin. The parts unoccupied may be used for any
purpose for which the leather there found is suitable.

Fig 21 represents a calf kid skin marked up for women's
or men's. It is commended on economical grounds.

Fig. 22 represents a kid skin marked up for Ladies'

elastic side boots.

The importance of placing patterns in accord with
the structure of the skin in order to obtain strength in

the boot or shoe where it is wanted, has been over and
over again enforced in this treatise. Fig. 23 shows
at a glance the direction the muscular tissues take, and
will prove a useful helpmate to the clicker. It also

shows the division of the skin. In the pithy part of the

back there is an absence of tissue, and also of strength, and
hence the necessity of avoiding cutting into it for vamps,
&c. In the breast and belly the muscular texture is less

firm, and hence its flabbiness. It is full and thick at the

neck, and this produces coarseness. It often occurs that

the skin at the neck is thicker than at other parts. Bal-

moral quarters or backs that are not necessarily much bent
when worn can be cut therefrom, or counters, tongues,

side linings, if not equal to the former.

It will be seen that it is at the ribs or middle of the

skin that the texture is at its best, which accounts for that

part being chosen for fronts. The plate, moreover, shows
conclusively the disadvantage of cutting pairing parts from
positions that have no affinity—in other words, that

stretch in different directions. The hip, marked with a
circle, is a known weak point and must be missed in cutting.

It is only a half skin that is shown, but as the muscles,

&c, run in pairs, it answers all purposes for which it is

intended.

Fig. 24 shows a method of cutting straight-peaked

toe-caps without waste. Patent calf and seal-skins are

not always cut alike, but we see no valid reason for
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Fig. 20.
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\

Fig. 22.
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the difference. The most economical way is undoubtedly
to run the patterns from the tail to the neck, and that

1

1

Fig. 23.

plan is generally pursued in wholesale work. For
best work, as already stated, vamps, wing, and toe-cap
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patterns are placed on patent seal-skins so that the grain

runs across them. We repeat that in order to cut patent

clean it must be cut from the brown side. We have only

given a few samples of the hundreds of varieties of boots

and shoes, but the parts of others, however much they may
vary, being cut in corresponding positions, those given will

suffice. In conclusion, we may remark that it is customary

with many of the best bespoke shops to deal with the best

portions of skins only ; the remainder being sold to others

who are not so particular with regard to the quality.

Fig. 24.

Allowances.—For hand-sewn work it was formerly the

custom to cut the pattern half an inch larger than the last

in order to allow for the over-lapping of the feather of

the insole and the " take-up " of the seam. At the period

to which we are referring, this allowance was correct

;

but the leather employed for uppers in those days was less

supple and elastic than now.- For upper leathers, as now
dressed, three-eighths allowance will be found ample. If

the last-named amount be left on, the stretch should be
fairly pulled out, or it will be found that the boots, how-
ever well they may fit when first worn, will become loose

after they have been worn. To prevent complication,

rivet and machine-sewn uppers may be cut from the same
patterns. Five-eighths larger will be found sufficient if

the leather used be light and flexible ; but if cut from
kip or stubborn leather the upper should be cut fully

three-quarters of an inch larger than the last.

Cutting and fitting up of bottom stuff, &c.—If for be-

spoke work, consult the order book, and if there are any-

special instructions to be given, write them and the number
of the uppers out legibly and give them to the maker. See
that the soles, sole-pieces, &c, are of the right substance
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and size, and that the condition in which all the parts are

handed over to the maker will incur no unnecessary
hindrance to his efforts. Remember he is only paid for

making, and that he has a right to be furnished with stuff

fitted and properly conditioned for the work he has to per-

form. For instructions in purchasing butts, see " Choice
of Material.

,,
It is a bad system to delay the cutting of

rough stuff to proper sizes till the moment of requirement

Fig. 25.

for use. A store of bottom stuff so cut should be always

kept on hand, all of which should be properly numbered
and assorted. Under the heading "Machinery, &c,"
will be found all that need be said regarding the cutting

of bottom stuff by mechanical aid. The mode of fitting,

&c, is also treated of under the head of Making. The
diagram here given (Fig. 25) will show how soles may be
cut for bespoke work without waste.
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CHAPTER IX.

FITTING AND CLOSING.

The Light "Wellington.—How to Cut and Draft a Wellington.—The
Stout Wellington.—The Butcher Boot.—The Top Boot.—Remarks
on Long Work.—Short Work.—The Spring Boot.—The Button
Boot.—The Balmoral.—The Oxonian or Oxford Shoe.—Toe-cap.

The Light Wellington.—The first thing to be done is to

fit the side linings. This is done on the board which is

held on the knees of the worker. They are then cut and
skived to the proper form, with the necessary thinness at

the edges. The front is next taken, and if it be found

brittle or harsh in the grain, it must be rubbed and
softened in order to render it more workable. With a

blunt knife the dirt is scraped off the grain or the vamp side,

and the linings pasted on. If the front be lighter than

the back, or both front and back be remarkable for their

lightness, strips of roan or other light leather will have to

be pasted from the joint of the linings along the inside

edges of the front and back, if the back be light. The
latter must run from just below the counter up to the top

lining. The counter can be placed either before or after

the sups. In selecting a counter for a Wellington, it is

advisable to choose one that will not necessitate the use of

a stiffener. If this advice be attended to, it will be found
that the maker will produce better joints than would be
otherwise possible. If the counter be light, a stiffener will

have to be used. This is inserted between the counter and
the back. Great care must be taken in fitting this portion

of the work, inasmuch as if it be done slovenly, such,

slovenliness will result in giving considerable trouble to
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the maker, and render the proper seating of the heel

impossible. The counter is sometimes cut off at the side

edges of the back ; but the modern and best method,
though less speedily accomplished, is to skive thin and let

it run over to the front, where it is held by a row or rows
of stabbing. This latter method is commended for the
support it gives to the boot at this much-tried part. The
legs are next to be fitted, when the paste having dried

the front is lined. The side linings are whipped or
hemmed on with either awl or needle. When this is

done no thread marks should be left on the outside. The
hemming should not proceed below the joints of the foot,

as a single stitch fractured will often cause a break in the

vamp. The awl used should have no material thickness

behind its point, no keenness at the side, and should be
slightly hooked. The counter is now stitched on. When
the counter is stabbed across the two back counter rows
may be stitched to hold the counter and stiffening. A
pricker is used to mark the holes in order to ensure
regularity in the stitching. The pricker is used for

straight work and the wheel for golosh or fancy work.
Before using either pricker or wheel, see that the teeth

are smooth, and if not, make them so by the application

of a file or glasspaper. Too much care cannot be
exercised while using the pricker, as if struck too hard or

unevenly it will seriously injure the upper. The side

seams are now closed. For this purpose a flax thread is

used, the thickness of which must be regulated to the

substance of the leather. The back is first placed in the

clams, grain-side outwards and top facing the closer.

The front is held the same on left side. The small strip

of leather that forms the welt is then placed between the

front and back, and the whole being placed in the clams,

the sides are closed up. The closer's block is then
inserted and the seam, slightly wetted, is rubbed smoothly
down with the long stick. The top lining is then cut to

the size of the leg, and whipped on front and back. In
closing the sides, great care must be taken to keep the

stitches regularly formed at an equal distance from the
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edges. In opposition to Devlin, we believe that it is quite

possible to put in too many stitches in closing the sides,

inasmuch as overcrowding has a tendency to weaken the

upper. The leg being now closed, the boot is turned.

When this is done, the block is again inserted and the

seam made flat. The welt-cutter is now used to take the

surplus of the welt away, and the welt-setter applied to

set the welt up. Great care must be taken in using the

welt-cutter, or the upper may suffer considerable damage,
or indeed be utterly ruined. Insert straps after cutting

a slit in top lining, put the boot on the tree, and let it

remain till dry, when the top and straps must be stabbed,

and the leg is finished saving the setting up of the welt, a

solution of gum arabic and ink or water being used in this

operation.

How to Cut and Draft a Wellington.—As a rule the

form and cut of the majority of boots and shoes undergo
considerable variations. No such change has characterized

the history of the Wellington. As it was cut at the time

of its introduction, so it is cut now, or at least with but
trifling modification. Cut the back at the bottom of counter

as shown in Fig. 26. This cut, as will be seen, slopes

upward from the bottom of draft to the bottom of back of

counter to the extent of a quarter of an inch. Next place

the front and back together in the same position they
would occupy if closed, the front overlying the back.

Measure the calf, and pierce with awl through front and
back while in that position, at the centre 01 measure as
shown by dot. This done, measure the shin (which should
be equal to heel measure), as shown by dotted lines marked
on figure, and pierce through centre at dot. Then proceed
to cut the front of leg, using the straight-edge as a guide,

and see that the knife passes through the awl marks (shown
by dots), at calf and shin, after which cut the back in like

manner. Cut the corner off the front at a as shown in
figure at the bottom of side seam, half the measure of instep.

Place the front and back together, and mark the side half
the depth of instep for the top of draft as shown by dot.
Overlap and measure at the top of counter, three quarters
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of an inch less than heel measure. Pierce at centre of dotted

line. Measure from the throat to a quarter of an inch

from the bottom of the counter, as shown by dotted line

marked for " full heel measure," and pierce at half distance

in centre of draft. Take the back and cut from the mark
made for top draft in a semi-oval fashion to the bottom of

Calf Measure
-4 \

HeebMeasi re aJbShbv

Fig. 26.

counter. Cut the draft in front in a similar manner,
using the back as a guide. Place front and back together,

and, guided by the last placed on them, cut away the

surplus leather round bottom of front, leaving half an inch

to be sewn away. Finish by cutting top lining, side lining,

and shaping the counter to the back.

The Stout Wellington.—In fitting and closing a stout
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"Wellington, the edges of the back and front must be
grooved. This is done by a tool known as the closer's

plough. When this is carefully done, the stitch will be
as close as in a leg of a lighter description. In all other

respects, the process is the same as already described.

The Butcher Boot.— This boot is usually cut about an
inch higher than the Wellington, and square at the top.

It has only one seam, and that is at the back. It has a

tongue that can be either stabbed on or closed inside. In
cutting and fitting the tongue, the first operation is to

mark out its contour with the dull knife, and cut it. It is

then laid on the leg, scored round! and the piece so scored

removed. The tongue is then let in, tacked to keep it in

position and closed. In this boot the counter is pasted

and stabbed on outside, great care being used to make the

corner of the counter and tongue to meet. The side rows
are stabbed as in a Wellington, so as to hold the stiffener,

which must be cut to reach from seam to seam. The top
lining is whipped on the leg, as in a Wellington. The
back and front loop used in this boot are extra to the

pulling on straps, and are used to affix the boots to the

breeches. These are cut narrow, half an inch wide, let

into the top lining, and stabbed across, one row being
sufficient.

The Top Boot.—With regard to the closing of this boot, it

has been very properly observed that a mere knowledge of

closing in itseli is not sufficient for its proper accomplish-

ment. The fitting must be carefully and skilfully done,

and some knowledge of the clicker's art is indispensable to

this end. The vamp, counter, and leg must be well kept in

position, and the tongue should fall into its place with the
greatest nicety. If the clicker has failed to do his work
properly, the closer should be in a position to remedy all

faults, whether in the cutting, range, position, or back catch

of the counter. A closer void of the knowledge requisite to

amend the clicker's faults is liable at any moment to spoil

the best cutting. Various kinds of holds have been adopted
by closers, which we will proceed to describe. First, there is

tne flat hold, now obsolete, in which the point of the awl
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is brought out on the top on the extreme black of the

leather on the near or awl side, when the awl point enters

again at the same place, on the off or left-hand side, the

breadth of the seam being kept in accord with the proper
bearing of both portions of the leather. If theawl isnot kept
at an equal distance from the edge, the seam will be uneven,
and the edge-setter will fail to set it properly. 2. Split-

closing. In this the awl is struck partially through the

leather on both sides, when, on the stitch being pulled in,

the seam will be found to rise up full and round. This is

used for closing the side seams, that is the two short seams
where the vamp and counter join. 3. The general hold, a
sort of medium hold between the two former. This is now
called edge-closing. In the case of one side beinff thicker

than the other, it should, after the stitches are placed, be
pared to match. This forms an excellent seam, being
flat and solid. To effect it, the leather is laid on the block,

where it is held firm by the pressure of the stirrup. After
one side seam is closed paste the quarter to the leg,

dropping the edge of it into a slight hollow which has
been cut for its reception, while cutting the leg. This
cut in light legs must be slight, and in very light ones

dispensed with entirely. When the two side seams are

closed first, the two back sides of the leg are fitted within

the counter and whipped together with a firm end, and
then the vamp and counter are drawn over the bottom
of the leg and pasted down on both sides into the chan-
nel. The further closing is then proceeded with, com-
mencing at the turn of the back strap and going right

round, along the range and up the tongue, where, at the

top, the one thread will be finished, when a fresh thread

will have to be put in to close down the other side. The
above is called closing the tongue. When the tongue is

finished the counter should be partly turned back and the

two side linings put on. These are first joined to the loose

under portions of the leg and then whipped on. The
turned portion of leg is replaced to its proper form, and
the counter-stiffener pasted in. This should extend over

both side seams, and be skived at each end as in the Wei-
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lington. The substances covering the heel are then care-

fully tightened together, the rows marked for stabbing,

the counter stabbed, and the tongue is then ready for the

maker. On the boot being returned to the closer for com-
pletion, the back strap is skived to the necessary substance

and fitted, care being taken that the edges are pared quite

level. The block must be then put between the loose sides

of the leg, and these held over the block and whipped
together over and over with a split hold. A single fine

wax thread is used for this purpose, and the operation is

called whipping up. Then the back strap is to be pasted

directly along the centre of this seam, after which it must
be moulded and cleared off by the knife. When the

paste is dry, it is closed, the thread entering at the turn
where the closing of the tongue left off, the same kind
of stitch being used. One thread will suffice to close

one side of it. In closing the back strap, some put
the awl point in first on the leg at the top right-hand
side, others at the off side on the back strap, or by
reversing the boot on the knee, place the awl in, on
both sides on the back strap. It matters little which plan
is followed. In closing the tongue, it is advisable to put
the awl first in on the vamp. The celebrated shamrock
tongue, now in our possession, shows that the process here
recommended was adopted. This tongue was closed by
James Dacres Devlin, and took its name from a shamrock
on the counter, in the working of which a hair from his
daughter's head was used as a substitute for a bristle. The
webbing straps are now put on (see former boots) and the
front button loop. These are eitherwhipped on or stabbed
by a single end, so that the stitch appears as a lining stitch.

It is best to paste these straps on before the leg is whipped
up behind, the stabbing being thus more easily effected.

The leg and straps are held in the clams between the
knees, the stitching proceeding in and out along the edge
of the webbing. So fixed, the straps have more resisting1

power, and look neater than when whipped on. The next
thing to be done is the top. The whole of its sides and
edges must be clean and equally cut, when it must be laid
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grain side face to the board, which must be perfectly free

from aught that would stain the leather. Mark off the

distance or depth of the fold, that is the portion which is

to be turned to the inner side of the boot when the leg and
top are joined. Pass the top groove along this line, so as

to strike out a portion of the flesh side of the leather, so that

the bend or fold shall be reduced to the necessary substance.

Tops are as a rule closed on the inside with a welt, without
turning. The old method of closing them inside on the

block and turning, and that of closing them in order

to shield them from injury from turning on the outside,

are now seldom practised. Skive the edges, so as to pre-

pare for closing with the welt, or by the square cutting

groove tool take a bit out, leaving room behind the stitch

for the seam to be buried in when rubbed down. The
welt that is closed in with the top is cut from a piece of

the top leather or from calf leather, if the grain be of

sufficiently fair colour, the grain being split off with a keen
knife. Double it and paste it together, and, when dry,

run the compass round its folded edge at about one-

sixteenth of an inch distance, varying to substance of top.

When cut through at the mark, the folding part will form
the welt. In closing the top without turning, the grain

side of the top is held from the closer, and the fold bent
backward, grain to grain. The two loose ends are drawn
in an angular position inwards, the edges being brought
together, grain to grain, and the leather at the fold pressed

as tightly as possible. Place the top in the clams, so that

they will nip it along the fold, the welt being inserted

between the two parts to be stitched, and proceed as in the

Wellington. The thread should be tightly made, delicately

waxed, and particularly smooth. Let the welt be taken
into the stitch with great regularity, or it will look ugly,

as it is not usual to use a welt runner. After the top is

closed to within half an inch of the turn, cut the thread,

damp the seam slightly, press it out by aid of the fingers,

and turn the fold up from its bend, when it will be found,

if properly and efficiently done, to wear a presentable ap-

pearance. Rub down and set the seam, whip together the
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opening at the fold part, and paste in the paper employed
to stiffen and prevent the oil from the leg penetrating

to and soiling the top. The paper alone must be pasted,

and this should be smoothly and equally done all over.

Paper and leave to dry, fit, skive, fold and cut flash straps

and back loops, set the boot with setter slightly heated, a

solution of gum arabic or glue paste being used in the

setting. The seam setter should be perfectly smooth, and
each separate stitch and seam should present a clear and
perfect form. The stabbing rows on the counter must be
set also with equal care. Whip on the top and stab on the

straps. To whip the tops on draw the top over the calf

of the leg, and fasten at back and middle. The stitch in

whipping is taken over and over, with a single twist or

coloured silk end. Turn in the fold, beat slightly round
on block with hammer. Paste on back loop, let it dry, and
stab. The back loop is stabbed with a clear thread of un-
waxed white silk, the stitching proceeding from the corner

of the square, catching the back loop up as you proceed,

and ending at the opposite corner. This is then skived off to

the edge at bottom and fastened there with a slight touch
of paste. When pierced through with the stabbing awl,

the thread catches it and combines both loops together, one
out and the other inside. The side rows stabbing is then
proceeded with, the inside row taking no leather strap and
the outside the flash strap, which falls over the fold at
the centre of the outward half at top. The boot is now
ready for shop.

Remarks on Long Work.—Inasmuch as the Military

and Napoleon have been superseded by the Butcher boot,

and the Hessian and Holderness and Opera boots are now
seldom if ever worn, we will here end our remarks on the
closing of long work. The same may be said of medium
boots, the Prince George and Clarence.

Long work hand-closing held its own for a considerable

time after the introduction of the machine ; but within the

East few years machines especially adapted for long work
ave been constructed, and all boots of this order made for

sale work and a very considerable quantity of that made to
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' order for even our best bespoke shops, are now machine
closed. The fitting for machine closing does not differ

materially from that of hand-closing; indeed an old

and experienced closer is the person generally sought after

to fit for the machine.
Short Work is now almost entirely fitted and closed

by machine ; still as, when best done, it nearest resembles

hand-closing, it is perhaps better to describe the original

rather than the copy. A description of the machines used
in fitting and closing will be found in another and later

section of this treatise.

The Spring Boot.—The lining is first cut and fitted to

the last. The opening for the insertion of the spring is

then marked off with the dull knife and removed, saving
a full quarter of an inch all round for turning in. The
back bits and front bits are then placed on the linings about
an eighth of an inch from the edge of the lining, back and
front, and the springs inserted between lining and outside

pieces. When dry stab round the springs, and then turn
the front bits back and close the front seam. If the heel

seam is to have a back strap, it must be whipped up to

within three or four stitches from the top. The back strap

must be left over a quarter of an inch at bottom, which
will be covered by the golosh. In case of no back strap

being intended, the heel seam must be closed before stab-

bing the spring. Paste in between the linings the front

and back straps, and when dry stab up the back strap so

as to catch the loop and the inner strengthener, and then
stab the front loop across. The leg is then ready to be put
on the last for the reception of the golosh. See that the

golosh is properly fitted, close the seams, and then proceed
to last it ; when dry, run the wheel round the golosh close

to the edge, but not too close, as it may lead to breakage.

Then put the leg in the clams in a proper position for

stabbing on the golosh, which operation should commence
at the right-hand corner of the vamp. The stiffener is

then placed in position, and fixed by a row of stabbing on
each side of the seam. The stiffener before being placed

must be skived to a feather-edge at its top. The bottom
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must remain of the full substance. The upper is then

ready for the maker.
The Button Boot.—The lining is placed as in the spring

boot, and then the inner back piece is whipped on to the

inner side of the back lining. The button-piece or fly is

then cut to the shape required, and the button-piece lining,

after being pasted round its edges, is fitted to the button-

piece. This done, when dry, mark the number of button-

holes required at equal distances with the button pricker.

Stab them round, and then with the button-hole punch
take away the leather inscribed by the pricker. The
button-piece thus finished is then closed on. This is a far

easier mode than to finish the button-piece on the leg.

The front seam is then rubbed down, and the button-

piece allowed to fall into its natural position. An awl is

then passed through each hole, and the upper marked for

the positioning of the buttons. The holes are then made
with the button-piercer for the reception of the button-

shanks. When the buttons are inserted, pass a stout

waxed thread through each shank, this thread being
passed between the lining and outside. When the top

is reached fasten the thread off. Place the top on last,

fit the golosh, and finish as in spring boot.

The Balmoral.—Linings fitted as in previous boots, out
quarters are then fitted and pasted on lining. The
lacings are then cut and pasted in position, and, when
dry, the wheel is run round and the facings stabbed on.

The remainder of the closing of this boot is proceeded
with in the same manner as the spring and button boot.

The Oxonian or Oxford Shoe.—-This was formerly
closed with a flat seam ; since the introduction of the
machine, the vamp is stabbed on to the quarter with two
rows of stabbing to give it the appearance of an outside

seam, and the heel seam is closed inside by the machine.
The inside facings are placed on, and two rows of stabbing1

performed, one on the top and one on the bottom edge
of the facing. The holes are then punched and the
eyelets inserted. The shoe is then turned and the inside

linings fitted and whipped on. If inside quarter is used
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it must be now stabbed round the quarter from one
corner of the facing to the other, and if a stiffener is

used it must now be placed and stabbed. In machine-

closed boots of this kind there is generally found to be

a looseness round the quarter. This is seldom the case

when they are hand-closed. This looseness in machine-

closed shoes, arises from the peculiar action of the machine.
Toe-cap.—The most convenient method of stabbing on

a toe-cap is to perform the operation before the golosh is

on the leg. It is pasted on the front and allowed to

remain till dry, when it is stabbed across with one or two
rows as ordered. The punching, if punching is ordered,

is performed before being placed on the vamp. The
design for punching is usually outlined by using the
point of a fine awl. It is customary with careful work-
men to copy smart designs for toe-caps and keep them by
them. This punching of a toe-cap is, however, an abo-

minable practice, only equalled in folly by the flowered

toe-cap once so common in boots worn by women. It

destroys the integrity of the leather, and so renders it

incapable of fulfilling its purpose.
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CHAPTER X.

BOOT AND SEOEMAKING: MEN'S WORK.

The Welted Boot.—The Waterproof Shooting-Boot.—The Jockey Boot.
—The Racing Jockey Boot.—The Real Channel Shoe.—The Running
Shoe.—Strong Work.—Riveted Work.—Pegged Work.

The Welted Boot.—The description of one welted boot

will be sufficient, inasmuch as no serious departure from
the course hereafter described occurs in the endless variety

of boots and shoes classed under the word welted. It

matters not whether it be intended for men, women, or

children, the mode of constructing a welted boot is the

same, or so nearly alike, that it would be a sheer waste of

space to enter into farther particulars.

Wet the bottom stuff, that is the leather intended to be
employed in the bottoming of the boot, by putting it in a
vessel of clean water, where it must be allowed to remain
till thoroughly soaked. Take it out when sufficiently

soaked, and lay it aside till the water has thoroughly
penetrated the pores and the leather is found to be evenly
mellow, otherwise it will have a stained or blotched

appearance when the boot is finished. Skive your insoles

and prepare your split lifts. The split lift must be formed
from a piece of soft leather, which should be about six

inches long and one in width. Divide this equally with
your knife, which must cut froni within an eighth of an
inch to the top on the grain side, right-hand edge, to the
same position on the flesh side, or left-hand under edge.

Bend each to the contour of the heel and hammer it level.

If hammered too hardly or when too wet, the heel when
formed will be exceedingly liable to give, and present un-
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sightly openings. Look to the stiffeners, and if they have
not been left in a proper condition by the closer, scrape and
skive them. Fit the welts, feather and cast off the heel
and stitching threads.

The above operations are usually performed while the
bottom stuff is soaking. Some, however, prefer to cast

off their threads overnight and let them lay in soak till

the morning, when they take them out, twist and rub them
dry with a piece of flannel, continuing the operation till

they are perfectly level and smooth. See " Thread-making"

under " Special Operations." Cut the stiffener so that it

meets the binding at its highest point, and round away
gradually till it meets the welt about an inch beyond the
corners of the heel. Slightly hammer and last the insole,

taking but the stretch or leaving a small portion in as you
may prefer. The former plan is the better one. Scrape
off the grain, and well block the insole to the last by
bringing it over its sides by means of the pincers, and
fastening it at its extreme edge.

Fig. 27 shows the number of tacks required (those

marked with a star) and the position in which they

Fig. 27.

should be placed. Tap to the last and leave it so till

thoroughly dry. Before the blocking-tacks are with-

drawn drive in additional tacks (those without stars) to

hold the insole to the last while rounding, lasting, and
sewing. In the event of pegs being used instead of tacks

for this purpose, cut off their heads when driven with the

peg awl. The two tacks nearest the toe-tack are called
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straining or draught tacks, the remainder after their

positions. Draw the straining tacks and round the insole

to the form of the last, that is if you have not been ordered

to round it wider or narrower. To ensure the two insoles

being alike, take a copy of one for the other with a piece

of paper and reverse it. Identically in the width of

the narrowest part of the waist can easily be obtained by
measuring with a piece of paper. Pare off the sharp

under edge of the insole to prevent it injuring the upper.

Mark the length of heel on the insole. For a long flat-

seated foot, the heel should range from two and a

half to three inches, for an ordinary or under-sized foot

it should range from two to two and a half inches. Mark
off the guide line from the mark of heel on one side to

the other for the feather of forepart with the shoulder

stick or compasses, the breadth of the feather being pro-

portioned to the stoutness of the upper, the guide for

its breadth being the joint thickness of upper lining and
welt. In cutting the leather or rabbet let the inside cut

be vertical and about one-third of the sole's substance in

depth, the outside horizontal cut meeting it at the bottom.

This feather should be cut a trifle wider at the toe.

Remove the freed leather. The heel part feather, which
must be now cut, does not differ in form, but is cut

narrower, the difference being the width of the welt which
is confined to the forepart. This feather you must cut a
trifle wider at the back to carry the pitch of the heel,

except a square heel is intended, in which case the width
of the feather continues the same. When the feathers are
cut, make a slight upright groove or line a quarter of an
inch still farther inwards round both heel and forepart.

For a thick firm insole the groove should be employed

;

but if the insole is formed of thin or inferior leather the
line will answer the purpose and leave the integrity of the
leather undisturbed. Widen with the opener or any other
fitting instrument. In a still more inward position pass
the knife round the sole, holding it in a slanting position

while doing so, so as to form a ridge between the feather
and the insole to facilitate the holing. In doing this you
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must pass the awl from the bottom of the channel to that

of the feather, when for a boot of ordinary thickness five

stitches to the inch in the forepart will be found sufficient,

and four or even less for the heel if intended to be of more
than ordinary height. In making these holes employ a
slightly crooked awl.

The insole is now ready for the upper or lasting, but
before proceeding to do this, damp the stiffener to facili-

tate the bedding, cut and skive side linings carefully,

employ paste between lining and stiffener, and also

between outside and lining, and shake a little French chalk

into the upper. When proceeding to last, first raise

the back part of the upper and drive a tack at the centre

of the toe (under the toe-cap, if the boot has one). Place

the side linings in position without pasting, pull over

with the pincers (bull-dog pincers are the best), and drive

in the two draught tacks ; strain again, and drive in the

tacks behind the joints
;
pull the back of the upper down,

and with the pincers applied in a proper direction drive

in the waist tacks. "Withdraw the joint tacks, pull the

upper forward and tack afresh. Other tacks may be
used at discretion to complete the lasting, the num-
ber being proportioned to the thickness of the upper,

taking care that the lining is kept in its proper position.

The smaller the pincers used in lasting the toe the better,

as it is impossible to take out the pipes properly with a
large and clumsy tool. In the case of a toe-cap being
used, the leather it will cover can be slightly pared away.
The cap is lasted similarly to the toe of the upper, but it

must be braced by an end being passed from the insole

where it is held fast by a knot, over the draught tack and
those of the toe, and fastened to the opposite draught tack.

The tacks, then driven through the centre of the bottom of

the heel, and others at equal distances, must not be
allowed to proceed beyond the lining and stiffener. "With

the boot held on the knees by means of the stirrup, draw
an end from the insole at the beginning of the heel round
the back tack and make fast to that at the commencement
of the heel opposite, taking care to pull the counter well

G
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under, so that no pipes are left, and begin to sew at the

left-hand corner of the heel, the toe of the boot pointing

from yon. Use an overcast stitch to prevent the upper

from being injured. In sewing, the boot is held by the

stirrup over the left knee, the stitches being left sufficiently

loose to allow the awl to pass freely under them when
sewing down the heel. Three stitches to the inch is the

quantity usually employed. Skive away a portion of the

welt on both sides so as to make it conform to the

waist. When the seat is finished begin to sew in the

welt. The awl should be carefully selected, be sharp

and firm at its point, smooth at its sides, and strong

at the shoulder. Over-casting should not be employed,

either on the welt or insole side, in sewing in the

welt, as one thread is liable to cut the other. A
difference of opinion prevails, however, with regard to

dispensing with the over-casting, and, having given our
opinion, we leave the question with the maker. Com-
mence the operation at the joint of the heel and pull

the thread well home, using the hand leather to shield the

hand and the awl handle, if necessary, to obtain more
force. In sewing keep the thread well waxed and smooth,

and care must be taken not to trespass too near the

tacks. Insert the left-hand bristle first and let the

right follow, and the result will be a firm stitch on the
insole and a smaller one on the welt. The smallness of

the stitch on the welt will be found of great advantage
when stitching on the sole, as you will be able to use
the awl without materially interfering with the sewing
thread. Beat the seat down, draw the tacks used to keep
the insole in position, pare the seam close to stitches,hammer
down once more; raise the welt with sleeking bone or
other instrument ; with the welt beater inserted between the
upper and welt, beat the welt up straight, and place a
piece of lead or horn between the upper and welt, to

prevent cutting the upper and to resist the pressure, trim
the latter. After having pasted the insole over, fill up with,

kid ofEal if you have any, the use of which will prevent
creaking, place the shank piece in position, and after
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having driven In a few pegs to the insole to hold it in

position, trim it to the required shape, leaving it with the
edges rising towards the back proportioned to the height
of the heel, applying a little soap to the point of the awl
when raising the seat stitches. Cover the shank piece with
a bit of felt, kid, or rag, and after skiving and hammering
the sole, taek it on without pasting, and rough round it

%

closish to the welt. Drive in one tack at the toe and
another at the back part, draw the tacks, displace the sole,

and having gauged it to the required substance, trim away
to the thickness required from the flesh side, when the
double iron in setting will be found to catch it all round.

Skive the waist to about one-half the substance of the fore-

part, leaving it of its full thickness at the centre. Hammer
the sole, replace and fix it with the tacks previously drawn,
taking care to block and bed the inside waist so that w>
great stress shall rest upon the stitches. You must next
fasten the sole piece down with pegs and trim it, taking

particular care to leave sufficient to hide the stitch. After
rounding up, level and pane up the thin part to the stitch,

trim up the sole, and remove the heads of the pegs. In
trimming, see that the split lift is left sufficiently long to

cover up the corner. After having rasped the grain from,
pasted and fixed your split lift, follow with your whole
lifts, subjecting each to the same preparatory treatment.

Each must be rough-rounded and levelled in turn. All
being in position but the top lift, cut a groove in it for

burying the heel stitch. WTiile pegging on the whole
lifts, place the pegs so that they will not interfere with
either the sewing or the breast of the heel. "With the

thin end of the bone, open the seat so as to expose the

stitches, mark on the edge of the heel the centre of each,

and awl the heel from top lift to sole piece in order to

enable you to meet these in sewing, using a thread of con-

siderable if not double substance, to that employed in the

forepart. Previous to sewing down the heel, hole it and
open the loop stitch with the awl's point, which will dp
away with the possibility of breaking or straining the

seat stitch. Use the heel awl for this purpose. Put both
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bristles through, the first hole in order that it may be filled,

and in sewing be sure to pass the thread under the seat

stitch. After you have driven pegs into the two corner

holes and removed the awl marks from the counter,

slightly pane the sole over the seat stitch, hammer down,
and square the heel. Scrape away the grain from the top

piece, and round it. The two top pieces are formed alike

Dy using one as a pattern for the other. Gouge the breast,

beat it under with the joint iron, and mark round a guide

for the pin-pointing, using a double-pronged awl for the

purpose. The holes thus made will require to be deepened
with the straight awl. The pin-points should be driven

with a rasp. They are thus driven much straighter and
surer than with a hammer. Bound the forepart, bevel the

waist, mark round with the forepart iron, cut the forepart

channel, open it, and before commencing stitching arrange

a thin skiving from the welt round the lower part of the

upper to protect it. This is particularly requisite if it

be cut from patent. When the operation is complete, rub
a little paste in the channel, rasp it out, lift the lip up, and
pare it away. Run round the forepart iron to mark with
its edge the bottom of the sole and remove the edge of the

grain of the channel, but not so far as to be without the

reach of the forepart iron. "Wet the sole, scour with stone,

press the outer edge of the forepart channel with the iron

as in setting the edge, and sleek the bottom, and apply some
tallow or gum to the welt. Break out the stitch with the
notched bone, clean the welt with a bit of flannel, pare the
forepart, tap round the edge, run the welt off the waist to

prepare it for the iron, rasp up the heel, square the corners

with the file, level the seat, break in the seat with the
breaker, smooth the heel, and level with the buff knife,

which when dull is set by the blade of au awl being passed

along its sides. You must then scrape the forepart, and
after you have used a little tallow or gum to the seat, set

it with the seat wheel slightly warmed, and sandpaper the

heel.

The seat wheel must be kept clean. Prepare the waist

and forepart, running the welt off even to the stitch;
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use the stitch-bone to show up the stitches, buff away the

rough edge from the welt, sandpaper the forepart, thin

the waste to fit the iron, pass the double iron round the

forepart to see if it fits, file the waist, and work down the

forepart with rasp if required, taking care to pass the

rasp in an outward direction in order to force the crease in

a position to fill the forepart iron. Paste the channel,

scour with a fine stone, clean away the paste, damp round
the forepart, rub some gum and tallow round it and welt,

after which set the former with a warm iron while the gum
is damp, and then the waist with the iron specially adapted
for that purpose, using gum and tallow while damp as in the

forepart. Take the prick-stitch and divide the stitches,

remove the grain from the sole, which should be first

damped to soften it, with the buff knife. Scrape and
sandpaper the breast of the heel and sole, remove the

ragged corners from the heel, gum and tallow the breast,

and scour while wet. Damp the waist as far as you pro-

pose to black it, mark it off, apply a small portion of paste

at the corner of the crease to prevent the colour running
into the forepart. .Colour the forepart, heel, and waist,

using due precaution to keep the ink away from the

channel. Wipe the waist, clear off any inky sediment, and
sleek it

;
grease, gum, and wipe off with a piece of rag.

After cleaning away the marks on the upper with the pane
of the hammer and clearing out the welt, sandpaper and
ink the heel, setting the glaze-iron towarmin themeanwhile,

and when tallowed and wiped off, glaze the waist and heel

with the iron thus prepared. Then, while the glazing iron

is being reheated, rub on a little heel-ball, taking care to

rub a little behind the seat and waist, and iron it in. To
keep the heel clear and level, employ the waist iron. Rub
the heel-ball quickly off with a piece of cloth to prevent

dull patches being seen on the heel and waist. Having set

the forepart with a warm iron, apply heel-ball to fill the

pores and rub off, after which buff the bottom, mark
across the black of the waist with the dull knife, and pass

the waist wheel, or " Jim Crow," as some prefer to call it,

along the waist channel.
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"With a little spittle applied to a piece of rag clean the

upper and wipe dry, pull out the tack from the block and
remove the last, and scrape away the pegs from the inside.

If the boot is to be sprung, after you have beaten the

feather down fromjoint to joint, spring it gradually from
heel to toe, and flatten the bottom by the use of the
hammer while supported before and behind on your knees.

Buff the bottomand top piece, file the sprigs, and sandpaper
the top piece ; having first warmed the bottom, sandpaper
it, sprinkle it with bottom ball, sandpaper again, and wipe
down first with a slightly wet and then with a dry flannel.

Rub a little beeswax or finishing ball on the edge of the

channel, run the forepart iron round it, wipe off, and clean

down the top piece. If the top piece is to be blacked you
must colour and finish it at the time when you are black-

ing the body of the heel. Apply a small portion of bees-

wax to the edges of the top piece in order to prevent the
oxalic acid destroying the colour. Apply the acid, scour

it out with sandpaper, gum and tallow and clean off with
flannel or cloth. Wipe forepart and waist, and with a
soft rag to which heel-ball has been applied, rub round
and polish the heel, forepart, edge, and waist. Repeat the

process with a rag slightly smeared with white wax, and
wipe off, when, the upper being cleansed, the boot will be
fit for shop.

The Waterproof Shooting Boot.—Till the lasting is

completed, the process is the same as in an ordinary welted

boot. The lining in this boot will be found left open all

round by the closer, to enable you when the boot is lasted

to draw and replace the tacks in the same holes in the

linings. Let your relasting be as tight as possible.

Having cut a piece of thin india-rubber to the shape of a
golosh, coat the lining all round with india-rubber solu-

tion, and let it stand till dry. This must be repeated if

the coating is not found to be sufficient. Warm and pull

the rubber in order to make it lie snug all round and at

the heel. The boot must be sewn before the leather is

turned down, in order that you may employ a lighter

thread and a welt of thinner substance. If the welt is
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extra wide take a strip of stout upper leather, after you
have sewn in the welt, and sew it round the seat, then

pare off the seam and beat and round up the welt and the

strip. Regarding toe-cap, if used, see " Welted Boot."

Cut to the shape of bottom, so that it will reach the sewing
stitch, a piece of sheet india-rubber, and haying solutioned

the insole, after it has remained to dry, warm and place

it, taking care that it covers the seat and welt stitches.

Solution and fix the middle sole, and with a whip stitch

fasten it to the welt. A middle sole is only used when
ordered. If you intend the boot to have a shank or waist

piece, it should be cut thin, or the waist will have a
clumsy appearance. After giving the india-rubber and
the welt another coating of solution, relast the upper to

the last, with short tacks that will not reach the water-

proofing, and then the upper over the middle sole. Draw
your tacks, press the upper into the welt, and using a

crooked awl, secure it to the inner sole. Press your
upper snug to the welt, and fasten the outside counter to

the slip of upper, and with the long stick rub it down.
When dry, hobnail the sole. If a brown bottom, buff the

grain, sandpaper and gum dragon or paste the sole, using

a piece of flannel in the operation. Rub, while finishing,

some ball into the sole, rough round and hole it. Drive

in your hobs on the flat iron, which will clinch their points,

and fix the sole with a tack or so that will not reach the

waterproofing. After you have rounded up the boot,

stitch the forepart a quarter of an inch from the edge,

drawing the tacks as you proceed. A thick thread, with
little twist in it, is the best, inasmuch as it will lie flatter.

In an extra wide-welted boot a second row of stitching is

employed. Follow as directed in the welted boot. If

these instructions are followed the boot made will be
perfectly water-tight, as the upper, lying over the welt,

prevents the water from entering.

The Jockey Boot.—In the Jockey boot the feather of the

heel part is cut uniform, is one-third less in width from

the absence of welt, the boot having a square low heel.

The waist and forepart are kept to the same substance,
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and as a rule it has only a single lift between top piece and
split lift.

The Racing Jockey Boot.—The leg of this boot is cut for

lightness from the skin of an unborn calf, and the bottom
is made proportionately lighter to that of the Jockey boot.

The heel consists of split Eft and a top piece.

The Seal Channel Shoe is made without a welt. The
Blake Machine shoe is constructed in a similar manner,
the chief difference being that tingles are used instead of

bracing. The absence of the welt allows the sole to set

close to the upper, and gives the shoe a particularly neat
appearance. When lasted, the upper is braced round with a
single thread with a whip-stitch. The stiffener is thinned

at the bottom in order to produce a level surface, and a light

shankpiece should be employed. In finishing the edge,

employ an iron with an unusually short guard, to prevent
the possibility of cutting the upper. The other differences

may be left to suggest themselves to the maker.

The Sunning Shoe.—The Running shoe is made pump
fashion. In feathering the forepart, cut it wider than that

of the ordinary pump. The forepart is holed as a plain

pump, and the waist and heel to the extreme edge. The
spike shanks are forced through two holes about an inch
from edge and one in centre of toe, and riveted on the flesh

side, after which a half-sole is stitched to the pump fore-

part. In stitching the half-sole along the channel the
thread must be made to pass through both soles. The shoe
made as described, while light in the back part, has an
extremely elastic waist. There are other modes of fashion-

ing shoes for this purpose, that used for sprint running
possessing no heel, which in the case of the runner being
short in nis strides has cork inserted in the forepart. In
all instances shoes for running should be formed as light

as possible.

Strong Work.—It is not our intention to enter upon a
detailed description of the making of strong work,
inasmuch as the chief if not only difference lies in the
use of heavier materials, thread, &c. The old fashioned

strong boot was not an artistic production. Its chief
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merit, and a merit not to be despised, consisted in its being
put together strongly. As for improvement, or signs of

improvement, there was none. Country bootmakers were
content to work on the old lines, to employ the same
patterns, and having seen nothing better their customers
were contented. During the past few years great changes
have been introduced, and the heavy boot now worn by
labourers is in some cases as well and carefully cut and
fitted as the lighter boots worn by gentlemen, of which it

is at least a part imitation. This has resulted from whole-
sale manufacturers turning their attention to this class of

work, masters who can and do afford to pay accomplished
clickers to design and cut. Mr. Canham, of Crowland, is

largely accredited with having led these improvements,
inasmuch as he was the first to point out the faults of the

class of boots mentioned, and to suggest the improvements
that have followed. We remember noticing some few years

back several useful suggestions by way of improvements
from Mr. Matthew Thomas, of Stockport, but wnich, so far

as we know, have not been adopted. The suggestions to

which we allude he has plainly set forth in a letter from
which we extract the following :

" I employ a cross-piece

on the top of the middle sole at the broad portion of the

foot, and use a last at least an eighth of an inch deeper than
that generally used, in order to assist locomotion and
give comfort. In my second boot, I employ a middle
sole extending from shank to toe, a second which is

tapered from the tread to the shank and toe, and a cross-

piece also tapered front and back. Boots thus made do
not wrinkle when knelt upon. I make them spring to the

last, whether the heels be high or low, and the top of the

heel level with the sole. The uppers should be cut and
closed to bear down on the fittings of the last as near as

possible across the joints, when they can be lasted down
without strain. Each part should be lasted down inde-

pendently on its own premises, and then the uppers will

not change shape when the last is withdrawn. These
kinds of boots or shoes can be made with pegs or rivets, or

stitched by machine or hand. If riveted, the insoles
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should be thick and close grained, and cut from English
oak tanned leather, and a double row of iron rivets

should be placed in the shank."

We give a diagram of the last boot described (Fig. 28).

The points to be
specially attended
to in general strong

work is the choice

of awl, which
should be neither

too pointed nor too

obtuse at its point,

nor too narrow nor
too broad ; the leav-

ing of sufficient

Fig 28.
from the heel mark
to make a solid

{'oint stitch on finishing the welt, and giving increased

ength to the joint stitches to ensure the welt from
being cut through; the selection of fitting leather for

the shank piece, of fair substance, and neither too hard
nor too horny, the placing of skivers beside the seam in

order to level the filling up ; the pegging of the second

layer firmly up the centre to, prevent the breaking down
of the waist ; the extension of the bottom layer well over

the seam and the use of an extra skiver on the bottom
where the tacks penetrate ; the alternation of split and sole

lifts ; the careful blocking down of the sole on the shank
piece to prevent the heel from cracking round the two
bottom joints from want of solidity; the prevention of

creaking, the pegging of the hinder part well down to

the seat ; the lying of the sole flat on the sewing seam

;

careful channelling, so as not to impair the sole; and
the careful abstention from using a round awl in sewing
the waist—these are the principal things to be attended -

to in the making of a sound boot of this order. In justice

to the old makers of strong work, it is only fair to state

that for solidity of work they have never been surpassed,

if indeed equalled. Their chief fault lay in the fixity of
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their ideas, and their notion regarding the necessity of

sound work was as fixed as their less wise conceptions
regarding the alteration of the cut and style of their work.
Riveted Work.—To those possessing a knowledge of

the mode in which a hand-sewn boot or shoe is made, the

instructions here given will be found ample. Erect a

small bench with room for storing bottom stuff and tools,

and fix thereto a standing socket. Possess yourself of the

necessary number of iron lasts.

When it is not intended to cut the stuff by machinery
it will be advisable to cut sets of sole patterns from the

lasts. This is best done by fixing on an inner sole and
carefully rounding it up to the last. The shape of the

outer sole may then be obtained by making an allowance

of about a quarter of an inch from joint to joint and
about an eighth of an inch in the waist, again allowing

a little extra at the heel. The lighter the boot the less

allowance will be required to be made from the insole,

owing to the thinness of the upper.

Where sole pieces are used, care should be taken that

the sole is allowed to come fully three-quarters of an inch

under the heel. It is advisable when the sole patterns

have been got ready to get them cut in zinc for future use.

The use of zinc sole patterns will expedite the process of

rounding on future occasions. A good plan to adopt is to

get a cutting board about twelve by eight inches. Upon
this lay the sole to be rounded, which should previously

have been properly wetted and allowed to become mellow.

Fasten a zinc pattern on it by driving a tack through to

the board, and round up with a stiff knife in an upright
position. It is particularly necessary in riveted work to

have a solid insole, the integrity of the boot being more
dependent upon its insole than upon any other portion of

the boot.

The insole need not be hard, or of great stoutness, but
it should be close and firm. It must be slightly feathered

at the edge, but not too far in. Having skived the stif-

fener, in the same way as for hand-sewn work, skive well

down the bottom also. The top and inner sole being ready
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for lasting, draw the upper over the toe of the last with
the pincers and tack it down with tingles. Tingles are

small tacks from a quarter to three-eighths of an inch long
made very thin, so that they may clinch easily upon the

insole. Draw over at each side of the toe and then at the

joints, taking care, when doing so, that the back part of

the upper is left low down on the last, as in hand-sewn.
This will have the effect of allowing the upper when
drawn up at the heel to fall easily into its place in the

waist. Draw in tightly all round. with the pincers and
tack down. The toe, if a stout upper is used, will need to

be cut in in a way familiar to all hand-sewn workers, it

being understood that each pleat be tacked down as cut.

If a middle sole is to be used, a very small amount of

bottom stuff will be necessary. Tack on the middle sole

with iron brads or sprigs, then put in the shank, which
will not need to be anything like so large as that required

for a hand-sewn boot. The sole, previous to rounding up,

may now be put on. Prick all round with an awl, about
a quarter of an inch from the edges, the holes being a
quarter of an inch apart. Brass rivets are accounted the

best. These may be obtained of any grindery dealer.

Care should be taken that the rivets are of the right length

for the boot, otherwise, whether too long or too short, the

solidity of the boot suffers. They should be just long
enough to go through and touch the last and no more.

Five-eighths is a suitable size for boots of an ordinary
stout walking substance. Seven-sixteenths will be gene-
rally sufficient for the waist. The rivets may be driven
with a hammer, but a more convenient instrument will be
found in a large half-round file which has had considerable

wear. The rivets must be driven absolutely straight.

This operation complete, hammer out the bottom. Build
the heel in the ordinary fashion, first nailing the split lift

with iron brads, and the lifts with iron heel screws, which
hold much more firmly. The top piece is then sprigged on
and the last withdrawn. Place the boot on a wooden last,

pane up, rasp, scrape, and finish.

Pegged Work.—Much that has been said with regard to
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riveted work will be found applicable to pegged work.
"We will therefore be content with adding the following,

which we might possibly have been justified in placing

under the preceding heading.

The stiffness created by pegs cannot of course be entirely

avoided, although two rows are often driven in around a sole

when one, if well put in with a proper awl, would answer
the purpose of holding the parts together equally well.

We should be very far from recommending any slighting

of the work, but simply advocate the use of less of the

stiffening material in order to produce a better article.

This is done in the best kinds of light pegged boots ; and
in custom work double soles are treated also in the same
way with complete success. If the bottoms, on coarse work,
require to be filled up with a mass of stuff to give them the

appearance of thickdouble soles, let it be done with skivings,

something that will not add to the foot's labour in bending
them at every step.

In order to make a light and solid pegged heel, skive

the bottom edge of the stiffeners half an inch upwards,
slightly damp the upper and stiffeners, paste in, last and
peg.

It may be here appropriately mentioned that Messrs.

Harper and Chamberlain, of Nailsworth, have recently

introduced to the trade a Patent Waterproof Heel Stiffen-

ing. These stiffenings are manufactured from the best

Fig. 29.

American boards, and other kinds of compo, and are

readily fixed in position. They are, of course, cheaper

than stiffenings cut from leather, and may be used for

low priced work advantageously. This stiffening is shown
in Fig. 29.
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CHAPTER XI.

BOOT AND SHOEMAKINO : WOMEN'S WORK.

The Sewround.—The French Sewround.—The^Spring-heel Pump.—The
Military Heel Pump.—The Spring-heel Welt.—The Bath Clump,
or Inside Clump.—The Bevelled Clnmp.—The Inside Cork.—The
North Country Cork.—Th« French Cork.—The Cork Sole Boot.—
The Spring-heel Cork.—The Leather Wurtemhurg Pump.—The
Leather Wurtemhurg Welt.—The Modern Welted Wurtemhurg.

—

The Wurtemhurg with Sole Attached.—The Wood Heel.—The
Leather Back Military Heel.—The Wurtemhurg Heel.

The Setfround.—In the best sewrounds, the sole is

reduced to the thickness of the upper, in order that the

former shall not strain the latter. The sole is generally-

cut from a light cow-hide. After the sole has been
wetted and hammered, tack it to a board, and reduce it

to the required substance and scrape away the grain.

Having proceeded thus far, place the piece selected for

the sole on a perfectly even board, shape it to pattern, ancl

feather it. The latter is done by bevelling it from the
edge inwards to the extent of an eighth of an inch. Cut
the channel at a similar distance from the feather or a
quarter of an inch from the extreme edge, and hole it on
the flesh side with a full-size closing awl, which should be
somewhat flat on the underside. Tack the sole to the
last at heel and toe. Cut the stiffener from a piece of
white lamb's skin, if the upper is formed of white satin or
silk. If the stiffener be cut from coloured leather cover it

with white paper or linen, as such a stiffener will otherwise
ffive the fabric an objectionable shade. Paste the lining
ircm the binding to the bottom edge, taking care, while so
doing, to keep the upper free from paste. Then last,
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using small silk tacks, which must not be driven more
than half through the sole.

When a side lining is ordered, it should be cut out of

white leather, inserted between the lining and upper, and
pasted to the former. As a rule, it may be stated, no
lining is employed, the substitute being a strip of white
leather sewn round the forepart and cut close to the

stitch. This is sufficient to prevent the upper falling

away from the sole. Some workmen, and good workmen
too, prefer to form this strip, as it passes the toe, into a
toe-lining. When a blocked toe is ordered, a stiffer piece

of leather is used for this purpose. For an approved
mode of forming a blocked toe, see " Special Operations."

It is placed between the lining and upper, and pasted to

the former. The thread employed should be made of

about five strands of the finest closing flax. This must
be only slightly waxed, as when too much wax is used
it has a tendency to destroy the silk or satin of

which the upper is composed. Commence the sewing
on the left-hand side at the beginning of the quarter

lining and follow round the toe, taking care as you
proceed to divide the puckers, and terminate at the hole

at which the sewing was commenced. Pare the quarter

lining close to the stitch, and wax the uncut waste silk or

satin to the sole, using prunel wax or stickum for the

purpose. Before this is done, carefully pare off the rise of

the stitch. Place and paste down the sock lining, and
the sock having been allowed to dry, the shoe will be
ready for turning. The back lasting is then proceeded
with in the usual way, after which beat the sole level and
sleek it with the long stick or bone. Dry friction should

be avoided from its tendency to burn or harden the sole.

Sleek the edge with the pump stick, scrape and sand-

paper, colour and glasspaper, and with a flannel to which
spittle or gum dragon dissolved in water has been applied,

wipe down. When dry, rub with a dry flannel, apply

the spring, and the shoe is finished.

The French Sewronnd.—The sole is channelled all

round in the usual way, and fixed by two tacks in the
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waist. The quarter is fixed in position by drawing the

tacks and again inserting them through the quarters, the

same holes being used in fixing the sole. The vamp is

then stretched to its proper position, when the aforesaid

tacks are again withdrawn and reinserted through the

vamp, vamp lining, quarter, quarter lining, and sole, same
holes again being used. The sewing is the same as in the

ordinary English sewround ; paring is not needed ; the

edges are sleeked and usually left brown, but if ordered

to be inked, the usual process is resorted to. A sole

leather lining is cut by the same patterns as used for the

sole and inserted.

The Spring-heel Pump.—Hammer and tack the sole to

the last at waist and toe, flesh side out. Pare round fore-

part or to joints of heel, leaving back part untouched.

Draw the tacks, remove the sole from the last, and trim

channel and hole it. Replace it on last, using the same
two tacks. Tack the upper, lining outwards, to the sole,

taking care that the tacks are not driven through it. Sew
with an overcast stitch. If the pump is made of exceedingly

light material, the overcasting should be dispensed with,

as it has a tendency to blister. Cut away the seam if

leather, or wax it down if of silk, satin, jean, or any other

woven fabric. Draw the last, turn the shoe, last the insole

with the sock, lining inside and the flesh side out. In the
best kind of work of this class the insole is lasted without
the sock lining, and cut round the last. "Withdraw the
tacks, trim the insole, and paste the lining on the grain side.

Cut the sock lining exact to the insole, round the heel and
forepart, leaving enough to turn in on both sides of the
waist. Should the sock be formed of silk, it must be left

so as to turn in all round. Fit the insole to the last, if it

has not been previously fitted on the board, and feather,

channel and hole the heel portion of the insole. Mark off

the heel, and replace the last with the insole on it. If a
shank piece, or waist strengthener, is ordered, it must now
be inserted. The shank piece is best dispensed with, if the
shoe is intended for dancing purposes. Sew in the seat by-
passing the thread from the insole to the upper, commencing
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atthe left-hand jointorcornerof the heeland endattheright,
trim the seam to the stitch, neatly block and pare the sole,

draw the tack, paste the half-lift under the sole, and retack.

The lift should be left fuller than the sole, to allow of its

being paned or hammered up to cover up the heel stitch.

Out the back part, channel round the heel portion of the
sole, using the forepart iron as a guide, from which the

channel must be cut in slanting, bearing from the outer

edge. The channel should be deep enough to bury the

stitch, and no deeper. When cut, open it with the chan-
nel opener, and commence sewing on the right-hand corner,

and terminate on the left. In sewing the heel, thrust the

awl under the seat stitch, and rise it through the channel.

Close the channel, beat the sole, pane up the edge with the
hammer, trim a trifle above the seat stitch, pare the edge,

file, glasspaper, and after applying a little paste with the

rag stretched over the thumb, cold iron previous to putting

the edge in colour. This is done with common ink, which
will be found to be materially improved if it has had a few
iron brads thrown into it. When the ink has dried, apply
the welt iron, forepart iron, and seat wheel, heated to the

same degree as used for ordinary ironing. When the edge
is set, finish with a small quantity of heel-ball, applied by
means of an old cotton stocking or piece of cloth, scrape, and
colour. When dry, stamp the bottom, withdraw the last, and
insert the spring. With regard to pasting, it is as well to

mention that in the Spring-heel Pump it is used between
lift, soles, and filling.

The Military Heel Pump.—The forepart is made in the

same way as the Spring Pump, and the heel the same as

that of a military heel welt boot. When the upper is cut

from satin, silk, or any other woven material, it is necessary

to exercise great caution in lasting, particularly across the

vamp. The material should be stretched in a direct line

so that the threads are evenly acted upon. When this is

done, the shoe will have a much better appearance than if

lasted without such precaution having been used. After a

silk, stuff, or satin shoe has been sewn, the portions of leather

lining, side linings, and quarters that show above the stitch

H
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must be cut away, and the edges of the stuff, silk, or satin

pasted down over the seam to prevent it from ravelling,

and loosing the sewing stitch. The insole or the hall-

insole, whichever is used, should be covered with linen

before inserted, and a portion thereof doubled over on both
sides of the waist, so that the insole, when pasted down to

the sole with these doubled-in edges, shall keep the linen

in its proper position, and prevent the linen lining from
shifting or crumpling.
The Spring-heel Welt is a welted boot with no rise above

the sole, the slight rise that it possesses being formed by the

placing of an inclined lift under the sole, reaching from the

corners of the heel to the back. For household wear, no
better form of footgear can be selected. Boots thus made are

not so likely to destroy or damage carpets as boots or shoes

with heels, and are far better adapted for climbing or de-

scending stairs. As a rule they are greatly in favour with
aged persons, and good reasons are not wanting to justify

their choice. "Wet the insole by placing it in the shop tub
for a few seconds, lay it on a board, level it, and pare the

loose flesh away ; slightly hammer it on a flat iron, and
block it to the last by bringing it over its sides, and take

out the stretch by means of the pincers. Fasten down by
tacks driven into the extreme edge of the insole, and so leave

it till thoroughly dry, when it must be tacked at the toe,

waist, and heel, the former tacks being then withdrawn.
Fare the insole to its proper shape, and mark off the length,

of heel or inclined part, which should extend from an inch
to an inch and a half more forward than ordinary outside

heels. Cut the feather of the heel or back part about an
eighth of an inch from the edge, and that of the forepart a
full quarter. These must be cut straight down, and not
too deep, the knife used being held perpendicularly. On
opening the channel with the opener, if found too shallow,

use the tool to slightly increase the depth, as it is much
safer, having a blunt edge, to employ than a knife,'which
is liable to slip and penetrate too far. Clear out the rabbet
or channel. If the boot be a light one, a line must be drawn
with the dull knife a quarter of an inch farther in than
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the feather, but if middling or heavy this should be con-

verted into a channel, either of which must be taken as the
guide for the following operation, namely, the holing of

the insole. The awling will be found to be much easier

accomplished if a little soap is placed in the channel. If

the stiffener and side linings have not been pasted in by
the closer, fix them before lasting, and then sew in the seat,

commencing at the left and ending at the right-hand corner.

Proceed, without breaking the thread, to sew in the welt,

taking care to break the puckers at the toe, andwhen finished

skive off or thin the waist portion to about half its substance.

Thrust the welt breaker between the welt and the upper
without injuring the stitch, and hammer the welt towards
it to make it hard and level. Trim it by aid of the knife and
paring horn, the former being so held as to act as a shield

when pressed against the welt. Use a piece of soft leather

about an inch in width for a split lift. Paste and place it

in position to cover the seat stitch after it has been cut to

the proper shape, and wax or sew it round the heel. Paste
the bottom, level and repaste, and mark off the sole. Apply
paste between all lifts, middle soles, and filling. Reduce
the waist to half its substance, tack on the sole by a tack

at the toe and another at the heel, which must be driven

into the last. Mark off the heel to the seat stitch, pare

the sole level to the welt and the heel to the split lift, then
cut the channel, the cut having an inward bearing, the

forepart iron being used as a guide, and open it with the

channel opener or seat file. In stitching use a thicker

thread for the heel than the forepart. Use a yellow flax

thread for the forepart if ordered to be yellow, and brown
for the back part. The after processes need not be de-

scribed, as they are the same as in other boots, which we
have or may have occasion to describe.

The Bath. Clump or Inside Clump has long fallen into

desuetude, but may possibly be revived, as it has merits

peculiar to itself. We will therefore in the smallest possi-

ble space point out where it differs in the making from
others. The process is the same till the bottom has been
levelled. The differences mainly consist of the addition of
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a middle sole and two middle pieces to the heel. This
middle sole, extending from the toe to the commencement
of the waist, is put on after the bottom has been levelled

and rough-rounded, bevelled, and the waist reduced. It

is fixed by driving two pegs through the middle sole

and about half through the insole. The two heel pieces

are next put on and bevelled to the waist. The outer

sole, extending from the toe to the back part of the heel,

is then tacked on, cramped well down in the waist, and
then sewn, the thread passing from the welt to the sur-

face of the sole all round. Then follow as in a Spring
Welt.
The Bevelled Clump.—Its construction continues the

same as an ordinary boot until the marking off of the heel

upon the insole. Mark off much shorter, about two
inches. This variation made, the process continues

precisely as described in the ordinary welt boot until the

bottom is levelled. This done, the middle sole is fitted as

in the Bath Clump ; but as this middle sole is stitched on
without the outer sole, a channel is cut as described in the
outer sole of the ordinary welt boot, but a trifle farther

inwards to allow for the bradding on of the outer sole

without imperilling the edge or stitch. The middle sole

being stitched on, the outer is rough-rounded, and laid on.

It is now common to put a buckle-strap round the waist to

hold the sole down at that part till the paste has become
sufficiently dry. This avoids the use of a tack. When
dry, the strap is removed, the sole cut closely round to
welt and middle sole, the heel part being left rough-
rounded, the object of this being that it may be made to
cover the stitch. A channel is then cut in the waist
portion of the sole, and the stitching of the part being
completed, and the channel closed, the forepart is marked
off for bradding. This guide line is placed about a
quarter of an inch from the outer edge. For ladies'

work brass points are used, and for men's iron brads.

The brads being filed smooth, the edge is well squared up,
scraped, and glasspapered. The double iron you intend
using for finishing the welt and middle sole is then passed
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round, and, at the line imprinted, a channel is cut to form
the guide for bevelling.

The bevelling process consists in slanting the edge back
to the nails, by means of the knife, rasp, scraper, and
glasspaper. A bevel iron is then used to set the bevel,

and the after processes are the same as in the ordinary

work.
The old system was to square up the welt and middle

sole, &c, before the outer was attached. This plan is

still preferred by many ; but there is little doubt but that

it is inferior to that described.

The Inside Cork.—Except when ordered to meet a
special kind of deformity the cork is run from toe to heel.

In both fit the cork to the last of the required height and
shape, and place it over the sock or covering. Place the

insole in position, and pull up the edges 01 the covering

round the sides of the cork and sew in with the upper and
welt. Continue as usual.

The North Country Cork.—Fit the insole as in an ordi-

nary clump boot, the difference being that when the boot is

sewn, a piece of leather of the stoutness of a sole is cut as

a breeches lift, and within this the cork is inserted. Fix
this lift with short pegs and the cork with hot wax, and
stitch through welt, lift, and sole. This is a cheap mode,
and suitable for sale goods.

The French Cork.—Groundwork same as welted boot.

Then sew in the two welts singly or both together. The
first welt reaches from corner to corner, and the second

from one forepart joint to the other. Commence with the

first from the heel joint, stopping at the forepart joint,

when you must lay the second welt evenly on the under
one and continue the sewing. If the welts are sewn in

singly, in sewing in the last welt sew between each stitch

used for the first or under welt. The lower welt should

be double the thickness of the second, and of firmer

material. Fit the cork level with seam, wax, and place in

position. Prepare shank piece, peg it on, and proceed as

usual.

The Cork Sole Boot.—After the insole has been put on,
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rounded, and the boot lasted, the cork cover, consisting of

a long slip of calf skin, or upper leather, is sewn from
corner to corner of the heel. In sewing in the cover,

a stinish piece of insole leather with a tapering edge to

receive the stitch must be taken in between feather and
insole. This will give firmness to the sides of the cork
when covered. After the rand, cork cover, and box have
been sewn in, fit the cork and place in on the top of the

insole and between the box. In order to soften the cork
for cutting, it is commonly roasted, but steaming will be
found far better for this purpose. The cork when sub-

jected to this process is not so liable to snap, and can be
cut much more readily. In fitting the cork, it should be
slightly hollowed out in the under centre, and left much
thicker from the joints to the toe than in the waist. Run
hot wax over the insole and insert the cork. The cork
and top edge of the box being fitted to lie well together,

brace over the forepart rand, and the boot will be ready to

receive the sole. The heel and sole on, proceed to stitch

the cork, making a channel on the sole to receive the stitch

on the top. Use a good waxed thread, and let the awl enter
a little below the sole on the* rand or cork cover, and
pierce through the channel, when it will be found that the
stitch on one side will fall into the channel, and on the
other lie full upon the rand. When the stitching is com-
pleted, close channel, pare edge, colour, and set. Polish
up the rand or cover, and finish the heel, &c.
The Spring-heel Cork.—Having fitted and rounded

the insole as in a Spring-heel Welt, cut the feather. This
should be the same for heel and forepart, about a quarter
of an inch for a boot of moderate substance. A lesser

distance will answer for a thinner sole, and a greater will
be required if the sole is to be of unusual thickness. Cut
a channel a quarter of an inch further in than the feather,

as a guide for holing the sole, and proceed as in the Spring-
heel Welt till the filling of the box. When the upper is

tacked to the last, shape the rand and welt. Let the rand
be cut from ordinary calf blacked on the brown side, and
the box of stout insole leather. Shape the heel portion of
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the former the same as the box, and the forepart square,

which should be nearly an inch wide. In sewing in the

rand and box, start at the centre of the left-hand waist, and
proceeding round the heel, finish at the centre of right.

Then proceed with the forepart. Pare off the spare leather,

and fill in the space near the sewing stitch with skivers till

level with the inner sole. Wax the inner sole sewing-seam,

and box, and while the wax is warm place the cork, which
has been previously cut to the required shape, in position.

The fitting in will be more satisfactorily performed if the

cork is warmed or steamed and rendered pliable before

insertion. See that the cork covers the stitches equally all

round before fixing it by tacking. When the forepart and
heel-part corks are fitted level the waist, and (if used) put
on the shank piece. File the edge of the box square all

round, glasspaper and well paste, damp the rand, turn it up,

and when stretched over the box tack it to the cork. When
dry, brace the rand across the bottom, level with a thin layer

of skivings, and square the edge with a suitable iron, after

which, paste the bottom for the reception of the sole. The
sole must be fitted, tacked, braced up in the waist, and
pared to the required dimensions, leaving sufficient to cover

the stitch, for which an eighth of an inch over the rand
will suffice. After the sole is bevelled slightly in the

waist, run an iron round the heel and forepart, cut the

channel and open it ; it will be then ready for stitching.

In stitching on the rand, prick each stitch as you pro-

ceed. The afterwork needs no special instruction. Fric-

tion by the shoulder-stick should be used instead of

hammering in finishing, as the latter is liable to disturb

the work.
The Leather Wurtemburg Pump.—Up to the back-

lasting and stitching in of the seat the making is the same
as that of the ordinary pump. Having therefore proceeded

thus far, sew down the inclined lifts to the seat stitch, as

directed in the leather Wurtemburg welt, and this done,

follow as directed in that boot.

The Leather Wurtemburg Welt—Fit the insole to the

last as in the ordinary welt. Channel and hole the insole,
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and mark off the heel. Last the upper right side outwards,

and sew, commencing at the left-hand corner of the heel,

and using an ordinary seat stitch. Attach the welt as

usual, and then stitch on three or four inclined lifts, the

first of which must extend from the joint to the corner of

the heel, while the front edge of the second and third must
retreat farther and farther backwards, these together form-
ing the commencement of the breast. Build up the heel

by braddinj> on successive lifts. Tack on the sole, round,

&c, and stitch as an ordinary welt. When the joint of

the heel is reached, stitch through the inclined lifts to the
seat stitch, brad the remainder of the breast, and blind on
the top piece. Follow on as usual.

The Modern Welted Wnrtemburg.—When the wood
heel rand has been fitted, take a piece of light sole leather of

the length of the heel, similar to a sewround back part, and
tack it in its proper position to the last. Tack the rand
round, grain outside, and then bring forward the upper and
temporarily fix it at the toe and forepart joints, driving the

tacks into the last, there being neither sole nor insole on the
forepart. When you have completed the lasting, commence
sewing at the left-hand joint or corner of the heel, and
finish at the right, as with pump. Trim the seam if the*

rand is of leather ; but if of woven material, wax down a»
instructed with pump. Take the shoe from the last and
turn, fit the insole, channel round forepart and hole. Relast
the boot, sew in welt, and pare off seam. Place the wood
in rand, level the bottom, and tack on the sole, driving-

the tacks through the insole into the last. Fit the forepart

as an ordinary welt, and the heel in accordance with in-

structions already given.

The Wnrtemburg with Sole attached.—For its recep-

tion, the seat should be sewn more inward than is usuaL
Otherwise it is made precisely in the same manner as an
ordinary welted boot. When the shank piece is fitted

you take the heel and sole and fit them. You then cut the
channel round the back part, pierce it, and attach the
heel by means of pegs. The tops of the pegs are then
cleared away and the channel closed. The forepart ia
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then proceeded with, in the ordinary manner, and when
finished the top piece is bradded on.

The Wood Heel.—The shoe being made, the heel portion

is skived away gradually to the upper. In a line with what
would in another boot be the starting point of the breast

of the heel, the sole is cut half through and a sort of

channel made, the back portion of which is perfectly

upright, in order that it may act as a stay to the heel

when placed in its proper position.

Having placed the heel in position, turn down the leg,

and with a bradawl pierce through the sole and heel

nearly to the length of the nail. The bradawl used for

this purpose should be a trifle thinner than the nail.

About five nails will be sufficient. The exercise of

ordinary judgment will ensure the proper localities for

their position. Care must, however, be taken to place

them not too near the edge.

The Leather Back Military Keel.—This heel is sold

blacked and finished. The mode of applying it is to brace

the upper over the heel portion, and then, by means of a nail

driven through the centre of the heel, to fix it in position.

This done, a channel is cut round the heel; holes are

then pierced for the stitches and the last withdrawn,
when the heel is secured by blind stabbing.

The last is then replaced, and the top piece fixed by
means of five or six inch rivets.

The Wurtembnrg Heel.—With this it is usual to cause

the sole to form the breast of the heel. The termina-

tion of the breast being hidden by the top piece, gives

the entire heel a well-finished appearance.
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CHAPTER XII.

LEGGINGS AND GAITERS.

The Changes of Fashion, &c.—Modes of Fastening.—Approved Patterns.
—Blocking.—Fitting and Closing.—How to Strengthen Seams.

—

Nomenclature.

—

General Remarks.

Changes of Fashion, &c.—Some fifty years ago gaiters

were in full fashion. Gaiter and breeches making was at

one time a special trade. It subsequently became merged
into those of the tailor and shoemaker. From causes we
need not particularise the use of gaiters declined, so much
so, ikdeed, that to see a person wearing them became a
rare occurrence. They appear to have become once more
fashionable, and hence the necessity of treating of their

manufacture in these pages. They are entitled to be recom-
mended both upon utilitarian and economical grounds.

Boots cut to reach high up the leg are of necessity costly,

and inasmuch as it is not usual to continue to use the legs

when the feet portions of such boots have become dilapi-

dated, the reverse of economical. It may, moreover, be
noted, that to wear high boots when low-cut boots or even
shoes would give all the necessary protection and yet
greater comfort to the wearer, is not only extravagant but
absurd, and yet this is frequently done by long boot owners.
On the other hand, those who ordinarily wear boots that

do not rise above the ankle, and who are provided with,

gaiters or leggings, can increase their height at any time
when such elongation is necessary. A pair of leggings

thus occasionally worn, even though theymay be purchased
at half the price, will outlast a couple or even more pairs of
high boots. Whatmay be fairly described as the disjoining
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of the leg from the foot of the boot has the additional

merit of contributing to the comfort of the wearer,

inasmuch as it is easier to cover over the trousers without
ruck or fold than to force them down into legs that have
no opening saving at the top.

Modes of Fastening.—There has always been a great

want of a ready and secure mode of fastening for this

class of goods, and this want may be said to exist still,

judged by the continuous efforts made to supersede those

now in use. Skewering, lacing, and buckling, and various

combinations of these, have from time to time been called

into requisition. Slides, springs, studs, buttons, running
loops, and all kinds of dodges and inventions have been
tried, but there appears to be a very general belief prevail-

ing that the right method remains to be discovered. Of
those in use some are condemned upon the ground of the

trouble and waste of time in fastening and unfastening,

and the remainder upon the ground that they do not afford

sufficient security, in other words, are unreliable.

The mode of fastening for both long and short work of

this kind is usually determined by the customer. Spring
fastenings are, however, best adapted for the higher-cut

below-knee leggings, inasmuch as they are qualified to

keep them in position by resisting their tendency to fall

into wrinkles. Springs should be placed as near the

centre of outside of leg as possible. For short gaiters,

buttons and buckles are generally preferred. These are

fixed in a more forward position. The styles of fastening

and furnishing employed for leggings are fairly exhibited

in the following figures, as are also those of placing and
using buckles and straps in combination with springs and
buttons. The long thigh leggings are furnished with
straps as shown in figure. These are cut sufficiently long
to reach the waist band from which the leggings obtain

their support. The bottoms of leggings are cut to fit both

tight and loose. To fit them too tight at this point, in the

estimation of good judges, is a mistake.

We remember an attempt being made to dispense with

fastenings, but it ended in failure. Having no side opening,
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there was no possibility of getting- it on without taking
the boot or shoe off. This extra trouble prevented it ever
becoming popular.

Approved Patterns.—Herewith we give a few of the
most approved patterns for this class of work. Fig. 30
is a trenching or rounding pattern for the main portion

of a gaiter leg. Fig. 31 represents the other portion.

Fig. 30. Fig. 31.

Fig. 32 represents the mode in which the tongue may-
be cut. That of the stiffener is shown in Fig. 33.

Fig. 32. Fig. 33.

Fig. 34 represents a shorter gaiter, the topmost por-
tion of which extends no farther than the knee. The
next (Fig. 35) represents how a part of its leg and half of
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its tongue are cut. The remaining side of the leg is cut

as Fig. 36.

Fig. 34. Fig. 35. Fig. 36.

Fig. 37.

In this style of legging the one half of tongue is joined

to the portion that, when worn, comes on the

outside of leg. We need not give either

diagram or instructions for the reverse mode
of joining it to inside half. The half tongue
must be cut as in Fig. 37.

For a gaiter, cut two portions of leather or cloth of the
following shape (Fig. 38). These,

when fastened up the back and a

button-piece added, will appear like

the top of an ordinary button

boot.

Gaiters for ladies' wear are usuallv

formed of one piece and lined with
fancy leather. It is far better, how-
ever, for the sake of securing a better fit, to make them
with a back seam.

Blocking.—!fhe old system of blocking is now almost

entirely dispensed with, the machines now used for this

purpose being automatically perfect. For a description of

the mode of blocking formerly practised, and even yet

occasionally resorted to in the absence of a blocking-

Fig. 38.
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machine, see " Special Operations." For the new mode,
see " Boot and Shoe Machines."

Fitting and Closing.—The various methods of fitting

and closing seams, tongues, &c., will be found in Chapter
IX. The instruction there given for both long and short

work is all more or less applicable to the class of goods
under consideration.

Eow to Strengthen Seams.—When leggings are cut

from leather that is liable to break away, it must be sup-

ported at the seams by under-lays of thinner leather. It

will, moreover, often be found advisable to employ an
additional row of stitches. Leggings cut from grained

hide are usually closed as heel seams in short boots.

Whether one or two seams, or whatever the style of seams,

they should be firm and efficient.

Nomenclature.—The names employed to distinguish

the various kinds of leggings and gaiters have not been

judiciously chosen. Most gaiters are copies of the leg

portions of boots. It would have been far better if both

leggings and gaiters had been called after their originals,

as Wellington leggings, Napoleon leggings, &c.

Fig. 39 (Long Thigh), 40 (Havelock), 41 (Napoleon),

42 (Wellington), 43 (Newmarket), form a fair example of

the many styles of this class of goods now being worn, and
fairly represent the kind of fastenings usually employed
in each.

Leggings that commence or terminate at the bend of

the foot are bound to discomfort the weaver. The most
comfortable are possibly those blocked to fall over the
instep. Where a strap is used, it should be fixed a trifle

more forward than the breast of the heel of the boot, in
order that it should pull tight at the hollow of the waist.

The strap should be stabbed on both sides, and be of good
material, in order to resist the great strain it has occa-

sionally to bear.

General Remarks.—Gaiters are made to fasten with.

buttons, box springs, and buckles, the latter being mostly
confined to gaiter fashions formed of leather. In order

to keep them in position, foot straps are invariably used.
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Rubber straps have given the greatest satisfaction from
the lesser trouble they give, and we should not be sur-
prised to learn that their use becomes general. A gaiter
should be cut sufficiently large to cover the boot ; but not
too large. Imitation button pieces are now very corn-

Fig. 40. Fig. 41 Fig. 42.

monly used to this class of goods. In cutting gaiters for

sale purposes, their different sizes vary to the extent of

half an inch. The measurement of an 8 size would be

9| ankle, 13J heel, and the next larger size half an inch

more at these points, and the size ranging under would be

cut half an inch under at the points named.
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CHAPTER XIII.

MENBIN-Q.

Introductory Bemarks.—Half-Soling and Heeling, Sewn Work.—Half-
Soling and Heeling, Pegged, Riveted, and Nailed Work.—Half-
Soling and Heeling, Pump Work.—Welting.—Underlaying.

—

Patching a Double Sole.—Patching a Single Sole.—Stabbing Patch
for Double or Single Soles.—Back-piecing Lady's Boot.—Inserting
New Springs.—Darning.—Mending the Side of a Wellington.

—

Gore Closing.—Blind Stabbing.—The Patent PatchingNeedle.—Last
for Mending.

Introductory Remarks.—Formerly* the shoemaker and
the shoemender were commonly combined in the same
person. This combination is now less frequent. Shoe-
making and shoemending if not altogether apart, certainly

rank as separate and distinct departments of the shoe trade.

Small masters still exist, though in sadly diminished
numbers, who divide their attention between making and
mending, but the cobler's stall, wherein the worker would
back himself as a horse is backed into the shafts of a
vehicle, is seldom seen nowadays. In the larger bespoke
shops, a mender is still commonly employed. With regard
to the small bespoke master and the shoemender it may
be said their mending operations are conducted pretty
much on the old lines. Whether the upper is fractured,

the welt damaged, or the sole worn, the awl and the
thread are speedily requisitioned. It is not so with the
latest class of shoemenders. With them the awl and thread
are things of secondary importance, the nail and file having
the preference. This class of mending is evidently attract-

ing a considerable share of custom. Cheapness and rapidity

are held out to the public as enticements, and, judging
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from the heavily rented shops now in the occupation of

those who perform this kind of mending, with no little

success. No one possessing the least knowledge of the
shoemaker's or mender's art who has watched their

operations will say much in favour of the new system.

Its cheapness will be seen to be more apparent than real.

It is in too many instances a mere covering up of old

wounds. It requires real talent to mend shoes as they
were formerly mended, and are still mended in respectable

bespoke establishments, but all that is required of the

newest operator is to be able to cut and skive, drive a nail

or rivet and ink the edges.

Half-Soling and Heeling, Sewn Work.—Wet the new
half-sole and heel-pieces, and take away the loose flesh.

Carefully remove the old sole, taking care not to injure the

welt. This, the removal, is done by forcing the knife

between the welt and sole, and passing it round from joint

to joint. The waist is then bent back and damped, and
the old sole divided, the new acting as a guide if no special

instructions have been given. It is always advisable to

carry the new sole back as far into the waist as possible.

When this is done there is less chance of its breaking
away. The graft should be cut as straight as possible,

for although there may be less strain on a slanting than a

straight graft, there is less hold for the inside stitches.

The waist portion of the graft should be cut so as to

incline slightly towards the heel on the flesh side when in

its proper position. The grafting edge of the half-sole

(having previously been rough-rounded) should be cut

without any incline, or if any incline, a very slight one.

In doing this the grain should face the board. If this

plan is pursued a good joint will be obtained, as the half-

sole will give in the working. The grafting portion of the

half-sole is then channelled, and after the channel has been
widened by passing the channel-opener through it, a small

portion of leather is removed to allqw the awl to work freely.

The channel must not be cut too deep, but sufficiently deep

to hide the stitch from the outside. It is then holed. Use
a stout, well-waxed thread, the stoutness of which must be

1
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proportioned to the substance of the sole. The bottom is

then relevelled, pasted, and the sole tacked down. Before
paring and sewing the sole, the joint should be well

rubbed down with £he pane of the hammer or the file.

The after process is the same as in a new boot. If a black

waist is required, the portion to be blacked should include

the graft. In heeling the first thing is to remove the top

piece and as many lifts as necessary. Supposing the seat

to be partially destroyed, youmust replace the seat stitches

as far as necessary, and leave the seat-lift in a form that

will have raised up the outer edge and act as a guide to

keep the heel in form. It is temporarily pegged to the

insole and attached by means of the seat stitches, the

remainder of the lifts are then pasted and fixed by means
of pegs. The blinders are driven into the top lift, the top

piece hammered on and the whole finished as in a new boot.

If it is intended that the yellow stitch shall show on the

old welt, instead of passing the knife round between the

sole and welt, the face of the stitches showing on the welt

must be pared away. This being done, the awl is placed

between the old sole and welt, and the two forced asunder.

By this method it will be found that the old stitches will

come away with the half sole.

Half-Soling and Heeling, pegged, riveted, and nailed
work.—In mending either kind of boots mentioned, the

same means of attachment should be used. In cutting

away the half-sole, it must not be cut entirely through.

The direct cut should not penetrate through more than
half the substance ; the cut should then slant away towards
the toe, and continue for a good half-inch before the com-
plete separation is effected. The new half-sole is cut to

meet this and a firm bond is insured. In most instances

where an under or middle sole has been employed, it will

be found unnecessary to disturb it, but in cases where the

boot has been hard worn, and this sole destroyed or

impaired, it is necessary to replace or repair it. The nails,

pegs, or rivets used to attach the half-sole should be placed

a lull quarter of an inch from the edge. A single row of

nails or rivets will suffice ; but it is usual to employ a
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double row of pegs. An iron last or old last sheeted with
iron is generally used, or in the absence of either, recourse

may be had to the iron foot.

Half-Soling and Heeling, Pump Work.—Remove the

old sole by forcing it from the upper by means of the bone
or other suitable instrument, and cutting the stitches.

Take care in doing this that the upper is not injured.

Take the new half-sole out of soak, lay the old on it as a

guide, and cut the new across, the cut being straight or

nearly so. The waist portion of the graft must be cut

so &s to incline towards the heel on the flesh side when in

its proper position. The grafting edge of the half-sole

should be cut without any incline. In doing this the

grain should face the board. The old half-sole is then
placed on the new, grain to grain, as a guide for cutting.

The new half-sole should be cut a trifle larger to allow for

paring. This in its turn becomes the guide for cutting its

fellow, grain facing grain as before, but with no variation

in size. The half-sole is then feathered, channelled, the

channel opened and a portion removed as in new work.
The grafting portion of the sole is then channelled and
holed, and after the channel has been opened a small

portion of leather is taken away to provide for the awl's

free working. The graft and forepart are then sewn and
the shoe turned. In sewing the graft a stoutish waxed
thread, proportioned to the substance of the sole, should be
used. As in half-soling pumps with heels no last is used,

the upper is tacked to the toe of the half-sole, three tacks

being sufficient. To hold the boot firm, place the sleeking-

stick inside. This will resist the pressure of the strap

;

sew as in the new work, the old holes, however, being
worked into. In case of the upper being strained or

weakened, a narrow slip of kid should be sewn round at

the same time. The pump is then turned, the insole and
shank-piece pasted and replaced, after which the last is

inserted. In this position it should be left for a few hours,

when the shoe will resume its original shape. The heeling

does not differ from that of ordinary work.
Welting.—The old welt must be removed an inch
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farther back than the graft. In doing this, in order not

to injure the upper, incline the edge of the knife towards

the welt you are removing. The edge of the new and
old welt must be cut aslant, so that the joint is formed
without any variation of substance. In the event of the
insole being found impoverished, the awl should penetrate

from the welt, and the stitch have a double overcast on
the insole. Let the old inner sole be well soaped. This
will cause the thread to work free, and it will prevent the
breaking out of the old sole. The welt is beaten up as in

new work, if the yellow stitch is to be shown. Partial

welting differs so little that it is only necessary to advise

the removal of a trifle more than the affected part.

Underlaying.—When the sole is worn away at one
spot only, it is usual to resort to underlaying. When at

the outer edge, the ragged portion of the worn part is cut

away and a piece of sole leather of the required size and
substance is forced between the welt and sole. This
should extend a good half-inch under the old leather. In
this position the new piece is cut half through to fit the

hole in the sole. The piece is then withdrawn and tapered

away to its circumference, the outer edge of course being
excepted. It is then replaced, when it will be found, if the

shoulder is forced tight against the edges of the sole, to

give a sufficiently level appearance to the bottom. The
old sole is then nailed to the inner edges of the underlay,

and afterwards hammered down. Then cut a channel and
open at the usual distance from the outer edge, which is

then sewn. When the patch is required in the middle
portion of the sole, the mending piece must be cut a trifle

larger than the damaged part that has been removed. It

is tapered off and affixed by either pegs, rivets, or brads.

In fine work, it is customary to rip the edge of the sole

and force the piece into its proper position beneath the
sole.

Patching a Double Sole.—With dull knife, mark the

damaged leather it is intended to remove. Cut away as

marked, with one clean cut, if possible. Then rip the

sewing beyond the dimensions of the patch, without
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disturbing the stitching. Cut the patch, using the old

piece removed for a guide, leaving a full half-inch over at

the bottom. The patch leather should be thicker than the

upper. Slightly feather the patch at the closing parts,

and mark round, one-eighth of an inch from the edge,

with dull knife on grain side. Hole it, using the mark as

a guide, the awl passing from the guide line to the edge
of the face on the reverse side. Having prepared a thread

of four or five strands of fine closing flax, place the edge
of the patch against the old upper, grain side outward,

and pass the awl from the holing through the upper,

overcasting on the right hand. The old leather should be
kept moist while these operations are being performed, as

otherwise, being brittle and perished, it mil break away.
On the completion of the closing, the patch must be
turned and rubbed down till not a trace of the join is to

be seen. Then force the bottom edge of the patch between
the upper and the welt, beat the sole tight to the upper,

and draw a line a quarter of an inch from the edge on the

exterior of the sole, as a guide for cutting a channel of

the required length. Open the channel, pierce it with
straight awl through to the interior, and then with a

small sewing thread complete the blind stabbing. A
small quantity of paste should then be rubbed into the

channel, which is then closed up, beaten down, and the

boot finished in the usual way.
Patching a Single Sole.—This does not differ from

the foregoing except with regard to the sole portion. In
this instance the boot is turned after the patch is closed

in, and the patch sewn to the sole in the usual pump
fashion.

Stabbing Patch for Double or Single Soles.—The
following is a much cheaper method of inserting a patch

than the foregoing. Cut a piece of leather of the size

required, skive it on the grain side to a thin edge and cut

channel in sole. Place bottom edge of patch between

welt and upper, black side facing sole, and sew from the

grain side to the sole, after which turn up patch, paste to

upper, and when dry, stab. When the material is light
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cashmere or prunella, the edges of upper portion must be
turned in and the bottom edge left full.

Back Piecing X*dy's Boot.—Gut the back piece of the

proper size and shape a trifle wider than the old, then
force the seat and welt away from the upper, and the

bottom of the back piece between the upper and seat with
the dull knife, leaving about the eighth of an inch turned
up against the upper for receiving the stitches. To keep
the patch in position while sewing, drive a tack between
upper and welt at each corner. In sewing, the stitches

may be full an inch long, the awl passing from the grain

to the insole. The sewing complete, paste back piece,

turn up and place in position, and when dry, blind stab.

Inserting Hew Springs.—The old spring is removed
by cutting stitches between it and upper, and it and lining,

care being taken not to injure the upper. The parts hidden
in old spring when placed being pared away, it is laid on
the new webbing and scored round, a guide for the

placing of the new spring being thus obtained. In
cutting, the spring must be kept to the proportions of the

old. It is then pasted outside the before-mentioned mark,
placed in the position of the old spring, allowed to dry
and stitched.

Darning.—Many wearers object to wear boots with
patches, however neatly they may be executed. In such
cases darning is resorted to. The mode of proceeding is

as follows, and inasmuch as the proceeding does not
materially vary, no matter where the darning may be
required, one description will sufiice. Take a light piece

of leather, suited to the substance of the upper, either calf

or kid. Skive the edges very thin, leaving the substance,

in the centre. Fix this by means of glue paste exactly

under the spot where the break exists, then stab with
very light twist across the break on the outside, keeping
the stitches parallel. Tap the stitches down with the
hammer, and then apply blackball till the stitches are

hidden. Rub down and wipe off.

Mending the Side of a Wellington.—Clear away the
old welt, and loop-stitch the two edges. This is done by
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stabbing each side of the seam close to or through the old

holes if sufficiently firm. Make your thread, consisting of

six cords of closing flax, wax it well, and take a closing

awl. Put the point of awl under each loop-stitch, then
insert the thread and overcast each stitch as it is taken,

Bulling each tight so as to knit the two edges together:

'ap it gently down on block, use blackball to cover the

stitches, and employ a large welt set to form the imitation

welt.*

There are other modes of accomplishing this, by herring-

boning, flat-seaming, and stitch-drawing, but the mode
here given is in every sense superior, both with regard to

strength and appearance.

Gore Closing.—This is often had recourse to when the

upper of a boot has been made too small. The length of

the gore will of course depend upon the extent of ease-

ment required. Slit the boot upper the required

length, and then cut the gore to the width required.

Point it at each end. Close the first side with an inside

seam, using a very fine thread ; then rub it down with the

pane of the hammer, being careful in doing so that the

stitch is neither burnt nor fretted. The other side is then

closed with an outside fine seam. This can also be done
by blind stabbing a piece on the outside. In this case the

under edges of the vamp must be carefully skived. The
new piece in this case must be also skived, and should not

be too stout. Previous to placing the new piece in

position insert a last in boot equal in size to the enlarge-

ment. Paste or glue edge of the new piece before insertion,

and do not attempt to stab till it is dry. In the case of

the gore being required for the side in long work, let the

extra width-giving piece be placed under instead of over.

The process does not differ. The gore will be found an
excellent medium for enlarging a boot that is too small in

the heel.

Blind Stabbing.—This is an exceedingly difficult opera-

* Inasmuch as the closing in of new legs and fronts is now seldom if

ever resorted to, we will not trouble the reader with any description

thereof.
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tion, and is not to be acquired without considerable
practice. Insert the thread from the outside for first

stitch, halve your thread, then work the inner half of
thread through, the point of the awl acting as your guide.
Holding the point of the bristle between left thumb and
•finger, let the outer follow, and continue till the patch is

completed.
The Patent Patching Needle.—Fig. 44 represents the

instrument used to supersede blind-stabbing. It is the

Fig. 44.

joint patent of Messrs. M. H. Pearson and E. Shayler,

and if not the only instrument of its kind in the market,

it is certainly the best. We have already made reference

to the difficulties of accomplishing blind-stabbing, nay, to

the impossibility, if the workman has hands abnormally
large, or the boot of an unusually small size. There is

little doubt about the above instrument receiving a wel-

come reception from the class of workmen to whom
reference has been made. It has been thus described.

It consists of a long, grooved, eye-pointed needle, pro-

truding some six to seven inches from a handle ; in the
same handle is also fixed a short stabbing awl. When it

is desired to put in a row of stitches the long needle is

threaded either with a waxed thread or a piece of silk

twist, the ends being brought through a hole in the
handle, at the lower end of which a small cork is fitted

that impedes the ready passage of the thread, and thus
forms a tension. The stabbing awl is then thrust through,

the leather in the required direction, is withdrawn, and
the needle carrying the thread thrust through as far as it
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will go. The thread carried by it can now easily be
reached ; and as the withdrawal of the needle, to a small

extent, causes a slackness of the carried thread, it thus

becomes easy to pass between it and the needle a second

thread. The needle is now withdrawn, and a lock-stitch

is thus formed, which can be repeated as many times as is

necessary. By the aid of the same needle a loose welt

can also be fastened, thus saving the trouble and unsight-

liness of the " link-stitch." The following directions will

be found exceedingly useful to purchasers. Secure the

needle in the clamp by means of the screw, let one of the

grooves face the awl; pass the thread to be used through
the two thread eyes and under the check spring, and
through the eye from the side next the awl, and pull

about eighteen inches of thread through. Hold the handle
in the right hand, with the awl close to the thumb.
Commence sewing by first stabbing a hole with the awl,

then insert the needle as far as required, draw back one
inch, then with the finger of the left hand (inside the

boot) pull the loose end of thread inside. Now withdraw
the needle, make another hole with awl, again insert the

needle, draw back one inch and insert the end of thread

that is inside the boot through the loop thus formed,

taking care to always pass the thread through the loop

on the side of the needle farthest from the awl. When
first learning to use the needles, a bodkin or blunt pointed

hand-sewing needle may be tied on the thread inside the

boot, to facilitate the passing of the thread through the

loop, but practice will soon show that this is unnecessary.

The stitch made is exactly the same as made by the

Sewing Machine (Lock-Stitch), and practice will deter-

mine tne length of thread required for each patch.

last for Mending.—One of the forthcoming trade

novelties promised is a last specially adapted for the use

of menders. The last is divided vertically, or nearly so,

into sections, which are inserted into the boot or shoe in

succession, and are removed separately by the aid of a

hook. The size of the last can be lengthened or shortened

by the insertion or non-insertion of a section at the breast
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of the heel. Both last and stand are of metal, and the

latter, which consists of two parts, is provided with a pin

which penetrates the last and a projecting shoulder.

These jointly hold the loose sections of the last together.

Those who have had practical experience of the difficulty

of inserting and withdrawing the ordinary last in mending,
will admit that the invention we have attempted to

describe should be welcomed.
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CHAPTER XIV.

FURRING.

Where and when commonly worn.—Mode of furring a Lady's Tie-front.—How to place the Patterns, &c.

Where and when commonly worn.—Furred boots and
shoes are very commonly worn in Bussia and other cold
countries. During the last five or six years they have
been worn during the winter months somewhat extensively

in this country, and, judging from the favourable opinion
entertained of them they will doubtlessly continue in

favour. Furring with us has been hitherto confined to

boots and shoes worn by ladies.

Mode of furring a Lady's Tie-front.—A description

of the mode of furring a single boot will suffice. The
boot selected is a lady's tie-front. This, if intended

for indoor wear, .will be made of velvet, cashmere, or

cloth ; if for outdoor, of patent kid, cloth, or other

suitable material. The fur is given out in the whole,

half, or quarter skin, and occasionally in slips. If

given out in the skin, half, or quarter, it is the binder's

duty to cut it as required for use. The grain of

the fur will in all animals be found to incline over the

back towards the tail. Noticing this peculiarity, the

binder will take hold of the tail or butt end of the skin,

place it flesh upward on a level board, and with a straight-

edge and pencil line off the slips for binding. The skin

must be then taken by its edge from whence these lines

commence, and gently scored across, care being taken that

the knife penetrates no farther than the skin extends.

This done, it will be found that a gentle pull will suffice to
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separate the hair, and, as it has not been severed, that an

invisible join can be easily effected. The fur vamp and
quarter lining are then cut.

Sow to Place the Patterns.—Where price is no object,

the patterns should be placed so that the grain of the skin

runs with the foot. Ordinarily this plan would be found
too expensive, that followed is therefore selected upon the

ground of its being the most economical. When marked off,

cut through the skin only as before, and sever the hair by
a gentle pull. Calico linings having been cut for the

quarters and vamps, the fur quarters and vamps are sewn
to them over-edge, that is, the edges of the fur lining, with
the calico lining outside, are brought face to face, and the

whole sewn at once. Should the boot have a flannel

lining, the red flannel must be strengthened in the same
way. The inside thus prepared, is carefully placed in its

proper position in the leg and whipped over as an ordinary
lining. The fur trimming is carried round the centre

opening and top, and placed with its fur running down-
wards before the sewing. The proper place to start from
is the right-hand top corner, an over-edge stitch being
used. It should be sewn closely, and when done the fur
must be turned over and felled upon the exterior. This
done, brush down the fur into its proper position and sew
on the necessary ribbons for ties.
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CHAPTER XV.

BOWS, ROSETTES, $c.

How Mounted, &c.—By whom Positions are decided.—Choice of Bows,
&c.—The Vaatness of their Variety.—Illustrations of recent Produc-
tions, &c.

How Mounted, fcc.—These ornaments being as a rule

mounted on buckram, the binder confines her stitches to

this, leaving the bow, rosette, or buckle, if intended for

ornament only, as is mostly the case, perfectly free. The
mode of fastening is to whip the buckram over edge to the

shoe, taking care that the ornament, whatever it may be,

shall totally cover the buckram.
By whom Positions are Decided.—The position is

usually decided by the size and style <of ornament and taste

of binder. It often occurs that the effect of the most suit-

able ornament is destroyed by the slovenly way in which
it has been fixed. Ornaments should be placed well upon
the instep. When placed they should look as though they

had life in them. To flatten them down like a pancake is

altogether a mistake. Buckles when intended for use are

placed in position by the shopman, clicker, or closer. In
the case of any novel ornamentation being used special

instructions are, or should be, furnished.

Choice ofBows, fcc.—The choice of the style of buckles,

bows, &c, and the materials of which they are formed,
must be made with judgment. Bows of satin are suitable

for shoes cut from patent calf, glac£ kid, goat, or black

satin; but are in no sense fitted for slippers cut from
glove kid. These should be furnished with bows formed
of ottoman or corded silk ribbon, or of satin and silk

ribbon mixed.
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The Vastness of their Variety.—The great feature of

bows and rosettes now worn is the introduction of gilt and
nickel silver buckles, ornaments, &c. Whether the designs

be new or old, their selection evidences the most faultless

taste. The richest bows and rosettes are fashioned of silk,

satin, and satin Francais. Some idea of the immense
variety of these ornaments may be formed when we state

that Mr. Calder, of Pimlico, has no less than 5,524 dif-

ferent bows, rosettes, and buckles in stock. From these

our illustrations have been selected.

Illustrations of Recent Productions.—Those repre-

sented by the following figures 45 (Marie Antoinette),

46 (Princess Ida), 47 (Kichelieu), 48 (Langtry), 49
(Fenelon), and 50 (Galatea), may be taken as samples of his

most recent productions

:

Fig. 45. Kg. 46.

Fig. 47. ri&- *8 -
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Fig. 49. Fig. 50.

Leather bows for shoes are principally formed of glac£

and glove kid. Strap buckles for shoes show signs of

• Fig. 51.

revival, and to meet the demand brilliantly coloured metals

are being employed in their manufacture.

Fig. 52.

Figures 51 and 52 are intended to show the usual modes

of positioning bows, &c.
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CHAPTER XVI.

BOOT AND SHOE ARMOUR: TIPS, PLATES,
NAILS, $e.

Introductory Observations.—Gore's Heel Tips.—-Whole Tips.—Half or
QuarterTip.—Heel Plates.—Side Plates.—Toe Plates.—Nails.—Tip
Nails.—Clinkers or Jacks.—Round and Square Hobs.—Sparables.—
.French Nails.—Brads.—Cutbills.—Pin Points.— Steel Points.

—

Rivets.—Brass, Copper, and Gun-metal Brads.—Brass and Iron
Screws.—General Remarks on Nailing, the Selection of Nails, &c.

Introductory Observations.—Of all the many attempts
to supersede the ordinary tips and plates in common use,

few have been even ordinarily successful. It is not our
intention to enter on a description of the numerous articles

of the kind for which popular favour is now being courted,

but we cannot resist the temptation to introduce to the
reader's notice the following special production.

Gare's Seel Tips.— Gare's Patent Heel Tips are

suited to the wear of both feet—in other words, they are

rights and lefts. As will be seen, advantage has been,

taken of the knowledge that the heaviest wear falls upon
the outside of the boot or shoe, and there, as Figs. 53
and 54 illustrate, extra metal has been supplied. By the
lightening of the inner range, this great advantage has
been obtained without materially increasing their weight.
They are made from the best malleable iron, and are easily

attached.

The chief points in a plate or a tip, whether made of
steel, wrought or cast iron, are found in its metal, its

shapeliness, its finish, its evenness, and its groove or
counter-sinking. The best method of testing the quality
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of its metal is by the application of a file. Plates and tips

Fig. 53. Fig. 54.
*

made of wrought steel are undoubtedly the best. The
most common are formed of cast iron.

Whole Tips.—Top pieces are not used when whole tips

are employed, their interim spaces being filled in with
leather level to the height of the tips.

Half or Quarter Tips.—In making provision for either

a half or quarter tip, it is usual to place the one or the

other upon the top piece, score it round with the dull

knife, and cut away till level.

Keel Plates.—The use of these has chiefly been confined

to ladies' boots. It is difficult to imagine why plates

rather than tips should be so worn. The latter, while not

nearly so dangerous, are equally durable, the central

leather acting as a deterrent against slipping. They are

formed either of iron, steel, or brass, and being for ladies'

wear, should be neat in appearance, and not too heavy.

They are mostly fixed with short screws, which are

supposed to admit of their easy removal. Experience,

however, proves that this is not always the case. In the

majority of cases it will be discovered that the cut in the

screw's head has been worn away, and there is no hold left

for the driver. It need hardly be noticed that whether
nails or screws be used, the holes in the plate must be
countersunk.
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Side Plates.—These are seldom used, and hence it is

not usual for grindery warehousemen to keep them in

stock. When, however, they are ordered, as they will be
occasionally for some special purpose, they can easily be
obtained. As with all plates, the screw or nail holes must
be countersunk.

Toe-Plates.—Toe-Plates for strong work are fashioned

from steel and iron. These are generally affixed by nails.

In nailing, if the plates be of steel, they must not be
struck too forcibly, or they will fly. In the case of their

requiring to be bent, great care must be exercised. The
bending is best done by resting their edges on something
solid, and tapping them lightly as required.

Nails.—In selecting nails, notice should be taken of

their points. If badly pointed, by all -means reject

them. A well-pointed nail has many advantages over a

nail that is faulty in this particular. A smooth pointed nail

is driven more easily, it pushes aside rather than destroys

the leather as it enters, the passage is smaller and the

surrounding leather presses it closer. Nails with rough
and badly cut points destroy the integrity of the sole

around, and leave apertures through which water will

be sure to enter.

Tip Wails.—These should be manufactured from the
softest malleable iron. It is easy to understand that

toughness, not hardness, is the quality sought after. Tips
are subject to sharp raps, and the sudden strains resulting

to their attaching nails are often fatal to them when they
are of brittle metal. The nails are generally shaped
square oblong with similarly shaped heads which fit the
grooves in the tips ; but there are others having round
heads which are used for countersunk tips and plates. In
selecting the nails of the latter kind, pliability, suitability

of head to groove, and evenness in points are the chief

things to be sought after. It is a common practice to shorten
these nails and use them instead of hobs in shooting-boots.

They are then called " stubbs."

Clinkers or Jacks.—These are used for heavy work, and
should be fashioned of good wrought iron. They should
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be of uniform shape, more especially in the head and claw.

Irregularity in either of these is fatal to the appearance of

the boot, no matter how great may be the care taken by
the maker.
Bound and Square Hobs (cast and wrought) are made

of various sizes, the length of shank ranging from a quar-

ter to half an inch. In shooting-boots they are placed

about an inch asunder, and five in the heel is usually

thought sufficient. The object of their use is to give grip

or foothold to the boot-wearer.
Sparables are cast, and are mostly employed in the

foreparts of boys' and girls' strong wbrk.
French Nails are made of wrought iron and are used

for the outside tread at the heel. Some masters prefer a
double or treble row of small hand-cut brads, these being
not so liable as the former to eat out the leather.

Brads.—These are used for heels. The most approved
shape for their tops is a long square. They should be
uniform.

Cutbills.—These are employed in the forepart. As in

brads, the heads should be square oblong. Cleanness of

cut and uniformity are the chief points to be looked for.

Pin Points are made of brass or gun metal. Those
made of the former metal with an alloy of tin, are

undoubtedly the best, the mixture being productive of

hardness. They are used for fixing top-pieces and clumps.

Steel Points are used at the outside joints, and are driven

level with the sole.

Rivets are nails with a slight thread running from the

point half way up the shank. They are used as a substitute

for stitching and for affixing soles and top-pieces. They
are driven best with a rasp or file.

Brass, Copper, and Gun-metal Brads, are used for

affixing clumps, and top-pieces, and are of various lengths.

They are filed level with the sole.

Brass, and Iron Screws.—These are usually employed

in clump work, and are placed where the greatest strain

occurs. The grooves in the heads of the screws must range

with the edge and not across the sole, and it need scarcely
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be remarked that too great care cannot be exercised in

keeping the range as true as possible. For yachting and

light boots worn at sea, copper brads should invariably be

used. All other kinds of brads, nails, &c, are more or less

damaged by contact with the water.

GeneralRemarks on Nailing,the SelectionofNails,&c.

—The awl should in size be as nigh the nail or its point as

possible, for if it be too small the nail will bend in driving

or go awry. Before starting to nail, a line or lines for

straightness should be drawn, and for measuring distances

a pronged instrument should be used. For speed the nails

should be held in the left hand. It is usual to use ahammer
for driving the larger kind of nails, but for pin-points,

small brads, &c, a file of sufficient weight is preferable.

A single blow should suffice to drive the nail in most

instances, indeed in all cases where the nail is not unusually

long. Care should be exercised not to drive the nails

below the surface of the sole. In nailing to any particular

design the design must be first marked on the sole. Care

must be taken that the body of the nail selected is not

longer than the thickness of the last sole, for under no
circumstance must its point penetrate farther than the

filling between the soles. It must be kept clear of the

seam of the first sole, or its point may cut it, and as this

is the very base of the soling, the integrity of the whole
would suffer. Where headed nails are used, they should

be of a shape that will not allow the dirt to collect or

adhere to them, as on damp ground this is particularly

objectionable to the wearer.
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CHAPTER XVII.

KIT-CUTTING.

Preliminary Remarks.—The Single Forepart Iron.—The Jigger.—The
Double Iron.—The Bevel Iron.—The Dress Bevel Iron.—The Waist
Iron.—The Round Waist Iron.—The Channel Waist Iron.—The
Seat Wheel.—The Seat Iron.

Preliminary Remarks.—The art of kit-cutting is diffi-

cult to acquire, and necessitates, in those who practise it,

a knowledge of the use of the tools to be operated upon.
Tools cut by an incompetent person are practically of little

or no value, and, per contra, those set by a person who has
mastered the art are positive treasures. Who that has ever

worked on a shoemaker's bench will fail to confess the

heart-burnings and disappointments resulting from ill-set

kit ? The kit itself may be all that kit need to be, well

tempered, shaped, and having its proper bearing ; but all

these go for little if they are improperly cut. Waste of

valuable time, fault-findings, and loss of work are continu-

ally resulting from the employment of tools in evil con-

dition.

To be a first-class workman it is necessary that he who
aims so high should be able to cut his own kit. Most of

the great " dons " have been more or less perfect in the

art of kit-cutting, and much of the wonderment conjured
up by an inspection of their truly artistic productions

would be absent if it was known how far they profited

by their labours and ingenuity in this direction. A work-
man who has studied tool-cutting, on discovering that an
iron is not fitted to the work in hand will speedily fit it

by a few judiciously applied strokes of the file. A
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judicious assortment of files and a small hand-vice that
will screw on a bench or table are the chief things neces-

sary for cutting kit.

The Single Forepart Iron.—The edge should be made
to take an upward slope from the guard, so that it will

clip the edge. If cut the reverse way it is almost certain

to slip o£E the edge of the forepart when applied. The
width of the guard is regulated by the substance of the

iron, or by the class of work for which it is intended. In
cutting the iron, first sink the face and cut it with the

desired slope, and, as before stated, the face must be made
to rise gradually from the guard and slightly on the round.

Keep the guard suniciently open to run free, but not too

wide, or it will fail to clip the sole at the right angle.

The crease requires to be cut straight across, and not too

deep. The best method of insuring the right depth is to

tack a piece of leather on the cutting-board and try an
impression, or more if necessary. When satisfied that

you have the right depth, round off all the sharpnesses of

the iron that traverse the edge, take o£E the corners of the

guard, apply a strip of fine emery cloth evenly to the face

till fairly smooth, and then spread a mixture of emery,
flour, and grease on the bit of leather whereon the impres-

sion has been made, and rub the iron hard upon it as when
setting the edge. If due care has been taken to keep the

emery powder free from grit and the leather level, the iron

will be found in splendid condition. The finishing process

here recommended is applicable to the setting of all irons.

The Jigger is the companion tool to the forepart iron,

and is used to set the welt and face of the stitch. It

requires a deal of care to properly adjust the face and the

wire to the necessary position for the performance of this

delicate.operation. The wire must be cut to suit the kind
of boot on which it is intended to operate, that for a shoot-

ing-boot requiring to be very stout, the stitch being farther

from the edge than in ordinary boots. The jigger crease

on all work should take up the entire space irom stitch

to edge, one side of the wire facing up the stitch and
giving it a neat, straight, and solid appearance. If the
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wire be too stout it will bruise the stitch and destroy the
look of the boot. Jiggers are made of two forms, one with
a short handle and forge, a fac-simile of the forepart iron

except the wire, and the other with a long handle and
slender forge bent so as to lie towards the work. In
using the latter, which is most in demand, the workman
presses his chin on the handle to increase the pressure.

The jigger is cut by a file expressly made for the purpose,

this file being light in structure, flat, with bevelled edges,

one safe side and edge, and a reverse side and edge cutting.

In shaping the iron, let the face rise gradually from the
wire and guard, employing the side of the file to cut the
wire. See that it is kept at the right angle to clip the
edge and allow it to run free and set up the edge and welt,

but not cut too close, or it will gall it. Finish as before.

The Double Iron is a combination of the two former,

and is mostly used for general work ranging up to a full

three-eighth substance. When the work is stouter than
this the former two irons should be employed. The
Double Iron sets up the edge at once and presses the welt

and sole together, which insures a level and solid edge.

The forge of this iron must be the same size from the

handle to the face. If for the sake of smartness the forge

is narrowed away from the face to the handle, when the

faces are worn and require recutting, each iron will have
to be made lighter in consequence of the narrowness of the

shaft. This iron requires three separate files to cut it.

1. The double iron sinking file, which is small and square,

with one or more safe sides ; and 2 and 3, the jigger

and crease file, the latter of which can be obtained with
safe sides if required. In sinking the face cut it square

across. Take care to throw the jigger wire well on to the

welt, so that it will face the stitch, taking care that it is

not too thick, or it will produce an ungainly looking

crease. The wire on the sole should be neat and round,

and the guards well open and square, in order that the

impression shall be distinct.

The Bevel Iron has a wider sole guard than the double

square iron. The object of its being so open is to make a
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heavy sole look like a light one. All that need be said

with regard to the cutting of this iron is that the sole

guard must be left with an obtuse angle from the face, the

Up being cut so that it will set the bevel distinct.

The Dress Bevel Iron will be found the most difficult

to cut, in consequence of the lightness of the face that

meets the edge. A thin flat file that cuts only on the edge
and a light jigger file are best suited to the operation.

Take care, in opening the bevel guard, to handle the file

lightly, or the crease cut will be large and ungainly.

After opening the guard with a flat or jigger file, finish

the lip and the clearing out of the crease for the sole wire,

which should be a very light one, with a three-cornered

file having one safe side.

The Waist Iron must be carefully cut, and if for fine

work should have fine wire and crease. In sinking the

forge the face must be made to take a very acute angle to

the guard, and the wire be cut exactly in the corner made
by the sinking. If the wire is required to set a crease

more on the welt than on the sole, keep the wire well up
to the guard, but for general work the wire requires to be
well centred to set right on the edge of the waist. If the

crease is to be thrown on to the sole, throw a thin flat wire

on the face of the iron in order that it may range with the
quarter crease of the seat wheel.

The Sound Waist Iron allows more leather to be left

on the edge, and so increases its stability, and produces

a neat and close waist. It should be cut with a round or

oval file, and either with or without a wire. The wire
should be cut to range with the wheel.

The Channel Waist Iron is cut similarly, the difference

being that the guard must be narrow and blunt, to

prevent damaging the upper. It must be cut to run
freely.

The Seat Wheel.—Great care is necessary in the selec-

tion of this piece of kit, for if the bearings and slide at

the back and the screw affixing the slide are not fitted in

the most accurate manner, and made of the very best

material, it will cause endless trouble and disappointment*
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The best workmen, when in possession of a good seat

wheel, always take the greatest care of it, and guard it

with great jealousy. When making a choice of this

article, take it to pieces by unscrewing the back and
examine its bearings, and, above all, take care that the

roller fits the slot quite close when cold. When heated

a wheel so fitted will be found to run quite free, if pro-

perly made. One roller is quite sufficient, unless a change
from fine to coarse milling be required. In no case

should the wheel be thinner than the slot in which it

acts, or it will never set distinctly, and can never be
depended upon to run true. The wheel itself should be
slightly hollowed at its sides. The position or inclination

of the face of the wheel to the guard must be adapted for

the description of work for which it is intended; for

instance, a spring heel is made square ; but a Wurtem-
burg is set quite under, so that in cutting the face of the

wheel, these differences must be provided for. The part

between the guard and the wheel is called the quarter

crease, and should be cut with a dead flat surface, but
with a slight rise from the guard to the face. The face

must be cut slightly lower than the quarter crease, as

otherwise it will give a barrelly shape to the heel. In
fixing the wheel, it should be so placed that the bottom
of the milling is level with the face, and if thus accurately

fixed, it will set up a seat as smoothly as though the

quarter crease wheel and face were formed of one solid

piece.

The Seat Iron.—This once popular piece of kit has

been partially superseded by the seat wheel ; but many of

the best workmen still employ it to set the seat when
putting the boot in colour, in other words before using

the seat wheel. When so employed the crease and guard
must be cut to correspond exactly to the guard and
quarter crease of the seat wheel. The object of thus

using the seat iron while the work is in a rough state,

is to preserve the seat wheel. The seat iron is still em-
ployed on children's and common goods.
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SHARPENING KNIVES, AWLS, 0v.

Sharpening Knives.—The Bath Stone or Bubber.—Turkish Stone and
Hone.

Sharpening Knives.—Many workmen fail to keep their

knives and other cutting and piercing instruments in

order. This is the result of both ignorance and care-

lessness. The careless can never have thought of the

waste of time and inferiority of the work resulting from
the use of blunt instruments. An intelligent workman
who feels a pride in his business, and who is moreover
desirous of employing his time to the best possible advan-
tage, will provide himself with at least three knives, one
for paring, or cutting rough stuff, another for fine paring,

and a third, which he will take care to keep always as

sharp as it is possible to make it, for finishing, and for

finishing only. The employment of three knives, each
for the distinctive purpose named, instead of using one
for all purposes, is proved to be advantageous both with
regard to cost and labour. The clinging to an old stone

or worn-out sharpener of any kind, is another act of folly

that is often practised by craftsmen, as is also the use of

a stone after the sharpening surface has become rough
and awkward in shape. By the rubbing of such a stone

on another with a level face, a perfectly smooth surface is

easily produced, and the time thus spent will be well and
profitably employed. The true method of sharpening a
knife or awl is best acquired by practice and critical obser-

vation. The following instruction will, however, be found
useful :—The last stroke on the stone should be given on
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the cutting side—that is the side that is from you ; the

edge ought to be turned a trifle in the opposite direction,

or, no matter how keen it may be, it will fail to cut satis-

factorily. The finishing strokes should be given after the
surface of the stone has been made moist. Neglect of

the advice here tendered will prevent the workman from
paring or trenching equal to others who adopt it, for the

blunt knife will, in a sense, turn rusty, and resist going
in the direction desired.

A Bath Stone or Rubber is most generally used for

knife sharpening. When purchasing, select a stone that

has a moderately rough surface. Many, however, prefer

emery cloth, but being so hard it fires the knife. The
wisest plan for a maker to pursue is to possess himself of

both, employing the former for a rough edge, used for

paring the forepart, and finishing with the latter for a

smooth one for skiving, &c.
Turkish Stone and Hone are used for sharpening awl

points. They need not be large, and oil should be dropped

on surface before being used.
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CHAPTER XIX.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS.

Fixing Gutta Percha Soles to New Work.—Ditto to Old Work.—Prepara-
tion of Threads.—A Stitching Thread for a Yellow Fore-part.—
Bristling.—French Edges.—Stitching and Sewing.—How to form a
Puff or Box Toe.—Waist Springs.—A Boot for a Short Leg.—Block-
ing.—Bracing the Toe.—How to take a Cast of the Foot.—How to
Work in a Spur Box.—Bellows' Tongue.—A Turnover Back-part.

—

How to Fix a Button-Hole.—Lace Cutting.—To Prevent Shoes
Creaking.

Fixing Gutta Percha Soles to New Work.—The boot

must be lasted in the usual way, and the seat and welt

sewn in, on a tolerably good insole ; the welt, tapped and
pared, with the insole, is then thoroughly covered with a
solution of gutta percha dissolved in mineral naphtha, after

which process it must be laid aside for a considerable time

to allow of the evaporation of the solvent, i.e. to convert

it from a soft, sticky substance, to a hard, dry one. The
solutioned bottom and the gutta percha sole are then
heated, to soften them, and pressed together by the hand,
beginning first at the toe, and going gradually down to a
little below the front of the heel. This pressing and
levelling require some care and judgment, or a re-heating

of the bottom will become necessary to make it level.

Lay it aside to allow the gutta percha sole to set, after

which put on the heel and finish in the ordinary manner.
Pare the sole, and then lightly yet briskly rub with
a soft heelball, which will leave a fairly finished forepart

and waist.

The manufacture of gutta percha-bottomed boots started

at Northampton and finally settled at Glasgow, where an
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enterprising firm perfected and carried out a system of

moulding the entire bottom of gutta percha, attaching it

to an insole and braced upper, while the last was left in

for sprigging or nailing.

Gutta percha parings gave rise to a distinct industry.

At first they were looked upon in the same light as leather

waste, but speculators soon came to the fore, buying the

parings at their own price. Some portion was dissolved

in mineral naphtha, and re-sold to the manufacturers at

half the usual price ; but the greater part was transferred

into articles of utility, if not of art, and there were very
few houses but what were possessed of specimens of gutta

percha ware in the shape of wash-hand basins, water jugs,

and various other domestic utensils.

Fixing Gutta Percha Soles to Old Work.—Make the

sole of the boot perfectly level, and when dry scratch it

with an awl until the bottom surface becomes rough.

Warm it before the fire, and spread the solution evenly

over it with a hot iron. When the smearing process has

been repeated two or three times and the sole of the boot

has been well covered, warm the gutta percha sole and
also the sole of the boot, till both shall have become soft

and sticky, place the gutta percha sole on the boot and
press it down. Nothing more remains to be done than to

pare the edges with a sharp knife. A solution for this

purpose may be purchased, and a receipt for making the

same will be found at the end of this volume. An inferior

attachment is often made by simply melting down a few
strips of gutta percha, and applying it in the same way as

solution is applied.

The decline in the use of gutta percha for soling [and

clumping boots and shoes is in all probability due to its

adulteration. At the onset it was sold pure, and gave
great satisfaction to the wearer. From its resistance to

wear and power to keep out damp it was thought that a

Eowerful rival, if not complete substitute for sole-leather

ad been found. It may be stated that the pure article

then sold was of a very dark brown, with whitish patches

of irregular form, differing in a marked degree from the
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article now sold, which is of a dull red colour, from its

adulteration with from fifty to seventy-five per cent, of

veneer sawdust, <5r some similar ingredient that will

readily mix with it. Whether the loss of popular favour

arose from the cause stated or not, there cannot be a doubt
about the lesser resisting power of modern gutta percha.

Preparation of Threads.—The advantage of using

properly prepared threads needs no enforcement. Threads
when knotty or uneven, not only delay the progress of the

work, but cause it to have an unsightly appearance.

Independent of this, they too often cause the worker to

lose his temper. The thickness of the thread must ever

depend upon the nature of the work for which it is

intended. There is a belief prevalent among shoemakers
that all threads should have an odd strand, and excellent

reasons exist to justify this belief. Rory O'More says

there is luck in odd numbers. The odd strand contributes

towards the roundness of the thread, and the rounder it is,

the more easy it will be found to work. Practice has
proved that an even-stranded thread is difficult to work
and liable to cotton.

A Stitching Thread for a Yellow Forepart.—Place the
ball of flax on the right hand. Hold the strand with the

left hand and pass it across the right knee. With a few
rubs from the right hand and a gentle snack from the left

sunder it at the required length; in doing this a long hold
should be taken. This must be continued till the required

number of strands have been secured, care being taken
that the strands are of various lengths, in order that the
thread shall have the necessary taw or taper. Damp the
thread by passing it through the mouth, double it over a
hook or nail, and twist each half on the knee. Take a
piece of old rag, cloth, or flannel, wet it with a solution of

gum arabic, and pass it rapidly over the thread. Continue
the operation till the thread becomes perfectly smooth and
solid. When dry, wax it. Middling hard wax will be
found best fitted to this purpose. The thread being thus
far complete, give the ends an additional waxing in order
to prepare them for the reception of the bristle. For a
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sewing thread the gum arabic is dispensed with, and a
more pliable wax used.

Bristling.—Select a bristle of a transparent rather than
a dead white, and of suitable size. Split about half-way
down into three, remove a third. This is done to keep the

taper unimpaired. The bristle is then held in the left

hand with the two ends divided, when the end of the

thread is placed exactly to meet the top of the fork. The
thread is thrown two or three times round one split portion

of the bristle, the throw being towards the operator ; the

two ends (one with the bristle attached and one without)

are then given an additional twist, after which the two
ends are twisted together; the awl is then taken and
forced through the tapered portion of the thread, at a
distance of about an inch from the extreme end, and the

bristle made to follow. The bristle being thus secured,

its point is removed by a knife and pumice-stoned till

perfectly smooth, when the thread will be fit for use.

Some excellent craftsmen object to the removal of a third

of the bristle as recommended, averring that it weakens
the joint, and, in lieu thereof, advise the removal of a
half strand only from below the fork. There is also the
rolling process, which is probably the strongest. In this

mode, the bristle as well as the thread-point is waxed.
The bristle is slightly twisted from the right, so as to

attach the thread, and then the twist is reversed, after

which it is locked as usual.

French Edges—French edging is now seldom resorted

to. Still, as it is a graceful form of ornamentation, and
may possibly be revived, a description of the process may
prove valuable. The sole to be operated upon was prepared

as a plain sew-round, though, as a rule of lighter substance,

and the edge intended to be "Frenched" was left without

a feather and slightly inclining inward. Great care was
taken to secure a clean-cut edge. The channel was cut or

opened deeper than that of an ordinary shoe, in order that

the stitch or print should show to greater perfection.

The number of stitches generally averaged about eighteen

to the inch. A plain stitch was used for the commoner
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kind of work, but for the better kind overcasting was
invariably resorted to. In the best work the Frenching
extended a full quarter of an inch, but inasmuch as the

difficulty of Frenching, and the time required for its

performance, were greater in proportion to its width, it

was, as a rule, much narrower in the lower priced goods.

When Freuching was confined to the inside waist, it was
usual to leave it till the plain sewing was completed.

The thread used consisted of one or two less strands than

usually employed, and a lesser quantity of wax was
applied to it. The first and last piercing of the awl were
through the holes used for commencing and terminating

the plain stitching. In awling for this purpose, the awl
was kept as near the grain as possible, and perfectly

uniform in depth, in order that the course of the stitches

might show plain and even from the outside. In sleeking

the Frenching, the bone was kept longitudinally over the

stitches, and the operation was continued till a dark brown
colour was produced. It was then finished by drawing a
line round the inner edge of the Frenching.
A readier, easier, and cheaper way, by which the

Frenching was made to appear of equal width to that used

in the plain sew-round, was found to result from passing a
heated wheel over the stitches while the sole was damp.

Stitching and Sewing.—Let the pull in all instances

be steadv and even, or you may break the work away.
The perfection of stitching and sewing will be found in

the evenness with which it is done. If the thread should
work loose, retwist it ; or become too tight, give it a
reverse twist. When stitching strong work, run a piece

of rag to which soap or beeswax has been applied, round
the welt. This will tend to make the thread pass through
more easily, or continuously dip the point of the awl into

beeswax, handily placed for that purpose. When the work
is unusually heavy, an immense additional power over the
thread is to be obtained by winding the right-hand end
round the handle of the awl, and that of the left round
the hand leather.

How to form a Puff or Box Toe.—The introduction of
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this style of toe has been a perfect blessing to thousands,

more especially to those who have riding or cocked-up
toes. They are fashioned in several

ways. Prepare two side linings, a
and b. Skive their inner edges and
where they meet at the toe and paste

on the lining, overlapping the edges

in order that no unevenness shall

arise, then cut and skive the edges of

the piece marked c, and paste it on
at toe as in diagram. This must be
placed in position during the process

of lasting, and fixed by the application of gum or paste to

the toe of the upper. The paste must be used so as to

stick vamp and lining together. Another mode is to loosen

the toe, turn the upper back an inch, after the boot has
been lasted, and paste a thin piece of leather, free from
grease, between the lining and the upper. Perhaps the
easier way, however, and that most commonly resorted

to, is to block a piece of crop leather of light substance

round the toe of the last, and insert it between the lining.

Waist Springs.—This was the invention of Mr. Cremer,

the well-known aristocratic bootmaker of Bond Street,

London, from which fact the boot to which it

was first applied took the name of " The Cre-
merian." It has subsequently been called a

variety of names. The spring-waisted boot, how-
ever, seems to us a far better name than either.

The spring is attached to the inner sole, or rather

held in position as shown in Fig. 56. Care
should be taken in the selection and fixing of

the metal shield, which should in all cases be
used, in order to secure the foot of the wearer
from danger. Instances have occurred in which
the spring, through being inadequately shielded, Fig. 56.

has pierced through the inner sole to the foot. In
one case it is asserted the life of the wearer was thus

sacrificed. The object of their introduction was to arti-

ficially raise the insteps of those who wore them. How
L
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far they accomplish this purpose, we leave others to

decide. These springs can be purchased in the ordinary

way.
A Boot for a Short Leg, technically called a Scarp

Boot.—The illustration here given (Fig. 57) is taken from
the photograph of a Scarp Boot

exhibited by Mr. J. Tyrrell at the

Northampton Leather Exhibition

in 1873.

The following description of the

mode of producing a similar boot

has been kindly furnished by its

maker. Before taking the measure,

correctly ascertain the height of the

sole and heel required, which can

be readily done by artificially rais-

ing the customer's foot, taking care

that when finished, the foot shall

hold the position shown in boot by
the line extending from heel to toe

„.
g7

above the cork superstructure. The
object of so raising the heel is to

assist locomotion. All such boots should be made a full

half size longer than boots of an ordinary character. The
first process is to fit the bottom stuff. The insoles for

boots of this kind must be cut from sound firm leather, as

the strain they will have to bear will be unusually heavy.

While preparing your threads, scrape, hammer, and block
your insoles. The best cover or box to hold the cork is

made from the shoulder or first cut from a light butt.

This must be soaked, skived, and slightly hammered. The
insole is then rounded snugly to the last, and feathered

about three-sixteenths of an inch in a sloping position.

The seam must then be marked with a straight cut,

opened with the channel opener, and the inside removed
by the plough. The inside may be holed or not, at the
option of the maker. As the boot is pierced from the box,
there being no room to use the awl on the insole side,

there is no great necessity for holing. The cork may be
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of a single piece ; but in the event of there being a
difficulty of procuring it of sufficient thickness, two or

even more pieces must be stuck firmly together by a solu-

tion of wax and gutta percha prepared by boiling. Before
doing this the separate pieces must be rasped so as to fit

them together evenly. When cold and firmly set, cut and
rasp the cork to fit the bottom of the last, edges upward.
The best instrument to cut the cork with is a keyhole
saw. If cut by a knife, the cork should be steamed, the
knife being kept well sharpened. Measure the depth of

the cork, making allowance for the sole, and mind and
keep the heel higher than the forepart. When the boot is

fairly placed on the ground, the toe should be raised full

an inch from the ground. This will give a rolling motion
to the boot from the joint to the toe, and materially assist

the wearer in walking. Cut out waist and form the

heel, and if the latter is not sufficiently high, raise it

by an extra piece of cork. The boot is then lasted in the
usual way. When you have placed the box in an upright
position, tack slightly at the toe and joints, and put two
threads through one hole at the toe, and stitch alternately

with the two threads till within an inch of the back seam.

Pass the outside threads through and tie off on the insole.

In fitting the cork into the box, allow sufficient space for

the solution. When placed, press the box well up to

the cork and allow it to dry, and then pare the cork so as

to form the arch of the waist. The solution ifor this and
other purposes can be melted in an old pot or saucepan,

and the smearing and placing cannot be done too rapidly,

so long as they are well done. In order to prevent the

cork from shifting, bind the box round and let it so remain
till all has set firmly. The join up the centre of the

.heel must be well fitted. It will hold without a seam if

the solution is of the right quality. Should, however, the

solution be found to be of inferior character, or the work-
manship at all inferiorly performed, it will be advisable

to stitch it round to the box as in a covered heel, taking

care to protect the stitch by sinking it in a channel.

This will necessitate the adoption of a square waist, which
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must be covered with a piece similar though thinner to

that used for the box. The holes at the back of seat must
be pierced to the insole and a quarter of an inch asunder.

When the last is drawn, stitch the seat with a rather

stouter thread than that used to sew in the box. Pare
your sole to boot, skive the waist, tap it with hammer,
and let the sole go through from toe to heel to insure

the heel from breaking away at the waist. Channel the

sole, stick it on, take an eighth of an inch hold on the

box and stitch through the channel, using a round bent

awl to prevent one stitch cutting the other. When the

sole is stitched on, close the channel, hammer out, screw

the sole, press up edge of channel with forepart iron,

rasp and scrape the edge, being careful not to injure the

stitch on the box. Nail on the top-piece, sand-paper all over

and ink. The channel must be then set with a breaker,

paste or gum being used, the glazer passed all over and a
little heelball be rubbed on after the box has been ironed

all over. The heelball and beeswax should be dissolved

with naphtha to a paste. Put a little over the heel, rub it

with a piece of cloth, and set the box round with the seat

wheel, taking care not to injure the upper.

A boot of this kind is also to be made by fitting an
additional insole in box on the top of the cork, sewing a
welt round, and stitching the sole thereto, or by pin-

pointing the sole to the edge of the box, and finishing off

in the manner of a clump boot.

Blocking.—The old style of blocking a Wellington
front was by using a piece of wood fashioned to the shape
of the front when cut and ready for the closer. It may
be noted that it was necessary to have this block a trifle

larger than the leg. The back part measured two inches

in thickness and tapered off to a thin edge at its front.

After the unblocked front had been wetted and rubbed,

the bottom part of the leg was placed over the curve of

the block, its front made free of every sign of a wrinkle.

The heel part corners were then forced with the fingers

on both sides as far back as possible, pulled with, the
pincers and tacked down to the block. The instruments
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used by the blocker consisted of pincers, a round wooden
rag), a short round stick made of hard wood and perfectly-

smooth, and a flounder's hammer. By the assistance of

these and the occasional use of the hands, the blocker

forced out every ridge and wrinkle on both sides, the

action being outward and part circular. When perfectly

free of every sign of pucker or unevenness, the front was
made fast by tacks on both sides of the leg and vamp.
Blucher fronts were blocked in much the same way.
Another mode of blocking these was as follows:—One
end of a piece of cord or a strong lace was fastened to the

board, and the other passed between the vamp, after it

had been doubled. The bottom of the vamp was then
fastened to the board at both ends, and a slit cut on the

side of the tongue at the neck portion of the vamp.
Then, while pressing on the vamp with the left hand,

the cord or lace held by the right was pulled upwards
against the tongue till it was found to have the desired

amount of curve, care being taken to remove the wrinkles

and make all smooth while turning. The vamp was then
blocked and left till dry, when it was cut to the shape
required.

Bracing the Toe (Old Style).—Take a strong wax-end
and bring it through the inner sole, just behind one of

the draft tacks, pass it on the edge of the vamp, round
the front of the tacks, draw it tight and fasten to the tack

next to the draft tack towards the joint on the reverse

side. If not braced sufficiently tight, twist this tack so

as to tighten it, and bring the upper leather closer to the

feather of the insole, till the pipes totally disappear.

How to take a Cast of the Foot.—In order to do this

properly it is necessary to provide yourself with an oblong
box and a sufficient quantity of plaster of Paris. This

box should be three or four inches high, and an inch or

so wider and longer than the foot. Grease the box to

prevent the plaster from adhering, and let the foot of

which you are about to take a cast be placed in its centre,

so as to leave an equal interval all round. In order to

raise the foot from the bottom of the box and so allow the
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plaster to pass under it, the foot must rest on two or more
dips of wood fitted for the purpose. Before the foot is

placed in the box, it, like the box, must be oiled. These

things done, mix the plaster with water, to the consistency

of paste, not too thin, but sufficiently thin to allow of its

adapting itself to the form of the foot. During the time

this is being done, the foot should be in its proper position

in the box, and ready for the plaster, as if not done
quickly, failure is sure to result, as the plaster when
mixed with water speedily sets. The plaster must not

reach higher than the rounding of the outer edges of the

foot, from the little toe to the heel. If allowed to flow

over the toes, the operation will prove a failure from the

difficulty of extracting the foot from the mould. Allow
sufficient time for the plaster to set, and when the foot is

quietly and carefully withdrawn, it will be found that a

perfect counterpart of the lower half of the foot has been
left in the plaster. After this has been allowed sufficient

time to harden, the usual period being from two to three

hours, let the foot be replaced in the mould, and having
mixed the plaster as before, or of a rather thicker consist-

ency, pour it over the toes and up the instep, so as to

cover them. If any of the plaster should run round the

heel while doing tins, scrape it away, in order to provide
for the foot's withdrawal. Previous to reinstating the

foot in the mould, the foot, and edges of the mould should
be oiled. When the front part has set, oil the edges near
the heel and fill up the uncovered part with plaster.

When the back part of the mould is dry, hold the foot up
and remove the bottom part, when it will be found that
the top pieces can easily be displaced. Due care must be
used while handling them. The plaster round the foot
should be pretty even, and as nearly as possible an inch
in thickness. When sufficiently ham, oil each part on the
inside, put them together, taking care to fit them nicely,

and bind them, so as to hold them in position. This
done, prepare your plaster of the same consistency as in
the first instance, and pour it into the mould. In order
to prevpnt the plaster striking cold to the foot, it is usual
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to use warm water in the mixing. It would be as well

for those who intend attempting cast taking to make their

first attempts with ordinary lasts.

How to work in a Spur Box.—In doing this, the first aim
of the craftsman must be to realise the proper position of

the rowel, so as to avoid placing it in a position in which
it is liable to strike the ground in walking. A practical

or even a theoretical knowledge of the mode of using and
the requirements of the spur will afford material assistance

to this end. Some masters, those of the country more
particularly, to prevent this, have heels in which spur

boxes are to be inserted made much higher than usual.

There is no necessity for this if the position for the box is

rightly chosen. With stuff fitted and insoles blocked,

care being taken that all the stretch has been pulled out

of them, round up as usual, taking an occasional careful

survey of the pitch of the last, and bearing in mind the

height of heel ordered, it being at this point that the

foundation for the pitch and range is laid. If the last is

found to drop too much behind, round under and fetch it

up to range; pursue the same course if the heels are

unusually high; and if the last drops too much at the

corners of the seat, insert a small wedge-shaped skiving.

When rounding for shape avoid the formation of sudden
corners at the joints, let the joints and waist gradually

blend. Feather as usual so as to meet the require-

ments of the upper, graduating the width rather broader

behind than at the side of the seats. In holing for

sewing, let the first hole be in the centre at the back of

heel. Place the box in position, to assist you in deciding

the length of stitch necessary to allow the heel awl to pass

under and catch a fair hold of the lifts on each side of

the box in sewing the heel down. Hole otherwise in the

usual manner. Keep the heel seam or stabbing rows of

the stiffener perfectly straight while lasting, in order to

possess a reliable guide for fixing the box upright, and
sew as oustomary, taking great care that the two long

stitches catch full hold of the upper behind. Beat up the

welt, put in a stiff though not clumsy shank, which must
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not reach to the box, and employ a few extra pegs to

stiffen it. Hammer and fit the sole to the proper sub-

stance, tack on and peg well round the seat, laying the

sole well to the boot. Bound the sole, at a neat distance

from the seat stitches, sufficient to cover them properly

when turned over. Level for the lifts, and then take the

box and place it on perfectly straight. A glance down
the back seam will reveal anything misplaced. Mark off

the shape of the box on the sole and cut to the inside of

the mark, and then groove the inside clean and square by
a small chisel or other fitting instrument. Insert a small

closing awl through the groove, causing the point to

escape in an exact line with the seat stitch, the hole thus

made being taken as a guide for the face of the box,

which will prevent the possibility of your positioning it

wrongfully. Clear out the groove, place the box level

with the awl mark, insert the spur in the box, and take

care that it is upright, the edge of the spur wing ranging
parallel with the seat. This can be regulated by chang-
ing the inclination of the bottom of the groove. Remove
the box and proceed with the building of the heel, which
must be built up entirely with solid whole lifts. Some,
however, use the split lift, but it is a mistake. The strain

on the outer edge of the split lift must affect it injuriously,

inasmuch as there is nothing solid in the centre of the

heel to meet the sides of the box and so hold it firmly in

its position. Cut the first lift in halves, then cut quite

square and place the edge of the cut to the edge of the

groove, or rather over it, and a trifle over the sole at the

back. Peg on firmly and rasp level. In the next lift,

cut out a piece the shape of groove, peg on and rasp level.

A groove is now formed for the box ; but the wings of

the same must be provided for, by taking away pieces and
so forming grooves in which they can be fitted. Force the
box from behind into its proper place and drive a small

tack through each of the holes, and if the lifts in position

should fail to reach the level of the box, cut another to

the desired shape, place it, and tap it with the hammer
sufficiently hard to leave the impression of the box on it.
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Cut a groove of the shape of the impression to fit the box
snugly, and peg the piece on, taking care to drive as

many pegs as are necessary immediately round the box.

This done, level and proceed to build the heel as usual.

Before sewing, however, tack the projecting ends of the

lifts together at the face of the box. In sewing down the

heel, a smart blow with the hammer at each stitch before

pulling in, will assist to settle the heel solidly, and relieve

the strain on the thread. Take out the awl marks when
the heel is sewn, pane up the seat, round and pare the

heel, care being taken not to round too close to the box,

after which there jvill be barely any necessity to touch
the face. Break in seat, nail top piece, file off, work up
face of heel with file, scrape, and pass a fine file over the

face of box. Sand-paper, colour, and finish as usual. A
piece of leather greased and dipped in emery powder,
rubbed on the box, will give it a finishing polish.

Bellows9 Tongue.—In Fig. 58, the tongue is shown
doubled outside the throat of the boot at b, so that one

half of it is seen. A little consideration will show that

three measurements are necessary to settle the size of the
principal parts of the tongue. First, the length ; second,

the width across the top ; third, the width across the
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bottom, or parts joining on to the vamp. Before these

can be got it is necessary to learn the width it is intended

to have the opening at the bottom, and the length of the

lace part of the leg and the heel measure.

It is evident before the foot can go into a boot, the front

of which is entirely closed, that the opening or throat of

the boot must be at least equal to the heel measure, as

shown by dotted line, across top of leg and tongue, for, as

the heel is the broadest part of the foot it must be as

broad as this before the foot can get in, consequently the

two sides of the top of the leg and the tongue projecting,

as in. a b (Fig. 58) must be equal to the heel measure at

least. The bare length will be equal to the opening of

the leg, or lace part of the leg, or from the top of the vamp
to the top of the leg. In this calculation, the part of the

vamp which laps over the tongue must not be reckoned.

In Fig. 59 we have the rule for cutting the tongue of

its bare size. Cut two patterns of the uppers, mark on

Fig 69.

the front the height you intend to have the vamp, place

the patterns together at this point as shown, a being one
leg, b the other, open them out at the top until between
the two legs you have the difference between the leg
measure and heel measure ; say the heel measure is 15 in.

and the leg measure 9 in., then 9 from 15 equals 6, which
will be the width across the tongue at c; take your measure
and hold it down at the point where the legs meet and
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draw the arc at the top of the tongue. When you have
drawn the arcs at the side you will have the bare size of

the tongue.

To increase this size to the size required for closing,

draw the bare size of the tongue
as in Fig. 60, in which the

method of marking up the

tongue is given. The diagram
shows the stabbing lines ; a and
b show the centre crease.

But it must here be noticed,

that it will be necessary to give

about half an inch more play
at the top, so that the foot may
go in easily, and for loss in

closing.

Fig. 61 is a drawing of the

boot made up.

It may, perhaps, be necessary to say that a difference in

the way of closing the tongue would cause a difference in

the size, but not in the shape ; sometimes these boots are

closed so that the

tongue becomes a
lining for the lace

lap ; in this case, it

is evident that it

will require an
extra inch on each
side. In the com-
moner class of
work, the legs are

made of heavy
grain, the tongue
only comes to the

front of the leg

about a quarter of an inch behind the eyelets, and, in

this case, the tongue will be two inches less in width than
the increased size given. The best makers hold that the

tongue should be blocked, and we are of the same opinion,

Fig. 61.
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for the curves of the various parts cannot lap over each
other clean, unless they are formed like a Wellington front

to suit the shape of the front of the leg. If blocked, they
should be cut larger than the pattern, and the two edges
whipped together, they should then be stretched over the
block until they assume the form of the front of the leg.

Before fitting the tongue crease it down the centre.

Place the quarter's edge and the edge of the tongue
together in the clams and stab the two edges together

;

then lay the tab of the vamp on the tongue and stab it

across, and having made a second fold of the tongue for

the line of the second row of stabbing, stab it to the leg.

A Turn-over Back-part is made by taking a piece of

morocco and sewing it in round the seat level, and after it

has been pared off close to the stitch, placing a lift on and
squaring it up close. It should be brought quite thin at

the corners of the seat and fully cover the seat stitch.

After the rand has been pasted, it must be turned over

and strained slightly with the pincers. Tack it over,

leaving no foul leather, set smooth with the iron and
round the seat. When dry draw the tacks, skive top

level, paste and draw the sole over. After being properly

moulded rub it obliquely, and leave the top edge full enougn
to cover the stitch. After it has been channelled, stitch it

with stout white silk. The rand, which must be cut full

enough to cover the heel, is sewn in as a turn-over.

Pare off to stitch, paste, draw the back part of the sole

over, and round up the same as a plain seat.

How to Fix a Button-Hole.—The button-hole patented

Fig. 63.

by Mr. Lutwyche of the Borough, shows an extraordinary

advancement on the over-sewn button-hole. In fixing the
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bead to a button-piece, the projecting ends of the cord
which is in the bead are tied and tightly knotted. .. See
Figs. 62 and 63.

The flanges are then pasted and the bead pressed gently,

on the wrong side of the button-piece, into a space shaped
like a button-hole which has been previously (as shown in
Fig. 64) cut out cleanly with a small punch sold for the
purpose.

The dotted lines surrounding the three right-hand holes

Fig. 64.

are merely intended to show the outline of the beads when
in position.

The inside button-fly or button-piece lining is then fitted,

a mere slit in this, viz., exactly under each button-hole

being sufficient, and the whole stitched closely round the

bead in the same manner as a raw-edged button-hole

would be.

Lace Cutting.—Modern shoemakers as a rule purchase
their laces, a practice that assuredly does not recommend
itself on the ground of economy, inasmuch as a mere
youth can be taught the art of cutting them, and the

material used may be picked from the waste basket.

The old and common way of cutting laces may
be discovered in the following instructions : Select from
the discarded small pieces a bit of soft calf or mellow kip

equal in substance and size to the length of lace required.

Through the centre of this drive an awl or tack, and with

a sharp knife cut the leather to the form of a circle. This

done, cut a nick in its edge of the width of the lace, and
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taking the edge of the leather as your guide, cut at an
equal distance from the edge, till the released slip is

sufficient to furnish a hold. At the bottom of this cut fix

the cutting part of a sharp thin-pointed knife, which
should be made to slightly penetrate the board in order to

the keeping of it firm. Draw the awl or tack, and then
holding the knife steady with the left hand and using a
finger thereof to regulate the width of the cut, pull the
released end till the whole of the piece of leather has been
converted into a lace.

To prevent Shoes creaking.—It must be admitted that
shoes that creak are a source of annoyance. This fault is

easily preventible. It proceeds from one hard substance

riding or rather acting on another. The obvious way of

preventing this is by separating them by the interposition

of a softer substance, for instance, a piece of cloth. The
following mode of preventing creaking has also been
recommended, but the former is the better mode. Rasp
the outer and inner sole on the sides that come in contact

and pursue the same course with all other surfaces that

have frictional contact with each other. Prevention is un-
doubtedly better than cure ; but inasmuch as boots are con-

tinuously made without due precaution having been exer-

cised to prevent creaking the following remedy is given.

When a boot or shoe possesses this annoying quality, drive

a few pegs through the sole at the bend. This will stop

the friction, and in consequence the noise. It may be also

mentioned that a too free use of paste in the waist is a
known cause of this unpleasant feature. Many dispense

with its use altogether at that portion of the boot.
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CHAPTEE XX.

BOOT AND SHOE MACHINES.

Preliminary Remarks.—The Sewing Machine.

Preliminary Remarks.—The rapid march of invention

is in no trade so forcibly illustrated as in that of the boot

and shoemaker. It is considerably less than fifty years

since it obtained a footing and, at the time of writing, it

may be fairly said to have triumphed in every department
of this important industry. Victory has followed victory

in such rapid succession, till it would almost appear that

inventors had left no laurels to be reaped by their

successors. As will be seen by a perusal of the succeed-

ing pages, it has attacked clickers, closers, and makers,
in the boot and shoe trade ; in fact it would be hard to say

whom it has failed to attack, and, what is more remark-
able, whom it has not more or less discomforted. Soles

and lifts, uppers and parts of uppers, are each cut to the

desired shape at a simple stroke ; stitches are set with the
rapidity of lightning ; and pegging, nailing, paring, and
finishing are worked by magic or something closely akin
to it, if magic answers in any sense to its stereotyped

description.

Most of the machines, as will be shown by the descrip-

tions that follow, are so perfect that the operator has little

to do save to set them going, stop them at necessary

intervals, and, in some instances, only feed them. Indeed,

their action is so perfect, and the duty of their attendants

so simple, that it would be an unnecessary waste of time
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to attempt to teach, as we have already done in the

chapters devoted to hand making.
In lieu of this, we have thought it advisable to describe

each particular machine, and the work for the perform-

ance of which it has been perfected. For these de-

scriptions we confess ourselves largely indebted to the

manufacturers of these marvels of mechanical skill, who
have, in all instances, most readily supplied us with the

desired information.

The world would be interested to learn to whom it is

indebted for the series of brilliant mechanical exploits of

which we are about to furnish particulars. Unfortunately,

the desire, however strong, can only be indifferently

satisfied. It may, however, be safely asserted that the

names of Thimonnier, Howe, Blake, the brothers Keats,

Mills, Goodyear, and Cowburn, will ever take a foremost

rank, nor should the name of "Waller, the artist, despite

of his want of success, be ignored. That many profited

by his labour we ourselves could, if necessary, furnish

convincing proofs.

The selection made must be taken in no sense as being
invidious. Many of the machines described are known
to possess more or less formidable rivals. On the separate

merits of competing machines we have neither the desire

nor the intention of entering. In many instances, the
task of deciding, if undertaken, would be found extremely
difficult, their separate claims being so evenly balanced.

Those described will be found fairly illustrative of the
whole and to embrace every variety of importance.
The Sewing Machine.—The introduction of the

Sewing Machine was the commencement of a complete
revolution in the shoemaking world. It was first em-
ployed in the tailoring and dressmaking trades, and
for a time those occupied in closing did not even enter-

tain the notion that it might be employed for closing

purposes. This sense of security, or rather absence of all

thought of danger, did not last long after its introduction,

for within a few years of its employment in tailoring and
dressmaking, its great success in the sewing of woven
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fabrics suggested the possibility of employing it in the

manufacture of boot and shoe uppers. Of its success

there never was the least cause for doubt. Still there

were those who prophesied failure ; how false these pro-

phecies turned out to be, may be realised in the fact that

hand closing has almost ceased to exist. The invention of

the sewing machine has been claimed by and for Mr.
Howe, an American, but the justice of this claim is, to say
the least, open .to doubt. Howe's first patent was taken
out in 1846. By referring to the lists of patents taken
out in this country in 1790, under the date of July 17,

it will be found that one Thomas Saints, of Greenhill

Rents, in the parish of St. Stephen's, London, applied for

a patent for a machine for fastening soles to uppers.

From the plan of the machine given, it will be seen that

it was provided with a spool for the thread, an awl for

piercing the leather, and a needle with an eye at top for

carrying the thread through. There is even a yet older

patent for a machine for working fine thread and muslin
by a needle with two points, obtained by one Charles

Weisenthal in 1755. The Weisenthal machine worked a

simple tacking or chain stitch. In 1835, Mr. Walter
Hunt, of New York, succeeded in producing a machine
capable of forming a lock-stitch by the use of two con-

tinuous threads ; but it failed to satisfy its users from the

absence of a tension regulator. The novelty of using an
eye-pointed needle is claimed for a machine invented by
Messrs. Newton and Archbold in 1841. Their machine
was intended for tambouring the backs of gloves. In the

following year, 1842, a machine was patented in America
by Mr. John Greenough. The advance claimed to have
been made by this invention consisted in its capability

of producing a close imitation of the shoemaker's stitch

with a single thread by the employment of a double

pointed needle. This was neither more nor less than a

resuscitation, the credit of the invention belonging to the

German inventor, "Weisenthal. In 1843, a machine was
produced that worked a running stitch by the aid of two
toothed wheels. These wheels, working together, crimped

M
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the material, and forced it against a stationary needle.

This machine was the invention of Mr. Bostwich. In
1844, an embroidering machine was invented by Messrs.

Fisher and Gibbons, of Nottingham, which by means of a
needle and shuttle formed the lock-stitch. This invention

was the backbone of the Qrover and Baker Sewing
Machine. It was a few years after the last date given
that Mr. Wickershaw produced the first practical feed

motion. This motion was obtained by the use of a rough-
edged wheel, the top of which ranged slightly above the

plane of the work table. The motion was intermittent,

the work being kept stationary by a pressure plate. This

was succeeded by the four-motion feed produced by the

use of a flat serrated plate, to which was given both a
horizontal and vertical motion. The last motion was
considered a great improvement on the wheel motion.

The wheel-feed needle was confined to one side of the

feeding surface ; in the four-feed it could operate in its

centre. Thimonnier, a Frenchman, was, however, the

first to produce a really practical sewing machine, its

production dating a few years previous to that of Elias

Howe. By some unaccountable delay this was not placed

in the Exhibition of 1851 till the prizes were awarded.

Still, that Thimonnier's machine was employed for sewing
purposes, and that successfully, before the Howe machine,
is proved beyond all doubt. Howe's machine was the
very essence of crudeness. It had neither feed motion
nor eyejpointed needle, and its inefficiency is further

sustained by the fact that it was sold for the paltry sum
of £50 to Mr. Thomas, into whose service its inventor

ultimately entered. It is worthy of mention that Charles

Barlow showed a machine for sewing woven fabrics in the
Exhibition of 1851, that worked with two distinct stitches,

separately fastened, one of which appeared on the front

and one on the back of the fabric. In the various

Exhibitions that followed, there were numerous exhibits of

sewing machines.

The chief stitches produced by sewing machines are

shown in Figs. 65, 66, and 67 ; Fig. 65 represents the
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single loop or chain-stitch ; the second (Fig. 66) the
double chain-stitch; and the third (Fig. 67) the lock-

stitch. The first is generally condemned for its un-
trustworthiness, except for

special kinds of work. The
second or double chain is

mostly used for embroider-
ing. The lock-stitch is that

most generally approved for

all general purposes, from
the fact that the locking

renders it more reliable

than either of the others.

The first is formed like the

crochet stitch by means of

a hook that passes through
the material, catches the i

thread and pulls it through
on its return. The second
is worked with two threads,

the upper one being carried
F . _ v^m

by an eye-pointed needle
lg * g *

"

lg '

which passes through the material and through a loop

in the under thread. The lock-stitch is produced by
the aid of a needle and shuttle. The machines we now
posssess owe their perfection to the efforts of rival inventors

and a multitude of improvers. Those whose trade the

employment of the machine threatened, namely, the

closers, laughed at the idea of its succeeding, and busily

employed themselves in showing that injury to a single

thread ruined the whole; but subsequent improvements
(the introduction of the lock-stitch, for instance) speedily

convinced many that hand-closing had met with a for-

midable rival. Despite of all opposition, machine-closing

continued to prosper, and ultimately its economic
advantages were, as already stated, almost universally

admitted. For a considerable number of years after its

introduction its employment was confined to short-work

;

but eventually, by the employment of a long arm, at the
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end of which the needle worked, the great difficulty of

closing long work, such as Wellingtons, &c, was got over.

The following remarks are applicable to the majority if

not to the whole of the machines employed for boot and
shoe manufacturing purposes, as well as to the sewing
machine to which we are now specially drawing attention.

In the purchase of a sewing machine it is a mistake to

allow lowness of price to influence choice. Since the

chief patents have run out, the great aim of makers has

been to undersell each other, and the result has been that

a large number of machines fashioned from inferior metal
are constantly being made and sold. The metal used in

many cases is found to be totally incapable of resisting

the frictional wear and tear to which such machines are

of necessity liable, and, as a natural result, after a few
months' use they are worth little, if any more, than they
will fetch as old iron. Their working parts become
loose, and the strain of the power employed is shifted from
its proper bearing, and constant breakdowns are inevitable.

This using of iron that can be cut with a knife, like butter,

is a huge imposition upon purchasers. The harder the

metal, the larger the amount of labour required in the

fitting, and the greater the destruction of files, &c,
employed for that purpose. It is the extra cost of labour

and tools, rather than the* saving effected by the use of

softer and inferior metal, that prompted the practice of
which we complain.

The successful employment of the unwaxed thread
sewing machine for the manufacture of boot and shoe
uppers prompted inventors to turn their attention to the
realisation of a sole-sewing machine, that is, a machine for

fastening the soles of boots to the uppers. It was not long
before it became evident that hand-labour in this depart-

ment of the boot and shoe industry was threatened.

Workmen were loth to recognise the fact, and, in con-
formity with precedents innumerable, laughed, orpretended
to laugh, at the idea of forcing a waxed thread through
sole and welt, 09 outer sole, inner sole, and intermediate

packing. The sole-sewing machine was not the only rival
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that threatened hand-sewing at this period. Evidently
the invention of the sole-sewing machine set men thinking
on the possibility of discarding awl and thread, and this

resulted in the introduction of riveted and pegged work.
"What battles were fought concerning these fresh innova-

tions, it is the duty of the historian rather than ourselves

to chronicle. "We will, therefore/ rest content with
recording the fact that the men were beaten, as they ever

must be, if they undertake to war against the inevitable.

The first sole-sewing machine, like its predecessor, was far

from being perfect on its introduction, but, by a variety

of subsequent improvements, its sewing capacity, and
that of others of which it proved to be the forerunner,

is now considered close upon perfection, machines of

this class being now equal to the production of either

welted or pump work. The success of the sole-sewing

machine has been, to say the least, marvellous, and no
event that has ever occurred, or is likely to occur, has or

can be expected to effect so complete a change in the

shoemaking industry. The difficulty of employing a

waxed thread was thought by many to be unconquerable

;

it is now known that a thread so prepared is as easily

forced through a piece of leather of ordinary thickness as

a common thread is passed through a piece of common
calico by an ordinary sewing-machine. * The unwaxed
thread machines employed in the closing of uppers are

those commonly used by tailors, dressmakers, and for

household purposes. They are too well known to need
describing. Machines of this class, with certain suitable

modifications or additions, appear to be capable of perform-

ing sewing or embroidering operations ; and a specially

constructed machine that may claim to belong to this

order is now pretty generally employed for sewing button-
holes, which has ever been considered a most difficult and
delicate operation. We will now proceed to treat of

each separate machine employed in the boot and shoe

industry.
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CHAPTER XXI.

LEATHER CUTTING, SPLITTING, AND ROLLING
MACHINES.

Lining Cutting Press.—Leather Splitting Machine.—Upper Leather
Splitter.—Leather Rolling Machine.—Range Cutting Machine.

—

Sole Cutting Press. — Sole Rounding Machine. — Lift Cutting
Machine.

The splendid series of mechanical triumphs we are about

to describe are, with few exceptions (those exceptions

being distinctly pointed out), the property of the English
and American Shoe and General Machinery Company,
Limited, and may be seen in operation at their offices,

Worship Street, Finsbury, E.C. Our thanks are here-

with tendered to the company for the valuable assistance

given to us in the completion of this portion of our task,

and for their courtesy in having placed the illustrations at

the disposal of the author.

"We have endeavoured as far as possible to group the

different classes of machines employed in the manufacture
of boots and shoes. The class of machines ranged under
the present heading are placed in a foremost position from
the fact that their use precedes that of all others ; their

special purposes being to prepare the leather and reduce

it to proportions and shapes adapted to facilitate and
render more perfect the after processes of manufacture.

Their employment has resulted in an immense saving of

labour, and, from the fact of little skill being required

upon the part of the attendants, less costly labour is

usually requisitioned.

Lining Cutting Press.—Fig. 68. This is almost an
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exact reproduction of the sole cutting press, and its cutting
motion is obtained from eccentrics, the cutting block

Fig. 68.

—

Lining Cutting Pbess.

being carried upon a tray running in and out on wheels.

The press has a continuous motion, the block being with-

drawn from under the platten in order to the removal
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of the cut linings and the readjustment of the knife, and
returned without any stoppage of motion. Purchasers
who prefer a cessation of motion after each cut can be
supplied with a machine with a clutch on the main shaft,

which causes the necessary stoppage. In a machine so

supplied there is no necessity to remove the block from
under the platten, the stoppage giving ample time for

arranging material and removal and replacing of knife.

When the upper is cut in one piece it requires to be
blocked. This is performed by a blocking machine,
in which the upper is doubled and the instep shape is

imparted to it by the pressure supplied by the machine.
By the entire blocking process the flat piece of lining,

previously cut to the requisite shape, is made to assume
the true shape of the upper.

Leather Splitting Machine.—On contrasting this

machine (Fig. 69) with the Upper Leather Splitter, it

Fig. 69.

—

Leather Splitting Machine.

will be seen that no special description of the action of the

Leather Splitting machine is required. It is quite true,

as the manufacturers of this machine state, that there is

an immense advantage to be gained from a manufacturer

being supplied with leather of a uniform substance when
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it is intended to be used up for a special class of goods.

In the olden time the thinning-down process resulted in a

great waste of material. This waste is put an end to by
the employment of this machine, the split-off portion,

Fig. 70.

—

Upper Leather Splitter.

however thin or thick it may be, retaining from its evenness

of substance its proportionate value.

Upper Leather Splitter (Fig. 70) is an exceedingly

useful machine employed for splitting purposes. In the

event of upper leather, calf, kip, &c, being too thick for a
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given purpose, its substance can by its aid be reduced
without waste by taking a skiving off or fairly splitting it

in half. The skin is seized by its edge and forced round a

cylinder, the knife meeting it being adjusted to the

substance required.

Leather Boiling Machine.—In boot and shoe factories

the rolling process for hardening leather has long since

Fig. 71.

—

Leather Rolling Machine.

banished the old method of solidifyiDg by beating. This
machine consists of a stout framework and movable
weights attached to levers, the lower one being easily

raised or depressed by movable wedges, the disposition of
which is controlled by a shaft with left and right-hand
screw. The pressure applied can be made greater or less

at the will of the attendant by means of the hand-wheel
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shown in figure. The leather may be subjected to the

action of the machine in either a wet or dry state.

Range Cutting Machine—This machine is driven by
steam and the power applied by a multiple of gearing.

The cranks on the outer ends of the counter shafts are

attached to vertical rods, joined to the sliding head to

which the knife is fixed. The machine is provided with

a wooden bed and has an adjustable gauge by which the

widths of the ranges are regulated.

Eig. 72.

—

Kange Cutting Machine.

The butts from which soles, &c, are cut are, as a rule,

manufactured from the thickest obtainable hides. Fully

twelve months were formerly spent in their tanning. By
the method now employed, known as "the Vacuum
process/' this lengthened period has been reduced to two
months, and even less. It may be easily understood that

this increased speed in the manufacture of leather has

conferred great advantages on those engaged in the

tanning industry, inasmuch as a much larger out-put can

be insured without any increase of capital.
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Sole Cutting Press.—This machine is provided with a

rising running tray to which is secured the cutting-board.

By an arrangement of inclined planes this board can be

raised to compensate for the wearing away of its surface.

The cutting motion is obtained by eccentrics. The table

is carried on four rollers that work on runners, to facilitate

the adjustment of the knife on the range of leather.

When so fixed the tray is pushed under the sliding head,

which, descending, gives the pressure by which the cut is

effected. This machine will also cut uppers and linings.

Fig. 73.

—

Sole Bounding Machine.

For the latter, in consequence of the great length of the
material from which they are cut, a supplementary tray is

provided. The lining material, as described elsewhere, is

acted upon in folds and several pairs cut at a single

operation. In some machines of this class, the action of
the head is continuous, in others intermittent. The
knives used are formed to the shape desired. When not
kept in stock to the shape wanted they can readily be
obtained by giving a special order. The price varies

with the different makers.
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Sole Bounding Machine.—This machine (Fig. 73) is

used, as its name implies, for sole rounding purposes.

The leather intended for soles having previously been cut

into ranges, is placed within easy reach of the operator.

The sole stuff thus prepared is passed between the pair of

templets situated above the bed plate, the lower being a

Fig. 74.

—

Lift Cutting Machine.

fixture. The upper templet is fixed to the cross-head, at

either end of which is a side bar with a coiled spring.

On the operator pressing the lever with his foot, the

upper templet, descending, presses and holds the sole in

position till cut and rounded to pattern. The mode by
which this is accomplished will be readily understood

when'we state that a carriage with a knife travels, on the
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bed-plate of the machine, round the templets thus closed.

The knife is provided with play enough to admit of its

cutting the waist or narrowest portion of the sole, or to

cut a bevelled or straight edge. The power by which the

knife-carrying carriage is driven is communicated by
suitable wheel gearing hidden beneath the bed-plate.

This is set in motion by the operator turning the wheel
shown on the right of the figure. This machine is capable

of rounding one hundred soles per hour to any pattern,

and dispenses with the use of steel dies and presses.

Lift Cutting Machine.—This machine (Fig. 74) is

specially adapted for cutting lifts, small pieces of leather,

mill board, linen, or other material. Lifts, top-pieces,

washers, &c, are cut much more readily by this machine
than by the ordinary eccentric press. Its knife is a
fixture, while that of the press is loose, and requires to be
shifted after each cut. The Lift Cutting Machine is made
in two ways, either with the knife stationary and fixed

edge upwards on a bed, of *edge downwards on what may
be called the pressure rod, the upward and downward
movement of which it of course follows. In the first, the

lifts, top-pieces, &c, fall as cut through the knife into a

basket beneath, while in the latter, the lifts pass upwards
through the knife and are carried by means of a shoot to

a similar destination. It can be worked by steam power
or treadle.
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MACHINES EMPLOYED FOR PREPARATORY PRO-
CESSES—UPPER SPLITTING, SKIVING, frc.

Douglas's Patent Upper Skiving Machine.—The Tripp Rand Splitter.—
Band Turning Machine.—Strip Cutting Machine.—Channel Cutting
Machine.—Sole Moulding Machine.—Patent Magnetic Lasting Ma-
chine.—Mackay Tacking on Machine.—New Utilisers.

Douglas's/ Patent Ppper Skiving Machine.—Upper
skiving machines, at the time, of their first introduction,

met with a hearty welcome. ...The old process of skiving

by hand was a delicate operation, and not always certain

of beii^g successfully performed. In many instances,

indeed, it was very badly performed, and the integrity of

the work was thus, ngt unfrequently endangered. This
machine (Fig. 75) possesses the advantage of a simplified

action, and for that reason, if at all carefully used, is not
likely to get out of order. Another recommendation will

be found in the limited spacerit occupies. By the aid of this

useful mechanical helpmeet muoh time and labour may
be saved. By a simple operation this machine is easily

adjusted to skive uppers to any substance. The changes
are regulated by the wheel; If turned towards the

operator the substance of the skiving will be found to be
lessened, and thickened if the turn be made in the opposite

direction. The pressure on the roller requisite for carrying

the work through is regulated by a screw. It may be
remarked that in skiving corners or small curves no more
pressure than is necessary should be employed. The
knife is kept as close as possible to the top roller and the
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stud, but not so close as to touch the roller. In skiving
the corners and sharp turns of the upper, the stud acts as

Fig. 75.

—

Upper Skiving Machine.

a guide. It is almost unnecessary to remark that the

knife should be kept well sharpened. This machine is

manufactured by Messrs. Buchanan, Brothers, Bristol.

The Tripp Sand Splitter.—In setting this machine for

cutting welts and rands the knives are adjusted by means

Pig. 76.—The Tripp Band Splitter.

of screws. The distance between the feed rolls is similarly

adjusted, and so also the tension of the spring. When
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the rands are cut they are passed through another machine
called a " Chase Skiver," by means of which all inequali-

ties are removed. An adequate amount of pressure can
be applied by this machine (the amount of pressure being

at the option of the operator.) There is yet another

machine employed to level and groove the edges.

Sand Turning Machine.—This clever invention

(Fig. 77) is capable not only of turning but crimpling

split lifts. This machine is furnished with a driving

spindle, on the end of which is fixed a steel rose head
with radiating angular grooves, against which the rand,

previously bevelled, is firmly pressed by a spring lever,

Fig. 77.

—

Rand Turning Machine.

and as a spindle is driven the rand is seized by these

angular grooves in the rose head, and discharged from the

machine ready for use. When turned the split lift appears

as though turned by hand. The object of the split lift is

to give the necessary concavity to the inside of the back
part of the boot in order that it may allow the heel

to bed in properly.

Strip Catting Machine.—This machine (Fig. 78)

consists principally of a frame and a series of circular

N
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knives and a roller. The two latter are arranged to work

Fig. 78.

—

Strip Cutting Machine.

in unison. It is equal to cutting several thicknesses of

calf at a time, and of any breadth.

Channel Catting Machine.—This machine (Fig. 79) is

employed for cutting the groove in which the stitches are

Fig. 79.

—

Channel Cutting Machine.

ultimately buried. The soles being uniformly cut, the

edge of the sole acts as a guide and insures the whole
length of the channel being cut a uniform distance from.
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its outer edge, the distance being changeable at the will

of the operator to suit any kind of work. This machine is

usually attached to a suitable bench. In the upper part,

proper gear being furnished, it is readily worked by
hand. The upper portion has two horizontal spindles, to

the topmost of which is fixed a feed wheel, the circum-

ference of which is notched. The lower has a brass drum
with a perfectly smooth surface, which acts as a guide

wheel. The drum is separated by the action of a lever

from the feed wheel, so as to allow of the sole being
inserted. The knife for cutting the channel is fixed in a

vertical position to the frame over the drum, and that for

feathering the sole's edge in a lateral position at the side.

On the treadle being liberated, the

sole which has been placed between
the feed wheel and drum is then

held firmly in position, and being

set close against the knives by the

attendant, the feather and channel-

ling are completed.

The Sole Moulding Machine.—
By this machine soles, middle soles,

and shank-pieces can be readily

moulded to the required shape.

It is extensively employed in

America in connection with the

magnetic laster and the tacking-

on machine. It consists, as will

be seen by reference to Fig. 80, of

an upright frame with an adjust-

able head to which one half the

sole pattern is attached. The bed
beneath holds the corresponding

half and has an up-and-down
motion produced by a powerful

toggle movement which communi- Fig. 80.—Sole Moulding

cates the necessary pressure to the
achine.

sole, middle or shank piece, which is placed in the lower

half pattern.
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Patent Magnetic Lasting Machine.—No machine yet

invented has been found equal to the complete lasting of

a boot or shoe. That shown in Fig. 81 and described as in

Fig. 81.—Patent Magnetic Fig. 82.

—

Mackay Tackino-
Lasting Machine. on Machine.

heading, has, however, all but accomplished this exceed-

ingly difficult undertaking. The insole is laid on the last

and the upper drawn over and tacked at the toe. The
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last, so furnished, is fitted on to a movable jack. At a
properly regulated distance over the last, a hammer
having a magnetised face is stationed. As the operator
draws or arranges the upper he touches the treadle with
his toe, when the hammer, picking up a tack, automati-
cally delivered from the tack reservoir, drives it and so

secures the upper. The drawing of the upper is beyond
this, and we believe all other similar inventions.

The Mackay Tacking-on Machine.—This machine
(Fig. 82) consists chiefly of a hammer, guides, gauges,

suitable feed motion, and cutting arrangement for severing

the tacks from the prepared slip. It is used for driving

the necessary tacks into the channels to secure the outer

sole to the inner, preparatory to the boot being machine
sewn or riveted.

Mew Utilizers.—The object of this machine is to use

up the small waste pieces that result from sole cutting, and
all such small pieces that are otherwise useless, and to

produce good lifts, any size or thickness, and of a quality

far superior to ordinary lifts, cut from offal. No skilled

labour whatever is necessary for the working of this

machine, and a girl of fifteen can produce from one hundred
to one hundred and fifty of these lifts per hour, after ten

minutes' instruction. Messrs. Pearson & Co. are the

makers.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

UPPER CLOSING AND SOLE ATTACHING
MACHINES.

The Improved National Closing Machine.—Blake Sole Sewing Machine.
The Improved High Speed Sole Sewing Machine.—Welt or Fore-
part Stitching Machine.—Keats' Fair-Stitching Machine.—The New
"Welt Sewing and Sew-round Machine.—Standard Screw Machine.

—

Pegging Machine.

The Improved National Closing Machine (Fig. 83) is

Fig. 83.

—

Nattonal Closing Machine.

specially adapted for closing uppers. It produces a chain

or single loop-stitch.
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The awl and the accompanying parts are fitted to work
in the most perfect unison. The following is an abstract

of the instructions issued by the makers. The awl,

which passes through a slot in the throat plate, must be
fixed firmly to the bar by a fixed screw, the hook must be
fastened in the bar with the set screw, the barb towards

the operator, but slightly inclined to the right. When
the awl and hook come nearest to each other, the space

between them should measure an eighth of an inch. The
machine can be easily adapted for the heaviest description

of work by the mere loosening of a nut, and changing the

position of the connecting link. The cast-off is set by
means of a screw. The thread guide must be set to lay

the thread under the barb, just as the hook is about to

descend. The pressure foot is lifted by means of a lever,

the extent of lift being easily regulated by a screw. The
feeding must be arranged to take place when the pressure

foot is free from the material, and can be regulated by
loosening the set screw in the driving wheel and turning

the wheel on the shaft. The length of stitch is dependent
upon the position of the stud in the slotted arm, which can
be shifted at the will of the operator after he has loosened

the wing nut. The operator must see that the cast-off

does not rub against the body of the hook, that the hook
in its descent follows the line of the awl, that there is

sufficient friction on the cast-off bar, that the point of the

cast-off is kept smooth, the screws fast, and that the point

of the awl does not come in contact with the needle.

Though occupying but little space, this is a powerful
machine, and is equal to the closing of the thickest uppers.
Blake Sole Sewing Machine.—Inasmuch as the special

machine we are about to describe was the forerunner of

all other machines of this class, a slight sketch of its history

may be safely ventured upon. The merit of conceiving

and working out the idea of forming a sole sewing machine
undoubtedly belongs to Lyman R. Blake, of Abingdon,
Mass., America. After being duly protected by royal letters

patent, this invention was introduced to the English trade

in 1859. From the specification we gather that the
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purpose of the invention was to attach soles to uppers by
a process that differed materially from that practised by
the hand-sewer. The mechanism is described as consisting

of an apparatus operating with a hook or crotchet-needle,

which pierces the outer sole, inner sole, and upper, from
without the boot or shoe (the last being removed), and
uniting the solid parts by a seam formed by interlacing

loops of the same thread, without drawing the end or ends

and the unused length of the thread through the parts

every time a stitch is formed, as is the case with hand-
sewing. The sole may be channelled on the outside, so

that in sewing the chain or interlocking of the loops is

drawn into the groove, which covers it from sight, while

the plain side of the seam comes within the shoe against

the foot, the sewing being of the description which is

generally known as the chain or tambour stitch.

An important alteration was made in this machine in

1864, whereby the horn instead of remaining stationary

was made to revolve. This improvement has been followed

by others, all of which have largely contributed to the

perfecting of this wonderful piece of mechanism.
This machine may be taken as being the best all-round

machine. It is equal to both light and stout work, and
can be used for a light dress boot or a stout navvy's. In
preparing the work for the machine it is necessary to put
half-a-dozen blinders round the forepart in order to fix the

sole. The channel must be well opened before attaching

the boot to the machine. By this machine the outer sole

is stitched through to the inner, which should be of a good
substance.

The Improved High Speed Sole Sewing Machine (Fig.

84) is supplied with a new description of gear, and the

thread is wound on a cone-shaped cylinder.

Welt or Forepart Stitching Machine.—This machine
(Fig. 85) will stitch the forepart of a welted boot or shoe

precisely the same as it would be stitched by hand labour.

The boot is fixed on the table and can be stitched either

with or without a last. The machine is furnished with a
curved needle and an awl. The holes are first pierced by

•
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Fig. 84.

—

High Speed Sole Sewing Machine.
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the awl, and the thread-carrying needle forms the stitch,

which is a single loop. The awl and needle work in unison.

Fig. 85.—Welt or Forepart Stitchin6 Machine.

The awl should be positioned slightly to the right, as the
machine has a right-hand feed motion.
The Keats' Fair-Stitching Machine.—The introduction

of this machine (Fig. 86) may be said to have commenced
a new era in the history of attaching soles to uppers,

inasmuch as it stitches the sole on the welt middle sole with
a lock-stitch equal to the best hand work. After the boot or
shoe has been lasted, you can sew on a middle sole reaching

to the heel or to the joints. The better mode is to put on
a half middle sole and. stitch it to the inner with the Blake
Sole Sewing Machine. The outer sole being channelled, fix
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it with blinders and stitch from joint to joint or from heel

to heel with the machine now under consideration, using

the half middle as a welt. Blake the waist if the middle

Fig. 86.

—

Keats' Fair-stitching Machine.

sole does not extend beyond the joints ; but if it extends

to the heel this machine will complete the stitching.

The Mew Welt Sewing and Sew-round Machine.—
This machine (Fig. 87) is specially for making boots pre-

cisely similar to the hand-sewn welted boot. The merit

of its invention belongs to Mr. Goodyear, of America. Its

chief working instruments consist of an awl and needle.
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The holes are first pierced by the awl, and the thread-

carrying needle completes the stitching. In this machine

the awl and needle require to be set so as to work in perfect

unison. The inner sole is rounded and channelled as

Fig. 87.

—

New Welt Sewing and Sew-kound Machine

described elsewhere. If the boot is lasted on a wooden
last, it is sewn without the use of a jack ; but if on an iron
last, a jack must be employed. It can be used for sew-
rounds without any change, and run at the extraordinary
speed of 400. stitches a minute. Boots and shoes manu-
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factored by the aid of this machine possess all the advan-
tages of hand-sewn work, having no lasting tacks or pegs,

wax or thread inside to hurt the feet or soil and wear out

the stockings.

Standard Screw Machine.—The present machine
(Fig. 88) is the outcome of years of labour upon the part

of its inventor ; the boot, instead of being nailed or riveted,

is by this machine really screwed together, a method of

fastening long used and popular in France.

A riveted boot is only kept together by the head out-

side and the clinching of the rivet point on the inside,

assisted by the binding of the rivet in the leather ; and
after the boot has been worn a short time, it is within

every one's knowledge that the rivet is liable to work loose

in the leather and fall out, or to work in and wound the

foot, in either case leaving the boot practically unfastened.

"With a screwed boot, on the other hand, the fastening

actually holds for its entire length in the leather, and it is

out of all question for it either to work in or to work out

;

and so firmly do the fastenings bind the shoe together,

that unless by tearing the material itself asunder, the

parts of a screwed boot cannot be separated. A boot put
together on this machine is quite smooth inside, and there

is no clinched point to turn up in course of wear, as often

happens with the old-fashioned rivet. Besides, the screw
is automatically cut off to the exact length demanded by
the substance of the work. The wire, whether of iron or

brass, is supplied in rolls with the screw thread cut.

The Pegging Machine.—The invention of the first

machine for pegging purposes is ascribed to Amos
"Whittemore, a young mechanic who, as far back as 1833,
exhibited to a number of persons a machine which was
capable of punching the holes, making pegs, and driving

them with great rapidity. Various impediments to the

successful working of the machine were, however,
encountered, and eventually the young inventor put aside

his machine in disgust, and without patenting it. For
fifteen years no further step was made, and then another

machine was made by a Methodist preacher named
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Alpheus 0. Gallahue, who obtained a patent for it in 1851.

Several later patents were taken out by him, and numerous
patents were also granted to other persons, whence
followed endless quarrels and litigations, by which several

persons were ruined, and all the earnings of the machines
swallowed up. Finally Sturtevant, the inventor of the

peg-wood strip, compromised all the law-suits, and freed

users from fear of claims from rival patentees.

This machine is self-feeding, the pegs being cut as

required from a coil of wood properly gauged and pointed.

Little instruction in its use is needed. The boot is pre-

pared in the same manner as though it was to be pegged
by hand ; and is pegged on the last.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

MACHINES FOR BUILDING, MOULDING, ATTACH-
ING, BREASTING, AND FINISHING HEELS.

Heel Compressing or Moulding Machine.—Mackay Heeling Machine.—
Inside Nailing Machine.—Latham Heel Parer.—Heel Breaster.

—

Heel Building Machine.—Heel Attaching Machine.—The Cowburn
Heeling Machine.—Sand-papering Machine.—TapleyPatent Burnish-
ing Machine.

The application of machinery to upper and sole sewing
having proved successful, inventors turned their attention

to the production of machines for heeling purposes. It

speedily became evident to those who voluntarily under-
took this task, that it would be easier to produce a machine
or machines capable of building up and fixing prepared
heels, than to copy the old-fashioned way of building them
up, lift by lift, on the extreme back portion of the sole.

Their labours have resulted in the machines we are about
to describe. The latest machine, as will be seen, is con-
structed on the old lines.

The method of preparing the lifts, &c, will be found
described in the chapter devoted to cutting presses, &c.
Heel Compressing or Moulding Machine.—The work-

ing parts of this machine as will be seen by referring to
Fig. 89, are exceedingly simple. The lifts that are intended
to compose the heel are placed in a mould or die of the
required shape and subjected to a heavy pressure. A
machine very similar to this was invented by Mr. Waller,
a well-known artist, some twenty-five years since. The
employment of this machine is confined to heels attached
from the inside.
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The Mackay Heeling Machine.—The mode of fixing

the heels adopted by its inventor is by means of nails driven

Fig. 89.

—

Heel Compressing or Moulding Machine.

from the top piece inwards till clinched by the inside 'iron

last. It consists, as will be seen by reference to Fig. 90, of

a tall frame fitted with a leg which carries the last on
which the boot is placed. The heel, already punched and
loaded with nails by a separate machine, is positioned on
a plate furnished with holes and drivers that correspond

to the nails in the heel. The leg is slid to a gauge. The
boot is thus stationed precisely over the heel, when the

machine, started by the foot of the operator, drives the

nails simultaneously and forcibly home to the last which
o
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clinches them, the boot being at the same time pressed on

to the heel. By touching another treadle, a knife is set

in motion, which, as it passes round the heel, pares it to

Fig. 90.

—

Magkay Heeling Machine.

the shape required, leaving it, after application to the
sand-paper wheel, ready for the inker and Tapley bur-
nisher. By a peculiar and ingenious arrangement of the
pricking awl, the nails, although driven as stated from
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the top-piece, are made to spread in their passage, and so
nail the heel firmly round the seat.

The InsideWailingMachine (Fig. 91) is another machine
for attaching heels. It has also a strong frame and has
an upright stump formed like the seat of a last, the top
part*of the stump being perforated with holes through

Fig. 91.

—

Inside Nailing Machine.

which the nails are driven by punches. When the stump
has been charged with nails the boot is placed on it, the

heel placed in position, and a powerful lever acted upon
by the treadle, brings down the pressure plate on the top-

piece which presses the heel firmly to the seat. The
action of another lever, while the heel is thus fixed,
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completes the nailing. The nails are made to converge

as they are driven, and by a special arrangement are

prevented from piercing through the sides of the heel.

Fig. 92.

—

Latham Heel Pakek.

The Latham Heel Parer.—This machine possesses

the advantage of being exceedingly simple in its con-
struction ; hence there is small chance of its getting out
of order, a fault too common with machines of a more
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complex character. Most boots Intended to be heeled
without requisitioning the Mackay heeling machine have
their heels pared before burnishing. The Latham heel
parer is used for this process. The boot is affixed to a
"Jack" attached to a universal joint. The boot thus
held is presented to the machine so that the guide roller

enters the feather while another presses against a template
of the form of the top-piece when pared. By applying
pressure to the treadle the boot is caused to move round
slowly, when a revolving cutter, guided by these rollers,

pares the heel. This cutter has
four separate and distinct knives.

Heel Breaster.—This useful

invention is used, as its name
implies, for shaping the breast

of the heel. The machine is

provided with a movable stand

or last, upon which the boot is

fixed. This stand or last with
the boot in its proper position

is then slid in to a gauge im-
mediately under the cutting in-

strument. The knife is shaped
to the exact form of the breast

and hollowed on the edge to fit

the contour of the waist. The
action of the knife is dependent Fig. 93.—Heel Bbeastbe.

upon the foot of the operator

pressing upon a treadle attached to the under crossbar of

the machine. The knife is prevented from proceeding

too far by the guard that precedes it coming in contact

with the shank and arresting its progress, and preventing
the cutting of the sole. By an exceedingly simple
arrangement by which the knife can be changed slightly

to the right or left, the breast of either a right or left heel

is shaped with unvarying accuracy.

Heel Building Machine.—This machine is made ex-

pressly to suit the requirements of manufacturers not

having power, and those whose space is limited. The
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method of working these machines is very simple, boys in

most cases doing the entire process. The lifts are first

placed in a mould, and a sprig driven through to hold

them together. The sprigging block being filled with

brass rivets, the mould is placed under the machine and
pressed, and the top piece sprigged at one operation.

The heel after being knocked out of the mould is then

ready for attaching. Any size and shape of heel can be

made by having different moulds and spriggers, and
every heel is uniformly pressed, even if the lifts vary in

substance. This, and the heel attaching machine following,

are the property of Messrs. Pearson & Co., and may be

seen at 141, Shoreditch.

Heel Attaching Machine.—This machine is made to

attach the heels previously built by the before-mentioned
machine, and is worked by hand power, and consequently

has the same advantages. The horn or stand is first filled

with suitable pins (length being regulated to height of

heel), the boot is then put on the horn, and the heel placed

in position, the pressure being applied by wheel at the top,

and the pins are driven home from the inside, the heads
being well buried in the insole.

The Cowbnrn Heeling Machine is named after its

inventor, a son of the " gentle craft." This is, we believe,

the latest production of its class. It is beyond all doubt
a " marvel of mechanism." It differs materially from the
preceding machines, inasmuch as it builds up the heel on
the boot, and when the top piece is on pares it and takes

out the front of the heel. The boot to be heeled is fixed

on an arm or ram, the lifts necessary for the formation of
the heel are delivered as required from a cup automatically,

and the heel pins and brass rivets are supplied in their

turn through a series of tubes. These and other compli-

cated actions are regulated by different levers. The pins
are driven by punches through insole, sole, and lifts by
the ram, as are also the rivets. A perforated steel block
is employed for regulating the positions of both pins and
rivets. A full description of this remarkable machine
would trespass too much on our space, and it is somewhat
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more than doubtful whether it is possible to fully describe

by words the combined and multifarious actions of a

machine of so complicated a character. The machine is

equal to French or imitation Wurtemburg heels in addition

to those of the ordinary character. The time taken for heel-

ing a boot by this machine averages about thirty seconds.
~ Sand-papering Machine.—This machine (Fig. 94)

should supersede the employment of buff knife, &c, and

Fig. 94.—Sand-papering Machine.

consists of a spindle which is caused to revolve with great

rapidity, and upon which is mounted a plain cylindrical

roller covered with paper for sand-papering or buffing off

the bottom, a file to smooth the heads of the rivets, a round
face roller mounted with sand-paper for smoothing off the
heels, and a brush. All these run in the mouth of what is

technically known as " a hood," with which is connected

an exhausting fan for collecting the dust and waste
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particles and removing them by means of a pipe. The

Fig. 95.—Tapley Patent Burnishing Machine.

rollers can be readily removed when recovering with sand*
paper becomes necessary.

The Tapley Patent Burnishing Machine.— This
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machine is extensively employed for finishing purposes.

It consists of a column supporting a shaft in continual

reciprocating movement, making three quarters of a turn
with each partial revolution. To the column is attached

a burnishing iron, its pressure being regulated by a strong

spring. This iron is fashioned of the right shape to meet
the heel and is kept warm by a jet of gas that moves with
it. The position of the boot when inked on the jack is

shown in Fig. 95. The jack is pressed by the operator

towards the column and slightly raised by means of the

treadle, which brings the heel into contact with the heated
iron, which, passing over its entire surface, by a few
strokes imparts to the whole of its rounded surface the

required glossiness.
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CHAPTER XXV.

MACHINES USED FOR LEVELLING SEAMS OF
UPPERS, EDGE SETTING, LEVELLING AND
BUFFING BOTTOMS, Sfc.

Seam Rubber.—Patent Edge Paring Machine.—Blake Edge Setter.

—

Gilmore Leveller.—Edge Levelling Machine.—Blake Buffing Ma-
chine.—Edge Plane.

—
"Welt Trimmer or Plough.—Heel Shave.

—

Self-feeding Punch.—Self-feeding Eyeletter.—General Remarks.

Most of the machines, if not the whole, referred to in

the present chapter are of American origin. Though
individually of lesser importance than many of those

already described, it is almost impossible to over estimate

their worth to the boot and shoe manufacturer.
Seam Rubber (Fig. 9(3) represents an instrument

for pressing seams in order that they may be made to lie

Fig. 96.—Seam Rtjbbeu.

flat. Weight and leverage power are regulated at the

will of the operator.

Patent Edge Faring Machine.—This machine (Fig.

97) is constructed to pare the forepart edge preparatory
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to its being inked and burnished. Before the operation
commences the boot is fitted on an expanding last

carried by a jack susceptible of easy and varied move-

Fig. 97.

—

Pajent Edge Paring Machine.

ments arranged to meet the varying sizes and shapes of

soles and bring them within the action of the paring tool.

The jack which carries the plate receives a mixed
rectilinear and circular motion adapted to bring every
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part of the forepart in contact with the cutting instru-
ment. The paring instrument is modelled somewhat like
a plane and is borne by a swinging arm with a universal
motion. The gauge in the plane enters the feather and
protects the upper. When the boot is on the last, the
arm, controlled by the spring, is allowed to approach the
boot. When the plane rests on its edge the jack is made

Fig. 98.—Blake Edge Setter.

to revolve rapidly, and a clean shaving is taken off the

edge and also off top edge of the welt, leaving it clean

and clear, either straight or hollow, and ready for inking
and burnishing. Each machine is furnished with a set of

nickel-plated lasts for either men's, women's, or^children's

work, and two paring tools.

Blake Edge Setter—This machine is used for setting
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the edges of the forepart of soles, and is used in conjunc-
tion with the Tapley heel burnisher. The two machines
jointly finish the setting, saving the waist portion, which
i3 performed by hand labour. The Blake edge setter is

mainly composed of a pillar, table, jack, swing frame, and
arm almost identical to those of edge parer. The action

is a close imitation of that of the edge parer, a burnisher

Fig. 99.

—

Gilmore Leveller.

taking the place of the cutting instrument. The machine
is self-acting when started, and the operator is set at

liberty to prepare for another machine alternately as each

is set going.

The Gilmore Leveller.—The work of this machine is

to close the channel after the boot has been sewn, and
level the bottom. The boot on the last is fixed to a jack,
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upon which it moves slowly backwards and forwards, the

distance of the forward and backward motion being easily

controlled by the operator. When this motion has been
given to the jack a treadle is acted upon which brings a
roller into contact with the boot. The spindle to which
this roller is loosely affixed passes rapidly backward and
forward, the distance being limited to a short range. In

Fig. 100.—-Edge Levelling Machine.

order that the rolling pressure may act upon every part of
the bottom, the jack is provided with a handle by which
the position of the boot may be readily changed to meet
the roller.

Edge Levelling Machine.—The object of this apparatus
is to reduce the edge of a sole to a uniform substance, or

to skive round an insole or other piece of leather requiring

a reduced edge.
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Blake Buffing Machine—This machine, of which
Fig. 101 is a representation, consists of an upright
column with a head which holds the chief working parts,

the driving apparatus being stationed at the foot of the

column. On the boot being brought in contact with the

Fig. 101.

—

Blake Buffing Machine.

buffing surface, the rapid motion and pressure of the
latter give the sole a finished velvety surface. The
process is exceedingly rapid, and the result satisfactory.

The Edge Plane, Welt Trimmer or Plough, and
Seel Shave are American inventions. They are so fully

represented in Figs. 102, 103, 104, that no special descrip-
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tion is needed. It requires some little practice to use

them freely, but when used by a trained hand there is

little doubt of their superiority over the knife, rasp, &c.

Kg. 102.—Edge Plane. Fig. 103.—Welt Fig. 104.

—

Heel
Trimmer or Plough. Shays.

Self-feeding Punch and Self-feeding Eyeletter.—Fig.
105 portrays the Self-feeding Punch, and Fig. 106 the Self-

feeding Eyeletter. The English and American Shoe and
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General Machinery Company, Limited, in addition to these,
possess a Self-feeding Punching Machine. This machine,
after punching the hole, feeds the material and retains it

at the required distances, that is, the spots where the suc-
ceeding holes are to be made. It is furnished with a
gauge that regulates the distance of the holes from the
edge. The change of distance is readily made by shifting
the gauge, and no matter what the distance decided upon,

Fig. 105.—Self-feeding Punch. • Fig. 106.—Self-feeding
Eyeletteb.

machined Balmorals and other uppers intended to be laced

are punched by this machine witR unfailing regularity.

General Remarks.—In addition to the machines already

named and briefly described, there are many others used,

more or less useful, by the modern boot and shoe manu-
facturer. Indeed, their name is legion.

The divisions of labour in a modern boot-making

establishment are enough to drive the great art critic,

John Ruskin, mad. There is undoubtedly a deal of truth

p
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in what he has written with regard to the evil effects of

keeping a man continually engaged on one simple opera-

tion, but manufacturers will not listen, nor can they be
expected to listen, to his arguments in favour of returning

to old methods, nor to his lamentations over the decadence
of art workmen. The team system in America and the

minute division of labour in England are known to have
been effectively employed in cheapening the labour cost of

production, and all the condemnation that can possibly be
hurled at these changes will not induce those whom they
profit to discard them.
Never has so wonderful a change as that effected in the

trade of which we are treating resulted in so little suffer-

ing to the workmen dependent upon the cunning of their

hands. Fortunately for the seat-men, the great cost of,

and necessarily high charges made for, the machines first

invented, rendered masters diffident about employing them.
Several years elapsed before they could be said to have
obtained a fair footing. It, however, became evident that

the machines would ultimately succeed, and the rank and
file of the trade, acting under the advice repeatedly

tendered through the pages of St. Crispin, set sternly to

work to reduce their numbers. The result of this wise
resolve on the part of the men was that the reduced
number who remained engaged in the older form of
manufacture, profited by the introduction of the machines,
the influence of which they had so much reason to distrust,

and it is a fact beyond dispute that their wages now
range higher than at any former period.

Hand-made work is knqwn to possess certain advantages
over machine-made, and therefore it is not surprising to
find that it still finds favour. With those who can afford

to pay for it, these advantages will continue to count.

It is in the ready-made or sale department of the trade

that machine-sewn boots have so completely triumphed,
triumphed indeed to such an extent that to attempt to

compete with them seems equal to the folly of the old
lady who endeavoured to repel the advances of the sea
with a besom.
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Perfect as modern boot and shoemaking machinery is

now acknowledged to be, other improvements will undoubt-
edly follow. The rivalry known to exist among the various

firms engaged in the production of the machines now in

use, combined with the vastly improved patent laws now
existing, will not only insure the retention of old inventors,

but enlist the sympathy and aid of others endowed with
inventive genius.

The one great advantage of machine-made boots and
shoes over those made by hand will be found as stated in

the great saving effected in labour, and the consequent
lesser cost of production. This is charged with having
led to the use of inferior leather, and the practice of split-

ting it into substances unequal to the wear and tear that

await it when manufactured into boots and shoes. This
charge is indisputably well founded, but purchasers and
wearers must rest comforted with the assurance that

drawbacks attend the greatest blessings.

On comparing hand-made to riveted and pegged boots

and shoes, the superiority of the former is yet more
marked.
The hand-closers and makers claim for their work

superiority on the following grounds. First, the hand-
closer has a better opportunity of regulating the tension

of the thread than the machine. They declare if the

shuttle-thread of the machine is over tight, it will neces-

sarily have a tendency to lie straight rather than sink into

the material. In hand-sewing they declare the threads

used are prepared with greater care, and are in every sense

better calculated to fulfill their office, the twist in them
being better regulated, and the waxing more reliable.

They say, moreover, that boots made on the knee have
generally more care bestowed upon them than machine-
made boots.
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' USEFUL RECEIPTS FOR SHOEMAKERS, £0.

Varnish for Shoes.—Jet for Boots or Harness. —Castor Oil as a Dressing
for Leather.—Composition for Leather.—Waterproofing.—To Render
Cloth Waterproof.—To Preserve Boots from being Penetrated by-

Wet and Snow Damp.—Waterproof Compositions for Leather.

—

Chinese Waterproofing Composition for Leather.—Polishingup Soiled

Boots.—To Restore the Blackness to Old Leather.—To Clean Top
Boots.—To Polish Enamelled Leather.—Softening Boot Uppers.

—

Cleaning Buckskin Gloves and White Belts.—To take Stains out of

Black Cloth.—Liquid for Cleaning Cloth.—How to Remove Ink
Stains.—Kid or Memel Colour Renovator.—French Polish for Boots.

—Fluid forRenovating the Surface of Japanned Leather.—To Separate
Patent Leather.—To Preserve Leather from Mould.—Balls for taking
out Grease.—Mode of Using Cements.—Cementing Glue.—Fastening
Leather to Iron.—Cement for Leather Belting.—Cement for Leather
and Cloth.—Gutta-percha Solution.—Durable Glue.—A Black Ink.

—

Shoemaker's Wax.—Solution Wax.—Spankum or Bosh.—Sieburger's

Paste.—Superior Paste.—A Durable Paste.—Rice Flour Cement.

—

Best Stiffening Boot Paste.—Blacking Receipt.—Warren's—Imita-
tion Leather.—Margate Boots : a Warning.—Pannus Corium.

—

Cleaning of Sewing Machines.

Varnish for Shoes.—Put half a pound of gum shellac

broken up into small pieces in a quart bottle or jug, cover

it with alcohol, cork it tight, and put it on a shelf in a
warm place ; shake it well several times a day, then add a
piece of camphor as large as a hen's egg ; shake it again
and add one ounce of lamp-black. If the alcohol is good
it will be all dissolved in three days ; then shake and use.

If it gets too thick, add alcohol
;
pour out two or three

tea-spoonfuls in a saucer, and apply it with a small paint-

brush. If the materials are all good, it will dry in about
five minutes, and will be removed only by wearing it off,

giving a gloss almost equal to patent leather. The
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advantage of this preparation over others is, it does not
strike into the leather and make it hard, but remains on
the surface, and yet excludes the water almost perfectly.

This same preparation is admirable for harness, and does

not soil when touched as lamp-black preparations do.

Jet for Boots or Harness.—Three sticks of the best

black sealing-wax, dissolved in half a pint of spirits of

wine, to be kept in a glass bottle, and well shaken
previous to use. Apply it with a soft sponge.

Castor-oil as a Dressing for Leather.—Castor-oil,

besides being an excellent dressing for leather, renders it

vermin proof. It should be mixed, say half and half,

with tallow and other oil. Neither rats, roaches, nor
other vermin will attack leather so prepared.

Composition for Leather.—Take one hundred parts of
finely pulverised lamp-black, and thirty parts of East
India copal, previously dissolved in rectified turpentine.

Mix the two together until the whole forms a homo-
geneous paste. To this is to be added fifteen parts of

wax and one part of india-rubber, which has been first

dissolved in some ethereal oil. When the whole is

properly mixed, a current of oxygen is passed for half an
hour through the mass, and after cooling, the whole is to

be thoroughly worked up. It may then be packed in tin

boxes, and kept ready for use.

Waterproofing.—Half a pound of shoemaker's dubbin,

half a pint of linseed oil, and half a pint of solution of

india-rubber. Dissolve with a gentle heat and apply. Note
these ingredients are inflammable, and great caution must
be used in making the preparation.
To Render Cloth Waterproof.—The following is said

to be the method used in China. To one ounce of white
wax melted, add one quart of spirits of turpentine, and
when thoroughly mixed and cold, dip the cloth into the

liquid, and hang it up to drain and dry. Muslins, as well

as strong cloths, are by this means rendered impenetrable

to rain, without losing their colour or beauty.
To preserve Boots from being penetrated by Wet and

Snow Damp.—Boots and shoes may be preserved from wet
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by rubbing them over with linseed oil, which has stood

some months in a leaden vessel till thick. As a security-

against snow water, melt equal quantities of beeswax and
mutton suet in a pipkin over a slow fire. Lay the mix-
ture, while hot, on the boots and shoes, and rub dry with
a woollen cloth.

Waterproofing Compositions for Leather,—Melt over

a slow fire one quart of boiled linseed oil, a pound of

mutton suet, three quarters of a pound of yellow bees-

wax, and half a pound of common resin. With this

mixture rub over the boots or shoes, soles, legs, and upper
leathers, when a little warmed, till the whole are com-
pletely saturated. Another way is, to melt one quart of

drying oil, a quarter of a pound of drying beeswax, the

same quantity of spirits of turpentine, and an ounce of

Burgundy pitch. Jlub this composition, near a fire, all

over the leather, till it is thoroughly saturated.

Chinese Waterproofing Composition for Leather.—
Three parts of blood deprived of its fibrine, four of lime,

and a little alum.
Polishing np Old and Soiled Boots.—If required to tell

in the fewest words how to dispose of old goods, we should
say, make them as much like new as possible. We would
then go further, and advise never to let them get old.

This may be thought rather difficult, but still it can be
put in practice so far as to make it a piece of first-rate

counsel. Some may think it a good plan to put the
lowest possible price on them, and keep them in sight as

a temptation to buyers, without taking any other trouble.

But if this is a very easy effort, we think ours is far more
profitable to the seller, and therefore worthy of being
explained somewhat minutely. Among the things that
ought to be in every shoe shop, besides the necessary tools,

are blacking, gum tragacanth, gum arabic, varnish,

neatsfoot oil, and perhaps some prepared dressing for

uppers. With these, or such of them as may be necessary,

on old upper, however rusty looking, if properly treated,

can be made to shine. Ladies' shoes, if of black morocco
ar kid, and have become dry, stiff, and dull, try a little oil
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on them—not a great deal—which will make them more
soft and flexible, and will not injure the lustre materially.

Then try a delicate coating of prepared varnish, designed

for the purpose, over the oil. When this has dried the

shoes will doubtless be improved. If a calf kid begins to

look reddish and rusty, give it a slight application of oil,

which will probably restore the colour ; but, if not, put

on blacking. When the blacking is dry, brush it off, and
go over it again very lightly with the oil, when it will be

as good as new. Patent leather will not only be made
softer, but the lustre will also be improved, by oiling. For
pebbled calf, or any kind of grain leather that has become
brown, the treatment should be the same ; when only a

little red, an application of oil, or even tallow, will often

restore the colour. When it is very brown, black it

thoroughly, and oil it afterwards, giving it a nice dressing

of dissolved gum tragacanth to finish. This is the grand
recipe for improving uppers ; the labour of applying it is

very little, and the effect very decided and gratifying.

For men's boots that have been much handled, often tried

on, or have become rough, or dry, stiff and lifeless, from
lying in shop a long time, or all these things together,

another treeing is the best thing in the world, and pre-

cisely what they need. It should be done thoroughly.

After putting them on the trees, a supply of oil must not

be forgotten. Then a dressing of gum tragacanth, and,

when it is partially dry, a rubbing with a long-stick to

give a polish, after which a second and slight application

of gum, to be rubbed off with the bare hand before fully

dry. It is almost surprising how much a boot is renewed

by this treatment, and, though it may require half an
hour's time to each pair from some man who understands

it, the cost is well expended and many times returned.

A good supply of trees, of different sizes, should be always

at hand, and not be allowed to get dusty for want of use.

But when, for any reason, it is inexpedient or difficult to

apply a thorough process with old boots, they can still be

oiled and gummed without using the trees, and though
with less good effect, yet still enough to prove very useful.
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If any mould has shown, or the grease used in stuffing

has drawn out of the leather, a little rubbing off with
benzine would be necessary at first to clean them. After

this an application of cod oil and tallow might be useful

to make the leather soft and pliable ; to be preceded, if the

colour is a little off, by an application of a prepared black

of some kind, of which there are several in the market.

The soles would probably be improved by cleaning and a
vigorous use of the rub-stick ; they might also be rebuffed,

if the stock would stand it, and a slight application of

size would help to give them a polish. To do all this

well requires some skill, and the expenditure of consider-

able labour.

To Restore the Blackness of Old Leather.—For every

two yolks of new-laid eggs, retain the white of one ; let

these be well beaten, and then shaken in a glass vessel till

as thick as oil. Dissolve in about a table-spoonful of

Holland gin, a piece of lump sugar, thicken it with ivory

black, and mix the eggs for use. Lay this on in the same
manner as blacking for shoes, and after polishing with a
soft brush, let it remain to harden and dry. This process

answers well for ladies' and gentlemen's leather shoes, but
should have the following addition to protect the stockings

from being soiled : Shake the white or glaire of eggs in a
phial till it is like oil, and lay some of it on twice with

a small brush over the inner edges of the shoes.

To Clean Boot Tops.—Dissolve an ounce of oxalic acid

into a pint of soft water, and keep it in a bottle well

corked ; dip a sponge in this to clean the tops with, and
if any obstinate stains remain rub them with some bath

brick dust, and sponge them with clean water. If your
tops are brown, take a pint of skimmed milk, half an
ounce of spirits of salts, as much of spirits of lavender,

one ounce of gum arabic, and the juice of two lemons.

Put the mixture into a bottle closely corked ; rub the tops

with a sponge, and when dry, polish them with a brush

and flannel.

To Polish Enamelled Leather.—Two pints of the best

cream, one pint of linseed oil ; make them each lukewarm,
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and then mix them well together. Having previously

cleaned the shoe, &c., from dirt, rub it over with a sponge
dipped in the mixture ; then rub it with a soft dry cloth

until a brilliant polish is produced.
Softening Boot Uppers—Wash them quite clean from

dirt and old blacking, using lukewarm water in the

operation. As soon as clean and the water has soaked in,

give them a good coating of currier's dubbin, and hang
them up to dry ; the dubbin will amalgamate with the

leather, causing it to remain soft and resist moisture. No
greater error could possibly be committed than to hold
boots to the fire after the application of, or when applying
oil or grease. All artificial heat is injurious. Moreover,
it forces the fatty substance through and produces hard-
ness, instead of allowing it to remain and amalgamate
with the leather. Note this opinion about heat, and act

as experience dictates. We think, if the heat be not too

great, no harm will result.

Cleaning Buckskin Gloves and White Belts.—Should
these be stained, a solution of oxalic acid must be applied

;

should they be greasy, they must be rubbed with benzine

very freely. After these processes are complete some fine

pipeclay is to be softened in warm water to the consistency

of cream ; if a good quantity of starch be added to this it

will prevent this white clay from rubbing off, but the

whiteness will not then be so bright. If a small quantity

be used the belts will look very bright. This mixture is

to be applied with some folds of flannel as evenly as

possible, and put to dry in the sun or in a warm room.

When dry, the gloves can be put on and clapped together

;

this will throw off a good deal of superfluous pipeclay.

The belts are to ba treated in a similar way.
To take Stains ont of Black Cloth, &c—Boil a quantity

of fig-leaves in two quarts of water, till reduced to a pint.

Squeeze the leaves, and bottle the liquor for use. The
articles, whether cloth, silk, or crape, need only be rubbed

over with a sponge dipped in the liquor.

Liquid for Cleaning Cloth.—Dissolve in a pint of

spring water one ounce of pearlash, and add thereto a
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lemon cut in slices. Let the mixture stand two days, and
then strain the clear liquor into bottles. A little of this

dropped on spots of grease will soon remove them, but the

cloth must be washed immediately after with cold water.

—

Or, put a quart of soft water, with about four ounces of

burnt lees of wine, two scruples of camphor, and an ox's

gall, into a pipkin, and let it simmer till reduced to one
half, then strain, and use it while lukewarm. Wet the

cloth on both sides where the spots are, and then wash
them with cold water.

Sow to Remove Ink Stains.—Owing to the black

colour of writing ink depending upon the iron it contains,

the usual method is to supply some diluted acid in which
the iron is soluble, and this, dissolving the iron, takes

away the colour of the stain. Almost any acid will

answer for this purpose, but it is, of course, necessary to

employ those only that are not likely to injure the articles

to which they are applied. A solution of oxalic acid may
be used for this purpose, and answers very well. It has,

however, the great disadvantage of being very poisonous,

which necessitates great caution in its use. Citric acid and
tartaric acid, which are quite harmless, are therefore to be
preferred, especially as they may be used on the most
delicate fabrics without any danger of injuring them.
They may also be employed to remove marks of ink from
books, as they do not injure printing ink, into the com-
position of which iron does not enter. Lemon juice,

which contains citric acid, may also be used for the same
purpose, but it does not succeed so well as the pure acid.

Sid or Memel Colour Renovator.— Take a few
cuttings of loose kid, pour over sufficient water to just

cover them, and simmer them for an hour. When cool

they will be of the proper consistency. Apply with the
fingers or a piece of rag or cloth.

French Polish for Boots.—Mix together two pints of
best vinegar, one pint of soft water, and stir into it a quarter

pound of glue broken up, half a pound of logwood chips,

a quarter of an ounce of best soft soap, and a quarter of
an ounce of isinglass. Put the mixture over the fire and
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let it boil for ten minutes or more, then strain the liquid

and bottle and cork it. When cold it is fit for use. It

should be applied with a clean sponge.

Fluid forRenovatingthe Surface ofJapanned Leather.

—This liquid, for which Mr. William Hoey obtained

provisional protection in 1863, was described as being
applicable for boots, shoes, and harness. It was composed
of about 2 ounces of paraffin or rock oil, or a mixture of

both in any proportion, J drachm of oil of lavender, \
drachm of citrionel essence, and | an ounce of spirit of

ammonia ; sometimes ivory or lamp-black was added to

colour the mixture. "When the ingredients were thoroughly
mixed together, the fluid was applied lightly on the surface

of the leather or cloth.

To Separate Patent Leather—Patent leather is an
article with which there is always more or less liability to

trouble in handling and working. It is sensitive to very
warm weather, and great care is needed during the cold

season.

If it should stick, and cold be the cause of the sticking,

lay out the skin on a wide board, and with a hot flat-iron

give it a rather slow but thorough ironing around the

edges, where most of the trouble exists. A couple of

thicknesses of cotton cloth are necessary to keep the iron

from touching the leather. When both parts are well

warmed through there will probably be no difficulty about

their separation.

When the difficulty is owing to hot weather, the skins

should be put away in the cellar, or the coolest place

within reach and left till cooled through, when unless the

stick is a very strong one, they will offer little resistance

to being pulled apart.

If the stick be a slight one, open it gently and breathe

on it as you pull.

To Preserve Leather from Mould.—Pyroligneous acid

may be used with success in preserving leather from the

attacks of mould, and is serviceable in recovering it after

it has received that species of damage, by passing it over

the surface of the hide or skin, first taking due care to
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remove the mouldy spots by the application of a dry
cloth.

Balls for Taking out Grease Dry fuller's earth till

it crumbles to powder, moisten it with lemon juice, add
some pulverised pearlash, and make the whole into a paste,

then roll it into small balls, and dry them in the sun. In
using them, moisten with water the spots on the cloth, rub
the ball over them, and leave the article to dry in the sun.
On washing the spots with common water, and brushing
the part, the stains will disappear.

Mode of Using Cements.—The best cement that was
ever compounded would prove entirely worthless if impro-
perly applied. In the first instance it is necessary to

bring the cement into intimate contact with the surfaces

to be united. This is best done by heating the pieces to

be joined. In those cases where the cement is melted by
heat, as in using resin, shellac, marine glue, &c, as little

cement as possible should be allowed to remain between
the united surfaces. To secure this the cement should be
as liquid as possible (thoroughly melted if used with heat),

and the surface should be pressed closely into contact (by
screws, weights, wedges, or cords), until the cement has
hardened. Plenty of time should be allowed for the
cement to dry or harden. Where the article is to be used
immediately, the only safe cements are those which are
dissolved by heat, and become hard when cold.

Cementing Glue.—Fine shreds of india-rubber dissolved

in warm copal varnish make a waterproof cement for wood
and leather.

Fastening Leather to Iron.—Reduce nut-galls to

powder, dissolve in eight parts of distilled water, and,

after they have soaked six hours, filter through a cloth

;

and the decoction thus produced is applied to the leather.

Take the same quantity of water as that used for the nut-

galls, and place it in one part (by weight) of glue, which
is to be held in solution for twenty-four hours and then
applied to the metal, which should first be roughened and
heated. The leather is then laid upon the metal and dried

under pressure.
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Cement for Leather Belting.—Common glue and isin-

glass, equal parts, soaked for ten hours in just enough
water to cover them. Bring gradually to a boiling heat
and add pure tannin until the whole becomes ropy or
appears like the white of eggs. Buff off the surfaces to be
joined, apply this cement warm, and clamp firmly.

Cement for Leather and Cloth.—An adhesive cement
for uniting the parts of boots and shoes, and for the seams
of articles of clothingmay be made thus :—Take one pound
of gutta-percha, four ounces of india-rubber, two ounces
of pitch, one ounce of shellac, two ounces of oil. The
ingredients are to be melted together, and used hot;

Gutta-Fercha Solutions—See "Fixing Gutta-percha
Soles to New and Old Work," under " Special Operations."

Durable Glue.—A very permanent and durable glue,

which may be called chrome glue, is made by adding to a

moderately concentrated solution five parts of gelatine, this

sort of chrome being thought better adapted to the purpose

than bichromate of potash, which is usually used. The
glue thus prepared, after being exposed to the light,

becomes insoluble in water, in consequence of the partial

reduction of the chromic acid. This preparation can be
used in cementing glass objects liable to be exposed to

boiling water, the treatment being the ordinary one of

applying the glue to both surfaces of the fractured object,

and then binding them together until dry, and exposing

them for a sufficient length of time to the light, after

which boiling water will have no action upon them. Two
or three applications of the glue, either by immersion of

the object in or by the use of a brush, will answer the

purpose.
A Black Ink.—An absolutely permanent black ink is

thus prepared :—Boil one pound of logwood chips in one
gallon of water at boiling point ten minutes, then stir in

the eighth of an ounce of bichromate of potash, and boil

this ten minutes longer ; then add, when cold, one half-

pound common gum, previously dissolved, and stir well in.

The cost of the above ink is sixpence per gallon.

Shoemakers1 Wax, when made for handwork, is corn-
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posed generally of equal quantities of pitch and resin, with
10 per cent, of tallow ; after boiling (if good wax), it is

pulled until the wax assumes the colour of pale resin.

The pulling takes out, or more properly bleaches, the

ingredient pitch, and thereby takes out the colouring all

pitch contains. Wax used for machines has all of it too

much pitch and tar for clean work ; the colouring matter
in pitch and tar comes up through the grain ; once in it

cannot be got out—and wax boiled or heated again, unless

in a perfectly clean vessel, and even then, partly recovers

the colouring bleached out by hand pulling. Wax that

will work up the pure bronze colour so much liked by
shoemakers may be made of 4 lbs. resin, 1 lb. pitch, 4
ounces beeswax, 3 ounces tallow—the tallow to be refined,

otherwise 3 ounces best sperm oil. The beeswax seems to

destroy the colouring matter of the pitch, when in that

proportion. A good resin wax is superior to any other

composition for wear, because it decomposes on exposure
and wears into a stony substance in appearance, and looks

not unlike pegs of amber when put under the microscope.

Wax, with tar at all in, or much pitch, when heated con-

tinuously, becomes only a dirty discolouring matter, as the

oil evaporates, carrying with it all the valuable adhesive

or glutinous properties of the pitch, and such wax will

most readily soil or discolour the flange of the channel
that is laid over it. Wax can also be made of the following

simple ingredients. Flake white, ground fine, virgin wax
and resin. Melt the resin and virgin wax together, and
then put in the flake white. Stir it, and let it cool. The
proportions should be equal, or nearly so. If wanted
hard, let the resin slightly preponderate ; if soft, the wax.

Solution Wax.—1 lb. pitch, \\ oz. of beeswax, \\ oz.

resin, 2 heelballs, and 1 pint of boiled oil—all simmered
together slowly. In muter a greater portion of oil should

be used.

Spanknm or Bosh.—Take three heelballs and an equal

quantity of beeswax and dissolve them in naphtha or
spirits of wine.

Siebnrger's Paste.—-Soak four parts, by weight, of glue,
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in 15 parts of water, and warm slowly until a perfect

solution is formed: then dilute with 65 parts boiling

water, stirring thoroughly. Take 30 parts of starch,

stirred in 200 parts of cold water, and free from lumps,

and into this pour the glue solution, heating and stirring,

If the paste is to be kept, add ten drops of carbolic acid.

Superior Paste.—To make paste of a superior quality,

that will not spoil when kept in a cool place for several

months, it is necessary to add dissolved alum as a pre-

servative. When a few quarts are required dissolve a
dessert-spoonful in two quarts of tepid water. Put the

water in a tin pail that will hold six or eight quarts, as

the flour of which the paste is made will greatly expand
while it is boiling. As soon as the tepid water is cooled

stir in good rye or wheat flour until the liquid has the

consistency of cream. See that every lump of flour is

crushed before placing the vessel over the fire. To prevent

scorching the paste, place it over a dish-kettle or wash
boiler partly filled with water, and set the tin pail con-

taining the material for the paste in the water, permitting

the bottom to rest on a few large nails or pebbles, to

prevent excessive heat. Now add a teaspoonful of pow-
dered resin, and let it cook until the paste has become as

thick as stiff gruel, when it will be ready for use. Keep
it in a tight jar, and it will last for a long time. If too

thick add cold water, and stir it thoroughly. Such paste

will hold almost as well as glue.

A Durable Paste.—Four parts by weight of glue are

allowed to soften in 15 gallons of cold water for some
hours, and then moderately heated till the solution becomes
quite clear. Sixty-five pints of boiling water are now
added while stirring. In another vessel thirty parts of

starch paste are stirred up with twenty parts of cold

water, so that a thin milky fluid is obtained without

lumps. Into this the boiling glue solution is poured, with

constant stirring, and the whole is kept at the boiling

temperature. After cooling, ten drops of carbolic acid are

added to the paste. This paste is ofextraordinary adhesive

power, and may be used for leather, paper, or cardboard,
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with great success. It must be preserved in closed bottles

to prevent the evaporation of the water, and will in this

way keep good for years.

Bice Flour Cement.—An excellent cement may be
made from rice flour, which is at present used for that

purpose in China and Japan. It is only necessary to mix
the rice flour intimately with cold water, and gently
simmer it over the fire, when it readily forms a delicate

and durable cement, answering all the purposes of common
paste.

Best Stiffening Boot Paste.—Mix best dextrine (pro-

curable at any druggist for about 6d. per lb.) with cold

water into a paste of the desired thickness.

Blacking Beceipt.—The following is said to have been
the source of a fortune to the patentee, Mr. Bayley, of

Cockspur Street. This blacking is made, according to

the specifications of the patent, with one part of the juice

which issues from the shrub called "goats' thorn," during

the months of June, July, and August, four parts of river

water, two parts of neat's foot, or some other softening or

lubricating oil, two parts of a deep blue colour prepared
from iron and copper, and four parts of brown sugar candy.

The water is then evaporated till the composition becomes
of proper consistence, when it is formed into cakes of

such a size as to produce, when dissolved, a pint of liquid

blacking.

Another : 3 ozs. of burnt ivory, 1 oz. of candied sugar,

1 oz. of oil of vitriol, 1 oz. of spirits of salt, 1 lemon,
1 tablespoonful of sweet oil and 12 ozs. vinegar. The
ivory is first of all mixed with the sweet oil, then the
lemon, sugar, a little vinegar, and the spirit, which has
been previously mixed with the vitriol, added with the

rest of the vinegar.

Warren's.—Ivory black, 4 ozs. ; linseed oil, 1 oz.

;

sulphuric acid, 1 oz. ; treacle, 4 oz. ;
gum arabic, 1 oz.

;

copperas, 1 drm. ; spirits of wine, 1 oz. ; vinegar (brown)
lj pint.

Imitation Leather.—To make imitation leather, a mix-
ture is prepared of 16 parts by weight of glue, 16 of water,
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4 of colza oil, 8 of glycerine, and 18 of boiled linseed oil.

Atmospheric air is driven through the mass, to oxidise the
linseed oil, and drive out the water. The mixture is laid

with a brush on paper or linen cloth, cooled and dried in
the open air, and finally dipped into a solution of tannic
acid. Any pattern desired is pressed into the composition
before it dries.

Margate Boots : a Warning.—This kind of boot is

often spoiled by using paste that has been kept in a tin

can. Paste that has been so held, from a chemical action

that need not be described, will turn black, and destroy
the colour of the uppers.

Fannns Corium was the invention of a Mr. Hall,
draper of Plymouth, the father, we believe, of Mr. Hall,

the well-known London bootmaker. It was patented,

but the patent has long run out. The invention is said

to have been suggested by the blackened and shiny
appearance of a mechanic's fustian trousers. In order to

produce a similar effect he applied hellball and beeswax
to the fabric mentioned. It is said, however, that a
steeping process is now used, after which it is blacked in

the ordinary way. It is more porous than leather, and
being free from oil, does not draw the foot to the same
extent. Its strength is not equal to leather, but tender-

footed persons who have tried it, ourselves among the
number, speak of it favourably.

Cleaning of Sewing Machines.—If the machine is

not very rusty, pour rather a large quantity of neat's-

foot oil on those parts of the machine which are generally

greased, and put it into a quick motion, by which means
the oil mixed with black dust, will be driven out again at

the shaft. Wipe this mixture off, and repeat the same
process until the oil comes out quite clean, which is a
sign that the machine is perfectly clean. If the machine
is very rusty, the aid of a machinist is required, who
generally uses files and emery paper, which are very
disadvantageous to the gearing, but if the rust has not
penetrated too far, it can be cleaned without any mechanical
aid, in the following manner :—Grease the machine with

Q
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a brash for several days at those parte whore fraction is

produced, and principally at the deepest parte. Aa socm
as the rust has become dissolved, put the wi—Awia care-

lolly in motion, and repeat afterwards the first-described

process. If the machine has not been nsed for some time,

a thick dust has accumulated, which consists of dust and
ofl. This substance can be best removed by greasing the
machine with neafs-foot oiL After this continue to

clean the machine with spirit of turpentine in the above-
described manner; but we do not recommend too much
use of this spirit. Another adviser on this important
matter says: "Paraffin should be employed to soften

grease that has become dry or clogged. After the clogged
grease has become softened, wipe it and the paraffin away.
The best machine-oil should be employed. The dust
should, of course, as far as possible, be prevented from
getting to the working parts of the machine."
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CHAPTER XXVII.

CONCLUSION.

The changes that have taken place in boot and shoe

manufacture have, we trust, been fully revealed in. the

preceding pages.

It is easy to conceive that these altered conditions in

the trade have necessitated the possession of different

qualifications to those formerly sufficient to command
success. The successful maker's qualifications when be-

spoke shops were in the ascendency consisted chiefly of a
winning address, ability to satisfy individual customers,

and a thorough knowledge of each separate phase of boot-

making. Clearly these do not include the whole of the

qualifications now requisite, although it must be admitted
tnat they still retain their importance.

Boot and shoe manufacture, as now carried on by the aid

of machinery, necessitates among other qualities great

powers of distribution as well as production. Boots and
shoes can be produced in any quantities. That is a mere
question of plant, capital, and efficiently organized labour.

Orders for military work that took twelve months and
more to complete could, if necessary, be, and often are, satis-

factorily performed in as many days. Thus it will be seen

that the commercial element in the shoemaking trade has
risen in importance, the greatest difficulty being found not
in production but in disposal. To secure this, great

powers of organizing an efficient staff of travellers are

imperative. The men required for this purpose need not
have an intimate knowl^lge of the details of the trade,

although it must be admitted that the possession of such
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qualities would occasionally prove of great value. What
is most needed in men whose duty it is to solicit custom is a

knowledge where such custom is to be found, power to

judge of the soundness of the transactions altered into,

ability to force business, and strict honesty. Without a

staff so formed, to start manufacturing boots and shoes on
an extensive scale is a mistake. Nor is success dependent
upon travellers only. Practical men must be found for each

department; accounts must be efficiently kept, wastefulness

reduced to a minimum, and punctuality secured at any cost.

Where possible, the ready money principle should be con-

sistently followed. It is the only mode of making success

easy. Credit must be paid for, ready money invariably

commands the cheapest market, and successive discounts

will go far towards making each transaction profitable.

In starting a shoe factory care should be taken to select

a spot of easy access, and where efficient labour can be
readily acquired. The absence of railway accommodation
is sure to prove fatal to success, and inability to recruit

labour readily leads to serious failures in the completion of

orders.

England's foreign trade in boots and shoes has not
marched with the times. This may partly have resulted

from conditions over which Englishmen have little or
no control ; but the chief cause has undoubtedly been a
want of knowledge and a want of enterprise upon the part

of modern manufacturers or factors. The representatives

of America in foreign nations are known to be chiefly

recruited from men of considerable trading experience, and
a short time back they were ordered by the American
Government to collect every kind of information relative

to markets for the disposal of goods, purchase of raw
materials of manufacture, cost of production, and wages
tariffs. On reading over their reports, which were in

most instances of an exhaustive character, we were struck

with their value to the manufacturing and trading classes

for whose benefit they were intended, and we were forced

to the conclusion that the sooner we imitated the example
set the better. The comparative depression which has so
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long ruled in our foreign trade in boots and shoes has
been attributed to many causes, but there is one asserted

cause that should be, in the way indicated or otherwise,

remedied. "We, for want ofknowledge, have failed in many
instances to gauge the wants of the boot-wearers of other

nations. The boots supplied may have been better than
those that find a readier and more permanent market ; but
the prejudices and wants of both head and feet must be
suited. Peculiar ideas respecting boots and shoes to be
worn, and the qualities and substances of the materials of

which they are made, are known to exist among different

peoples ; while the feet of all peoples do not conform
in shape. Egregious blunders are known to have been
committed in consequence by English and possibly other

manufacturers. If we are to succeed in enlarging our
foreign trade in regard to this important industry, steps

should at once be taken to acquire the missing knowledge;
and if it be not possible to imitate the mode adopted by
America, then it is time that the example set us by German
manufacturers should be followed, which consists in impor-
tant firms subscribing a sufficient sum to start and support

men specially selected for their technical and business

knowledge, to gather up and report the desired informa-

tion.

With regard to the education of our artisans, little need
be said. Its importance has already been recognised, and
schools are known to be in process of formation (a few
already existing), that will furnish scientific and technical

information that cannot fail to place our artisans on an
equal footing with their most favoured foreign brethren.

The result of this new departure cannot but prove bene-
ficial, and we trust to see the day when the profitable

result of the exertions now being made will be patent to

all men. "We have said elsewhere that the outcry regard-

ing the want of taste of English bootmakers has not been
warranted by the facts—that modern boots and shoes of

English manufacture are equal in this respect to those of

any other nation ; but what is desired is that England
shall be without a rival, and this can only be secured by
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following the course indicated, namely, by giving an art

training to the most willing and ambitions ofour workmen*
At the commencement of the present work an attempt

was made to sketch the rise and progress of boot and shoe-

making as an art. This sketch was brought down to a
period within the knowledge of living men. The after

contents, while devoted to matters entirely of a practical

character, have bridged the intervening chasm, and our
concluding remarks, slight as they may appear to be, have
been made with the desire to indicate how the future of
this great industry, an industry in which England has
always stood pre-eminent, shall be made to prosper in the
future.
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ALDEN'S last-fitting measures, 42
Allowances for hand sewn, 64

patent leather fronts, 29
American boards, 93
Anatomy of the foot. 12
Archbold, 161
Armour, 128
Art education, 229
Attelath's in memoriam brass, buckles

on, 9
Awls, how to sharpen, 138

BACCHIDES, 2
Blind stabbing, 119

Baker, 162
Baudoin, 2
Belgic Britons, 4
Bell, Sir Chas., 12
Bellows tongue, 55, 153
Belts, white, 217
Blacking receipts, 224

Warren's, 224
Blake, 160
Blake's sole-sewing machine, 183, 184
Blocking, 148, 149
Boots as instruments of torture, 3

Adelaide, 11
Blucher, 11

Hessian, 10
long-toed, ecclesiastics' objection

to, 7
slouched, 8
to fit leg, 8
Wellington, 9
wrinkled legged, 8

Boot-closing, 66
butcher, 70
button, 76
long work, remarks on, 74
spring boot, 75
top boot, 70 •

Boot-making, men's, 78
jockey, 87
jockey, racing, 88
pegged work, 92
real channel shoe, 88
riveted work, 91
running shoe, 88
strong work, 88
waterproof shooting, 86
welted, 78

Boot and shoemaking, women's, 94
Bath clump or inside clump, 99
boot for short leg, 146
bevelled clump, 100
cork sole, 101
French sewround, 95

cork, 101
inside cork, 101
leather Wurtemburg pump, 103

welt, 103
military heel pump, 97
north country cork, 101
sewround, 94
spring heel cork, 102]

pump, 96
welt, 98

Wurtemburg with sole attached.
104

modern welted, 104
Boot uppers, how to soften, 217
Bows, 125

by whom positions are decided,

125
choice of, 125
Fenelon, 127
Galatea, 127
how mounted, 125
illustration of recent productions,

126
Langtry, 126
Marie Antoinette, 126
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Bows, Richelieu, 126
vastness of their variety, 126

Bottom staff, cutting and fitting up of,

64
how to prepare, 78

Bosh, 222
Boetwich, 162
Box toes, various modes of forming,

144
Box spur, how to work in, 151
Box for cork soles, 147
Brads, 131
Bracing the toe (old style), 149
Bristling, 143
Brogues, Scotch and Irish, 4

how made, 4
Hebridian, 5

how made, 5
Buckles, 9, 10
Buckskin gloves, how to clean, 217
Buffing machine, 207
Bunions, 22, 36
Burnishing machine, 200
Buskin, 2
Button fly, 157
Buttonhole, how to fix, 156

/BALDER, 126
\J Callosities, 23
Castor-oil as a dressing, 213
Canham of Crowland, 89
Cast, how to take, of foot, 149
Cements for leather belting, 2i'l

for leather and cloth, 221
mode of using, 220
rice flour, 224

Channel-cutting machine, 178
Clergy declaim against long-toed boots,

7
Clicking, 56

divisions of. 56
diagrams, 57, 60, 61, 62
explanations of diagrams, 58
modes of placing patterns, 59

Clinkers, 130
Clog, 10
Closing, 66

different modes of, 71
Balmoral, 76
butcher, 70
button boot, 76
Oxonian or Oxford shoe, 76
remarks on long work, 74
short work, 75
spring boot, 75
toe cap, 77
top boot, 70

Closing machines, improved National,
182

Wellington, how to draft, 68
light, 66

Conclusion, 127
Cordtrainers'and Cobblers' Company, 7 .

Composition for leather, 213
Cornadu, 6
Cork, mode of cutting, 147
Cordovan, 46
Corns, 20

hard, 20
soft, 21
black, 22
blood, 22
how to provide for them, 36

Counters, inside, 56
modes of placing, 66
outside, 56

Cowburn, 160
Creaking, how to prevent, 158
Credit, the disadvantages of, 228
Cremer, 145
Crispin and Crispinian, SS., 3
Cromwellian era, 9
Cutbills, 131

« TkE SOLEA VETEraUM," 2V Devlin, 72
Douglas's patent upper-skiving ma-

chine, 1/5
Draft of Wellington, how to cut, 68
Duke of Anjou, 5

EDGE levelling machine, 206
paring (patent) machine, 202
plane, 2o7
setter, 204

Egvptian sandals, shoes, <fec., 1

Elastic, 11
care necessary in choice of, 47
heavy dyed, 48
honeycomb, 47
how to choose, 47
stocking-net, 47
terry, 47

Elizabeth, 8
Enamelled leather, how to polish, 216
English and American Shoe and Gene-

ral Machinery Company, 166
Evelvn, 3
Eyeletter, 209

FACINGS, 54
Fashion,absurd and curious origin,5

tyranny of, 86
Fastening of leather to iron, 220
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Feather, width of, Ac, 80
Feed motion, 162
Feet, crippled, and lasts to fit them, 35

diagrams of, 38
right and left variations, 35
sweating, 23
variation informand character, 25

Finishing, 84
Fisher, 162
Fitting and closing, 66

in ready made department, 30
Fitting up of last, 37
Foot, its arch-like structure, 12

its movements, how provided for,

14
its tendency to move forward
under pressure, 39

its bones, 14
its muscles, <fec, 16
measured and unmeasured poi>-

tions, 37
its ailments, 19
its elongation under pressure, 27
the necessity of providing for its

free action, 17
French nails, 131

Foot-gear, its origin, 1

worn by ancient Britons, 4
Belgic Britons, 4

Saxon, its chief characteristics, 6
Forked shoes, 7
Foreign markets, how to secure custom,
229

French as designers of boots and shoes,4
Frenching, 143
French polish for boots, 218
Frontispiece, remarks on, 3
Fur, cutting of, 123
Furring, 123

GAITERS, 106
blocking, 109

changes of fashion in, 106
fitting and closing of, 110
general remarks on, 110
Havelock, 110
how to'strengthen seams, 110
long thigh, 110
measurement, 111
modes of fastening, 107
Napoleon, 110
Newmarket, 110
nomenclature, 110
patterns of, 108
Wellington, 110

George I., 10
II., 10

George III., 10
IV., 11

Glue (cement), 220
durable, 221

Goodyear, 160
Grafting, 113
Grease, balls for taking out, 220
Greek and Roman boot, shoe, and sandal

making, 2
Greek and Roman legal enactments of

foot-gear, 2
Greenough, 161
Grover, 162
Gutta-percha, 140

how to fit soles to new
work with, 140

how to fit soles to old

work, 141

HALL, Mrs. S. C, 4
Half casting, 82

Half-soling pegged, riveted, and nailed

work, 114
pump work, 115
sewn work, 113

Harper and Chamberlain's patentwater-
proof heel stiffening, 93

Heeling, 113
Heel attaching machine, 198
Heel breaster, 197
Heel building machine, 197
Heel compressingormoulding machine,

192
Heel shave, 207
Heeling sewn work, 113

pegged, riveted, and nailed work,

pump work, 115
Heeling machine (Cowburn), 198
Heels, high, 10,39

leather back military, mode of

fixing, 105
Heels, wood,l0, 105
Henry VIII., 6
Henry Plantagenet, 5
Hip joint, necessity of missing, 59
Hobs, 131
Hoey, 219
Holbein's picture of Earl of Surrey,

Hone, 139
Honeycomb elastics, 47
Howe, 161, 162
Hume, 6
Hunt, 161

TMITATION leather, 224
J- India-rubber affected by grease, 48
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Iak,bUck,h<mtom«kft,2Sl
Ink-stains, how to remove, 218
Instep, bow to raise, 41, 145
Instep guards, 9
Irons, 134 to 137

JACK-BOOT8,9
Jacks, 130

James L,8
H.,9

Japanned leather, how to remove sur-

face of, 219
Jet for boots and harness, 213
Jigger, 134
« Jim crow," 85
Joints of foot, how enlargements are

caused, 17, 36

XTEATS Brothers, 160
A- fair-stitching machine, 186
Kit, ancient, 3
Kit-cutting, instructions in, 133

bevel iron, 135
channel waist iron, 136
double iron, 135
dress bevel iron, 136
jigger, 134
round waist iron, 136
seat iron, 137
seat wheel, 136
single fore-part iron, 134
waist iron, 136

Knives, instructions for8harpening,138

LACE cutting, 157
Last for mending, 121

Last makers, good and indifferent, 34
making, a distinct trade, 33

Lasting, with diagram, 79

antiquity of, 33
broken, 34
cause of misfits, 34
for crippled feet, 35
models of feet, 37
necessity of leaving sufficient on

joints of, 34
objects for which employed, 33
points in their selection, 37
purchase of cheap, a foily, 34

Latchets, 8
Laws, sumptuary, 6,

7

Latham heel parer, 196
Leather, necessity of using up small

pieces, 55
increased speed in manufacture,

171

Leather, sole, 44
damages in, 45

Leather, upper, 45
Leather splitting machine, 168
Leather-rolling machine, 170
Leggings, 106
Leveller (Gflmore), 205
Lift-cutting machine, 174
Lifts, 41
linen, 47
Lining cutting, 51

by machinery,
52J

Lining cutting press, 166
linings, counter,for a kip lace hob-nail

or shooting boot, 53
Linings, upper, 52

vamp, 53
Liquid for cleaning cloth, 217
Impeding of linen, 47
Lutwychea patent buttonhole, 156

TLTACHINES, boot and shoe, 159
-*"- Machines, building, moulding,

attaching, breasting and finishing

Machines, history and origin of, 159
instructions for buying, 164
levelling seams, edge setting,

preparatory processes, 175
sewing, 160

Machinery, remarks on, 209
Mackay heeling machine, 193

tacking on, 181
Magnetic (patent) lasting machine,

180
Making men's work, 78

women's work, 94
Materials, choice and purchase of, 44
Materials used for ancient foot-gear,

Margate boots, a warning, 225
Measure, ankle, and where to take it,29

heel, directions for taking, 29
leg, 29

Measurer, what he requires, $6
Measurement, 25, 153

allowances, 27, 29, 40
American's notion of, 30
long work, 28
necessity of careful, 26
points of, 28
short work, 28

Mending

—

back-piecing lady's boot, 118
blind subbing, 119
darning, 118
gore-closing, 119
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Mending

—

half-soling and heeling pump
work, 115

half soling and heeling pegged,
riveted, and nailed work, 114

introductory remarks on, 112
inserting new springs, 118
last for, 121
patching a double sole, 116
patching a single sole, 117
patching (patent) needle, 120
stabbing patch for double or

single sole, 117
underlaying, 116
Wellington, side of, 118
Wellington, 118

Meyrick, 4
Miller, Hugh, 5*
Mills, 160
Misfits through using improper lasts,

34
Mould, to preserve leather from, 219
Monastic institutions, bootmaking in,

7
Morocco, 46

NAILING, 132
inside (machine), 195

Nails, Ac, 130
brads, 131
brass and iron screws, 131
brass, copper, and metal brads,

131
clinkers, 130
cutbills, 131
French, 131
pin points, 131
rivets, 131
round and square hobs, 131
selection of, 132
sparables, 131
steel points, 131
tip, 130

Needle, the patent patching, 120
Newton, 161
Nicholson, 5

ORDERS, form of copying, 26
how to take, 26

PAIRING parts, 59
Pannus corium, 225

Fantoffles, 8
Patching a double sole, 116

a single sole, 117
Patch, stabbing, 117
Papyrus leaves, 1

J

Paste, best stiffening boot, 224
Paste, durable, 223

Sieburger's, 222
Patent, 46

how to cut, 64
how to separate, 219

Patent calf, difference in cutting, 59
Patterns, economical adjustment of, 50

how to place for cutting fur, 124
zinc, 51
cardboard, 51
paper, 51
uniform system of placing, 51

?*8&ng machine, 189
Pegged work, 92
Pin points, 131

pointing, 84
Pisnettes, 8
Plates, heel, 129

side, 130
toe, 130

Plaster, to prevent it striking cold, 151
Plautus, 2
Pliny, 2
Plough, 208
Polishing up old boots, 214
Pricker, necessity of care in using, 67
Puff toe, various modes of forming, 144
Punch, self-feeding, 209

EAND turning machine, 177
Range cutting machine, 171

Receipts useful to shoemakers, 212
" Relapse, The,9 extract from, 25
Renovator of colour to kid or memel,
218

Restoring blackness to old leather, 216
Right and left variations, 85
Riveted work, 91
Rivets, 131
Robertthe Courtierand long-toed boots,

6
Rosselini, 3
Rubber, how spoiled by grease, 48
Rubber straps for gaiters, 111

SAINTS Crispin and Crispinian, 3
Saint Crispin's day, 3

Saint's invention, 161
Salesmen, 44
Sandalled slippers, 11

Sand-papering machine, 199
Saxon footgear, 6
Scarp boot, 146
Screws, 131
Screw (Standard) machine, 189
Seam rubber, 202
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•Seat pieces, 55
Seneca, 2
Sewing, 144
Sewing machines, how to clean, 225
•Shakespeare, 8
Shamrock tongue, 72
Sharpening tools, 138
Shoes, corked, 101
Shoe manufacturing, how to be success-

ful, 228
Shoemaking, its present and past state,

227
in monastic institutions, 7
in streets of Borne, 2

Shoes, Oxonian or Oxford, how to

close, 76
Shoes of gold, 2, 6
Shoe-ties, 10
Sizes, divisions of, 31
Size-stick, description of, 31
Skin, description of texture, muscles,

Ac., 59, 63
Skins, calf, 45

care necessary in purchasing, 46
various modes of cutting, 59

Slashings, 6. 8
Sock, 2
Sole-cutting press, 172
Sole-moulding machine, 179
Sole-rounding machine, 172
Solutioning, 147
Solution, gutta percha, 221
Spankum, 222
Sparables, 131 .

Special operations, 140
Springs, waist, 145

dangers of, 145
shields for, 145
how to cut without waste, 54
various, 54

Spur wings, 152
Stains, how to remove from black cloth,

217
Steel points, 131
Stiffening, Harper and Chamberlain's

patent heel, 93
Stitching, 144
Stitches, machine, 163

double chain, 163
lock, 163
single chain, 163

Stockings, their influence on fit, 35
Stocking-net, 47
Stones, Bath or rubber, 139

Turkish and hone, 139
Straps, 8
Strings, 10

Strip-cutting machine, 177
Strong work making, 88

by Thomas of Stockport, 90
Stubbs, 8
Sweating feet, 23

TACKS, draft, 80
joint, 81

straining, 80
Tapley burnishing machine, 200
Tender insteps, 36
Terry elastic, 47
Threads, preparation of, 142

for stitching yellow forepart, 142
machine-made, 48
their sustaining power, 48
necessity of being even, 49

Thimonnier, 160, 162
Thomas, 162
Tips, 128

Care's patent, 128
half, 129
quarter, 129
whole, 129

Toe-caps, 77, 81
peaked, how to cut without

waste, 59
punching, 77

Toe nails, 23
Toes, 17

necessity for providing for their

free action, 18
Tongue, bellows, 153
Top boots, how to clean, 216
Tops, white, how to prevent soiling, 74
Trade, how American is assisted, 128
Trade organizations, 7
Travellers, necessary qualifications for,

127
Treading over, how prevented, 40
Trimming cutting, 53
Tripp rand splitter, 176
Turn over back part, 156
Tychius of Boeotia, firstwearerof shoes,2
Tyrrell, 146

UNDERLAYING, 116
Upper leather splitter, 169 .

Uppers, allowances for giving and non-
giving, 39

Utilisers, 181

VANBURGH, playwright, 25
Varnish for shoes, 212

WAIST, how to prevent it breaking
down, 90
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Waist springs, 145
Waller, artist and inventor, 160
Waterproofing, 213

cloth, 213
compositions for leather, 213, 214
Chinese, 214

Wax (shoemakers'), 221
solution, 222

Webs heavily dved to be avoided, 48
Weizenthal, 16f
Wickenshaw, 162
Wellington, light, how to close, 66

closing by machine, 164

Wellington, how to cut and draft, 68
stout, how to close, 69

Welting, li5
Welt or forepart stitching machine, 184
Welt sewing and sewround machine

(the new), 187
Welt trimmer, 207
Wheel, 67
Whipping on top linings, 67
William III., 9
"Willie Beguiled," 9
Wolsey, 6
Wurtemburg heel, 105

THE END.

FEINTED BY J. 8. V1KTUK AND CO., LIMITKD, CITY EOAD, LONDON-
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IMPORTANT NEW WORK FOR THE LEATHER AND
BOOT AND SHOE TRADES.

Just published, with numerous Illustrations, crown 8vo,

Price 128. 6d., cloth.

THE AET OF LEATHER MANUFACTURE ; a
Practical Handbook, in which the operations of Tanning,
Currying, and Leather Dressing are fully described ; the
Principles of Tanning explained, and many Becent Pro-
cesses Introduced, as also Methods for the Estimation of

Tannin, and a Description of the Arts of Glue Boiling,

Gut Dressing, &c, &c. By Alexander Watt, Author of
" The Art of Soapmaking," "Electro-Metallurgy," &c, &c.

"This volume supplies the long-felt want of a sound, comprehensive
treatise on tanning and its accessories. . . . It is an eminently valuable
production."—Chemical Review.

" There is scarce a subject that even in the most remote degree is cap-
able of reflecting light upon this important art that has not been lucidly
placed before the reader. It is a book the trade cannot afford to over-
look."—Scottish Leather Trader.
" Mr. Watt has dealt with his subject as few men could, and he has said

nearly everything that needs to be said. . . . We can only conclude this
notice as we commenced it, by the highest possible praise for the readable
nature of the work and its great value. We have never come across a
better trade treatise, nor one that so thoroughly supplied an absolute
want."—Shoe and Leather Trade** Chronicle.

"Every item of use and interest to the leather trade has been touched
upon, and in the majority of cases the descriptions and explanations of the
various processes are most exhaustively given."—Tanners' and Currier**

Journal.

"To the younger members of our trade, who are desirous of profiting by
the results of years of labour, and anxious and costly trials and research,
we strongly and confidently advise the study of Mr. watt's work, for from
its pages they will be able to obtain a clear insight into every branch of
leather manufacture—in short, a general education in the mysteries of the
trade in which they are engaged."—Leather Trade** Chronicle.

" The oldest man in the trade will find something new in this compre-
hensive text-book, while the young man who expects to make a fortune
will here obtain substantial help, far outweighing the mere money value
of the book."—Northampton Mercury.

"We have much pleasure in commending the book to the hundreds in
this town who are engaged in leather manufacture or the kindred industry
of boot and ahoemaking."—Leicester Chronicle.

CROSBY LOCKWOOD & CO., 7, Statiovkis' Hall Court, Lohdot, E.C.
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London, May, 1884.

% Catalogue of Itoolis

INCLUDING MANY NEW AND STANDARD WORKS IN

ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE, AGRICULTURE,

MATHEMATICS, MECHANICS, SCIENCE, ETC.

PUBLISHED BY

CROSBY LOCKWOOD & CO.,
7, STATIONERS'-HALL COURT, LUDGATE HILL, E.C.

ENGINEERING, SURVEYING, ETC.

Humberts Work on Water-Supply.
A COMPREHENSIVE TREATISE on the WATER-SUPPLY
of CITIES and TOWNS. By William Humber, A.-M. Inst
C.E., and M. Inst. M.E. Illustrated with 50 Double Plates,

I Single Plate, Coloured Frontispiece, and upwards of 250 Wood-
cuts, and containing 400 pages of Text. Imp. 4to, 67. 6s. elegantly

and substantially half-bound in morocco.

List of Contents:—

Machinery.—XII. Conduits.—XIII. Dis-
tribution of Water.—XIV. Meters, Ser-
vice Pipes, and House Fittings.—XV. The
Law and Economy of Water Works.—
XVI. Constaut and Intermittent Supply.
—XVII. Description of Plates.—Appen-
dices, giving Tables of Rates of Supply,
Velocities, &c. &c. , together with Specifi-

cations ofseveral Works illustrated, among
which will be found :—Aberdeen, Bideford,
Canterbury, Dundee, Halifax, Lambeth,
Rotherham, Dublin, and others.

*

I. Historical Sketch of some of the
means that have been adopted for the
Supply of Water to Cities and Towns.

—

II. Water and the Foreign Matter usually
associated with it.—III. Rainfall and
Evaporation.—IV. Springs and the water
bearing formations of various districts.

—

V. Measurement and Estimation of the

Flow of Water.—VI. On the Selection of
the Source of Supply.—VII. Wells.—
VIII. Reservoirs.—IX. The Purification

of Water.—X. Pumps.—XI. Pumping
" The most systematic and valuable work upon water supply hitherto produced in

English, or in any other language .... Mr. Humber's work is characterised almost
throughout by an exhaustiveness much more distinctive of French and German than
of English technical treatises."—Engineer,

Humberts Work on Bridge Construction.
A COMPLETE and PRACTICAL TREATISE on CAST and
WROUGHT-IRON BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION, including

Iron Foundations. In Three Parts—Theoretical, Practical, and
Descriptive. By William Humber, A. -M. Inst. C. E., and M. Inst
M.E. Third Edition, with 115 Double Plates. In 2 vols. imp. 4to,

6/. i&f. 6d. half-bound in morocco.
" A book—and particularly a large and costly treatise like Mr. Humber's—which

has reached its third edition may certainly be said to have established its own
reputation."—Enghuering

.
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Hydraulics,
HYDRAULIC MANUAL. Consisting of Working Tables and
Explanatory Text. Intended as a Guide in Hydraulic Calculations

and Field Operations. By Lowis D'A. Jackson. Fourth
Edition. Rewritten and Enlarged. Large Crown 8vo. io>. cloth.

" We heartily recommend this volume to all who desire to be acquainted with the
latest development of this important subject."

—

Engineering.
"The standard work in this department of mechanirs. The present edition has

been brought abreast of the most recent practice."

—

Scotsman.

River Engineering.
RIVER BARS : The Causes of their Formation, and their Treat-

ment by 'Induced Tidal Scour,' with a Description of the Successful

Reduction by this Method of the Bar at Dublin. By I. J. Mann,
Assis. Eng. to the Dublin Port and Docks Board. Rl, 8vo. Js. 6d. cl.

Levelling.
A TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES and PRACTICE of

LEVELLING ; showing its Application to Purposes of Railway
and Civil Engineering, in the Construction of Roads ; with Mr.
Telford's Rules for the same. By Frederick W. Simms,
F.G.S., M. Inst C.E. Sixth Edition, very carefully revised, with
the addition of Mr. Law's Practical Examples for Setting out

Railway Curves, and Mr. Trautwine's Field Practice of Laying
out Circular Curves. With 7 Plates and numerous Woodcuts. 8vo,

&r. 6d. cloth.
*
#
* Trautwine on Curves, separate, $s.

Practical Tunnelling.
PRACTICAL TUNNELLING: Explaining in detail the Setting

out of the Works, Shaft-sinking and Heading-Driving, Ranging
the Lines and Levelling under Ground, Sub-Excavating, Timbering,
and the Construction Of the Brickwork of Tunnels with the amount
of labour required for, and the Cost of, the various portions of the
work. By F. W. Simms, M. Inst. C.E. Third Edition, Revised
and Extended. By D. Kinnear Clark, M.I. C.E. Imp. 8vo,

with 21 Folding Plates and numerous Wood Engravings, 301. cloth.

Civil and Hydraulic Engineering.
CIVIL ENGINEERING. By Henry Law, M. Inst C.E.
Including a Treatise on Hydraulic Engineering, by George R.
Burnell, M.I.C.E. Seventh Edition, Revised, with large addi-

tions, by D. Kinnear Clark, M. Inst. C.E. js. 6W., cloth.

Gas-Lighting.
COMMON SENSE FOR GAS-USERS: a Catechism of Gas-
Lighting for Householders, Gasfitters, Millowners, Architects,

Engineers, &c. By R. Wilson, C.E. 2nd Edition. Cr. 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Earthwork*
EARTHWORK TABLES, showing the Contents in Cubic Yards
of Embankments, Cuttings, &&, of Heights or Depths up to an
average of 80 feet By Joseph Broadbent, C E., and Francis
Campin, C.E. Cr. 8vo, oblong, $s. cloth.
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Tramways and their Working.
TRAMWAYS : THEIR CONSTRUCTION and WORKING.
Embracing a Comprehensive History of the System, with an
Exhaustive Analysis of the various modes of Traction, including

Horse-power, Steam, Heated Water, and Compressed Air ; a
Description of the Varieties of Rolling Stock, and Ample Details

of Cost and Working Expenses ; the Progress recently made in

Tramway Construction, &c, &c. By D. Kinnear Clark, M.
Inst. C. E. With over 200 Wood Engravings, and 13 Folding
Plates. 2 vols. Large Crown 8vo, 30J. cloth.

" All interested in tramways must refer to it, as all railway engineers have turned
to the author's work 'Railway Machinery."'

—

The Engineer.
" The work is based on former tramway experience, and is specially valuable in

these days of rapid change and progress."

—

Engineering.

Steam.
STEAM AND THE STEAM ENGINE, Stationary and Port-

able. Being an Extension of SewelTs Treatise on Steam. By D.
Kinnear Clark, M.I.C.E. Second Edition. i2mo, 4*. cloth.

Steam Engine.
TEXT-BOOK ON THE STEAM ENGINE. By T. M.
Goodeve, M.A., Barrister-at-Law, Author of "The Principles

of Mechanics," "The Elements of Mechanism," &c. Fifth

Edition. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, dr. cloth.
" Mr. Goodeve's text-book is a work of which every young engineer should pos-

sess himself."—Mining Journal.

The High-Pressure Steam Engine.
THE HIGH-PRESSURE STEAM ENGINE. By Dr. Ernst
Alban. Translated from the German, with Notes, by Dr. Pole,
F.R.S. Plates. 8vo, i6j. &/., cloth.

Steam.
THE SAFE USE OF STEAM : containing Rules for Unpro-
fessional Steam Users. By an Engineer. 5th Edition. Sewed, 6W.

" If steam-users would but learn this little book by heart, boiler explosions would
become sensations by their rarity."—English Mechanic.

Mechanical Engineering.
DETAILS OF MACHINERY : Comprising Instructions for the

Execution of various Works in Iron, in the Fitting-Shop, Foundry,
and Boiler-Yard. By Francis Camfin, C.E. 3*. cV. cloth.

Mechanical Engineering.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING: Comprising Metallurgy,

Moulding, Casting, Forging, Tools, Workshop Machinery, Manu-
facture of the Steam Engine, &c By F. Cammn, C.E. 3J. cloth.

Works of Construction.
MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION : a Theoretical and
Practical Treatise on the Strains, Designing, and Erection of

Works of Construction. ByF. Campin, C.E. J2mo, y. 6d. cl. brds.

Iron Bridges, Girders, Roofs, &c.
A TREATISE ON THE APPLICATION OF IRON
TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES, GIRDERS,
ROOFS, AND OTHER WORKS. ByF. Campin, C.E. 121x10,3*.
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Bridge Construction inMasonry\ Timber>& Iron.
EXAMPLES OF BRIDGE AND VIADUCT CONSTRUC-
TION IN MASONRY, TIMBER, AND IRON ; consisting of

46 Plates from the Contract Drawings or Admeasurement of select

Works. By W. Davis Haskoll, C.E. Second Edition, with
the addition of 554 Estimates, and the Practice of Setting out Works,
with 6 pages of Diagrams. Imp. 4to, 2/. 12s. 6d. half-morocco.

"A Trork of the present nature by a man of Mr. Haskoll's experience, must prove
invaluable. The tables of estimates considerably enhance its value.'*—Engineering.

Oblique Bridges.
A PRACTICAL and THEORETICAL ESSAY on OBLIQUE
BRIDGES, with 13 large Plates. By the late Geo. Watson
Buck, M.I. C.E. Third Edition, revised by his Son, J. II. Watson
Buck, M.I. C.E. ; and with the addition of Description to Dia-
grams for Facilitating the Construction of Oblique Bridges, by
W. H. Barlow, M. I. C. E. Royal 8vo, 1 2j. cloth.

" The standard text book for all engineers regarding skew arches."—Engineer.

Oblique Arches.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE CONSTRUCTION of

OBLIQUE ARCHES. By John Hart. 3rd Ed. Imp. 8vo, &.doth.

Boiler Construction.
THE MECHANICAL ENGINEER'S OFFICE BOOK:
Boiler Construction. By Nelson Foley, Cardiff, late Assistant
Manager Palmer's Engine Works, Jarrow. With 29 full-page

Lithographic Diagrams. Folio, 21s. half-bound.

Locomotive-Engine Driving.
LOCOMOTIVE-ENGINE DRIVING ; a Practical Manual for

Engineers in charge of Locomotive Engines. By Michael
Reynolds, M. S. E. Sixth Edition. Including A KEY TO THE
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE. With Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, 4* &/. a

11 Mr. Reynolds has supplied a want, and has supplied it well."

—

Engineer.

The Engineer\ Fireman, and Engine-Boy.
THE MODEL LOCOMOTIVE ENGiNEER, FIREMAN,
AND ENGINE-BOY. By M. Reynolds. Crown 8vo, 4*. 6d.

Stationary Engine Driving.
STATIONARY ENGINE DRIVING. A Practical Manual for

Engineers in Charge of Stationary Engines. By Michael Rey-
nolds. Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged. With Plates and
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 4J. 6d. cloth.

Engine-Driving Life.
ENGINE-DRIVING LIFE ; or Stirring Adventures and Inci-

dents in the Lives of Locomotive Engine-Drivers. By Michael
Reynolds. Eighth Thousand. Crown 8vo, 2s. cloth.

Continuous Railway Brakes.
CONTINUOUS RAILWAY BRAKES. A Practical Treatise on
the several Systems in Use in the United Kingdom ; their Construe-
tion and Performance. With copious Illustrations and numerous
Tables, By Michael Reynolds. Large Crown 8vo, gs. cloth.
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Construction of Iron Beams, Pillars, &c.
IRON AND HEAT ; exhibiting the Principles concerned in the

construction of Iron Beams, Pillars, and Bridge Girders, and the

Action of Heat in the Smelting Furnace. By J. Armour, C. E. p.

Fire Engineering.
FIRES, FIRE-ENGINES, AND FIRE BRIGADES. With
a History of Fire-Engines, their Construction, Use, and Manage-
ment ; Remarks on Fire-Proof Buildings, and the Preservation of
Life from Fire ; Statistics of the Fire Appliances in English
Towns ; Foreign Fire Systems ; Hints on Fire Brigades, &c, &c
By Charles F. T. Young, C.E. Demy 8vo, i/. 4s. cloth.

Trigonometrical Surveying.
AxNT OUTLINE OF THE METHOD OF CONDUCTING A
TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY, for the Formation of Geo-
graphical and Topographical Maps and Plans, Military Recon-
naissance, Levelling, &c, with the most useful Problems in Geodesy
and Practical Astronomy. By Lieut. -Gen. Frome, R.E., late In-

spector-General of Fortifications. Fourth Edition, Enlarged, and
partly Re-written. By Captain Charles Warren, R.E. With
19 Plates and 115 Woodcuts, royal 8vo, i6>. cloth.

Tables of Curves.
TABLES OF TANGENTIAL ANGLES and MULTIPLES
for setting out Curves from 5 to 200 Radius. By Alexander
Beazeley, M. Inst. C.E. Third Edition. Printed on 48 Cards,
and sold in a cloth box, waistcoat-pocket size, 31. 6d.

" Each table is printed on a small card, which, being placed on the theodolite, leaves
the hands free to manipulate the instrument."

—

Engineer.
" Very handy ; a man may know that all his day's work must fall on two of these

cards, which he puts into his own card-case, and leaves the rest behind."

—

Pioneer Engineering. [a **,****.

PIONEER ENGINEERING. A Treatise on the Engineering
Operations connected with the Settlement of Waste Lands in New
Countries. By Edward Dobson, A. I. C.E. With Plates and
Wood Engravings. Revised Edition. i2mo, 5j. cloth.

41 A workmanlike production, and one without possession of which no man should
start to encounter the duties of a pioneer engineer."

—

Athenteum,

Engineering Fieldwork.
THE PRACTICE OF ENGINEERING FIELDWORK,
applied to Land and Hydraulic, Hydrographic, and Submarine
Surveying and Levelling. Second Edition, revised, with consider-

able additions, and a Supplement on WATERWORKS, SEWERS,
SEWAGE, and IRRIGATION. By W. Davis Haskoll, C.E
Numerous folding Plates. In 1 Vol., demy 8vo, 1/. 5j., cl. boards.

Large Tunnel Shafts.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE TUNNEL SHAFTS.
By J. H. Watson Buck, M. Inst. C.E., &c. Illustrated with Fold-

ing Plates. Royal 8vo, \is. cloth.
" Many of the methods given are of extreme practical value to the mason, and the

observations on the form of arch, the rules for ordering the stone, and the construc-

tion of the templates, will be found of considerable use. We commend the book to

the profession, and to all who have to build similar shafts."—Building News.
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Survey Practice.
AID TO SURVEY PRACTICE : for Reference in Surveying,

Levelling, Setting-out and in Route Surveys of Travellers by Land
and Sea. With Tables, Illustrations, and Records. By Lowrs
D'A. Jackson, A.-M.I.C.E. Author of " Hydraulic Manual and
Statistics," &c. Large crown 8vo, I2J. 6d. 9 cloth.

" Mr. Jackson has had much and varied experience in field work and some know-
ledge of bookmaking, and he has utilised both these acquirements with a very useful

result. The volume covers the ground it occupies very thoroughly."

—

Engineering.

Sanitary Work.
SANITARY WORK IN THE SMALLER TOWNS AND
IN VILLAGES. Comprising :— I. Seme of the more Common
Forms of Nuisance and their Remedies ; 2. Drainage ; 3. Water
Supply. By Chas. Slagg, Assoc. M. Inst C.E. Second Edition,

Revised and Enlarged. 3j. 6d., cloth boards.
"This book contains all that such a treatise can be expected to contain, and is

sound and trustworthy in every particular."

—

Builder.

Gas and Gasworks.
THE CONSTRUCTION OF GASWORKS AND THE
MANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTION OF COAL GAS.
Originally written by S. Hughes, C.E. Sixth Edition. Re-written

and enlarged, by W. Richards, C.E. i2mo, $s. cloth.

Waterworks for Cities and Towns.
WATERWORKS for the SUPPLY of CITIES and TOWNS,
with a Description of the Principal Geological Formations of Eng-
land as influencing Supplies of Water. By S. Hughes. \s. dd. cloth.

Coal and Speed Tables.
POCKET BOOK OF COAL AND SPEED TABLES : for

Engineers and Steam-Users. By Nelson Foley, Author of
" Boiler Construction." {Nearly ready.

Fuels and their Economy.
FUEL, its Combustion and Economy ; consisting of an Abridg-
ment of "A Treatise on the Combustion of Coal and tne Prevention
of Smoke." By C. W. Williams, A.I.C.E. With extensive
additions on Recent Practice in the Combustion and Economy of
Fuel—Coal, Coke, Wood, Peat, Petroleum, &c. ; by D. Kin-
near Clark, M. Inst. C.E. Second Edition. 4s. cloth.

" Students should buy the book and read it, as one of the most complete and satis-

factory treatises on the combustion and economy of fuel to be had."

—

Engineer.

Roads and Streets.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS AND STREETS. In
Two Parts. I. The Art of Constructing Common Roads. By
Henry Law, C.E. Revised and Condensed. II. Recent
Practice in the Construction of Roads and Streets ; including

I avements of Stone, Wood, and Asphalte. By D. Kinnear
Clark, M. Inst C.E. Second Edit, revised. i2mo, 5*. cloth.

" A book which every borough surveyor and engineer must possess, and of consi-
derable service to architects, builders, and property owners."—Building New,
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Locomotives.
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES, A Rudimentary Treatise on. Com-
prising an Historical Sketch and Description of the Locomotive
Engine. By G. D. Dempsey, C.E. With large additions treat-

ing of the Modern Locomotive, by D. Kinnear Clark,
M. Inst. C.E. With Illustrations. i2mo. 3^.6^., cloth boards.

" The student cannot fail to profit largely by adopting this as his preliminary text-

book."—Iron and Coal Trades Review.

Field-Bookfor Engineers.
THE ENGINEER'S, MINING SURVEYOR'S, and CON-
TRACTOR'S FIELD-BOOK. By W. Davis Haskoll, C.E.
Consisting of a Series of Tables, with Rules, Explanations of

Systems, and Use of Theodolite for Traverse Surveying and Plotting

the Work with minute accuracy by means of Straight Edge and Set
Square only ; Levelling with the Theodolite, Casting out and Re-
ducing Levels to Datum, and Plotting Sections in the ordinary

manner; Setting out Curves with the Theodolite by Tangential

Angles and Multiples with Right and Left-hand Readings of the

Instrument ; Setting out Curves without Theodolite on the System
of Tangential Angles by Sets of Tangents and Offsets ; and Earth-

work Tables to 80 feet deep, calculated for every 6 inches in depth.

With numerous Woodcuts. 4th Edition, enlarged. Cr. 8vo. \2s. cloth.
" The book is very handy, and the author might have added that the separate tables

of sines and tangents to every minute will make it useful for many other purposes, the
genuine traverse tables existing all the same."—Aihenaum.

Earthwork, Measurement and Calculation of.
A MANUAL on EARTHWORK. By Alex. J. S. Graham,
C.E. With numerous Diagrams. l8mo, 2s. 6d. doth.

" As a really handy book for reference, we know of no work equal to it ; and the

railway engineers and others employed in the measurement and calculation of earth-

work will find a great amount of practical information very admirably arranged, and
available for general or rough estimates, as well as for the more exact calculations

required in the engineers' contractor's offices."—Artisan,

Drawing for Engineers.
THE WORKMAN'S MANUAL OF ENGINEERING
DRAWING. By John Maxton, Instructor in Engineering

Drawing, Royal Naval College, Greenwich, formerly ofR. S. N. A.,

South Kensington. Fifth Edition, carefully revised. With upwards
of 300 Plates and Diagrams. i2mo, cloth, strongly bound, 4s.

" A copy of it should be kept for reference in every drawing office."

—

Engineering.
" Indispensable for teachers of engineering drawing."—Mechanics* Magazine,

Wealis Dictionary of Terms.
A DICTIONARY of TERMS used in ARCHITECTURE,
BUILDING, ENGINEERING, MINING, METALLURGY,
ARCHAEOLOGY, the FINE ARTS, &c. By John Weale.
Fifth Edition, revised by Robert Hunt, F.R.S., Keeper ofMining

Records, Editor of " Ure's Dictionary of Arts." i2mo, 6s. cl. bds.
" The best small technological dictionary in the language."—Architect.
" The absolute accuracy of a work of this character can only be judged of after

extensive consultation, and from our examination it appears very correct and very

complete."—Mining journal.
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MINING, METALLURGY, ETC.
"

Metalliferous Mining.
BRITISH MINING. A Treatise on the History, Discover}',

Practical Development, and Future Prospects of Metalliferous
Mines in the United Kingdom. Ey Robert Hunt, F.R.S.,
Keeper of Mining Records ; Editor of " Ure's Dictionary of Arts,

Manufactures, and Mines," &c. Upwards of 950 pages, with 230
Illustrations. Super royal 8vo. £3 3J. cloth. [Justpublished.

"A sound, business-like collection of interesting facts. . . . The amount of
information Mr. Hunt has brought together -is enormous. . . . The volume
appears. likely to convey more instruction upon the subject than any work hitherto
published."—Mining Journal.

Coal and Iron.
THE COAL AND IRON INDUSTRIES OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM : comprising a Description of the Coal Fields, and of
the Principal Seams of Coal, with returns of their Produce and its

Distribution, and Analyses of Special Varieties. Also, an Account
of the occurrence of Iron Ores in Veins or Seams ; Analyses of
each Variety ; and a History of the Rise and Progress of Pig Iron
Manufacture since the year 1740, exhibiting the economies intro-

duced in the Blast Furnaces for its Production and Improvement.
By Richard Meade, Assistant Keeper of Mining Records. With
Maps of the Coal Fields and Ironstone Deposits of the United
Kingdom. 8vo., £1 8s. cloth.

Metalliferous Minerals and Mining.
A TREATISE ON METALLIFEROUS MINERALS AND
MINING. By D. C. Davies, F.G.S. With Numerous Wood
Engravings. Second Edition, revised. Cr. 8vo, I2j. 6d. cloth.

" Without question, the most exhaustive and the most practically useful work we
have seen ; the amount of information given is enormous, and it is given concisely
and intelligibly."

—

Mining Journal.

Earthy Minerals and Mining.
EARTHY AND OTHER MINERALS, AND MINING.
By D. C. Davies, F.G.S. Uniloim with, and foiming a com-
panion volume to, the same Author's " Metalliferous Minerals and
Mining. " With numerous Illustrations. [Nearly ready.

Slate and Slate Quarrying.
A TREATISE ON SLATE AND SLATE QUARRYING,
Scientific, Practical, and Commercial. By D. C. Davies, F.G.S.
Illustrated. Second Edition, revised. 3*. 6d. cloth.

Metallurgy of Iron.
A TREATISE ON THE METALLURGY OF IRON : con-
taining Outlines of the History of Iron Manufacture, Methods of
Assay, and Analyses of Iron Ores, Processes of Manufacture of
Iron and Steel, &c. By H. Bauerman, F.G.S. Fifth Edition,

Revised and Enlarged. Illustrated. $s. 6d., cloth.
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Mining, Surveying and Valuing.
THE MINERAL SURVEYOR AND VALUER'S COM-
PLETE GUIDE, comprising a Treatise on -Improved Mining
Surveying, with new Traverse Tables ; and Descriptions of Im-
proved Instruments ; also an Exposition of the Correct Principles

of Laying out and Valuing Home and Foreign Iron and Coal
Mineral Properties. By William Lintern, Mining and Civil

Engineer. With four Plates of Diagrams, Plans, &c. l2mo, 4*. cloth.

*»* Also, bound with Thoman's Tables, js. 6d. (See page 20.)

Coal and Coal Mining.
COAL AND COAL MINING. By Warington W. Smyth,
M.A., F.R.S., &c, Chief Inspector of the Mines of the Crown.
Fifth edition, revised. 4J. cloth.

" Every portion of the volume appears to have been prepared with much care, and
as an outline is given of every known coal-field in this and other countries, as well as
of the two principal methods of working, the book will doubtless interest a very
large number of readers."—Mining Journal.

Underground Pumping Machinery.
MINE DRAINAGE ; being a Complete and Practical Treatise

on Direct-Acting Underground Steam Pumping Machinery, with
a Description of a large number of the best known Engines, their

General Utility and the Special Sphere of their Action, the Mode
of their Application, and their merits compared with other forms of

Pumping Machinery. By Stephen Michell. 8vo, 15J. cloth.

Manual of Mining Tools.
MINING TOOLS. By W. Morgans. Text, i2mo, 3* Atlas

of 235 Illustrations, 4to, 6s. Together, gs. cloth.

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE, NAVIGATION, ETC.—•—

-

Pocket Book/orNavalArchitects& Shipbuilders.
THE NAVAL ARCHITECT'S AND SHIPBUILDER'S
POCKET BOOK OF FORMULA, RULES, AND TABLES
AND MARINE ENGINEER'S AND SURVEYOR'S HANDY
BOOK OF REFERENCE. By Clement Mackrow, M. Inst.

N. A., Naval Draughtsman. Second Edition, revised. "With

numerous Diagrams. Fcap., 12s. 6d. y strongly bound in leather.
" Should be used by all who are engaged in the construction or design of vessels.*

—Engineer.
" Mr. Mackrow has compressed an extraordinary amount of information into this

useful volume."—Athenaum.

Pocket-Bookfof Marine Engineers.
A POCKET-BOOK OF USEFUL TABLES AND FOR-
MULiE FOR MARINE ENGINEERS. By FRANk Proctor,
A.I.N.A. Third Edition. Royal 32010, leather, gilt edges, 4J.

"A most useful companion to all marine engineers."—United Strvict Gastttc.

"Scarcely anything required by a naval engineer appears to have been for-

gotten."—iron*
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Grantham s Iron Ship-Building.
ON IRON SHIP-BUILDING ; with Practical Examples and
Details. ByJohn Grantham, M. Inst C.E., &c, Fifth Edition.

40 PJates. Imp. 4X0, bds., *iib separate Text, 2/. 2s. complete.

Light-Houses.
EUROPEAN LIGHT-HOUSE SYSTEMS ; being a Report of
a Tour of Inspection made in 1873. By Major Gecrge H.
Elliot, Corps of Engineers, U.S.A. Illustrated by 51 En-
gravings and 31 Woodcuts in the Text 8vo, 21s. cloth.

Storms.
STORMS : their Nature, Classification, and Laws, with the
Means of Predicting them by their Embodiments, the Clouds.

By William Blasius. Crown 8vo, lor. 6d. cloth boards.

Rudimentary Navigation.
THE SAILOR'S SEA-BOOK: a Rudimentary Treatise on Navi-
gation. By James Greenwood, B.A, New and enlarged edition.

By W. H. Rosser. i2mo, 35. cloth boards.

Mathematical and Nautical Tables.
MATHEMATICAL TABLES,for Trigonometrical, Astronomical,
and Nautical Calculations; to which is prefixed a Treatise on
Logarithms. By Henry Law, C. E. Together with a Series of
Tables for Navigation and Nautical Astronomy. By Professor

J. R. Young. New Edition. i2mo, \s. doth boards.

Navigation {Practical), with Tables.
PRACTICAL NAVIGATION : consisting of the Sailor's Sea-
Book, by James Greenwood and W. H. Rosser ; together

with the requisite Mathematical and Nautical Tables for the Work-
ing of the Problems. By Henry Law, C.E., and Professor

J. R. Young. Illustrated. i2mo, 7*. strongly half-bound in leather.

WEALE'S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.
Thefollowing books in Naval Architecture, etc., are published in the

above series.

NAVIGATION and NAUTICAL ASTRONOMY IN THEORY
AND PRACTICE. By Professor J. R. Young. New Edition.

Including the Requisite Elements from the Nautical Almanac for

Working the Problems. i2mo, 2s. 6d. cloth.

MASTING, MAST-MAKING, AND RIGGING OF SHIPS. By
Robert Kipping, N. A. Fifteenth Edition, i2mo, 2s. 6d. cloth.

SAILS AND SAIL-MAKING. Tenth Edition, enlarged. By
Robert Kipping, N.A. Illustrated. i2mo, 3*. cloth boards.

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE. By James Peake. Fifth Edition,

with Plates and Diagrams. i2mo, 4s. cloth boards.

MARINE ENGINES, AND STEAM VESSELS. By Robert
Murray, C.E. Eighth Edition. [In preparation.
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ARCHITECTURE, BUILDING, ETC.

Construction. —•

—

THE SCIENCE of BUILDING : An Elementary Treatise on
the Principles of Construction. By E. Wyndham Tarn, M.A.
Second Edition, revised, with 58 Engravings, price Js, bd.

" A very valuable book, which we strongly recommend to all students."

—

Builder.
" No architectural student should be without this hand-book."—Architect.

Civil and Ecclesiastical Building.
A BOOK ON BUILDING, CIVIL AND ECCLESIASTICAL,
including Church Restoration. By Sir Edmund Beckett,
Bart., LL.D., Q.C., F.R.A.S. i2mo, 5* cloth boards.

" A book which is always amusing and nearly always instructive. We are able
very cordially to recommend all persons to read it for themselves. "—Times.

Villa Architecture.
A HANDY BOOK of VILLA ARCHITECTURE ; being a
Series of Designs for Villa Residences in various Styles. With
Outline Specifications and Estimates. By C. Wickes, Architect.

30 Plates, 4to, half morocco, gilt edges, \l, is.

%* An Enlarged Edition, with 61 Plates. 2/. 2s. half morocco.

Useful Text-Book for Architects.
THE ARCHITECT'S GUIDE : A Text-book for Architects,

Clerks of Works, &c. By F. Rogers. Cr. 8vo, 6s.

The Young Architect's Book.
HINTS TO YOUNG ARCHITECTS. By G. Wightwick.
New Edition. By G. H. Guillaume. i2mo, cloth, 4s.

"Will be found an acquisition to pupils, and a copy ought to be considered at
necessary a purchase as a box of instruments."

—

Architect.

Drawingfor Builders and Students.
PRACTICAL RULES ON DRAWING for the OPERATIVE
BUILDER and YOUNG STUDENT in ARCHITECTURE.
By George Pyne. With 14 Plates, 4to, 71. 6d. boards.

Boiler and Factory Chimneys.
BOILER AND FACTORY CHIMNEYS ; their Draught power
and Stability, with a chapter on Lightning Conductors. By Robert
Wilson, C.E. Crown 8vo, 3*. 6d. cloth.

Builder's and Contractors Price Book.
LOCKWOOD & CO.'S BUILDER'S AND CONTRACTOR'S
PRICE BOOK, containing the latest prices of all kinds of Builders'

Materials and Labour, &c. Revised by F. T. W. Miller,
A. R. I. B. A. Half-bound, 4*.

Stone-working Machinery.
STONE-WORKING MACHINERY, and the Rapid and Eco-

nomical Conversion of Stone. With Hints on the Arrangement
and Management of Stone Works. By M. Powis Bale, M. I.M. E.

A. M. I. C. E. [Nearly ready.
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Taylor and Cresys Rome.
THE ARCHITECTURAL ANTIQUITIES OF ROME. By
the late G. L. Taylor, Esq., F.S. A., and Edward Cresy, Esq.
New Edition, Edited by the Rev. Alexander Taylor, M. A. (son

of the late G. L. Taylor, Esq.) This is the only book which gives

on a.large scale, and with the precision of architectural measure-
ment, the principal Monuments of Ancient Rome in plan, elevation,

and detail Large folio, with 130 Plates, half-bound, 3/. 3*.
*
#
* Originally published in two volumes, folio, at 18/. i8j.

Vitruvius* Architecture.
THE ARCHITECTURE OF MARCUS VITRUVIUS
POLLIO. Translated by Joseph Gvvilt, F.S.A, F.R.A.S.
Numerous Plates. i2mo, cloth limp, 5x.

Ancient Architecture.
RUDIMENTARY ARCHITECTURE (ANCIENT); com-
prising VITRUVIUS, translated by Joseph Gwilt, F.S. A.,
&c, with 23 fine plates ; and GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE.
By the Earl of Aberdeen ; i2mo, 6s. t

half-bound.
*
#
* The only edition of VITRUVIUS procurable at a moderate price.

Modern Architecture.
RUDIMENTARY ARCHITECTURE (MODERN); com-
prising THE ORDERS OF ARCHITECTURE. By W. H.
Leeds, Esq. ; The STYLES ofARCHITECTURE ofVARIOUS
COUNTRIES. By T. Talbot Bury ; and The PRINCIPLES
of DESIGN in ARCHITECTURE. By E. L. Garbett.
Numerous illustrations, i2mo, 6s. half-bound.

Civil Architecture.
THE DECORATIVE PART of CIVIL ARCHITECTURE.
By Sir William Chambers, F.R.S. With Illustrations, Notes,
and an Examination of Grecian Architecture. By Joseph Gwilt,
F.S. A. Edited by W. H. Leeds. 66 Plates, 4to, 21;.

House Painting.
HOUSE PAINTING, GRAINING, MARBLING, AND
SIGN WRITING : a Practical Manual of. With 9 Coloured
Plates of Woods and Marbles, and nearly 150 Wood Engravings.
By Ellis A. Davidson. Third Edition, Revised. i2mo, 6j. cloth.

Plumbing.
PLUMBING ; aText-book to the Practice ofthe Art or Craft ofthe
Plumber. With chapters upon House-drainage, embodying the
latest Improvements. By W. P. .Buchan, Sanitary Engineer.
Fourth Edition, Revised, with 330 illustrations. I2mo. 4*. cloth.

Joints used in Building, Engineering, &c.
THE JOINTS MADE AND USED BY BUILDERS in the
construction of various kinds of Engineering and Architectural
works, with, especial reference to those wrought by artificers in
erecting and finishing Habitable Structures. By W. J. Christy,
Architect. With 160 Illustrations. i2mo, 3^. 6d. cloth boards.
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Handbook of Specifications.
THE HANDBOOK OF SPECIFICATIONS; or, Practical

Guide to the Architect, Engineer, Surveyor, and Builder, in drawing
up Specifications and Contracts for Works and Constructions.
Illustrated by Precedents of Buildings actually executed by eminent
Architects and Engineers. By Professor Thomas L. Donald-
son, M.I.B.A. New Edition, in One large volume, 8vo, with
upwards of iooo pages of text, and 33 Plates, cloth, 1/. 1

1

s. 6d.
" In this work forty-four specifications of executed works are given. . . . Donald-

son's Handbook of Specifications must be bought by all architects."

—

Builder.

Specificationsfor Practical Architecture.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PRACTICAL ARCHITECTURE:
A Guide to the Architect, Engineer, Surveyor, and Builder ; with
an Essay on the Structure and Science of Modern Buildings. By
Frederick Rogers, Architect. 8vo, 15*. cloth.

\* A volume of specifications ofa practical character beinggreatly required, and the
old standard work of Alfred Bartholomew being out of print, the author, on the basis
of that work, has produced the above.—Extract from Preface,

Designings Measuring, and Valuing.
THE STUDENT'S GUIDE to the PRACTICE o* MEA-
SURING and VALUING ARTIFICERS' WORKS ; containing
Directions tor taking Dimensions, Abstracting the same, and bringing
the Quantities into Bill, with Tables of Constants, and copious
Memoranda for the Valuation of Labour and Materials in the re-

spective Trades of Bricklayer and Slater, Carpenter and Joiner,
Painter and Glazier, Paperhanger, &c. With 8 Plates and 63 Wood-
cuts. Originally edited by Edward Dobson, Architect. Fifth

Edition, Revised, with considerable Additions on Mensuration and
Construction, and a new chapter oft Dilapidations, Repairs, and
Contracts. By E. Wyndham Tarn, M.A. 9s. \Just published.

" The most complete treatise on the principles of measuring and valuing artificers

work that has yet been published."

—

Building News.

Beaton's Pocket Estimator.
THE POCKET ESTIMATOR FOR THE BUILDING
TRADES, being an easy method of estimating the various parts
of a Building collectively, more especially applied to Carpenters'
and Joiners' work. By A. C. Beaton. Second Edition.

Waistcoat-pocket size, is, 6d.

Beaton
9

sBuilders
9andSurveyors TechnicalGuide.

THE POCKET TECHNICAL GUIDE AND MEASURER
FOR BUILDERS AND SURVEYORS: containing an Expla-
nation of the Terms used in Building Construction, Directions for

Measuring Work, Useful Memoranda, &c. By A. C. Beaton. is.6d.

The House-Owner's Estimator.
THE HOUSE-OWNER'S ESTIMATOR; or, What will it

Cost to Build, Alter, or Repair? A Price-Book for Unprofes-
sional People, Architectural Surveyors, Builders, &c. By tne late

James D. Simon. Edited by F. T. W. Miller, A.R.I.B.A.
Third Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo, y. &/., cloth.

"In two years it will repay its cost a hundred times over.*'—Field.
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CARPENTRY, TIMBER, ETC.—
TredgolcTs Carpentry, new and cheaper Edition.

THE ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF CARPENTRY :

a Treatise on the Pressure and Equilibrium of Timber Framing, the
Resistance of Timber, and the Construction of Floors, Arches,
Bridges, Roofs, Uniting Iron and Stone with Timber, &c To which
is added an Essay on the Nature and Properties of Timber, &c,
with Descriptions of the Kinds of Wood used in Building ; also

numerous Tables of the Scantlings of Timber for different purposes,

the Specific Gravities of Materials, &c. By Thomas Tredgold,
C.E. Edited by Peter Barlow, F.R.S. Fifth Edition, cor-

rected and enlarged. With 64 Plates, Portrait of the Author, and
Woodcuts. 4to, published at 2/. 2s.

f
reduced to 1/. $s. cloth.

"A work whose monumental excellence must commend it wherever skilful car-
pentry is concerned. The Author's principles are rather confirmed than impaired by
time. The additional plates are of great intrinsic value."

—

Building Newt.

Grandy's Timber Tables.
THE TIMBER IMPORTER'S, TIMBER MERCHANT'S,
& BUILDER'S STANDARD GUIDE. By R. E. Grandy.
2nd Edition. Carefully revised and corrected. 12010, 3*. 6d. cloth.

" Everything it pretends to be : built up gradually, it leads one from a forest to a
treenail, and throws in, as a makeweight, a host of material concerning bricks, columns,
cisterns, &c.—all that the class to whom it appeals requires."

—

English Mechanic.

Timber Freight Book.
THE TIMBER IMPORTERS' AND SHIPOWNERS'
FREIGHT BOOK : Being a Comprehensive Series of Tables for

the Use of Timber Importers, Captains of Ships, Shipbrokers,

Builders, and Others. By W. Richardson. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Tablesfor Packing-Case Makers.
PACKING-CASE TABLES ; showing the number of Superficial

Feet in Boxes or Packing-Cases, from six inches square and
upwards. By W. Richardson. Oblong 4to, 3J. 6d. cloth.

" Invaluable labour-saving tables."

—

Ironmonger,

Carriage Building, dfc.
COACH BUILDING: A Practical Treatise, Historical and
Descriptive, containing full information of the various Trades and
Processes involved, with Hints on the proper keeping of Carriages,

&c. 57 Illustrations. By James W. Burgess. i2mo, y. cloth.

Horton
9

s Measurer.
THE COMPLETE MEASURER ; setting forth the Measure-
ment of Boards, Glasj, &c. ; Unequal-sided, Square-sided, Oc-
tagonal-sided, Round Timber and Stone, and Standing Timber.
Also a Table showing the solidity of hewn or eight-sided timber,

or of any octagonal-sided column. By Richard Horton.
Fourth Edit. With Additions, i2mo, strongly bound in leather, $s,

Horton
9

s Underwood and Woodland Tables.
TABLES FOR PLANTING AND VALUING UNDER-
WOOD AND WOODLAND ; also Lineal, Superficial, Cubical,

and Decimal Tables, &c. By R. Horton. i2mo, 2s. leather.
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Nicholson's Carpenter's Guide.
THE CARPENTER'S NEW GUIDE ; or, BOOK of LINES
for CARPENTERS : comprising all the Elementary Principles

essential for acquiring a knowledge of Carpentry. Founded on the

late Peter Nicholson's standard work. A new Edition, revised

by Arthur Ashpitel, F.S.A., together with Practical Rules on
Drawing, by George Pyne. With 74 Plates, 4to, 1/. is. cloth.

Dowsing's Timber Merchant's Companion.
THE TIMBER MERCHANTS AND BUILDER'S COM-
PANION ; containing New and Copious Tables of the Reduced
Weight and Measurement of Deals and Battens, of all sizes, from

One to a Thousand Pieces, also the relative Price that each size

bears per Lineal Foot to any given Price per Petersburgh Standard

Hundred, &c., &c. Also a variety of other valuable information.

By W. Dowsing. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, y.

Practical Timber Merchant.
THE PRACTICAL TIMBER MERCHANT, being a Guide
for the use of Building Contractors, Surveyors, Builders, &c,
comprising useful Tables for all purposes connected with the

Timber Trade, Essay on the Strength of Timber, Remarks on the

Growth ofTimber, &c. By W. Richardson. Fcap. 8vo, y. 6d. cl.

Woodworking Machinery.
WOODWORKING MACHINERY ; its Rise, Progress, and
Construction. With Hints on the Management of Saw Mills and
the Economical Conversion of Timber. Illustrated with Examples
of Recent Designs by leading English, French, and American
Engineers. ByM. PowisBale, M.I.M.E. Crown 8vo, 12*. 6d. cl.

" Mr. Bale is evidently an expert on the subject, and he has collected so much
information that his book is all-sufficient for builders and others engaged in the con-
version of timber."

—

Architect.
" The most comprehensive compendium of wood-working machinery we have

seen. The author is a thorough master of his subject."

—

Building News.

Saw Mills. .

SAW MILLS, THEIR ARRANGEMENT AND MANAGE-
MENT, AND THE ECONOMICAL CONVERSION OF
TIMBER. (Being a Companion Volume to '

* Woodworking
Machinery.") ByM. Powis Bale, M.I.M.E. With numerous
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, Ior. 6d., cloth.

" The author is favourably known by his former work on ' Woodworking Machi-
nery/ of which we were able to speak approvingly. This is a companion volume,
in which the administration of a large sawing establishment is discussed, and the

subject examined from a financial standpoint. Hence the size, shape, order, and
disposition Of saw- mills and the like are gone into in detail, and the course of the

timber is traced from its reception to its delivery in its converted state. We could
not desire a more complete or practical treatise.''

—

Builder.
" We highly recommend Mr. Bale's work to the attention and perusal of all those

who are engaged in the art of wood conversion, or who are about building or re-

modelling saw-mills on improved principles." —Building News.
" Will be found of much value by that special class of readers for whose informv

tion it is designed. We have pleasure in recommending the bcok to those about to

construct or to manage saw-mills."—Athen&um,
iigitizedbyfc-j(
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MECHANICS, ETC.
•

Engineer's Reference Book.
THE WORKS MANAGERS' HANDBOOK. For Engineers,

Millwrights, and Boiler Makers ; Tool Makers, Machinists, and
Metal Workers ; Iron and Brassfounders, &c. By W. S. Hutton,
Civil and Mechanical Engineer. Medium 8vo, about 400 pages,

price 12s. 6d.
t
strongly bound. \Ia preparation.

Mechanic s Workshop Companion.
THE OPERATIVE MECHANIC'S WORKSHOP COM-
PANION, and THE SCIENTIFIC GENTLEMAN'S PRAC-
TICAL ASSISTANT. By W. Templeton. 13th Edit., with

Mechanical Tables for Operative Smiths, Millwrights, Engineers,

Ac. ; and an Extensive Table of Powers and Roots, i2mo, 5^. bound.
" Admirably adapted to the wants of a very large class. It has met with great

success in the engineering workshop, as we can testify ; and there are a great many
men who, in a great measure, owe their rise in life to this little work."

—

BuildingNews.

Enginee7;s and Machinist's Assistant.
THE ENGINEER'S, MILLWRIGHT'S, and MACHINISTS
PRACTICAL ASSISTANT; comprising a Collection of Useful

Tables, Rules, and Data. By Wm. Templeton. • i8mo, 2s. 6J.

Smith's Tables for Mechanics, &c.
TABLES, MEMORANDA, and CALCULATED RESULTS,
FOR MECHANICS, ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS,
BUILDERS, tfc. Selected and arranged by Francis Smith.
240 pp. Waistcoat-pocket size, is. 6d. t

limp leather.

Turning.
LATHE-WORK : a Practical Treatise on the Tools, Appliances,
and Processes employed in the Art of Turning. By Paul N. Has-
luck. Second Edition, thoroughly Revised, with a New Chapter
on the Screw-cutting Lathe. Crown 8vo, $s. cloth.

Turning.
THE METAL TURNER'S HANDBOOK. By Paul N. Has,
luck. With over 100 Cuts. Crown '8vo, is., cloth.

Vx TIu abovefortns thejirst volume ^/"Hasluck's Handbooks on Handicrafts.
Other Volumes in preparation.

Boiler Making.
THE BOILER-MAKER'S READY RECKONER. With
Examples cf Practical Geometry and Templating, for the use of
Platers, Smiths, and Riveters. By John Courtney, Edited by
D. K. Clark, M.I.C.E. i2mo, 9s., half-bd.

Superficial Measurement.
THE TRADESMAN'S GUIDE TO SUPERFICIAL MEA-
SUREMENT. Tables calculated from 1 to 700 inches in length,
by 1 to 108 inches in breadth. By J. Hawkings. Fcp. p. 6d. cl.

Steam Boilers.
A TREATISE ON STEAM BOILERS : their Strength, Con-
struction, and Economical Working. By R. Wilson, C.E.
Fifth Edition, ismo, 6s. , cloth.

" The best troatist that has ever been published on steam boners."—Engineer,
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MATHEMATICS, TABLES, ETC.

Metrical Units and Systems, &c.
MODERN METROLOGY : A Manual of the Metrical Units
and Systems of the present Century. With an Appendix con-

taining a proposed English System. By Lowis D'A. Jackson,
A.-M. Inst. C.E., Author of "Aid to Survey Practice," &c.
Large Crown 8vo, I2j. 6d. cloth.

Gregory's Practical Mathematics.
MATHEMATICS for PRACTICAL MEN ; being a Common-
place Book of Pure and Mixed Mathematics. Designed chiefly

for the use of Civil Engineers, Architects, and Surveyors. Part I.

Pure Mathematics—comprising Arithmetic, Algebra, Geometry,
Mensuration, Trigonometry, Conic Sections, Properties of Curves.

Part II. Mixed Mathematics—comprising Mechanics in general,

Statics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics, Hydrodynamics, Pneumatics,

Mechanical Agents, Strength of Materials, &c. By Olinthus Gre-
gory, LL. D. , F. R. A. S. Enlarged by H. Law, C. E. 4th Edition,

revised by Prof. J. R. Young. With 13 Plates. 8vo. \l. is. cloth.

Mathematics as applied to the Constructive Arts.
A TREATISE ON MATHEMATICS AS APPLIED TO
THE CONSTRUCTIVE ARTS. Illustrating the various pro-

cesses of Mathematical Investigation by means of Arithmetical and
simple Algebraical Equations and Practical Examples, &c. By
Francis Campin, C.E. 12010, 3*. 6d. cloth.

Geometryfor the Architect\ Engineer, &c.
PRACTICAL GEOMETRY, for the Architect, Engineer, and
Mechanic. ByE. \V. Tarn, M.A. With Appendices on Diagrams
of Strains and Isometrical projection. Demy 8vo, gs. cloth.

Practical Geometry.
THE GEOMETRY OF COMPASSES, or Problems Resolved
by the Mere Description of Circles, and the Use of Coloured
Diagrams and Symbols. By Oliver Byrne. Coloured Plates.

Crown 8vo, £r. 6d. cloth.

The Metric System.
A SERIES OF METRIC TABLES, in which the British

Standard Measures and Weights are compared with those of the

Metric System at present in use on the Continent. By C. H.
Dowling, C.E. 2nd Edit., revised and enlarged. 8vo, ioj. 6d. cl.

InwoocTs Tables, greatly enlarged and improved.
. TABLES FOR THE PURCHASING of ESTATES, Freehold,

Copyhold, or Leasehold; Annuities, Advowsons, &c, and for the

Renewing of Leases ; also for Valuing Reversionary Estates, De-
ferred Annuities, &c. By William Inwood. 22nd Edition, with

Tables of Logarithms for the more Difficult Computations of the

Interest of Money, &c. By M. Fedor Thoman. i2mo. Ss. cloth.

V Those interested in the purchase and sale of estates, and in the adjustment of

compensation cases, as well as in transactions in annuities, life insurances, &c, will

find the present edition of eminent sendee."—Engineering.
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Weights, Measures, and Moneys.
MEASURES, WEIGHTS, and MONEYS of all NATIONS.
Entirely New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. By W. S. B.

Woolhouse, F.R.A.S. i2mo, 2s. 6d. cloth boards.

Compound Interest and Annuities.
THEORY of COMPOUND INTEREST and ANNUITIES ;

with Tables of Logarithms for the more Difficult Computations of

'

Interest, Discount, Annuities, &c, in all their Applications and
Uses for Mercantile and State Purposes. By Fedor ThomaN,
of the Societe* Credit Mobilier, Paris. 3rd Edit, i2mo, 4s. 6d. cL

Iron and Metal Trades
9

Calculator.
THE IRON AND METAL TRADES' COMPANION:
Being a Calculator containing a Series of Tables upon a new and
comprehensive plan for expeditiously ascertaining the value of any
goods bought or sold by weight, from is. per cwt. to 112s. per
cwt., and from one farthing per lb. to is. per lb. Each Table ex-

tends from one lb. to 100 tons. ByT.DowNiE. 396 pp., ox, leather.

Iron and Steel.

IRON AND STEEL: a Work for the Forge, Foundry,
Factory, and Office. Containing Information for Ironmasters

;

Civil, Mechanical, and Mining Engineers ; Architects, Builders, &c.

By Charles Hoare. Eighth Edit Oblong 32mo, 6s. , leather.

Comprehensive Weight Calculator.
THE WEIGHT CALCULATOR, being a Series of Tables
upon a New and Comprehensive Plan, exhibiting at one Reference

the exact Value of any Weight from lib. to 15 tons, at 300 Pro-
gressive Rates, from 1 Penny to 168 Shillings per cwt., and con-

taining 186,000 Direct Answers, which, with their Combinations,

consisting of a single addition, will afford an aggregate of 10,266,000
Answers ; the whole being calculated and designed to ensure

Correctness and promote Despatch. By Henry Harben,
Accountant. New Edition. Royal 8vo, 1/. $s.

9
half-bound.

Comprehensive Discount Guide.
THE DISCOUNT GUIDE : comprising Tables for the use of
Merchants, Manufacturers, Ironmongers, and others, by which
may be ascertained the exact profit arising from any mode of using

Discounts, either in the Purchase or Sale of Goods, and the method
of either Altering a Rate of Discount, or Advancing a Price, so as,

to produce, by one operation, a sum that will realise any required

profit after allowing one or more Discounts : to which are added
Tables of Profit or Advance from \\ to 90 per cent., Tables of
Discount from 1J to 98! per cent., and Tables of Commission, &c,
from \ to 10 per cent. By H. Harben, 8vo, i/. $s.

9
half-bound.

Mathematical Instruments.
MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS: Their Construction,

Adjustment, Testing, and Use ; comprising Drawing, Measuring,
Optical, Surveying, and Astronomical Instruments. By J. F.
Heather, M.A. Enlarged Edition. i2mo, $s, cloth.
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SCIENCE AND ART.

Gold and Gold-Working.
THE GOLDSMITH'S HANDBOOK : containing full instruc-

tions for the Alloying and Working of Gold. Including the Art of
Alloying, Melting, Reducing, Colouring, Collecting and Refining.

Chemical and Physical Properties of Gold, with a new System of

Mixing its Alloys ; Solders, Enamels, &c. By George E. Gee.
Second Edition, enlarged. i2mo, $s. (yd. cloth.

"The best work yet printed on its subject for a reasonable price."—Jeweller.
"Essentially a practical manual, well adapted to the wants of amateurs and

apprentices, containing trustworthy information that only a practical man can
supply."

—

English Mechanic.

Silver and Silver Working.
THE SILVERSMITH'S HANDBOOK, containing full In-

structions for the Alloying and Working of Silver. Including the

different Modes of Refining and Melting the Metal, its Solders, the

Preparation of Imitation Alloys, &c. By G. E. Gee. i2mo, p. 6d.
" The chief merit of the work is its practical character. The workers in the trade

will speedily discover its merits when they sit down to study it."

—

English Mechanic.

Hall-Marking ojfJewellery.
THE HALL-MARKING OF JEWELLERY PRACTICALLY
CONSIDERED, comprising an account of all the different Assay
Towns of the United Kingdom ; with the Stamps at present

employed ; also the Laws relating to the Standards and Hall-

Marks at the various Assay Offices ; and a variety of Practical

Suggestions concerning the Mixing of Standard Alloys, &c By
George E. Gee. Crown 8vo, 3*. 6J. cloth.

Electro-Plating, &c.
ELECTRO-PLATING : A Practical Handbook. By J. W.
Urquhart, C.E. Crown 8vo, 5*. cloth.

"Any ordinarily intelligent person may become an adept in electro-deposition

with a very little science indeed, and this is the book to show the way."—Builder.

Electrotyping, &c.
ELECTROTYPING : The Reproduction and Multiplication of

Printing Surfaces and Works of Art by the Electro-deposition of
Metals. By J. W. Urquhart, C.E. Crown 8vo, $s. cloth.

"A guide to beginners and those who practise the old and imperfect methods."

—

Iron.

Electro-Plating.
ELECTRO-METALLURGY PRACTICALLY TREATED.
By Alexander Watt, F.R.S.S.A. Including the Electro-

Deposition of Copper, Silver, Gold, Brass and Bronze, Platinum,
Lead, Nickel, Tin, Zinc, Alloys of Metals, Practical Notes, &c,
&c Eighth Edition, Revised, including the most recent Pro-
cesses. i2mo, 3j. 6d.

f
cloth.

"From this book both amateur and artisan may learn everything necessary for

the successful prosecution of electroplating."

—

Iron.
m" A practical treatise for the use of those who desire to work in the art f electro-

deposition as a business."—English Mechanic.
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Dentistry.
MECHANICAL DENTISTRY. A Practical Treatise on the

Construction of the various kinds of Artificial Dentures. Com-
prising also Useful Formulae, Tables, and Receipts for Gold
Plate, Clasps, Solders, etc., etc. By Charles Hunter. Second
Edition, Revised. With over ioo Engravings. Js. 6d. y

cloth.

Electricity.
A MANUAL of ELECTRICITY; including Galvanism, Mag.
netism, Diamagnetism, Electro-Dynamics, Magneto-Electricity, and
the Electric Telegraph. By Henry M. Noad, Ph.D., F.C.S.
Fourth Edition, with 500 Woodcuts. 8vo, 1/. 4* cloth.

" The accounts given of electricityand galvanism are not onlycomplete in a scientific

sense, but, which is a rarer thing, are popular and interesting. —Lancet.

Text-Book of Electricity.
THE STUDENT'S TEXT-BOOK OF ELECTRICITY. By
Henry M. Noad, Ph.D., F.R.S., &c. New Edition, Revised.
With an Introduction and Additional Chapters by W. H. Preece,
M.I.C.E., Vice-President of the Society of Telegraph Engineers,

&c With 470 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, I2j. 65. cloth.
"We can recommend Dr. Noad's book for clear style, great range of subject, a

good index, and a plethora of woodcuts."

—

Athenaum,
" An admirable text-book for every student—beginner or advanced—of electricity.*'

—Engineering.
"Under the editorial hand of Mr. Preece the late Dr. Noad's text-book of elec-

tricity has grown into an admirable handbook."—Westminster Review,

Electric Lighting.
ELECTRIC LIGHT : Its Production and Use, embodying plain
Directions for the Treatment of Voltaic Batteries) Electric Lamps,
and Dynamo-Electric Machines. By J. W. Urquhart, C.E.
Edited by F. C. Webb, M.I.C.E., M.S.T.E. 2nd Edition, Re-
vised, with Large Additions and 128 Illustrations. Js. 6d. cloth.

* * The book is by far the best that we have yet met withon the subject."

—

Athenanm.

Lightning.
THE ACTION of LIGHTNING, and the MEANS of DE-
FENDING LIFE AND PROPERTY FROM ITS EFFECTS.
By Major Arthur Parnell, R.E. i2mo, Js. 6d. cloth;

The Blowpipe.
THE BLOWPIPE IN CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND
GEOLOGY, containing all known Methods of Anhydrous
Analysis, many Working Examples, and Instructions for making
Apparatus. By Lieut. -Col. W. A. Ross, R.A., F.G.S.

[In the fress.

Chemical Analysis.
THE COMMERCIAL HANDBOOK ot CHEMICAL ANA-
LYSIS ; or Practical Instructions for the determination of the In-
trinsic or Commercial Value of Substances used in Manufactures,
in Trades, and in the Arts. By A. Normandy. New Edition.
Enlarged, and to a great extent re-written, by Henry M* Noad,
Ph.D.,F.R.S. With numerous Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, izr.6V.cloth.
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The Alkali Trade—Sulphuric Acid, &c.
A MANUAL OF THE ALKALI TRADE, including the
Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid, Sulphate of Soda, and Bleaching
Powder. By John Lomas, Alkali Manufacturer. With 232 Illus-

trations and Working Drawings, and containing 386 pages of text.

Super-royal 8vo, 2/. 12s. 6d. cloth.

This workprovides (i) a Complete Handbookfor intending Alkali and Sulphutic
Acid Manufacturers, andfor those already in thefield who desire to improve their
plant, or to becomepractically acquainted with the latest processesanddevelopments
ofthe trade ; (2) a Handy Volume which Manufacturers canput into the hands of
their Managers and Foremen as a useful guide in their daily rounds ofditty.

Synopsis op Contents.

IX. Carbonating or Finishing—X. Soda
Crystals — XI. Refined Alkali— XII.
Caustic Soda — XIII. Bi-carbonate of
Soda— XIV. Bleaching Powder— XV.
Utilisation ofTank Waste—XVI. General

Chap. I. Choice of Site and General
Plan of Works—II. Sulphuric Acid—
III. Recovery of the Nitrogeu Com-
pounds, and Treatment of Small Pyrites
—IV. The Salt Cake Process- V. Legis-
lation upon the Noxious Vapours Ques-
tion—VI. The Hargreaves' and Jones'
Processes-^VII. The Balling Process—
VIII. Lixiviation and Salting Down

—

Remarks—Four Appendices, treating of
Yields, Sulphuric Acid Calculations, Ane-
mometers, and Foreign Legislation upon
the Noxious Vapours Question.

"The author has given the fullest, most practical, and, to all concerned in the
alkali trade, most valuable mass of information that, to our knowledge, has been
published in any language."

—

Engineer.
" This book is written by a manufacturer for manufacturers. The working details

of the most approved forms of apparatus are given, and these are accompanied by
no less than 232 wood engravings, all of which may be u«ed for the purposes of con-
struction. Every step in the manufacture is very fully described in this manual, and
each improvtment explained. Everything which tends to introduce economy into
the technical details of this trade receives the fullest attention."

—

Athenaum.
"The author is not one of those clever compilers who, on short notice, will 'read

up' any conceivable subject, but a practical man in the best sense of the word. We
find here not merely a sound and luminous explanation of the chemical principles of
the trade, but a notice of numerous matters which have a most important bearing
on the successful conduct of alkali works, but which are generally overlooked by
even the most experienced technological authors."

—

Chemical Review.

Soap-making.
THE ART OF SOAP-MAKING, A Pi actical Handbook of the

Manufacture of Hard and Soft Soaps, Toilet Soaps, &c. Including
many New Processes, and a Chapter on the Recovery of Glycerine

from Waste Leys. By Alexander Watt, Author of " Electro-

Metallurgy Practically Treated," &c. With Numerous Illustra-

tion?. Crown 8vo, qj*., cloth. [Jttslpublished*
"The work will prove very useful, not merely to the technological student, but to

the practical soap-boiler who wishes to understand the theory of his an."—Chemical
Neivs.

" Every stage of the process of the manufacture of the various kinds of soap is

clearly described."

—

T/te Textile Recorder.

Leather Manufacture.
THE ART OF LEATHER MANUFACTURE. Being a
Practical Handbook in which the Operations of Tanning, Currying,

and Leather Dressing are fully Described, and the Principles of

Tanning Explained, with Practical Details, ai d Accounts of many
Recent Processes, to which is added a Description ot the Arts of

Glue Manufacture, Gut Dressing, &c. By Alexander Watt,
Author of "Soap-Making," "Electro- Metallurgy," &c. With
numerous Illustrations, Crown 8yo, [/// preparatior.

,
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Dr. Lardner's Museum of Science and Art.
THE MUSEUM OF SCIENCE AND ART. Edited by
Dionysius Lardner, D.C.L., formerly Professor of Natural Phi-
losophy and Astronomy in University College, London. With up-
wards of 1200 Engravings on Wood. In 6 Double Volumes.
Price £1 is., in a new and elegant cloth binding, or handsomely
bound in half morocco, 31J. 6d.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" This series, besides affording popular but sound instruction on scientific subjects,

with which the humblest man in the country ought to be acquainted, also undertakes
that teaching of 'common things' which every well-wisher of his kind is anxious to
promote. Many thousand copies of this serviceable publication have been printed,
in the belief and hope that the desire for instruction and improvement widely pre-
vails ; and we have no fear that such enlightened faith will meet with disappoint-
ment"— Times.

t . .
• .

"A cheap and interesting publication, alike informing and attractive. The papers
combine subjects of importance and great scientific knowledge, considerable induc-
tive powers, and a popular style of treatment."

—

Spectator.
"The 'Museum of Science and Art' is the most valuable contribution that has

ever been made to the Scientific Instruction of every class of society."

—

Sir David
Brewster in the North British Review.
"Whether we consider the liberality and beauty of the illustrations, the charm of

the writing, or the durable interest of the matter, we must express our belief that
there is hardly to be found among the new books, one that would be welcomed by
people of so many ages and classes as a valuable present."

—

Examiner.

*•* Separate books formedfrom the above, suitable for Workmen's

Libraries, Science Classes, &*c.

COMMON THINGS EXPLAINED. Containing Air, Earth, Fire,

Water, Time, Man, the Eye, Locomotion, Colour, Clocks and
Watches, &c 233 Illustrations, cloth gilt, 5-r.

THE MICROSCOPE. Containing Optical Images, Magnifying
Glasses, Origin and Description of the Microscope, Microscopic
Objects, the Solar Microscope, Microscopic Drawing and Engrav-
ing, &c. 147 Illustrations, cloth gilt, 2s.

POPULAR GEOLOGY. Containing Earthquakes and Volcanoes,
the Crust of the Earth, etc 201 Illustrations, cloth gilt, 2s. 6d.

POPULAR PHYSICS. Containing Magnitude and Minuteness, the
Atmosphere, Meteoric Stones, Popular Fallacies, Weather Prog-
nostics, the Thermometer, the Barometer, Sound, &c 85 Illus-

trations, cloth gilt, 2J. 6d.

STEAM AND ITS USES. Including the Steam Engine, the Lo-
comotive, and Steam Navigation. 89 Illustrations, cloth gilt, 2s.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY. Containing How to Observe the
Heavens. The Earth, Sun, Moon, Planets. Light, Comets,
Eclipses, Astronomical Influences, &c 182 Illustrations, 4s. 6d.

THE BEE AND WHITE ANTS : Their Manners and Habits.
With Illustrations of Animal Instinct and Intelligence. 135 Illus-

trations, cloth gilt, 2j.

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH POPULARISED. To render
intelligible to all who can Read, irrespective of any previous Scien-
tific Acquirements, the various forms of Telegraphy in Actual
Operation. 100 Illustrations, cloth gilt, is. 6d,
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Dr. Lardne^s Handbooks ofNaturalPhilosophy.
*»* Thefollowingjive volumes, though each is Complete in itself, and to bepur-

chased separately, form A Complete Course op Natural Philosophy, and are
intended for the general reader who desires to attain accurate knowledge of the
various departments of Physical Science, without pursuing them according to the
more profound methods of mathematical investigation. The style is studiously
Popular. It hat been the authors aim to supply Manuals such as are required by
the Student, the Engineer, the Artisan, and the superior classes in Schools.

THE HANDBOOK OF MECHANICS. Enlarged and almost
rewritten by Benjamin Loewy, F.R.A.S. With 378 Illustra-

tions. Post 8vo, 6s. cloth.
"The perspicuity of the original has been retained, and chapters which had

become obsolete, have been replaced by others of more modern character. The
explanations throughout are studiously popular, and care has been taken to show
the application of the various branches of physics to the industrial arts, and to
the practical business of life."--Mining Journal.

THE HANDBOOK of HYDROSTATICS and PNEUMATICS.
New Edition, Revised and Enlarged by Benjamin Loewy,
F.R.A.S. With 236 Illustrations. Post 8vo, 5*. cloth.

" For those ' who desire to attain an accurate knowledge of physical science with-
out the profound methods of mathematical investigation/ this work is not merely in-

tended, but well adapted."

—

Chemical News.

THE HANDBOOK OF HEAT. Edited and almost entirely

Rewritten by Benjamin Loewy, F.R.A.S., etc 117 Illustra-

tions. Post 8vo, 6s. cloth.
" The style is always clear and precise, and conveys instruction without leaving

any cloudiness or lurking doubts behind."

—

Engineering.

THE HANDBOOK OF OPTICS. New Edition. Edited by
T. Olver Harding, B. A. 298 Illustrations. Post 8vo, $s. cloth.

" Written by one of the ablest English scientific writers, beautifully and elaborately
illustrated."— Mechanics' Magazine.

THE HANDBOOK OF ELECTRICITY, MAGNETISM, and
ACOUSTICS. New Edition. Edited by Geo. Carey Foster,
B.A., F.C.S. With 400 Illustrations. Post 8vo, 5J. cloth.

" The book could not have been entrusted to any one better calculated to preserve
the terse and lucid style of Lardner. while correcting his errors and bringing up his

work to the present state of scientific knowledge."

—

Popular Science Review.

Dr. Lardner s Handbook of Astronomy.
THE HANDBOOK OF ASTRONOMY. Forming a Com-
panion to the "Handbooks of Natural Philosophy." By Diony-
sius Lardner, D.C.L. Fourth Edition. Revised and Edited by
Edwin Dunkin, F.R.S., Royal Observatory, Greenwich. With
38 Plates and upwards of 100 Woodcuts. In 1 vol., small 8vo,

550 pages, ox 6d., cloth.
" Probably no other book contains the same amount of information in so com-

pendious and well-arranged a form—certainly none at the price at which this is

offered to the public."

—

Athenaum.
'* We can do no other than pronounce this work a most valuable manual of astro-

nomy, and we strongly recommend ic to all who wish to acquire a general—but at
the same time correct—acquaintance with this sublime science."—Quarterly Journal
of Science.

Dr. Lardner}

s Handbook of Animal Physics.
THE HANDBOOK OF ANIMAL PHYSICS. By Dr.
Lardner. With 520 Illustrations. New Edition, small 8vo,
cloth, 732 pages, Js. 6d.

tl We have no hesitation in cordially recommending it**—Educational Time*
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Dr. LardneSs School Handbooks.
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY FOR SCHOOLS. By Dr. Lardner.

328 Illustrations. Sixth Edition. 1 voL 3*. 6d. cloth.
" Conveys, in clear and precise terms, general notions of all the principal divisions

of Physical Science."—British Quarterly Review.

ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR SCHOOLS. By Dr. Lardnrr.
With 190 Illustrations. Second Edition. I vol. 31. 6d. cloth.

"Clearly written,well arranged, and excellently illustrated.
M—Gardener?Chronicle.

Dr. Lardner's Electric Telegraph.
THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. By Dr. Lardner. New
Edition. Revised and Re-written, by E. B. Bright, F.R.A.S.
140 Illustrations. Small 8vo, 2s. 6d. cloth.

" One ofthe most readable books extant on the ElectricTelegraph."—Eng. Mechanic.

Mollusca.
A MANUAL OF THE MOLLUSCA ; being a Treatise on
Recent and Fossil Shells. By Dr. S. P. Woodward, A.L.S.
With Appendix by Ralph Tate, A.L.S.,F.G.S. With numer-
ous Plates and 300 Woodcuts. 3rd Edition. Cr. 8vo, Js. 6d. cloth.

Geology and Genesis.
THE TWIN RECORDS OF CREATION ; or, Geology and
Genesis, their Perfect Harmony aod Wonderful Concord. By
George W. Victor le Vaux. Fcap. 8vo, 5*. cloth.

"A valuable contribution to the evidences of revelation, and disposes very conclu-
sively of the arguments of those who would set Gud'» Works against God's Word.
No real difficulty is shirked, and no sophistry is left unexposed."

—

The Rock.

Geology.
GEOLOGY, PHYSICAL AND HISTORICAL: Consisting

of " Physical Geology," which sets forth the Leading Principles of
the Science ; and " Historical Geology," which treats of the Mineral
and OrganicConditionsof the Earth at each successive epoch, especial

reference being made to the British Series of Rocks. By Ralph
Tate. With more than 250 Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo, 5*. cloth.

Practical Philosophy.
A SYNOPSIS OF PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY. By Rev,
John Carr, M.A, late Fellow of Trin. Coll., Camb. i8mo, $s. cl.

The Military Sciences.
AIDE-MEMOIRE to the MILITARY SCIENCES. Framed
from Contributions of Officers and others connected with the dif-

ferent Services. Originally edited by a Committee of the Corps of
Royal Engineers. 2nd Edition, revised ; nearly 350 Engravings
and many hundred Woodcuts. 3 vols, royal 8vo, cloth, 4/. ioj.

Field Fortification.
A TREATISE on FIELD FORTIFICATION, the ATTACK
of FORTRESSES, MILITARY MINING, and RECON-
NOITRING. By Colonel I. S. Macaulay, late Professor of
Fortification in the R. M. A., Woolwich. Sixth Edition, crown
8vo, cloth, with separate Atlas of 12 Plates, I2J. complete.
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Clocks\ Watchesy
and Bells.

RUDIMENTARY TREATISE on CLOCKS, and WATCHES,
and BELLS. By Sir Edmund Beckett, Bart., LL.D., Q.C.,
F.R.A.S. Seventh Edition, revised and enlarged. Limp cloth

(No. 67, Weale's Series), 4*. &/.; cl. bds.
Jj.

6d.
"The best work on the subject extant. The treatise on bells is undoubtedly

the best in the language.
"—Engineering.

"The only modern treatise on clock-making."

—

Horological Journal,

The Construction of tJie Organ.
PRACTICAL ORGAN-BUILDING. By W. E. Dickson,
M. A., Precentor of Ely Cathedral. Second Edition, revised, with
Additions. l2mo, 3J. cloth boards.

"The amateur builder will find in this book all that is necessary to enable him
personally to construct a perfect organ with his own hands."

—

Academy*

Brewing.
A HANDBOOK FOR YOUNG BREWERS. By Herbert
Edwards Wright, B. A. Crown 8vo, 3*. 6d. cloth.

" A thoroughly scientific treatise in popular language."

—

Morning Advertiser.
" We would particularly recommend teachers of the art to place it in every pupil's

hands, and we feel sure its perusal will be attended with advantage."

—

Brewer.

Dye- Wares and Colours.
THE MANUAL of COLOURS and DYE-WARES: their

Properties, Applications, Valuation, Impurities, and Sophistications.

For the Use of Dyers, Printers, Drysalters, Brokers, &c. By J.
W. Slater. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. cloth.

" A complete encyclopaedia of the materia tinctoria."— Chemist and Dntfgist.
" The newest resources of the dyer and printer are noticed with completeness,

accuracy, and clearness."

—

Chemical News.

Grammar of Colouring.
A GRAMMAR OF COLOURING, applied to Decorative

Painting and the Arts. By George Field. New Edition. By
Ellis A. Davidson. i2mo, 3J. 6d. cloth.

Woods and Marbles {Imitation of).
SCHOOL OF PAINTING FOR THE IMITATION OF
WOODS AND MARBLES, as Taught and Practised by A. R.
and P. Van der Burg. With 24 full-size Coloured Plates ; also

12 Plain Plates, comprising 154 Figures. Folio, 2/. I2J. 6d. bound.
" As patterns the plates are perfect, and by following them a style both artistic

and accurate will be obtained. The instructions accompanying the plates are full

and explicit, and may be comprehended by the dullest understanding without
difficulty. The students and novices are fortunate who are able to become the

possessors of so noble a work"—Architect.

Pictures and Painters.
THE PICTURE AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK AND DIC-
TIONARY OF PAINTERS : A Guide for Visitors to Picture

Galleries, and for Art-Students, including methods of Painting,

Cleaning, Re-Lining, and Restoring, the Principal Schools of

Painting. With Notes on Copyists and Imitators of each Master.

By Philippe Daryl, B.A. Cr. 8vo, 3/. cloth.
" A guide to the authorship, quality, and value of a picture, and furnishes the

fundamental knowledge necessary to amateurs."—-Saturday Revieiv,
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Delamotie's Works on Illumination& Alphabets.
A PRIMER OF THE ART OF ILLUMINATION ; for the

use of Beginners : with a Rudimentary Treatise on the Art, Prac-

tical Directions for its Exercise, and numerous Examples taken

from Illuminated MSS., printed in Gold and Colours. By F. Dela-
motte. Small 4to, gs. Elegantly bound, cloth antique.

*' The examples of ancient MSS. recommended to the student, which, with much
pood sense, the author chooses from collections accessible to all, are selected with
judgment and knowledge, as well as XzsXt^'—Athetueum.

ORNAMENTAL ALPHABETS, ANCIENT and MEDIEVAL;
from the Eighth Century, with Numerals ; including Gothic,

Church-Text, German, Italian, Arabesque, Initials, Monograms,
Crosses, &c. Collected and engraved by F. Delamotte, and
printed in Colours. Tenth and Cheaper Edition. Royal 8vo,

oblong, 2s. 6d. ornamental boards.
" For those who insert enamelled sentences round gilded chalices, who blazon shop

legends over shop-doors, who letter church walls with pithy sentences from the
Decalogue, this book will be useful."

—

Athetutum.

EXAMPLES OF MODERN ALPHABETS, PLAIN and ORNA-
MENTAL ; including German, Old English, Saxon, Italic, Per-

spective, Greek, Hebrew, Court Hand, Engrossing, Tuscan,
Riband, Gothic, Rustic, and Arabesque, &c, &c. Collected and
engraved by F. Delamotte, and printed in Colours. Eighth and
Cheaper Edition. Royal 8vo, oblong, 2s. 6d. ornamental boards.

" There is comprised in it every possible shape into which the letters of the alphabet
and numerals can be formed."

—

Standard.

MEDIEVAL ALPHABETS AND INITIALS FOR ILLUMI-
NATORS. By F. Delamotte. Containing 21 Plates, and
Illuminated Title, printed in Gold and Colours. With an Intro-

duction by J. Willis Brooks. Small 4to, 6>. cloth gilt

THE EMBROIDERERS BOOK OF DESIGN ; containing Initials,

Emblems, Cyphers, Monograms, Ornamental Borders, Ecclesias-

tical Devices, Mediaeval and Modern Alphabets, and National
Emblems. Collected and engraved by F. Delamotte, and
printed in Colours. Oblong royal 8vo, is. 6d. ornamental wrapper.

Popular Work on Painting.
PAINTING POPULARLY EXPLAINED; with Historical

Sketches of the Progress of the Art By Thomas John Gullick,
Painter, and John Timbs, F.S.A. Fourth Edition, revised and
enlarged. With Frontispieceand Vignette. Insmall8vo, 5-r. &/. cloth.

*
#
* This Work has been adopted as a Prize-book in the Schools oj

Art at South Kensington.
" Contains a large amount of original matter, agreeably conveyed.''—Builder.
" Much may be learned, even by those who fancy they do not require to be taught,

from the careful perusal ofthisunpretending but comprehensive treatise.*—^4riJournal*

Wood-Carving.
INSTRUCTIONS in WOOD-CARVING, for Amateurs; with
Hints on Design. By A Lady. In emblematic wrapper, hand*
somely printed, with Ten large Plates, 2s. 6d.

" The handicraft of the wood-carver, so well as a book can impart it, may be learnt
from • A Lady's ' publication.''—Athenaum.
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AGRICULTURE, GARDENING, ETC.

Youatt and Burn's Complete Grazier.
THE COMPLETE GRAZIER, andFARMER'S and CATTLE-
BREEDER'S ASSISTANT. A Compendium of Husbandry.
By William Youatt, Esq., V.S. 12th Edition, very con-

siderably enlarged, and brought up to the present requirements of

agricultural practice. By Robert Scott Burn. One large 8vo.

volume, 860 pp. with 244 Illustrations, \l.\s. half-bound.
" The standard and text-book with the farmer and grazier."

—

Farmer's Magazine.
"A treatise which will remain a standard work on the subject as long as British

agriculture endures."

—

Mark Lane Express.

History, Structure, and Diseases of Sheep.
SHEEP ; THE HISTORY, STRUCTURE, ECONOMY,
AND DISEASES OF. By W. C. Spooner, M.R.V.C, &c. .

Fourth Edition, with fine engravings, including specimens of New
and Improved Breeds. 366 pp., \s. cloth.

Production ofMeat
MEAT PRODUCTION. A Manual for Producers, Distribu-

tors, etc. By John Ewart. Cr. 8vo, 5*. cloth.

Donaldson and Burns Suburban Farming.
SUBURBAN FARMING. The Laying Out and Cultivation of
Farms adapted to the produce of Milk, Butter and Cheese, Eggs,
Poultry, and Pigs. By the late Prof. -J. Donaldson. With
Additions, by R. Scott Burn. \s. cloth.

English Agriculture.
A TEXT-BOOK OF AGRICULTURE (THE FIELDS OF
GREAT BRITAIN), adapted to the Syllabus of the Science and
Art Department. For Elementary and Advanced Students. By
Hugh Clements (Board of Trade). i8mo, 2s. 6d. cloth.

" A clearly written description of the ordinary routine of English farm-life. *'

—

Land.
"A most comprehensive volume, giving amass of information."

—

Agricultural
[Economist.

Modern Farming.
OUTLINES OF MODERN FARMING. By R. Scott Burn.
Soils, Manures, and Crops—Farming and Farming Economy

—

Cattle, Sheep, and Horses—Management of the Dairy, Pigs, and
Poultry—Utilisation of Town Sewage, Irrigation, &c Sixth

Edition. In I vol. 1250 pp., half-bound, profusely illustrated, 12s.

Farm Engineering.
FARM ENGINEERING, comprising Draining and Embank-
ing ; Irrigation and Water Supply ; Roads, Fences, and Gates 5

Farm Buildings ; Barn Implements, etc. ; Field Implements, etc.

;

Agricultural Surveying, Levelling, etc. By Prof. John Scott.
About 1300 pages, with Several Hundred Illustrations.

[In the press.
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The Management of Estates.
LANDED ESTATES MANAGEMENT: Treating of the

Varieties of Lands, Methods of Farming, Farm Building, Irrigation,

Drainage, &c By R. Scott Burn. i2mo, $s. cloth.
11 A complete and comprehensive outline of the duties appertaining to the manage-

ment of landed estates."

—

Journal of Forestty.

Tlie Management of Farms.
OUTLINES OF FARM MANAGEMENT, and the Organiza-
tion of Farm Labour. Treating of the General Work of the Farm,
Field, and Live Stock, Details of Contract Work, Specialties of

Labour, Economical Management of the Farmhouse and Cottage,

Domestic Animals, &c. By Robert Scott Burn. i2mo, $s.

Management of Estates and Farms.
LANDED ESTATES AND FARM MANAGEMENT. By
R. Scott Burn. (The above Two Works in One Vol.) 6s.

Hudson's Tables for Land Valuers.
THE LAND VALUER'S BEST ASSISTANT; being Tables,

on a very much improved Plan, for Calculating the Value of
Estates. With Tables for Reducing Scotch, Irish, and Provincial

Customary Acres to Statute Measure, &c. By R. Hudson, C.E.
New Edition, royal 32010, leather, gilt edges, elastic band, 45.

Ewar£s Land Improver's Pocket-Book.
THE LAND IMPROVER'S POCKET-BOOK OF FOR-
MULA, TABLES, and MEMORANDA, required in any Com-
putation relating to the Permanent Improvement of Landed Pro-
perty. By John Ewart, Land Surveyor. 32010, leather, 4s.

Complete Agricultural Surveyor's Pocket-Book.
THE LAND VALUER'S AND LAND IMPROVER'S COM-
PLETE POCKET-BOOK ; consisting of the above two works
bound together, leather, gilt edges, with strap, Js. 6d.

** We consider Hudson's book to De the best ready-reckoner on matters relating to
the valuation of land and crops we have ever seen, and its combination with Mr.
Ewart's work greatly enhances the value and usefulness of the latter-mentioned.

—

It is most useful as a manual for reference."

—

North ofEngland Farmer

Grafting and Budding.
THE ART OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING. By Charles
Baltet. Translated from the French. With upwards of 180
Illustrations. i2mo, 3*. cloth boards.

Culture of Fruit Trees.
FRUIT TREES, the Scientific and Profitable Culture of. In-
cluding Choice of Trees, Planting, Grafting, Training, Restoration
of Unfruitful Tress, &c. From the French of Du Breuil. Fourth
Edition, revised. With an Introduction by George Glenny. 4r.cl.

" The book teaches how to prune and train fruit-trees to perfection."

—

Field.

Potato Culture.
POTATOES, HOW TO GROW AND SHOW THEM. A
Practical Guide to the Cultivation and General Treatment of the
Potato. By James Pink, With Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, 2s. cl.
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Good Gardening.
A PLAIN GUIDE TO GOOD GARDENING ; or, How to

Grow Vegetables, Fruits, and Flowers. With Practical Notes on
Soils, Manures, Seeds, Planting, Laying-out of Gardens and
Grounds, &c. By S. Wood. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo, $s. cloth.

"A very good book, and one to be highly recommended as a practical guide.
The practical directions are excellent "—AtAerueum.

Gainful Gardening.
MULTUM-IN-PARVO GARDENING ; or, How to make One
Acre of Land produce j£620 a year, by the Cultivation of Fruits

and Vegetables ; also How to Grow Flowers in Three Glass

Houses, so as to realise £176 per annum clear Profit. By Samuel
Wood. 3rd Edition, revised. Cr. 8vo, 2s. clotb.

" We are bound to recommend it as not only suited to the case of the amateur and
gentleman's gardener, but to the market grower;"

—

Gardener's Magazine.

Gardening for Ladies.
THE LADIES' MULTUM-IN-PARVO FLOWER GARDEN,
and Amateur's Complete Guide. . By S. Wood. Cr. 8vo, 3*. 6a.

Bulb Culture.
THE BULB GARDEN ; or, How to Cultivate Bulbous and
Tuberous-rooted Flowering Plants to Perfection. By Samuel
Wood. Coloured Plates. Crown 8vo, 3*. 6d. cloth.

Tree Planting.
THE TREE PLANTER AND PLANT PROPAGATOR:
A Practical Manual on the Propagation of Forest Trees, Fruit

Trees, Flowering Shrubs, Flowering Plants, Pot Herbs, &c.

Numerous Illustrations. By Samuel Wood. i2mo, 2s. 6d. cloth.

Tree Pruning.
THE TREE PRUNER : A Practical Manual on the Pruning of

Fruit Trees, their Training and Renovation ; also the Pruning of

Shrubs, Climbers, &c. By S. Wood. 12010, 2s. 6d.
y cloth.

Tree Planting, Pruning, & Plant Propagation.
THE TREE PLANTER, PROPAGATOR, AND PRUNER.
By Samuel Wood, Author of *

' Good Gardening," &c. Consisting

of the above Two Works in One Vol., 5.?. half-bound.

Early Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables.
THE FORCING GARDEN ; or, How to Grow Early Fruits,

Flowers, and Vegetables. With Plans and Estimates for Building

Glasshouses, Pits, Frames, &c. By S. Wood. Crown 8vo, 3*. dd.

Market Gardening, Etc.
THE KITCHEN AND MARKET GARDEN. By Con-
tributors to " The Garden." Compiled by C. W. Shaw, Editor

of "Gardening Illustrated." i2mo, $s. 6d. cl. bds.

Kitchen Gardening.
KITCHEN GARDENING MADE EASY. Showing how to

prepare and lay out the ground, the best means of cultivating every

known Vegetable and Herb, &c. By G. M. F. Glenny. j2mo, zs.
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Bankruptcy—Bills of Exchange-
Contracts and Agreements—Copy-
right—Dowkr and Divorce—Elec-
tions and Registration—Insurance
—Libel and Slander—Mortgages—

Also Law for Landlord and Tenant

—

Master and Servant—Workmen and Ap-
prentices—Heirs, Devisees, and Lega-
tees — Husband and Wife — Executors
and Trustees — Guardian and Ward—
Married Women and Infants—Partners

and Agents — Lender and Borrower —
Debtor and Creditor — Purchaser and

3a WORKS PUBLISHED BY CROSBY LOCKWOOD & CO.

lA CompleteEpitomeof theLawsofthis Country.
9

EVERY MAN'S OWN LAWYER; a Handy-Book of the Prin-

ciples of Law and Equity. By A Barrister. New Edition,

with Notes and References. Corrected to the end of last Session.

Embracing upwards of 3,500 Statements on Points of Law.
Crown 8vo, price 6s. Sd. (saved at every consultation).

COMPRISING THE RIGHTS AND WRONGS OF INDIVIDUALS, MERCANTILE
AND COMMERCIAL LAW, CRIMINAL LAW, PARISH LAW, COUNTY COURT
LAW, GAME AND FISHERY LAWS, POOR MEN'S LAW, THE LAWS OF

Settlements— Stock Exchange Prac-
tice—Trade MaIucs and Patents—
Trespass, Nuisances, etc.—Transfer
of Land, etc. —Warranty— Wills
and Agreements, etc
Vendor — Companies and Associations
—Friendly Societies—Clergymen, Church-
wardens—Medical Practitioners, &a —
Bankers— Farmers— Contractors—Stock
and Share Brokers—Sportsmen and Game-
keepers—Farriers and Horse-Dealers—
Auctioneers, House-Agents—Innkeepers,
&c—Pawnbrokers—Surveyors, &c, &c

" No Englishman ought to be without this book."

—

Engineer.
" What it professes to be—a complete epitome of the laws of this country, thoroughly

intelligible to non-professional readers. The book is a handy one to have in readiness
when some knotty point requires ready solution."

—

BelVs Life.

How to Invest.
HINTS FOR INVESTORS. Being an Explanation of the Mode
of Transacting Business on the Stock Exchange, etc. By Walter
M. Playford, Sworn Broker. Ciown 8vo, 2s. cloth.

Auctioneer's Assistant
THE APPRAISER, AUCTIONEER, BROKER, HOUSE
AND ESTATE AGENT, AND VALUER'S POCKET AS-
SISTANT, for the Valuation for Purchase, Sale, or Renewal of
Leases, Annuities, and Reversions, and of property generally;
with Prices for Inventories, &c By John Wheeler, Valuer, &c
Fourth Edition, enlarged, by C. Norris. Royal 32mo, cloth, 5/.

Auctioneering.
AUCTIONEERS : THEIR DUTIES AND LIABILITIES.
By Robert Squibbs, Auctioneer. Demy 8vo, ior. 6d. cloth.

" The position and duties of auctioneers treated compendiously and clearly."

—

House Property. iBmUer.

HANDBOOK OF HOUSE PROPERTY : the Purchase, Mort-
gage, Tenancy, and Compulsory Sale of Houses and Land ; the
Law of Dilapidations, &c. By E. L. Tarbuck. 3rd Edit. 3J. 6d

"We are glad to be able to recommend it."

—

Builder.
" The advice is thoroughly practical."—Law Journal

Metropolitan Rating.
METROPOLITAN RATING : a Summary of the Appeals
heard before the Court of General Assessment Sessions at West-
minster, in the years 1871-80 inclusive. Containing a large mass
of very valuable information with respect to the Rating of Rail-
ways, Gas and Waterworks, Tramways, Wharves, Public Houses,
&c. By Edward and A. L. Ryde. 8vo, 12s. 6d, cloth.

Bradtauji Agnew, * Co., Printers, Whitefrian, London.



LONDON, 1862.

THE PRIZE MEDAL
I Was awarded to the Publishers of

"WEALrS SERIES."

A NEW LIST OF

WEALE'S SERIES
RUDIMENTARY SCIENTIFIC,EDUCATIONAL,

AND CLASSICAL.
Comprising nearly Three Hundred and Fifty distinct works in almost every

department ofScience, Art, and Education, recommended to the notice ofEngineers,
Architects, Builders, Artisans, and Students generally, as well as to thosTtntercsted

in IVorkmen's Libraries, Literary and Scientific Institutions, Colleges, Schools,

Science Classes, &*c.t Grc.

IS" " WEALE'S SERIES includes Text-Books on almost every branch of
Science and Industry, comprising such subjects as Agriculture, Architecture
and Building, Civil Engineering, Fine Arts, Mechanics and Mechanical
Engineering, Physical and Chemical Science, and many miscellaneous
Treatises. The whole are constantly undergoing revision, and new editions,
brought up to the latest discoveries in scientific research, are constantly
issued. The prices at which they are sold are as low as their excellence is

assured."

—

American Literary Gazette.
" Amongst the literature of technical education, Weale's Series has ever

enjoyed a high reputation, and the additions being made by Messrs. Crosby
Lockwood & Co. render the series even more complete, and bring the infor-

mation upon the several subjects down to the present time."

—

Mining
Journal.

" It is impossible to do otherwise than bear testimony to the value of
Weale's Series."—Engineer.

" Everybody—even that outrageous nuisance • Every Schoolboy '—knows
the merits of • Weale's Rudimentary Series.' Any persons wishing to
acquire knowledge cannot do better than look through Weale's Series and
get all the books they require. The Series is indeed an inexhaustible mine
of literary wealth."—The Metropolitan.

" WEALE'S SERIES has become a standard as well as an unrivalled
collection of treatises in all branches of art and science."

—

Public Opinion.

PHILADELPHIA, 1876.

THE PRIZE MEDAL
,Was awarded to the Publishers for

Books : Rudimentary, Scientific,

"WEALE'S SERIES," ETC.

CROSBY LOCKWOOp & CO.,
7, STATIONERS' HALL COURT, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C

rbogle I



WEALE S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.

WEALE'S RTOIHEDTTABY SCIENTIFIC SERIES.

*#* The volumes of this Series are freely Illustrated with
Woodcuts, or otherwise, where requisite. Throughout the fol-

lowing List it must be understood that the books are bound in
limp cloth, unless otherwise stated; but the volumes marked
with a % may also be had strongly bound in cloth boards for 6d.
extra,

N.B,—In ordering from this List it is recommended, as a
means offacilitating business and obviating error, to quote the
numbers affixed to the volumes, as zoell as the titles andprices.

CIVIL ENGINEERING, SURVEYING, ETC.
No. x

*

31. WELLS AND WELL-SINKING. By John Geo. Swindell,
A.R.I.B.A., and G. R. Burnell, C.E. Revised Edition. With a New
Appendix on the Qualities of Water. Illustrated. 2s.

35. THE BLASTING AND QUARRYING OF STONE, for
Building and other Purposes. 'With Remarks on the Blowing up of Bridges.
By Gen. Sir John Burgoyne, Bart., K.C.B. Illustrated, xs. 6d.

44. FOUNDATIONS AND CONCRETE WORKS, containing a
Synopsis of the principal cases of Foundation Works, &c.

{
Practical Remarks

on Footings, Planking, Sand, Concrete, Blton, Pile-dnving, Caissons, and
Cofferdams, &c. By E. Dobson, M.R.I.B.A. Fifth Edition, xs. 6d.

-60. LAND AND ENGINEERING SURVEYING, a Treatise on;
with all the Modern Improvements. By T. Baker, C.E. New Bdition,
revised by Edward Nugent, C.E. Illustrated with Plates and Diagrams. 2S.t

«o». EMBANKING LANDS FROM THE SEA, With examples
' and Particulars of actual Embankments, &c. By J. Wiggins, F.G.S. as.

Si. WATER WORKS, for the Supply of Cities and Towns. With
a Description of the Principal Geological Formations of England as in-
fluencing Supplies ofWater ; and Details of Engines and Pumping Machinery
for raising Water. By Samuel Hughes, F.G.S., C.E. New Edition. 4*4

117. SUBTERRANEOUS SURVEYING, an Elementary and Prac-
tical Treatise on. By Thomas Fbnwick. Also the Method of Conducting
Subterraneous Surveys without the Use of the Magnetic Needle, and other
Modern Improvements. By Thomas Baker. C.E. Illustrated. 2s. 6d.$

118. CIVIL ENGINEERING IN NORTH AMERICA, a Sketch
of. By David Stevenson, F.R.S.E., &c. Plates and Diagrams. 3s.

167. IRON BRIDGES, GIRDERS, ROOFS, AND OTHER
WORKS. By Francis Campin, C.E. 2s. 6d,X

197. ROADS AND STREETS (THE CONSTRUCTION OF)9

in two Parts : I. The Art of Constructing Common Roads, by Henry
iLaw, C.E., revised by D. K. Clark, C.E. ; II. Recent Practice, including
pavements of Stone, Wood, and Asphalte, by D. K. Clark. 4s. 6<Lt

203. SANITARY WORKIN THE SMALLER TOWNSAND IN
VILLAGES. Comprising :— 1. Some of the more Common Forms ot
Nuisance and their Remedies ; s. Drainage ; 3. Water Supply. ByCharles
Slagg, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. 3S.J

212. THE CONSTRUCTION OF GAS-WORKS, and the Manu-
facture and Distribution of Coal Gas. Originally written by Samuel
Hughes, C.E. Sixth Edition, re-written and much enlarged by William
Richards, C.E. With 72 Illustrations. 4s. 6d.t 1

213. PIONEER ENGINEERING, A Treatise on the Engineering
Operations connected with the Settlement of Waste Lands in New Coun-
tries. By Edward Dobson, Assoc. Inst. C.E. 4s. 6d.t

0^"* The X indicates that these vols* may be had strongly bound at 6d extra.
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weale's rudimentary series.

GiYil Engineering, Surveying, etc., continued,

216. MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION; A Theoretical and
Practical Treatise on the Strains, Designing, and Erection ofWorks of Con-
struction. By Francis Campin, C.E. Second Edition, revised. 3s.*

219. CIVIL ENGINEERING. By Henry Law, M.Inst C.E.
Including Hydraulic Engineering by Geo. R. Bornell, M.Inst. C.E.
Seventh Edition, revised, with large additions by D. Kinnear Clark,
M.Inst. C.E. 6s. 6d„ Cloth boards, 7s. 6d.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ETC.
33. CRANES, the Construction of, and other Machinery for Raising

Heavy Bodies. By Joseph Glynn, F.R.S. Illustrated, is. 6d.

34. THE STEAMENGINE. By Dr. Lardner. Illustrated. is.6d.

59. STEAM BOILERS : their Construction and Management. By
R. Armstrong, C.E. Illustrated, is. 6d.

82. THE POWER OF WATER, as applied to drive Flour Mills,
and to give motion to Turbines, &c. By Joseph Glynn, F.R.S. as.$

98. PRACTICAL MECHANISM, the Elements of; and Machine
Tools. By T. Baker, C.E. With Additions by J. Kasmyth, C.E. 2s. 6d4

139. THE STEAM ENGINE, a Treatise on the Mathematical Theory
of, with Rules and Examples for Practical Men. ByT. Baker, C.E. xs.'oa.

164. MODERN WORKSHOP PRACTICE, as applied to Marine,
Land, and Locomotive Engines, Floating Docks, Dredging Machines,
Bridges, Cranes, Ship-building, &c, &c. ByJ.G. Winton. Illustrated. 3s.*

165. IRON AND HEAT, exhibiting the Principles concerned in the
Construction of Iron Beams, Pillars, and Bridge Girders, and the Action of
Heat in the SmeltingFurnace. By J. Armour, C.E. 2s. 6d.i

166. POWER IN MOTION: Horse-Power, Toothed-Wheel Gearing,
Long and Short Driving Bands, and Angular Forces. ByJ. Armour, as. 6d.|

171. THE WORKMANS MANUAL OF ENGINEERING
DRAWING. ByJ.MAXTON. 5th Edn. With 7 Plates and 350 Cuts. 3s. 6d.$

190. STEAM AND THE STEAM ENGINE, Stationary and
Portable. BvJohn Sewell and D. K. Clark, M.I.C.E. 3s. 6d.$

200. FUEL, its Combustion and Economy. By C. W. WILLIAMS,
With Recent Practice in the Combustion and Economy of Fuel—Coal, Coke,
Wood, Peat, Petroleum, ftc—by D. K. Clark, M.I.C.E. 3s. 6d.t

202. LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES. By G. D. Dempsey, C.E. ; with
large additions by D. Kinnear Clark, M.I.C.E. 33.$

211. THE BOILERMAKER'S ASSISTANT in Drawing, Tern-
plating, and Calculating Boiler and Tank Work. By John Courtney,
Practical Boiler Maker. Edited by D. K. Clark, C.E. zoo Illustrations. 2s.

217. SEWING MACHINERY: Its Construction, History, &c, with
full Technical Directions for Adjusting, &c. By J. W. Urquhart, C.E. 2S.$

223. MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. Comprising Metallurgy,
Moulding, Casting, Forging, Tools, Workshop Machinery, Manufacture of
the Steam Engine, &c. By Francis Campin, C.E. 2s. 6d.t

236. DETAILS OF MACHINERY. Comprising Instructions for
the Execution of various Works in Iron in the Fitting-Shop, Foundry, and
Boiler-Yard. By Francis Campin/C.E. 3s.*

237. THE SMITHY AND FORGE; including the Farrier's Art and
CoachSmithing. By W.*J. E. Crane. Illustrated. 2s. 6d,t

238. THESHEET-METAL WORKER'SGUIDE; a Practical Hand-
book for Tinsmiths, Coppersmiths, Zincworkers, &c; With 94 Diagrams and
Working Patterns. By W.J. E. Crane, is. 6d.

251. STEAM AND MACHINERY MANAGEMENT: a Guide
to the Arrangement and Economical Management of Machinery, with Hints
on Construction and Selection. By M. POWIS BALE, M.Inst.M.E.,
A.M.Inst.C.E. [Nearly ready.

The X indicates that these vols, may be had strongly bound at 6d. extra.

7, STATIONERS' HALL COURT, LUDGATE HILL, E.C,
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MINING, METALLURGY, ETC.
4. MINERALOGY, Rudiments of; a concise View of the Properties

of Minerals. By A. Ramsay, Jun. Woodcuts and Steel Plates. 3s.*
'

117. SUBTERRANEOUS SURVEYING, Elementary and Practical
Treatise on, with and without the Magnetic Needle. By Thomas Fenwick,
Surveyor of Mines, and Thomas Baker, C.E. Illustrated. 2s. 6d.t

133. METALLURGY OF COPPER ; an Introduction to the Methods
of Seeking, Mining, and Assaying Copper, and Manufacturing its Alloys.
By Robert H. Lamborn. Ph.D. Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.t

135. ELECTRO-METALLURGY; Practically Treated. By Alex-
andhr Watt, F.R.S.S.A. Eighth Edition, revised, with additional Matter
and Illustrations, including the most recent Processes. 3s.*

172. MINING TOOLS, Manual of. For the Use of Mine Managers,
Agents, Students, &c. By William Morgans. 2s. 6d.t

172* MINING TOOLS, ATLAS of Engravings to Illustrate the above,
containing 235 Illustrations, drawn to Scale. 4I0. 4s. 6d. ; cloth hoards, 6s.

176. METALLURGY OF IRON Containing History of Iron Manu-
facture. Methods ofAssay, and Analyses of Iron Ores, Processes ofManu-
facture of Iron and Steel, &c. By H. Bauerman, F.G.S. Fifth Edition,
revised and enlarged. 5s.X

180. COAL AND COAL MINING. By Warington W. Smyth,
M.A., F.R.S. Fifth Edition, revised. With numerous Illustrations. 3s. 6d.t

195. THE MINERAL SURVEYOR AND VALUER'S COM-
PLETE GUIDE, with new Traverse Tables, and Descriptions of Improved
Instruments ; also the Correct Principles of Laying out and Valuing Mineral
Properties. By William Lintern, Mining and Civil Engineer. 3s.-6d4

214. SLATE AND SLATE QUARRYING, Scientific, PracUcal, and
Commercial. By D. C. Davibs, F.G.S., Mining Engineer, &c. 3s.t

220. MAGNETIC SURVEYING, AND ANGULAR SURVEY-
ING, with Records of the Peculiarities of Needle Disturbances. Compiled
from the Results of carefully made Experiments. By W. Lintern. 2s.

ARCHITECTURE, BUILDING, ETC.
16. ARCHITECTURE—ORDERS—The Orders and their Esthetic

Principles. By W. H. Leeds. Illustrated, is. 6d.

17. ARCHITECTURE—STYLES—The History and Description of
the Styles of Architecture of Various Countries, from the Earliest to the
Present Period. By T. Talbot Bury, F.R.I.B.A., &c. Illustrated. 2s.
*
#* Orders and Styles op Architecture, in One Vol., 3*. 6d.

18. ARCHITECTURE—DESIGN—The Principles of Design in
Architecture, as deducible from Nature and exemplified in the Works of the
Greekand Gothic Architects. ByE.L.Garbett, Architect. Illustrated. 2s.6d.

%* The three preceding Worhs, in One handsome Vol., half bound, entitled
" Modern Architecture," price 6s.

22. THE ART OF BUILDING, Rudiments of. General Principles
of Construction, Materials used in Building. Strength and Use of Materials,
Working Drawings, Specifications, and Estimates. By E. Dobson, 2s.$

25. MASONRY AND STONECUTTING ; in which the Principles
of Masonic Projection and their application to the Construction of Curved
Wing-Walls, Domes, Oblique Bridges, and Roman and Gothic Vaulting,
are explained. By Edward Dobson, M.R.I.B.A., &c. 2s. 6d.$

42. COTTAGE BUILDING. By C. Bruce Allen, Architect.
Ninth Edition, revised and enlarged. Numerous Illustrations, is. 6d.

45. LIMES, CEMENTS, MORTARS, CONCRETES, MASTICS,
PLASTERING, &c. By G. R. Burnell, C.E. Twelfth Edition, is. 6d.

The X indicates that these vols, may be had strongly bound at 6d. extra.
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weale's rudimentary series.

Architecture, Building, etc., continued*

57. WARMING AND VENTILATION. An Exposition of the
General Principles as applied to Domestic and Public Buildings, Mines,
Lighthouses, Ships, &c. By C. Tomlinson, F.R.S., &c. Illustrated. 3s.

*u.. ARCHES, PIERS, BUTTRESSES, &c: Experimental Essays
on the Principles of Construction. By W. Bland. Illustrated, is. 6d. .

116. THE ACOUSTICS OF PUBLIC BUILDINGS; or, The
Principles ofthe Science ofSound applied to the purposes of the'Architect and
Builder. By T. Roger Smith, M.K.I.B.A., Architect. Illustrated, is. 6d.

127. ARCHITECTURAL MODELLING IN PAPER, the Art of.
By T. A. Richardson, Architect. Illustrated, is. 6d.

128. VITRUVIUS—THE ARCHITECTURE OF MARCUS
VITRUVIUS POLLO. In Ten Books. Translated from the Latin by
Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A., F.R.A.S. With 23 Plates. 5s.

130. GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE, An Inquiry into the Principles
of Beauty in ; with an Historical View of the Rise and Progress of the Art in
Greece. By the Earl of Aberdeen, is.

%• The two preceding Works in One handsome Vol,, half bound, entitled "Ancient
Architecture/ ' price 6s.

132. THE ERECTION OF DWELLING-HOUSES. Illustrated by
a Perspective View, Plans, Elevations, and Sections of a pair of Semi-
detached Villas, with the Specification, Quantities, and Estimates, &c. By
S. H. Brooks. New Edition, with Plates. 2s. 6d.t

' 156. QUANTITIESANDMEASUREMENTS, How to Calculate and
Take them in Bricklayers', Masons', Plasterers*, Plumbers', Painters', Paper-
hangers', Gilders', Smiths', .Carpenters', and Joiners' Work. By A. C.
Beaton, Architect and Surveyor. New and Enlarged Edition. Illus. is. 6d.

174. LOCKWOOD 6- CO.'S BUILDER'SAND CONTRACTOR'S
PRICE BOOK, containing the latest Prices of all kinds of Builders' Materials
and Labour, and of all Trades connected with Building, &c, &c. Edited
by F.;T. W. Miller, Architect. Published annually. 3s. 6d. ; half bound, 4s.

182. CARPENTRY AND JOINERY-The Elementary Prin-
ciples of Carpentry. Chiefly composed from the Standard Work of
Thomas Trbdgold, C.E. With Additions from the Works of the most
Recent Authorities, and a TREATISE ON JOINERY by E. Wyndham
Tarn, M.A. Numerous Illustrations. 3s. 6d.J

182*. CARPENTRY AND JOINERY. ATLAS of 35 Plates to
accompany the above. With Descriptive Letterpress. 4to. 6s. ; cloth, 7s. 6d.

185. THE COMPLETE MEASURER ; the Measurement of Boards,
Glass, &c. ; Unequal-sided, Square-sided, Octagonal -sided. Round Timber
and Stone, and Standing Timber, &c. By Richard Horton. Fourth
Edition. 4s. ; strongly bound in leather, 5s.

187. HINTS TO YOUNG ARCHITECTS. By G. WiGHTWlCK.
New Edition. By G. H. Guillaumb. Illustrated. 3s. 6d4

188. HOUSE PAINTING, GRAINING, MARBLING, AND SIGN
WRITING : containing full information on the Processes of House-Painting,
the Practice of Sign-Writing, the Principles of Decorative Art, a Course of
Elementary Drawing for House-Painters, Writers, &c, 8tc. With 9 Coloured
Plates, and nearly 150 Wood Engravings. By Ellis A. Davidson. Third
Edition, revised. 5s. cloth limp ; 6s. cloth boards.

189. THE RUDIMENTS OF PRACTICAL BRICKLAYING.
In Six Sections : General Principles ; Arch Drawing, Cutting, and Setting
Pointing; Paving, Tiling, Materials; Slating and Plastering; Practical
Geometry, Mensuration, &c. By Adam Hammond. Illustrated, xs. 6d.

191. PLUMBING. A Text-Book to the Practice of the Art or Craft of
the Plumber. With Chapters upon House Drainage. Fourth Edition.
With 330 Illustrations. By W. P. Buchan. 3s. 6d.$

8^™" The X indicates that these vols, may be had strongly bound at 6d. extra.
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weale's rudimentary series.

Architecture, Building, etc., continued.

192. THE TIMBER IMPORTER'S, TIMBER MERCHANT'S,
and BUILDER'S STANDARD GUIDE. By Richard E. Grandy.
Second Edition, Revised. 334

206. A BOOK ON BUILDING, Civil and Ecclesiastical, including
Church Restoration. With the Theory of Domes and the Great Pyramid,
&c By Sir Edmund Beckett, Bart., LL.D., Q.C., F.R.A.S. 4s. 6d.t

226. THE JOINTS MADE AND USED BY BUILDERS in the
Construction of various kinds of Engineering and Architectural Works. By
WyvillJ. Christy, Architect. With upwards of 160 Engravings onWood. 3s.*

228. THE CONSTRUCTION OFROOFS OF WOOD AND IRON
By E. Wyndham Tarn, M.A., ' Architect.!;Second Edition, revised, is. 6d.

229. ELEMENTARY DECORATION: as applied to the Interior
and Exterior Decoration of Dwelling-Houses, &c. By James W. Facby, Jun.
Illustrated with Sixty-eight explanatory Engravings. 2s.

230. HANDRAILING (A Practical Treatise on). Showing New and
Simple Methods for finding the Pitch of the Plank, Drawing the Moulds,
Bevelling, Jointing-up, and Squaring the Wreath. By George Collings.
Illustrated with Plates and Diagrams, zs. 6d,

247. BUILDING ESTATES : a Rudimentary Treatise on the Develop-
ment, Sale, Purchase, and General Management of Building Land, including
the Formation of Streets and Sewers, and the Requirements of Sanitary
Authorities. By Fowlbr Maitland, Surveyor. Illustrated, as.

248. PORTLAND CEMENT FOR USERS. By Henry Faija,
Assoc. M. Inst. C.E. Second Edition, corrected. Illustrated. 2s.

252. BRICKWORK : a Practical Treatise, embodying the General
and Higher Principles] of Bricklaying, Cutting and Setting:, 8cc. By F.
WALKER.

'

(in the Press.

SHIPBUILDING, NAVIGATION, MARINE
ENGINEERING, ETC.

51. NAVAL ARCHITECTURE, the Rudiments of; or an Exposi-
tion of the Elementary Principles of the Science, and their Practical Appli-
cation to Naval Construction. Compiled for the Use of Beginners. By
James Peakb. Fifth Edition, with Plates and Diagrams. 3s. 6d.$

S3*. SHIPS FOR OCEAN AND RIVER SERVICE, Elementary
and Practical Principles of the Construction of. By H. A. Sommbrfeldt,
Surveyor of the Royal Norwegian Navy. With an Appendix, is. 6d.

53**. ANATLAS OFENGRA VINGS to Illustrate the above. Twelve
large folding plates. Royal 4to, cloth. 7s. 6d.

54. MASTING, MAST-MAKING, AND RIGGING OF SHIPS,
Rudimentary Treatise on. Also Tables of Spars, Rigging, Blocks : Chain,
Wire, and Hemp Ropes. &c, relative to every class of vessels. By Robert
Kjpping, N.A. Fifteenth Edition. Illustrated. 2s4

54*. IRON SHIP-BUILDING. With Practical Examples and Details
for the Use of Ship Owners and Ship Builders. By John Grantham, Con-
sulting Engineer and Naval Architect. 5th Edition, with Additions. 4s.

54**. AN ATLAS OF FORTY PLATES to Illustrate the above.
Fifth Edition. 4to, boards. 38s.

55. THE SAILOR'S SEA BOOK: a Rudimentary Treatise on
Navigation. Part I. How to Keep the Log and Work it off. Part II. On
Finding the Latitude and Longitude. By Jambs Greenwood. B.A. To
which are added, the Deviation and Error of the Compass ; Great Circle
Sailing ; the International (Commercial) Code of Signals : the Rule of the
Road at Sea ; Rocket and Mortar Apparatus for Saving Life ; the Law of

. Storms ; and a Brief Dictionary of Sea Terms. With Coloured Plates of
Flags, &c. New, and enlarged edition. By W. H. Rossbr. 2s. 6d.t

The X indicates that these vols, fnay be had strongly bound at 6d. extra.
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weale's rudimentary series.

Shipbuilding, Navigation, Marine Engineering, etc., cont.

So. MARINE ENGINES, AND STEAM VESSELS. By Robert
Murray, C.E. Eighth Edition. [In preparation.

Szbis. THE FORMS OF SHIPS AND BOATS: Hints, Experiment-
ally Derived, on some of the Principles regulating Ship-building. By W.
Bland. Seventh Edition, revised,withnumerous Illustrations and Models.zs.6d.

99. NAVIGATION AND NAUTICAL ASTRONOMY, in Theory
and Practice. By Prof. J. R. Young. New Edition, including the requisite
Elements from the Nautical Almanac for working the Problems. 2s. od.

106. SHIPS* ANCHORS, a Treatise on. By G. COTSELL, N.A. is. 6d.

149. SAILS AND SAIL-MAKING, an Elementary Treatise on.
With Draughting, and the Centre of Effort of the Sails. Also, Weights
and Sizes of Ropes : Masting, Rigging, and Sails of Steam Vessels, &c, &c.
Eleventh Edition, enlarged, with an Appendix. By Robert Kipping, N.A.,
Sailmaker, Quayside, Newcastle. Illustrated. 2s. 6d.£

155. THE ENGINEER'S GUIDE TO THE ROYAL AND
MERCANTILE NAVIES. By a Practical Engineer. Revised by D.
F. M'Carthy, late of the Ordnance Survey Office, Southampton. 3s.

55 PRACTICAL NAVIGATION. Consisting of The Sailor's

& Sea-Book. By James Greenwood and W. H. Rosser. Together with

IDA the requisite Mathematical and Nautical Tables for the Working of the
*• Problems. By Henry Law, C.E..and J. R. Young, formerly Professor of

Mathematics in Belfast College. Illustrated with numerous Wood Engrav-
ings and Coloured Plates. 7s. Strongly half-bound in leather.

AGRICULTURE, GARDENING, ETC.
6i». READYRECKONER FOR THE ADMEASUREMENTOF

LAND, including Tables showing the price of work from 2s. 6d. to £1 per
acre, and other useful Tables. By Abraham Arman. Second Edition,
corrected and extended by C. Norris, Surveyor, &c. 2s.

131. MILLER'S, MERCHANTS, AND FARMER'S READY
RECKONER. With approximate values of Millstones, Millwork, &c. is.

140. SOILS, MANURES, AND CROPS. (Vol. 1. Outlines of
Modern Farming.) By R. Scott Burn. Woodcuts. 2s.

141. FARMING <&• FARMING ECONOMY, Notes, Historical and
Practical, on. (Vol. 2. Outlines ofModern Farming.) By R.ScottBurn. 3s.

142. STOCK; CATTLE, SHEEP, AND HORSES. (Vol. 3.
Outlines of Modern Farming.) By R. Scott Burn. Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

145. DAIRY, PIGS, AND POULTRY, Management of the. By
R. Scott Burn. With Notes on the Diseases of Stock. (Vol. 4. Outlines
of Modern Farming.) Woodcuts. 2s.

146. UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE, IRRIGATION, AND
RECLAMATION OF WASTE LAND. (Vol. <. Outlines of Modern
Farming.) By R. Scott Burn. Woodcuts. 2s. od.

V* Nos. 140-1-2-5-6, tn One Vol.yhandsomely half-bound, entitled " Outlines of
Modern Farming." By Robert Scott Burn. Price 12s.

177. FRUIT TREES, The Scientific and Profitable Culture of. From
the French of Du Brbuil. Revised by Geo. Glbnny. 187 Woodcuts. 3s. 6d.$

198. SHEEP; THE HISTORY, STRUCTURE, ECONOMY,AND
DISEASES OF. By W. C. Spoonbr, M.R.V.C., &c. Fourth Edition,
enlarged, including Specimens of New and Improved Breeds. 3s. 6d.$

201. KITCHEN GARDENING MADE EASY. Showing how to
prepare and lay out the ground, the best means of cultivating every known
Vegetable and Herb, &c. By George M. F. Glenny. is. 6d.t

8®" The % indicates that these vols, may be had strongly bound at 6d. extra.
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WEALE S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.

Agriculture, Gardening, etc., continued.

207. OUTLINES OF FARM MANAGEMENT, and the Organi-
zation ofFarm Labour: Treating of the General Work of the Farm ; Field
and Live Stock; Contract Work ; Labour, &c. By R. Scott Burn. 2s. 6d.t

208. OUTLINES OF LANDED ESTATES MANAGEMENT:
Treating of -the Varieties of Lands, Methods of Farming, Farm Buildings,
Irrigation, Drainage, &c. By R. Scott Burn. 2s. 6d.$

%• Nos. 207 &* 208 in One Vol., handsomely half-bound, entitled "Outlines op
Landed Estates and Farm Management." By R. Scott Burn. Price 6s.

209. THE TREE PLANTER AND PLANT PROPAGATOR.
A Practical Manual on the Propagation of Forest Trees, Fruit Trees,
Flowering Shrubs, Flowering Plants, &c. By Samuel Wood. 2s4

210. THE TREE PRUNER. A Practical Manual on the Pruning of
Fruit Trees, including also their Training and Renovation ; also the Pruning
of Shrubs, Climbers, and Flowering Plants. By Samuel Wood. 2s.$

%• Nos. 209 6r* *2io in One Vol., handsomely halfbound, entitled "The Tree
Planter, Propagator, and Pruner." By Samuel Wood. Price 5*.

218. THE HAY AND STRAW MEASURER : Being New Tables
for the Use of Auctioneers, Valuers, Farmers, Hay andJStraw Dealers, &c.
Fourth Edition. By John Steele. 2s.

222. SUBURBAN FARMING. The Laying-out and Cultivation of
Farms, adapted to the Produce of Milk, Butter, and Cheese, Eggs, Poultry,
and Pigs. By Prof. John Donaldson and R. Scott Burn. 3s. 6d.*

231. THE ART OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING. By CHARLES
Baltet. With Illustrations. 2s. 6d.$

232. COTTAGE GARDENING; or, Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables
for Small Gardens. By E. Hobday, is. 6d.

233. GARDEN RECEIPTS. Edited by Charles W. Quin. is. 6d.

234. THE KITCHEN AND MARKET GARDEN Compiled
by C. W. Shaw, Editor of " Gardening Illustrated." 3s.*

239. DRAINING AND EMBANKING. A Practical Treatise, em-
bodying the most recent experience in the Application of Improved Methods.
By John Scott, late Professor of Agriculture and Rural Economy at the
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester. With 68 Illustrations, zs. 6d.

240. IRRIGATIONAND WATER SUPPLY. A Treatise on Water
Meadows, Sewage Irrigation, Warping, &c. ; on the Construction of Wells,
Ponds, and Reservoirs ; and on Raising Water by Machinery for Agricul-
tural and Domestic Purposes. By Prof. John Scott. With 34 Illus. is. 6d.

241. FARM ROADS, FENCES, AND GATES. A Practical
Treatise on the Roads, Tramways, and Waterways of the Farm; the
Principles of Enclosures ; and the different kinds of Fences, Gates, and
Stiles. By Professor John' Scott. With 75 Illustrations. is."6d.

242. FARM BUILDINGS. A Practical Treatise on the Buildings
necessary for various kinds of Farms, their Arrangement and Construction,
including Plans and Estimates. By Prof. John Scott. With 105 Illus. 2s.

243. BARN IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES. Treating of the
Application of Power to the Operations of Agriculture ; and of the various
Machines used in the Threshing-barn, in the Stock-yard, Dairy, &c. By
Prof. J. Scott. [Nearly ready.

244. FIELD IMPLEMENTS AND MACHINES. By Professor
John Scott. Illustrated. [In the press.

245. AGRICULTURAL SURVEYING, LEVELLING, &c. By
Prof. John Scott. Illustrated. [/» preparation.

\ 250. MEAT PRODUCTION. A Manual for Producers, Distributors,
&c. . By John Ewart. 2s. 6d.t

8®" The % indicates that these vols, may be had strongly bound at 6d. extra.
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weale's rudimentary series.

MATHEMATICS, ARITHMETIC, ETC.
32. MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS, a Treatise on; in which

their Construction and the Methods of Testing, Adjusting, and Using them
are concisely Explained. By J. F. Heather, M.A., of the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich. Original Edition, in 1 vol., Illustrated, is. 6d.

\* In orderingthe above, be careful to say, " Original Edition " (No. 32), id distin-
guish itfrom the Enlarged Edition in 3 vols. (Nos. 168-9-70.)

76. DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, an Elementary Treatise on;
with a Theory of Shadows and of

l
Perspective, extracted from the French of

G. Monge. To which is added, a description of the Principles and Practice
of Isometrical Projection. By J. F. Heather, M.A. With 14 Plates. 2s.

178. PRACTICAL PLANE GEOMETRY: giving- the Simplest
Modes ofConstructing Figures contained in one Plane and Geometrical Con-
struction of the Ground. By J. F. Heather, M.A. With 215 Woodcuts. 2S.

179. PROJECTION : Orthographic, Topographic, and Perspective.
By J. F. Heather, M.A. [In preparation,

*»* The above three volumes willform a Complete Elementary Course of
Mathematical Drawing.

83. COMMERCIAL BOOK-KEEPING. With Commercial Phrases
and Forms in English, French, Italian, and German. By Jambs Haddon,
M.A., Arithmetical Master of King's College School, London, is. 6d.

84. ARITHMETIC, a Rudimentary Treatise on : with full Explana-
tions of its Theoretical Principles, and numerous Examples for Practice. By
Professor J. R. Young. Tenth Edition, corrected, is. 6d.

64*. A Key to the above, containing Solutions in full to the Exercises, together
with Comments, Explanations, and Improved Processes, for the Use of
Teachers and Unassisted Learners. By J. R. Young, is. 6d.

85. EQUATIONAL ARITHMETIC, applied to Questions of Interest,

85*. Annuities, Life Assurance, and General Commerce ; with various Tables by
which all Calculations may be greatly facilitated. By W. Hipsley. 2s.

86. ALGEBRA, the Elements of. By James Haddon, M.A.
With Appendix, containing miscellaneous Investigations, and a Collection
of Problems in various parts of Algebra. 2s.

,

66*. A Key and Companion to the above Book, forming an extensive repository of
Solved Examples and Problems in Illustration of the various Expedients
necessary in Algebraical Operations. By J. R. Young, is. 6d.

88. EUCLID, The Elements of : with many additional Propositions
80 and Explanatory Notes : to which is prefixed, an Introductory Essay on
* Logic. By Henry Law, C.E. 2s. 6d.$

*** Sold also separately, viz. :—
88. Euclid, The First Three Books. By Henry Law, C.E. is. 6d.

89. Euclid, Books 4, 5, 6, 11, 12. By Henry Law, C.E. is. 6d.

90. ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY AND CONIC SECTIONS,
By James Hann. A New Edition, by Professor J. R. Young. 2S.t

91. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY, the Elements of. By James
Hann, formerly Mathematical Master of King's College, London, is. 6d.

92. SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETR Y, the Elements of. By James
Hann. Revised by Charles H. Dowling, C.E. is.

\* Or with " The Elements ofPlane Trigonometry," in One Volume, 2S. 6d.

93. MENSURATIONAND MEASURING. With the Mensuration
and Levelling of Land for the Purposes of Modern Engineering.' By T.
Baker, C.E. New Edition by E. Nugent, C.E. Illustrated, is. 6d.

101. DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS, Elements of the. By W. S. B.
Woolhouse. F.R.A.S., 8cc. is. 6d.

102. INTEGRAL CALCULUS, Rudimentary Treatise on the. By
Homersham Cox, B.A. Illustrated, is.

105. MNEMONICAL LESSONS. — Geometry, Algebra, and
.Trigonometry, in Easy Mnemonical Lessons, By the Rev. Thomas
Penyngton Kirkman, M.A. is. 6d.

The t indicates that these vols, may be had strongly bound at 6d. extra.
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IO weale's rudimentary series.

Mathematics, Geometry, etc., continued,

136. ARITHMETIC* Rudimentary, for the Use of Schools and Self-
Instruction. By Jamis Haddo*, M.A. Revised by A. Akman. is. 6d-

137. A Key to Haddon's Rudimentary Arithmetic. By A. Armah. is. 6d.

168. DRAWING AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS. Includ-
ing—I. Instruments employed in Geometrical and Mechanical Drawing,
and in the Construction, Copying, and Measurement of Maps and Flans.
II. Instruments used for the purposes of Accurate Measurement, and for
Arithmetical Computations. By J. F. Hrathbr, M.A. Illustrated, is. 6d>

169. OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS. Including (more especially) Tele-
scopes, Microscopes, and Apparatus for producing copies of Maps and Plans
by Photography. By J. F. Heathsr, M.A. Illustrated, is. 6d.

17a SURVEYING AND ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Including—I. Instruments Used for Determining the Geometrical Features
ofa portion of Ground. II. Instruments Employed in Astronomical Observa-
tions. By T- F. Heathsr, M.A. Illustrated, is. od.

•
#* The above three volumes form an enlargement ofthe Author*t original work,

"Mathematical Instruments" (See No. 32 in the Series.) t

^.^MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENTS. By J. F. Heather,
169. r MA. Enlarged Edition, for the most part entirely're-

w

ritten. The 3 Parts as
170.J above, inOne thickVolume. With numerous Illustrations. 4s. 6dJt

158. THE SLIDE RULE, AND HOW TO USE IT; containing
full, easy, and simple Instructions to perform all Business Calculations with
unexampled rapidity and accuracy. By Charles Hoarb, CJS. With a
Slide Rule in tuck of cover. 2s. 6d.i

196. THEORY OF COMPOUND INTEREST AND ANNUI-
TIES ; with Tables of Logarithms for the more Difficult Computations of

Interest, Discount, Annuities, &c. By Fbdor Thoman. 43.*

199. INTUITIVE CALCULATIONS; or, Easy Methods of Perform-
ing the Arithmetical Operations required in Commercial and Business Trans-
actions ; with Full Explanations ofDecimals and Duodecimals ; Tables, &c.
By D. O'Gorman. Twenty-fifth Edition, by Prof. J. R. Young. 3s.*

204. MATHEMATICAL TABLES, for Trigonometrical, Astronomical,
and Nautical Calculations ; to which is prefixed a Treatise on Logarithms.
By Henry Law, C.E. Together with a Series of Tables for Navigation
and Nautical Astronomy. By Professor'J. R. Young. 3s. 6d.$

221. MEASURES, WEIGHTS, AND MONEYS OF ALL NA-
TIONS, and an Analysis of the Christian, Hebrew, and Mahometan
Calendars. By W. S. B. Woolhousb. F.R.A.S., F.S.S. Sixth Edition. 2s.*

227. MATHEMATICS AS APPLIED TO THE CONSTRUC-
TIVE ARTS. Illustrating the various processes of Mathematical Investi-
gation, by means of Arithmetical and Simple Algebraical Equations and
Practical Examples. By Francis Campin, C.E. Second Edition. 3S.t

PHYSICAL SCIENCE, NATURAL PHILO-
SOPHY, ETC.

1. CHEMISTRY. By Professor George Fownes, F.R.S. "With
an Appendix on the Application of Chemistry to Agriculture, is.

2. NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, Introduction to the Study of. By
C. Tomlinson. Woodcuts, is. 6d.

6. MECHANICS, Rudimentary Treatise on. By CHARLES Tom-
linson. Illustrated, is. 6d. \

7. ELECTRICITY; showing the General Principles of Electrical
Science, and the purposes to which it has been applied. By Sir W. Snow
Harris, F.R.S., &c. With Additions by R. Sabinb, C.E., F.S.A. is. 6d.

7*. GALVANISM. By Sir W. Snow Harris. New Edition by
Robert Sabinb, C.E., F.S.A. is. 6d.

8. MAGNETISM; being a concise Exposition of the Greneral^Prin-
ciples of Magnetical Science, and the Purposes to which it has been applied.
By Sir W. Snow Harris. New Edition, revised and enlarged by H. M.
Nqad, Ph.D. With 165 Woodcuts. 3s. 6d.j

%&T The X indicates that these vols, may be had strongly bound at 6d. extra,
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weale's rudimentary SERIES. II

Physical Science, Natural Philosophy, etc., continued.

11. THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH; its History and Progress;
with Descriptions of some of the Apparatus. By R. Sabinb, C .E., F.SA. 3s.

12. PNEUMATICS, for the Use of Beginners. By Charles
Tomlinson. Illustrated, is. 6d.

72. MANUAL OF THE MOLLUSCA ; a Treatise on Recent and
Fossil Shells. By Dr. S. P. Woodward, A.L.S. Fourth Edition. With
Appendix by Ralph Tatb, A.L.S., F.G.S. With numerous Plates and 300
Woodcuts. 6s. 6d. Cloth boards, 7s. 6d.

96. ASTRONOMY. By the late Rev. Robert Main, M.A. Third
Edition, by William Thynnb Lynn, B.A., F.R.A.S. 2s.

97. STATICS AND DYNAMICS, the Principles and Practice of;
embracing also a clear development of Hydrostatics, Hydrodynamics, and
Central Forces. By T. Baker, C.E. is. 6d.

138. TELEGRAPH, Handbook of the; a Guide to {Candidates for

Employment in the Telegraph Service. By R. Bond. Fourth Edition.
Including Questions on Magnetism, Electricity, and Practical Telegraphy,
by W. McGregor. 3s.*

173. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY, partly based on Majdr-General Port-
lock's "Rudiments ofGeology." By Ralph Tatb, A.L.S., &c. Woodcuts. 2s.

174. HISTORICAL GEOLOGY, partly based on Major-General
Portlock's " Rudiments." By Ralph Tatb, A.L.S., &c. Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

173 RUDIMENTARY TREATISE ON GEOLOGY, Physical and
& Historical. Partly based on Major-General Portlock's '* Rudiments of

174. Geology." By Ralph Tatb, A.L.S., F.G.S., &c. In One Volume. 4s. 6d4

183 ANIMAL PHYSICS, Handbook of. By Dr. Lardner, D.C.L.,

Sc formerly Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy in University

184..
Colle£e» Loud. With 520 Illustrations. In One Vol. 7s. 6d., cloth boards.

^' %* Sold also in Two Parts, as follows :—
183. Animal Physics. By Dr. Lardner. Part I., Chapters L—VII. 4s.

184. Animal Physics. By Dr. Lardnbr. Part II., Chapters VIII.—XVIII. 3s.

FINE ARTS.
20. PERSPECTIVE FOR BEGINNERS. Adapted to Young

i Students and Amateurs in Architecture, Painting, &c. By Ghorgb Pynb. as.

40 GLASS STAINING, AND THE ART OF PAINTING ON
&4I. GLASS. From the German of Dr. Gbssbrt and Emanuel Otto From-

bbro. With an Appendix on Thb Art of Enamelling. 2s. 6d.

69. MUSIC, A Rudimentary and Practical Treatise on. With
numerous Examples. By Charles Child Spencer. 2s. 6d.

71. PIANOFORTE, The Art of Playing the. With numerous Exer-
cises & Lessons from the Best Masters. By Charles Child Spbncer. ls.6d.

69-71. MUSIC <y THE PIANOFORTE. In one vol. Half bound, 5s.

181. PAINTING POPULARLY EXPLAINED, including Fresco,
Oil, Mosaic, Water Colour, Water-Glass, Tempera, Encaustic, Miniature.
Painting on Ivory, Vellum, Pottery, Enamel, Glass, &c. With Historical
Sketches of the Progress of the Art by Thomas John Gullick, assisted by
John Timbs, F.S.A. Fourth Edition, revised ana enlarged. 5s.*

186. A GRAMMAR OF COLOURING, applied to Decorative
Painting and the Arts. By George Field. New Edition, enlarged and
adapted to the Use of the Ornamental Painter and Designer. By Ellis A.
Davidson. With two new Coloured Diagrams, &c. 3s.*

246. A DICTIONARYOFPAINTERS, AND HANDBOOKFQR
PICTURE AMATEURS ; including Methods of Painting, Cleaning, Re-
lining and Restoring, Schools of Painting, &c. With Notes on the Copyists
and Imitators of each Master. By Philippe Daryl. 2s. 6d.J

The X indicates that these vols, may be had strongly boundat 6d. extra.
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12 WEALE'S RUDIMENTARY SERIES.
•

INDUSTRIAL AND USEFUL ARTS.
23. BRICKS AND TILES, Rudimentary Treatise on the Manufac-

ture of. By E. Dobson, M.R.I.B.A. Illustrated, 334
67. CLOCKS, WATCHES, AND BELLS, a Rudimentary Treatise

on. By SirEdmund Beckett, LL.D., Q.C. Seventh Edition, revised and en-
larged, is. 6d. limp ; 5s. 6d. cloth boards.

«3«». CONSTRUCTION OF DOOR LOCKS. Compiled from the
Papers of A. C. Hobbs, and Edited by Charles Tomlikson, F.R.S. With
Additions by Robert Mallet, M.I.C.E. Illus. 2s. 6d.

162. THE BRASS FOUNDER'S MANUAL; Instructions for
Modelling, Pattern-Making, Moulding, Turning, Filing, Burnishing,
Bronzing, 8tc. With copious Receipts. Stc. By Walter Graham. 2s.$

205. THE ART OF LETTER PAINTING MADE EASY. By
J. G. Badenoch. Illustrated with 12 full-page Engravings of Examples, zs.

215. THE GOLDSMITHS HANDBOOK, containing fuU Instruc-
tions for the Alloying and Working of Gold. By George E. Gbb, 334

224. COACH BUILDING, A Practical Treatise, Historical and
Descriptive. By J. W. Burobss. 2s. 6d.t

225. THE SILVERSMITH'S HANDBOOK, containing full In-
structions for the Alloying and Working of Silver. By George E. Gbb. xs.%

235. PRACTICAL ORGAN BUILDING. By W. E. Dickson,
M.A.. Precentor of Ely Cathedral. Illustrated. 2s. 6d.t

249. THE HALL-MARKING OFJEWELLERYPRACTICALLY
CONSIDERED. By George E. Geb. 3s.*

MISCELLANEOUS VOLUMES.
36. A DICTIONARY OF TERMS used in ARCHITECTURE,

BUILDING, ENGINEERING, MINING, METALLURGY, ARCHA5-
OLOGY, the FINE ARTS, &*c. By John Wbalb. Fifth Edition. Revised
by Robert Hunt, F.R.S. Illustrated. 5s. limp ; 6s. cloth boards.

50. THE LAW OF CONTRACTS FOR WORKS AND SER-
VICES. By David Gibbons. Third Edition, enlarged. 3s.*

112. MANUAL OF DOMESTIC MEDICINE. By R. Gooding,
B.A., M.D. Intended as a Family Guide in all Cases of Accident and
Emergency. Third Edition. 2s.*

1 12*. MANAGEMENT OF HEALTH. A Manual of Home and
Personal Hygiene. By^the Rev. Jambs Baird, B.A. is.

150. LOGIC, Pure and Applied. By S. H. Emmjbns. Is. 6d.

153. SELECTIONS FROM LOCKE'S ESSAYS ON THE
HUMAN UNDERSTANDING. With Notes by S. H. Emmbns. as.

154. GENERAL HINTS TO EMIGRANTS. Notices of the various
Fields for Emigration, Hints on Outfits, Useful Recipes, &c. 2s.

157. THE EMIGRANTS GUIDE TO NATAL. By Robert
Jambs Mann, F.R.A.S., F.M.S. Second Edition. Map. 2s.

193. HANDBOOK OF FIELD FORTIFICATION, intended for the
Guidance of Officers Preparing for Promotion. By Major JW. W.
Knollys, F.R.G.S. With 163 Woodcuts. 3s.*

.

194. THE HOUSE MANAGER: Being a Guide to Housekeeping.
Practical Cookery, Pickling and Preserving, Household Work. Dairy
Management, the Table and Dessert, Cellarage of Wines, Home-brewing
'and Wine-making, the Boudoir and Dressing-room, Travelling, Stable
Economy, Gardening Operations, &c. By An Old Housekeeper. 3s. 6d.$

194. HOUSE BOOK {The). Comprising :—I. The House Manager.
112. Bv an Old Housekeeper. II. Domestic Medicine. By Ralph Gooding,
p. .. M.D. III. Management of Health. By Jambs Baird. In One Vol.,
** - strongly half-bound, 6s.

1 1 2*.

The % indicates that these vols, may be had strongly boundat bd. extra.
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EDUCATIONAL AND CLASSICAL SERIES.

HISTORY.
1. England, Outlines of the History of; more especially with

reference to the Origin and Progress of the English Constitution. By
William Douglas Hamilton, F.S.A.. of Her Majesty's Public Record
Office. 4th Edition, revised. 5s. ; cloth boards, 6s.

5. Greece, Outlines of the History of; in connection with the
Rise of the Arts and Civilization in Europe. By W. Douglas Hamilton,
of University College, London, and Edward Lbvibn, M.A., of Balliol
College, Oxford. 2s. 6d. ; cloth boards, 3s. 6d.

7. Rome, Outlines of the History of: from the Earliest Period
to the Christian Era and the Commencement of the Decline of the Empire.
By Edward Lbvibn, of Balliol College, Oxford. Map, as. 6d. ; cl. bds. 3s. 6d.

9. Chronology of History, Art, Literature, and Progress,
from the Creation of the World to the Conclusion of the Franco-German War.
The Continuation by W. D. Hamilton, F.S.A. 3s. ; cloth boards, 3s. 6d.

50. Dates and Events in English History, for the use of
Candidates in Public and Private Examinations. By the Rev. E.' Rand. zs.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND MISCELLANEOUS.
11. Grammar of the English Tongue, Spoken and Written.

With an Introduction to the Study of Comparative Philology. " By Hydb
Clarke, D.C.L. Fourth Edition, is. 6d.

II*. Philology! Handbook of the Comparative Philology of English,
Anglo-Saxon, Frisian, Flemish or Dutch, Low or Piatt Dutch, High Dutch
or German, Danish, Swedish, Icelandic, Latin, Italian, French, Spanish, and
Portuguese Tongues. By Hydb Clarke, D.C.L. is.

12. Dictionary of the English Language, as Spoken and
Written. Containing above 100,000 Words. By Hydb Clarke, D.C.L.
3s. 6d. ; cloth boards, 4s. 6d. ; complete with the Grammar, cloth bds., *s.6d.

48. Composition and Punctuation, familiarly Explained for

those who have neglected the Study of Grammar. By Justin Brbnan.
17th Edition, is. 6d.

49. Derivative Spelling-Book s Giving the Origin ofEveryWord
from the Greek, Latin, Saxon, German, Teutonic, Dutch, French, Spanish,

and other Languages ; with their present Acceptation and Pronunciation.

By J. Rowbotham, F.R.A.S. Improved Edition, is. 6d.

51. The Art of Extempore Speaking : Hints for the Pulpit, the

Senate, and the Bar. By M. Bautad*, Vicar-General and Professor at the

Sorbonne. Translatedfrom the French. 7th Edition, carefully corrected. 2s.6d.

52. Mining and Quarrying, with the Sciences connected there-

with. First Book of, for Schools. By J. H. Collins, F.G.S., Lecturer to

the Miners' Association of Cornwall and Devon, is.

53. Places and Facts in Political and Physical Geography,
for Candidates in Examinations. By the Rev. Edgar Rand, B.A. is.

54. Analytical Chemistry, Qualitative and Quantitative, a Course
of. To which is prefixed, a BriefTreatise upon Modern Chemical Nomencla-
ture and Notation. By Wm. W. Pink and Gborgb E. Wbbster. 2s.

THE SCHOOL MANAGERS' SERIES OF READING
BOOKS,

Edited by the Rev. A. R. Grant, Rector of Hitcham, and Honorary Canon of Ely;

formerly H.M. Inspector of Schools.
Introductory Primer, yi.

*. d.
.

Fourth Standard ...12
Fifth „ . . . x 6
Sixth „ ...16

Lessons from the Bible. Part I. Old Testament, is. .... ...
Lessons from the Bible. Part II. New Testament, to which is added

The Geography of the Bible, for very young Children. By Rev. C.

Thornton Forster. is. 2d. %* Or the Two Parts in One Volume. 2s.
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14 weale's educational and classical series.

FRENCH.
24. French Grammar. With Complete and Concise Rules on the

Genders of French Nouns. By G. L. Strauss, Ph.D. is 6d.
25. French-English Dictionary, Comprising a large number of

New Terms used in Engineering, Mining, &c. By Alfred Elwbs. is. 6d.
26. English-French Dictionary. By Alfred Elwes. 2s.

25,26. French Dictionary (as above). Complete, in One VoL, 3s.

;

cloth boards, 3s. 6d. *#* Or with the Grammar, cloth boards, 4s. 6d.

47. French and English Phrase Book : containing Intro-
ductory Lessons, with Translations, several Vocabularies of Words, a Col-
lection of suitable Phrases, and Easy Familiar Dialogues, is. 6d.

GERMAN.
39. German Grammar. Adapted for English Students, from

Heyse's Theoretical and Practical Grammar, by Dr. G. L. Strauss, is. 6d.
40. German Reader s A Series of Extracts, carefully culled from the

most approved Authors of Germany; with Notes, Philological and Ex-
planatory. By G. L. Strauss, Ph.D. is.

41-43. German Triglot Dictionary. By N. E. S. A. Hamilton.
In Three Parts. Part I. German-French-English. Part II. English-Ger-
man-French. Part III. French-German-English. 3s., or cloth boards, 4s.

41-43 German Triglot Dictionary (as above), together with German
& 39. Grammar (No. 39), in One Volume, cloth boards, 5s.

ITALIAN.
27. Italian Grammar, arranged in Twenty Lessons, with a Course

of Exercises. By Alfred Elwes. is. 6d.

28. Italian Triglot Dictionary, wherein the Genders of all the
Italian and French Nouns are carefully noted down. By Alfred Elwbs.
Vol. 1. Italian-English-French. 2s. 6d.

30. Italian Triglot Dictionary. By A.' Elwes. Vol. 2.
English-French-Italian. 2s. 6d.

32. Italian Triglot Dictionary. By Alfred Elwes. Vol. 3.
French-Italian-English. 2s. 6d.

28,30, Italian Triglot Dictionary (as above). In One Vol., 7s. 6d.
32. Cloth boards.

SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE.
34. Spanish Grammar, in a Simple and Practical Form. With

a Course of Exercises. By Alfrbd Elwes. is. 6d.

35. Spanish-English and English-Spanish Dictionary.
Including a large number ofTechnical Terms used in Mining, Engineering, Sue.,

with the proper Accents and the Gender of every Noun. By Alfred Elwes.
4s. ; cloth boards, 5s. *#* Or with the Grammar, cloth boards, 6s.

55. Portuguese Grammar, in a Simple and Practical Form.
With a Course of Exercises. By Alfred Elwbs. is. 6d.

56. Portuguese-English and English-Portuguese Dic-
tionary. Including a large number of Technical Terms used in Mining,
Engineering, &c, with the proper Accents and the Gender of every Noun.
By Alfred Elwes. 5s. ; cloth boards, 6s. %* Or with the Grammar,
cloth boards, 7s. [Jus* published.

HEBREW.
46*. Hebrew Grammar. By Dr. Bresslau. is. 6d.

44. Hebrew and English Dictionary, Biblical and Rabbinical

;

containing the Hebrew and Chaldee Roots of the Old Testament Post-
Rabbinical Writings. By Dr. Bresslau. 6s.

46. English and Hebrew Dictionary. By Dr. Bresslau. 3s*

44,46. Hebrew Dictionary (as above), in Two Vols., complete, with
46*. the Grammar, cloth boards, 12s.
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LATIN.
19. Latin Grammar. Containing the Inflections and Elementary

Principles of Translation and Construction. By the Rev. Thomas Goodwin,
M.A., Head Master of the Greenwich Proprietary School, is.

20. Latin-English Dictionary. By the Rev. Thomas Goodwin,
M.A. 2s.

22. English-Latin Dictionary; together with an Appendix of
French and Italian Words which have their origin from the Latin. By the
Rev. Thomas Goodwin, M.A. is. od.

20,22. Latin Dictionary (as above). Complete in One Vol., 3s. 6d.
cloth boards, 45. 6d, V Or with the Grammar, cloth boards, 5s. 6d.

LATIN CLASSICS. With Explanatory Notes in English.
1. Latin Delectus. Containing Extracts from Classical Authors,

with Genealogical Vocabularies and Explanatory Notes, by H. Young, is. 6d.

2. Csesaris Commentarii de Bello Gallico. Notes, and a Geographical
Register for the Use of Schools, by H. Young. 23.

3. Cornelius Nepos. With Notes. By H. Young, is.

4. Yirgilii Maronis Bucolica et Georgica. With Notes on the Buco-
lics by W. Rushton, M.A., and on the Georgics by H. Young, is. 6d.

5. Yirgilii Maronis ^neis. With Notes, Critical and Explanatory,
by H. Young. New Edition, revised and improved With copious Addi-
tional Notes by Rev. T. H. L. Lbary, D.C.L., formerly Scholar ot Brasenose
College, Oxford. 3s.

§• Part 1. Books i.—vi., is. 6d.

5
*» part 2 . Books vii.—xii., 2s.

6. Horace; Odes, Epode, and Carmen Saeculare. Notes by H.
Young, is. 6d.

7. Horace; Satires, Epistles, and ArsPoetica. Notes byW. Brown-
rigg Smith, M.A., F.R.G.S. is. 6d.

8. Sallustii Crispi Catalina et Bellum Jugurthinum. Notes, Critical
and Explanatory, by W. M. Donne, BA., Trin. Coll., Cam. is. 6d.

9. Terentii Andria et Heautontimorumenos. With Notes, Critical
and Explanatory, by the Rev. James Davies, M.A. is. 6d.

to. Terentii Adelphi, Hecyra, Phormio. Edited, with Notes, Critical
and Explanatory, by the Rev. James Davies, M.A. 2s.

11. Terentii Eunuchus, Comcedia. Notes, by Rev. J. Davies, M.A.
is. 6d.

f2. Ciceronis Oratio pro Sexto Roscio Amerino. Edited, with an
Introduction, Analysis, and Notes, Explanatory and Critical, by the Rev.
James Davies, M.A. is. 6d.

13. Ciceronis Orationes in Catilinam, Verrem, et pro Archia.
With Introduction, Analysis, and Notes, Explanatory and Critical, by Rev.
T. H. L. Lbary, D.C.L. formerly Scholar of Brasenose College, Oxford.
is. 6d.

114. Ciceronis Cato Major, Laelius, Brutus, sive de Senectute, de Ami-
citia, de Claris Oratoribus Dialogi. With Notes by W. Brownrigg Smith,
M.A., F.R.G.S. 2s.

16. Livy 5 History of Rome. Notes by H. Young and W. B. Smith,
M.A. Part 1. Books i., ii., is. 6d.

«6*. Part 2. Books iii., iv., v., is. 6d.

17. Part 3. Books xxi., xxii., is. 6d.

'i 9. Latin Verse Selections, from Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius,
and Ovid. Notes by W. B. Donne, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge. 2s.

-.20. Latin Prose Selections, from Varro, Columella, Vitruvius,
Seneca, Quintilian, Floras, Velleius Paterculus, Valerius Maximus Sueto-
nius, Apuleius, &c. Notes by W. B. Donne, M.A 2s.

21. Juvenalis Satirae. With Prolegomena and Notes by T. H. S.
Escott, BA-, Lecturer on Logic at King's College, London. 2s.
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GREEK.
14. Greek Grammar, in accordance with the Principles and Philo-

logical Researches of the most eminent Scholars of our own day. By Hans
Clauds Hamilton, is. 6d.

15,1 7. Greek Lexicon. Containing all the Words in General Use, with
their Significations, Inflections, and Doubtful Quantities. By Henry R.
Hamilton. Vol. 1. Greek-English, 2s. 6d. ; Vol. 2. English-Greek, 2s. Or
the Two Vols, in One, 4s. 6d. : cloth boards, 5s.

14,15. Greek Lexicon (as above). Complete, with the Geammar, in
17. One Vol., cloth boards, 6s.

GREEK CLASSICS. With Explanatory Notes in English.
1. Greek Delectus. Containing Extracts from Classical Authors,

with Genealogical Vocabularies and Explanatory Notes, by H. Young. New
Edition, with an improved and enlarged Supplementary Vocabulary, by John
Hutchison, M.A., of the High School, Glasgow, is. 6d.

2, 3. Xenophon's Anabasis ; or, The Retreat of the Ten Thousand.
Notes and a Geographical Register, by H. Young. Part 1. Books i. to iii.,

xs. Part 2. Books iv. to vii., xs.

4. Lucian's Select Dialogues. The Text carefully revised, with
Grammatical and Explanatory Notes, by H. Young, is. 6d.

5-12. Homer, The Works of. According to the Text of Baeumlein.
With Notes, Critical and Explanatory, drawn from the best and latest
Authorities, with Preliminary Observations and Appendices, by T. H. L.
Leary, M.A., D.C.L.

Thk Iliad : Part z. Books i. to vi., zs.6d. Part 3. Books xiii. to xviii., is. 6d.
Part 2. Books vii. to xii., is. 6d. Part 4. Books xix. to xxiv., is. 6d.

The Odyssby: Part 1. Books i. to vi., is. 6d Part 3. Books xiii. to xviii., is. 6d.
Part 2. Books vii. to xii., is. 6d. Part 4. Books xix. to xxiv., and

Hymns, 2s.

. 13. Plato's Dialogues: The Apology of Socrates, the Crito, and
the Phaedo. From the Text of C. F. Hermann. Edited with Notes, Critical
and Explanatory, by the Rev. Jambs Davies, M.A. 2s.

14-17. Herodotus, The History of, chiefly after the Text of Gaisford.
With Preliminary Observations and Appendices, and Notes, Critical and
Explanatory, by T. H. L. Leary, M.A., D.C.L.

Part 1. Books i., ii. (The Clio and Euterpe), 2s.

Part 2. Books iii., iv. (The Thalia and Melpomene),2s.
Part 3. Books v.-vii. (The Terpsichore, Erato, and Polymnia), as.

Part 4. Books viii., ix. (The Urania and Calliope) and Index, is. 6&,

18. Sophocles: GEdipus Tyrannus. Notes by H. Young, is.

20. Sophocles: Antigone. From the Text of Dindorf. Notes,
Critical and Explanatory, by the Rev. John Milnbr, B.A. 2s.

23. Euripides : Hecuba and Medea. Chiefly from the Text of Din-
dorf. With Notes, Critical and Explanatory, by W. Brownrigg Smith,
M.A., F.R.G.S. is.6d.

26. Euripides: Alcestis. Chiefly from the Text of Dindorf. With
Notes, Critical and Explanatory, by John Milnbr, BA. is. 6d.

30. ^Eschylus : Prometheus vinctus : The Prometheus Bound. From
the Text of Dindorf. Edited, with English Notes, Critical and Explanatory,

by the Rev. James Davies, M.A. is.

32. >Eschylus : Septem Contra Thebes : The Seven against Thebes.
From the Text of Dindorf. Edited, with English Notes, Critical and Ex-
planatory, by the Rev. James Davies, M.A. is.

40. Aristophanes : Acharnians. Chiefly from the Text of C. H_
Wbisb. With Notes, by C. S. T. Townshend, M.A. is. 6d.

41. Thucydides: History of the Peloponnesian War. Notes by H.
Young. Book 1. is.

42. Xenophon's Panegyric on Agesilaus. Notes and Intro-

duction by Ll. F. W. Jewitt. is. 6d.
m

43. Demosthenes. The Oration on the Crown and the Philippics*

With English Notes. By Rev. T. H. L. Leary, D.C.L., formerly Scholar of >

Brasenose College, Oxford, is. 6d.
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